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 The smallest feline is a masterpiece. 

Leonardo da Vinci
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Abstract

This dissertation examines a group of ten images (eight paintings and two en-
gravings), here called Serenade to a Cat after the painting located at the Sine-
brychoff Art Museum in Helsinki. The subject belongs to the so-called pitture 
ridicole, or “ridiculous pictures,” which were intended to provoke laughter in 
the viewer. The motifs of laughter or the comic permeated visual art both in 
Italy and in the North with the rise of genre painting and commedia dell'arte at 
the end of the sixteenth century.  

Motivated by the relationship between art and humor, my research locates the 
emergent theme in its historical and social context, seeking to resolve artist, 
date, and provenance by using the Helsinki painting as a case study. Here I em-
ploy a technical examination of materials, such as used by conservators. In the 
assessment of attribution, the provenance, stylistic, and compositional elements 
of the painting, in addition to the history of costumes, are taken into consider-
ation. 

The subject and comic plot of Serenade to a Cat are already alien to a modern 
viewer, yet the quantity of images employing the theme is striking. This study 
also illuminates art markets and the role of copies. The method of my investi-
gation is a combination of iconography, a comparison of other closely related 
works, and historical contextualization. One of my premises in interpreting 
the theme is that it is linked to peasantry, folk rituals, Carnival, and theater. 
Furthermore, the possibility of blasphemous presentation is investigated. The 
peasants and the cat were common figures right from the start in early modern 
comic images. The peasants had connotations of being laughable, ugly, and 
acting foolishly, and the peasant became the most popular character in genre 
painting.  

Two other painting groups, which I have titled as the Lombard group and the 
Carnival group, function as comparison groups, as they share a common and 
prominent visual feature—the cat. My work offers insights into the sociological 
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and cultural attitudes toward cats during the early modern era. Cats had many 
powerful symbolic connotations and were associated with folkloristic beliefs. As 
charivaris, faire le chat, and other carnivalesque and festive examples of cat-tor-
turing show, abuse and cruelty toward animals was also considered entertaining 
in the early modern era. 

My research reveals that one could consider several explanations for the theme; 
thus, the artists or schools involved in the timeframe of 1580–1640 remain 
open for speculation. Serenade to a Cat images reveal the intensive artistic and 
cultural exchanges that took place in the early modern era between the North 
and Italy. This study advances our understanding of risible images in the early 
modern period, as well as how such images were appreciated in their own time. 
My research also contributes to the question of neglected works of art by minor 
unknown masters.

Keywords: Laughter, humor, comic, genre art, cat, peasants, carnivals, chari-
vari, commedia dell'arte, blasphemy, pitture ridicole, early modern, sixteenth 
century, seventeenth century, Lombardy, Dutch art, Flemish art, French art, 
Italian art, attribution, provenance, art market, copy.
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I 

Introduction

This study was set in motion by a puzzling painting, Serenade to a Cat, which I 
found in the storage of  the Sinebrychoff  Art Museum in Helsinki. The painting 
intrigued me, because it raised many of  the typical questions for anyone dealing 
with Old Masters: who was the painter, when was the work painted, what was 
its provenance and origin, and what was the strange subject matter? The unusual 
scene depicts five individuals—a woman and four men—around a swaddled cat. 
The woman is holding the cat in her arms, which in its tight swaddling clothes 
reminds a modern observer of  a baby, or an Egyptian cat mummy. The light 
grey and white cat appears unhappy and fearful, ears lying back, but the people 
around it seem quite playful. On the right side of  the cat a man appears to be 
singing and playing a gridiron like a fiddle with a pair of  long-handled tongs. 
Next to him, another man is laughing, his mouth wide open, and from his hood, 
a long, golden object with a hook-like end is sticking out. On the left side of  the 
cat, there are two men; the bearded one in the foreground is holding a cauldron 
and a spoon, as if  about to either force-feed or baptize the cat, and watching us, 
the viewers, engage in this ridiculous scene. Behind him is a younger man with a 
beret or brimmed hat (fig. 1). 

Treating a cat like a baby and playing a gridiron like a fiddle could be understood 
as the visual jokes of  the painting. Humor and laughter had become important 
topoi in the scholarly discourse of  the 1500s. Entertaining literature gained in 
popularity, and some visual evidence subsists. Up to Luther’s time, however, 
art had been predominantly religious and commissioned by the Church. The 
Protestant Reformation, with its iconophobic critique of  the religious image, 
resulted in secularization of  art and courtly patronage, even for works intended 
for the open market, being affordable for the new clientele. This encouraged 
the cultivation of  theologically noncontroversial subject matters such as scenes 
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of  ordinary life, landscapes, and recondite allegories.1 The motifs of  laughter 
or comic permeated visual art, both in Italy and in the North, with the rise 
of  genre painting and commedia dell’arte at the end of  the sixteenth century. 
Through the works of  Leonardo da Vinci and Quinten Matsys, both Northern 
Italy and the Low Countries already had a tradition of  depicting expressive 
faces and moods with half-length figures. In his writings, Leonardo emphasized 
observation of  nature, and he was interested in studying the effects of  laughter 
on the human face. His caricature drawings ended up inspiring artists in the 
North, including Matsys.2 Subsequently, drunken and puking peasants, buffoons 
and fools, children’s mischief, dwarves and social outcasts, proverbs, and new 
imaginative subjects such as monkeys acting as humans, which were inspired 
by daily life, started to appear in the visual culture. However, the new comic 
imagery encountered some disapproval by the Counter-Reformation. The 
Bolognese Cardinal and Archbishop Gabriele Paleotti condemned in his 
writings the so-called pitture ridicole, or “ridiculous paintings”, which illustrated 
dissolute life.3 In the following chapters, I will explain why I assume that 
Serenade to a Cat belongs to this new genre of  comic subjects, pitture ridicole.  

To be able to perceive humor or what is laughed at in an image of  any period 
has to correspond somehow to our social experience. Some images we still 
understand as humorous, some not at all. When we are missing the joke, we 
are most probably not familiar with the cultural norms and context in which 
the given work was produced. Even without any understanding or knowledge 
of  what is happening in the image, we can see that the characters in Serenade 
to a Cat are expressing a jesting mood. It could be described as the pictorial 
grammelot, the satirical universal language, which we understand even it consists 

1  Wood 2008, 79. See more about the Reformation and visual arts in, for 
example, Michalski 1993; Koerner 2004.
2  Meijer 1998, 69–76.
3  Gabriele Paleotti’s Discorso intorno alle immagini was published in Bolo-
gna in 1582. See Barocchi (ed.) 1961, vol. 2, chap. XXXI, “Delle pitture ridi-
cole,” 390–397.
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mainly of  gestures and facial expressions.4 Are those people force-feeding 
or baptizing the cat, or what is it that they are doing? What is the unknown 
narrative or joke—lost to us today—that the figures seem to share? In his 
Trattato dell’Arte de la Pittura (1584), the Milanese art theorist Giovanni Paolo 
Lomazzo insisted on the narrative content of  the paintings. There had to be 
a story, because “…se si vedesse alcuno far festa & ridere senza causa, certo 
che sarebbe una pazzia da bastonare” (“…if  one were to see someone having 
fun and laughing without a reason, that would certainly be insanity worthy of  
a beating”).5 However, is a definition of  the theme even possible anymore?  

The subject matter of  Serenade to a Cat belongs to the margins of  early modern 
art history.6 Studies about the iconography of  laughter and humor in Western 
art have not been very central issues in the discipline of  art history in the past, 
perhaps because the comic has been thought of  as too trivial or inferior subject 
matter, compared to other genres, and it does not meet the classicist standards 
set by the theoreticians.7 Furthermore, most past works in Western art are not 
humorous but religious, allegorical, or historical subjects, portraits, landscapes, 
and still lifes. Besides, a melancholic state of  mind has been regarded as a sign 
of  genius for an artist in contrast to cheerfulness.8 In my study, I restrict myself  
mainly to the genre paintings in which a visual joke with a cat is the main subject. 
However, humor is sometimes to be found in the small details of  other genres, 

4  Grammelot is of  French origin, made of  dialects and onomatopoeic 
sounds and used by Dario Fo in the context of  commedia dell’arte. Fo 2003, 104.
5  Lomazzo, Book VI, chap. XXXII, 359. 
6  Studies of  early modern art and artists have not been very popular at 
Helsinki University, in contrast to the period of  the Finnish Golden Age (from 
the 1880s until the 1910s). However, a few studies could be mentioned here 
from the past decades: Tuominen 2014; Vuolasto 2011; Eskelinen 2008.
7  In Finland, studies on the comic in visual arts are non-existent. How-
ever, Marja Ylönen did her doctoral dissertation about the political cartoonist 
Kari Suomalainen; see Ylönen 1995.
8  For more about melancholy in art, see Dixon 2013.
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even history and religious paintings.9 The understatement of  humor, comic 
genre, and marginal subject matters in the discipline of  art history are some of  
the reasons why Serenade to a Cat attracted me, as did the challenge of  how to find 
a name, school, or date for a work by an unknown artist. There exists a lot of  
research and discussion about the authenticity of  artworks by great masters, but 
those unidentified and nameless artworks which do not reach the level of  great 
masterpieces are often overlooked.

My primary material consists of  a group of  similar images as Serenade to a Cat 
in Helsinki, all in all nine images. I use the title Serenade to a Cat generally for the 
whole group when I refer to this subject matter. Through the documentation of  
all the Serenade to a Cat images which I have found, the aim of  this dissertation 
is twofold. First, it explores the Serenade to a Cat images and the relationship 
between art and humor by setting the theme in its historical and social context. 
Second, it tries to resolve the author, date, and provenance by taking the painting 
of  Helsinki as an example for a case study. 

Among my research questions I ask how we can identify the artist or school 
for an unsigned and undated work of  art, and how we can date it and by which 
means. Is connoisseurship still a valid method or should we rely solely on modern 
technical devices? As for dating, it is also necessary to consider the history of  
costumes. In addition, I analyze the iconography of  laughter depicted in Serenade 
to a Cat paintings, indicating how we should classify the theme of  Serenade to a 
Cat and its comic content, in order to achieve a more accurate genre definition. 
However, humor is not some quality that exists independently of  a viewer in an 
image. It is the audience who decides if  a certain image is funny or not. According 
to Paolo Consigli, “analyzing humor is similar to explaining a joke: the result 
remains always disappointing, and the risk is in not taking into consideration 

9  See an example of  a religious subject in an engraving, Saint Jerome in his 
Study by Lucas van Leyden, c. 1521, Bibliothèque royale de Belgique in Brus-
sels. The lion is licking his master’s toe like a house pet.  
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important pieces of  the puzzle that is humor.”10 However, analyzing the humor 
of  spoken or written words is much easier than understanding all the nuances 
in a single image.

The Introduction (Chapter I) presents the corpus of  my study, the formation 
and practice of  connoisseurship, and the iconographic approach. I use the 
iconographic approach as a method to investigate the Serenade to a Cat theme, as 
it focuses on the content, subject matter, meaning and significance of  images, 
trying to interpret and understand something that seems alien to a modern viewer. 
Furthermore, the method makes no aesthetic distinctions; there is nothing 
that delimits the quality of  a work being considered. As Craighton Gilbert 
has written, “for the iconologist… the weakest engraving that exhibits some 
complex cosmology is as fascinating as the masterpieces where the cosmology is 
given breath by the artist’s imaginative understanding.”11 

In order to understand why artists started to paint pitture ridicole and gain some 
context for the appreciation of  such imagery, Chapter II deals with cultural 
attitudes and some general theories on laughter. Then I reassess the notions of  
Bakhtinian festive laughter and his concept of  the grotesque body. In this chapter 
I also deal with the clientele and art market, asking where were comic paintings 
for sale, who ordered them, and who was the intended audience? Chapter III 
focuses on the development of  the comic genre of  painting and those artists 
who started to depict comic scenes and laughter in their works of  art. With this 
background, we are better prepared for Chapter IV, which is devoted to the 
group of  Serenade to a Cat paintings; it discusses the symbolism of  the cat, and 
the role of  copies, and why the subject was repeated so many times. Chapter V 
presents the comparative painting groups, the so-called Lombard and Carnival 
paintings, which both present a collection of  people gathered around the cat. Is 
the theme the same in all of  these painting groups, does the cat represent the 

10  Consigli 1988, 154.
11  Gilbert 1952, 202.
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same thing, and do they have a common origin and source?

The data received by archival research and the technical examination of  
materials to help determine the date, provenance, and author will be explored 
in Chapter VI through the case study found in Helsinki, which has been the 
most accessible example to study in depth. In Chapter VII, I try to attribute the 
Serenade to a Cat to some individual artist or school. It is also to be noted that the 
identification of  the author is merely a hypothesis based on the data from the 
material and technical investigation and my own interpretations. Finally, Chapter 
VIII investigates the enigmatic subject matter of  Serenade to a Cat, which pictorial 
tradition it belongs to, and what the theme and its cultural context comprise. 
Chapter IX illuminates the function of  comic painting.

My interpreting of  Serenade to a Cat is not restricted to either form or content, 
but takes both aspects into consideration. The method of  this investigation 
is a combination of  iconography, comparison of  other closely related works, 
and historical contextualization. With historical contextualization we are able 
to analyze the circumstances in which the subject of  Serenade to a Cat was 
held to be worth perpetuating on canvas, panel, or paper, rather than judging 
it by contemporary standards. My study also takes advantage of  the technical 
examination of  materials, through which I hope to “go beyond the image.” 
By paying attention to microhistory and oddities such as the subject matter of  
Serenade to a Cat, we may expand our knowledge about the underlying personal, 
national, religious, political, or social issues of  the early modern period and arrive 
at some unexpected findings.12

12  Regarding the translation of  quoted material, I have included the orig-
inal texts, followed by translations in brackets. Translations are all mine, if  not 
otherwise mentioned; all errors are also mine.
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I.1 Primary Material

After the initial painting was found in Helsinki, I started to trace and collect 
images and information about similar paintings from auction and fine art sellers’ 
catalogues, museum catalogues, collections, and image archives abroad. I have 
managed to find altogether eight oil paintings and two engravings of  the same 
subject, even though it is highly probable that I have missed some Serenade to a 
Cat artworks. Nevertheless, the quantity of  images with a common subject is 
striking, and it proves on the one hand the popularity of  the theme and on the 
other the diffusion of  the theme. Yet, when already finding and bringing the 
pictorial material and other relevant information together is difficult, it is no 
wonder why marginal subjects, such as Serenade to a Cat, are easily left outside the 
scholarly research.13 The information on the other same-subject paintings at the 
auction catalogues was scarce, attributions and dates varied, provenance records 
were incomplete, the subject seemed to be unfamiliar, and the first prototype is 
unknown. 

The corpus of  my study includes the following (see the bigger formats and 
photo credits in Chapter XI): 

13  It is an inevitable issue when dealing with questions of  attribution and 
authenticity that one should study the physical qualities and appearance of  the 
paintings in person. The auction catalogues often have small photographs or 
compressed files, making it difficult to discern the paint surface, variations in 
brushwork and colors (which photographs alter), size, technique, and texture, 
possible pentimenti, damages, or losses, which provide the necessary insights 
on the painting. Regrettably this has not been possible for me with any of  the 
Serenade to a Cat paintings other than the one in Helsinki; that is the reason why 
I selected it for my case study.
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# IMAGE ARTIST OR 

ATTRIBUTION

TITLE DATE TECHNIQUES 

AND SIZE

DESCRIPTION COLLECTION

1 Unknown 
(Flemish 
School)

Serenade to 

a Cat

17th 
century

Oil on 
canvas, 75.5 
x 103 cm

Four men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

The Finnish 
National Gallery/ 
Sinebrychoff Art 
Museum, Helsinki, 
inv. no. A I 344. 

2 Attrib. 
Gerard van 
Honthorst 
(1590–1656)

The Ballad 

Singer

The first 
half of 
the 17th 
century

Oil on canvas Four men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

Sale on Paul 
Brandt BV, 
Amsterdam, 
November 30–De-
cember 3, 1976, 
lot 70. Current 
whereabouts 
unknown. 1 

3 Circle of 
Bartolomeo 
Passerotti 
(1529–1592)

A Lady 

Holding a 

Swaddled Cat, 

a Man with 

a Pan of Por-

ridge, Another 

Playing with 

Fire Irons, and 

Two Other 

Male Figures

The 
second 
half of 
the 16th 
century

Oil on 
canvas, 75.3 
x 112 cm

Four men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

Sotheby’s New 
York, June 6, 
2013, Old Master 
Paintings, lot 98.2 

4 Circle of Vin-
cenzo Campi 
(1536–1591)

Concierto en 

la cocina (A 

Concert in the 

Kitchen)

The 
second 
half of 
the 16th 
century

Oil on canvas, 

73 x 100 cm

Four men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

Ansorena, July 23, 
2014 in Madrid, 
lot 550. 

1 Also called Gerrit van Honthorst. Someone has added a handwritten comment on the catalogue of the 
RKD (The Netherlands Institute for Art History) in Dutch, ronduit belachelijk (“outright ridiculous”), which 
most probably refers to the attribution. I thank Prof. Paul Vandenbroeck for kindly bringing this painting to 
my attention.
2 According to the auction catalogue, property of an estate on the West Coast of the United States.
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5 École du 
Nord (North-
ern School), 
also attrib. 
the Studio of 
Gerard van 
Honthorst

L'Éduca-

tion du 

Matou (The 

Upbringing of 

the Tom-cat), 

or La Bouillie 

donnée au 

chat (The Por-

ridge Given to 

a Cat). 

c. 1600 Oil on panel, 

80 x 103.5 

cm

Four men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

Vanderkindere 
Auctioneer, Uccle, 
April 25, 2018, 
lot 319; Artcurial, 
Old Master & 
19th -century 
Art, Paintings, 
Drawings, Sculp-
tures, Antique and 
Collector Frames, 
October 11, 2016, 
lot 502. 3 

6 Attrib. anon-
ymous North 
Italian artist 
from Veneto, 
probably 
from Brescia

A Completely 

Crazy 

Company 

Feeding and 

Entertaining 

a Swaddled 

Cat

18th 
century

Oil on 
canvas, 79.3 
x 109.3 cm. 

Two men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

BVBA Jean Moust, 
Old Master 
Paintings, Bruges, 
Belgium, on sale 
during the summer 
of 2017.4 

7 Attrib. 
Niccolò Fran-
gipane (active 
1563–1597)

A Genre Scene 17th 
century

Oil on 
canvas, 65 x 
80 cm

Four men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

Galleria San 
Francesco di Giusti 
Antonio, Modena, 
Italy, on sale in 
September 2017. 

3 The support consists of five oak boards. Regarding the provenance, on the backside is found an 
ancient label: Erasmus Art Gallery, Brussels/Knokke (?), in 1984.
4 The painting was sold to Jean Moust at the auction of L’Huillier in Paris on May 19, 2017, lot 13. In 
the auction catalogue it was attributed to the Venetian School of the seventeenth century.
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8 The print 
is signed 
Le Blond 
excud. 5 avec 
privilege 
which means 
“Leblond has 
published 
with privilege 
(of the king)”

L'Éducation 

du Matou. 

(The Upbring-

ing of the 

Tom-cat)

1580/
1640

Engraving, 
20.3 x 30.1 
cm

Four men 
and a woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

Département des 
Estampes de la 
Bibliothèque Na-
tionale de France.6  
Another print 
in the collection 
of the author, 
purchased from 
Galerie Xavier 
Seydoux, Paris, 
May 4, 2020. 7 

9 Attrib. Flem-
ish School 

Mardi Gras c. 1600 Oil on panel, 
6.8 x 9.2 cm

Four men 
and woman 
holding a 
swaddled cat

Jan Muller 
Antiques, Gent, 
on sale at Brafa Art 
Fair Jan 26–Feb 3, 
2019. 8 

5 The person who was responsible for the design of the image is identified as its inventor. The person 
who did the actual carving or cutting, is identified as the fecit, sculpsit, or incidit of the print. Publishers who 
financed and oversaw the process were identified with the term excudit or formis. Benedict 2007, 19.
6 Jean Leblond I (c. 1590/1594–1666), L'Éducation du Matou (Col. Marolles, P. 16991. IFF-17, VII, p. 
331), taille-douce (engraving), c. 1640; Jean Ier Leblond, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, inv. 173 de l’Inventaire 
du fonds français. “L'Éducation du Matou. Scène de carnaval. Cinq personnes, en buste entourent un chat 
emmailloté, comme un bébe. 16 vers sur 4 cod.: Avecque raison je puis dire… le Blond excud. avec privilege.” 
Dated to 1580 by Christophe Brouard in his entry for cat. no. 8, “Le Chat emmailloté ou La Bouillie du chat,” 
in the exhibition catalogue La Grande Bouffe. Brouard 2017, 80. It is no wonder if there are no graphic prints 
of this subject in the art market, as paper works are so vulnerable.

7 23.3 x 30.7 cm, no provenance information.

8 Thanks are due to Bert Schepers, Ph.D., who kindly brought this painting to my attention.
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One of  my premises in interpreting the Serenade to a Cat theme is that it is linked to 
peasantry, but also to folk rituals, carnival, street theater, and commedia dell’arte. All 
of  these rare paintings, preserved until our time together with the comparative 
Lombard and Carnival groups, share one common and prominent visual motif—
the cat. The question remains: is the theme the same—or has it remained the 
same—after all? My hypothesis is that the cat is the key figure in resolving the 
theme in all these painting groups. Yet, we cannot claim that each contemporary 
and individual viewer of  these images encountered and interpreted these images 
in the same way. For some it was probably reason enough for laughter to see the 
swaddled cat and its feeding in the Serenade to a Cat and Carnival groups. Later 
on, in Chapter IV we shall briefly study the formation of  the cat’s symbolism 
throughout history. In the next section, I will introduce the practice and history 
of  connoisseurship and discuss art authentication.

 

I.2 On Connoisseurship and Art Authentication

The traditional ways for an art historian to investigate artworks are provenance 
and archival research, formal and iconographic analysis, and connoisseurship. 
New technologies and devices taken from the natural sciences, such as 
X-radiography, ultraviolet illumination, dendrochronology, and infrared 
reflectography, have benefited enormously our knowledge of  works of  art 
and the Old Masters.14 They reveal features of  an object, such as pentimenti 
(alterations made to a painting during its creation and often cited as evidence 
of  the painting’s originality), signatures, or underdrawings, otherwise invisible 
to the human eye. Even an artist’s fingerprints or DNA can be traced.15 As the 

14  See, for example, Hermens (ed.)1998; Faries & Spronk (eds.) 2003; 
Cycleback 2017. 
15  For example, Leonardo’s assumed thumbprint was discovered among 
the drawings belonging to the Royal Collection Trust of  Queen Elizabeth II. 
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/thumbprint-of-leonardo-da-vin-
ci-discovered-on-drawing (accessed June 25, 2019).
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number of  digitized and publicly available artworks is growing, there will soon 
be some computer program based on algorithms that can classify and calculate 
the painting’s artist according to the stylistic similarities.16 Scientific testing helps 
in the act of  determining that an artwork is genuine, and that it belongs to a 
certain artist or period. This field of  study is nowadays called technical art history. 

Connoisseurship (from the French connaisseur, “one who knows”) was coined by 
the art historian Bernard Berenson (1865–1959) to mean the ability to deduce 
from the actual work of  art alone, without additional supporting evidence, its 
period, its aesthetic merits or lack of  them, and its possible relationships to other 
similar works which the connoisseur has seen in the past.17 Often many think that 
the task of  a connoisseur is to distinguish originals from fakes by means of  an 
empirical study of  art works. In other respects, traditional connoisseurship has 
become loaded with negative connotations over the last decades, partly because 
of  the questionable certificates of  authentication given by some connoisseurs 
to raise the monetary value of  an artwork,18 and perhaps because connoisseurs 
do not really provide any epistemic access to hard evidence. In the end, it is one 
scholar’s eye against another. As Karen Lang notes, connoisseurship may insist 
on a neutral, objective, and authoritative view, but it is always a view of  someone 
from somewhere.19

However, due to the lack of  other methods, connoisseurship has been one of  
the most essential approaches of  Western art history since the Antiquity and 
Renaissance writers on art, most notably Giorgio Vasari, who practiced its core 

16  See more, for example, in Elgammal and Saleh 2016.
17  Lucie-Smith 1988, 57.
18  See, e.g., the case of  Bernard Berenson and his pact with the Ameri-
can art dealer Joseph Duveen, or quite recently the German court case against 
Wolfgang Beltracchi for faking the works by such artists as Max Ernst and 
Heinrich Campendonk.
19  Lang 2006, 193.
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activities of  attribution and authentication.20 The sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century art writers such as Filippo Baldinucci, André Félibien and Roger de Piles 
wrote theories of  connoisseurship at a time when the practice of  art collecting 
became more widespread as a marker of  social status and taste. Attributing 
works of  art was closely linked to their role as commercial objects, as the art 
collectors sought to distinguish originals from copies and fakes. According to 
Félibien’s treatise (1666), a connoisseur’s tasks were to determine the author of  a 
painting, appraise its relative aesthetic quality, and discern its status as an original 
work or a copy.21 Baldinucci stressed the importance of  drawn sketches and 
studies to follow an artist’s mind and hand, and he also noted the challenges in 
connoisseurship when an artist changed his style or the work was done by more 
than one hand.22

In the nineteenth century, with the invention of  photography in 1839 and 
advances in vehicles of  transportation, connoisseurs had a greatly increased 
opportunity for direct observation of  works. The most famous of  the 
nineteenth-century connoisseurs was the Italian doctor and connoisseur 
Giovanni Morelli (1816–1891).23 Morelli placed great emphasis on the regional 
schools of  Italian Renaissance painting, but he believed that defining the distinct 
individual characteristics of  each artist enabled the connoisseur to identify who 
executed the work. His method—the Morellian method –draws attention to 
specific features, such as ears, hands, or fingernails, because he thought that 

20  Scallen 2004, 15, 27.
21  Scallen 2004, 27. For the most comprehensive account on different 
theories on connoisseurship in Western art, see Gibson-Wood 1988.
22  Scallen 2004, 28. 
23  Morelli caused a sensation among the art historians when he published 
essays on the Old Masters’ works of  the Roman Galleria Borghese in the peri-
odical Zeitschrift für Bildende Kunst in 1874, 1875, and 1876 under the pseudonym 
of  an unknown Russian scholar, Ivan Lermolieff. Morelli did not reveal his 
identity as the author until years later. Lang 2006, 182, n. 11. For his works in 
English, see, e.g., Morelli 1892–1893.
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these minor details are the most characteristic parts of  a picture, as every painter 
is committed to repeat them.24 The Morellian method has had an enormous 
effect on attribution, and several works of  art have been reattributed according 
to it.25 However, Michael Baxandall has demonstrated the method’s weakness, as 
several fifteenth-century Italian contracts show that workshop assistants were 
assigned to paint these less-important elements of  a painting.26 

The American connoisseur Bernard Berenson relied on his judgement for 
a close observation of  size, condition, medium and technique, knowledge of  
contemporary fashion, customs, and literary sources which might influence the 
depiction of  the subject matter.27 These are still valid premises in the study of  
artworks from the past periods. One also has to know the visual trends and 
fashion in the era, as every subject matter is not possible everywhere at the same 
time. For example, brothel scenes and revelling peasants were quite popular in 
the late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Low Countries, but never in Italy. 
To sum up, Berenson built upon the Morellian method, but he also added 
iconographical research, even though he never valued Erwin Panofsky’s work.28 

The great Rembrandt connoisseurs Wilhelm von Bode, Abraham Bredius, 
Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, and Wilhelm Valentiner from the first half  of  the 
twentieth century were university-trained scholars and museum curators, and 
they incorporated biographical and documentary evidence into the practice 
of  connoisseurship.29 They helped to institutionalize connoisseurship as a 

24  Scallen 2004, 31–32; Hatt & Klonk 2006, 51–52.
25  It was Morelli who reattributed The Sleeping Venus in the Dresden Gal-
lery to Giorgione. The painting was previously considered as a copy by Sasso-
ferrato after Titian. Lang 2006, 184.
26  See Baxandall 1972.
27  Hatt & Klonk 2006, 40. See Bernard Berenson 1902, 111–148.
28  Hatt & Klonk 2006, 40–41, 58. 
29  Scallen 2004, 33.
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profession, which had earlier belonged to artists, art dealers, and amateurs.30 
However, critics argue that the weakness of  connoisseurship is the belief  that the 
artist’s individual traits remain distinctive and style unchangeable. Psychologists 
have also demonstrated that the same configuration of  features in one’s field of  
vision can look very different in different contexts. Furthermore, connoisseurs 
have been accused of  a cult of  genius with the concept of  “great masters,” 
namely, that only high art is expressive of  a culture.31 

To the outrage of  such connoisseurs as Bode and Friedländer, the Swiss art 
historian Heinrich Wölfflin provocatively presented an art history “without 
names.” Wölfflin was not interested in discussing the characters or lives of  the 
artists themselves, because he thought that the same cultural context in a certain 
time produces similar intentions and stylistic elements. He understood the works 
of  arts as products of  their producers’ environment. In later editions of  his 
book, however, Wölfflin removed this statement.32

Already Morelli stressed the importance of  knowing the original physical 
condition of  the painting before its analysis. This is still a valid prerequisite for 
attribution, of  course, and technical art history is crucial in helping with it. We 
know more not only about any individual artist’s or studio’s painting techniques, 
but also how they painted in a given geographical place and period, which 
materials were used, and how the work of  art was executed. At least technical 
research can give us some proviso of  terminus ante and terminus post dates. 

After all the technical research has been done, however, it is quite often the case 
that the question of  attribution is finally resolved by the researcher’s instinct 

30  Scallen 2004, 322.
31  Hatt & Klonk 2006, 60–63.
32  In Heinrich Wölfflin’s first German edition of  Principles of  Art History 
in 1932 [1915], 226. Hatt & Klonk 2006, 66.
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and intuition (i.e., connoisseurship). At its best it can be the result of  years of  
empirical experience, training for visual acuity, and good visual memory, but it 
cannot be scientifically proven. The Rembrandt Research Project (RRP) has tried 
since 1968 to distinguish the hand marks of  the master from those of  his studio 
assistants, in order to establish a catalogue raisonné on Rembrandt’s oeuvre. As 
stated in the preface to their Corpus, in their connoisseurship they relied more 
on making judgements than on science: “…using x-ray and other radiographic 
methods, experts on the analysis of  grounds and other paint samples, and the 
analysis of  wood supports and canvas […] demonstrated that, so far, the results 
of  these research methods applied to Rembrandt had yielded little of  significance 
for the determination of  authenticity.”33 

The RRP also argued that while “in theory it may sometimes be possible to 
prove that a painting is not by Rembrandt by means of  technical investigation, 
the converse—using the same methods to prove conclusively that a painting is 
certainly by Rembrandt—is never possible. It may be redundant to labor the 
point that, on the one hand, historical works of  art are complex man-made 
objects whose materials, manufacture, as well as style and quality can vary even 
when made by the same person, while on the other hand works that are closely 
related in just these respects could have been done by different painters, e.g. 
in Rembrandt’s immediate circle.”34 Technical research alone cannot assign the 
rejected Rembrandt’s works to his apprentices. Within the RRP, the attributions 
have been subject to intense debates; they have not been always accepted 
unanimously, nor are they definitive.35 

To sum up, art authentication is not an exact science, which does not imply 
that all art experts and connoisseurs are making incompetent or wrong 

33  Wetering 2005, xi.
34  Wetering 2005, xi.
35  See, for example, the discussion “The Rembrandt Research Project 
and its denouement” in White 2015, 71–73; Marcus 2014; Bailey 1994.
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judgements. I maintain that the best means of  building a case for authentication 
is through historical and documentary evidence, provenance, combined with 
connoisseurship and technical research of  materials. Provenance alone is not 
sufficient to authenticate a work of  art; it itself  can be forged or include errors. 
Yet, provenance research can support some view about the work’s origin, while 
scientific research is important to reveal if  the pigments and materials used in 
an art work are historically appropriate. A qualified connoisseur is also able 
to determine quality, such as whether the painting in question corresponds to 
the quality of  the alleged artist. Connoisseurship—at its best—binds all these 
different aspects together. 

I.3 The Iconographical Approach

In interpreting and analyzing the images, the approach of  iconography will be 
used, as one of  my main focuses with this research is to find an explanation for 
what we are seeing in the Serenade to a Cat theme. As we know, Aby Warburg 
(1866–1929) introduced the embryonic phase of  the iconographic-iconological 
approach, which was later developed by his student, the German-born Erwin 
Panofsky (1892–1968), for the study of  Renaissance works of  art. The Dutch 
art historian Godefridus Johannes Hoogewerff  had also proposed a consistent 
application of  iconography and iconology as interrelated fields of  study as early 
as 1928.36 When Panofsky fled to America because of  the Nazis, he challenged 
the leading approach toward art history of  the time, Heinrich Wölfflin’s 
Formalist methodology. Panofsky’s iconographic-iconological method became 
the antithesis of  Wölfflin’s formalism. According to Panofsky, it was not possible 
to separate “form” from “content,” as “the distribution of  colour and lines, light 
and shade, volumes and planes, however delightful as a visual spectacle, must 
also be understood as carrying a more-than-visual meaning.”37 

36  Hoogewerff  1928, 368; Liepe 2019, 2.
37  Panofsky [1955] 1987, 205.
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Before Warburg and Panofsky, the words ‘iconography’ and ‘iconology’ had 
already enjoyed a long history. Iconography and iconology come from the 
Greek words eikon (‘image’), graphein (‘to write’), and logos (‘word’). The Iconologia 
by Cesare Ripa was a collection of  emblems, published first in 1593 without 
illustrations. The word referred to the decoding of  the symbolism of  allegorical 
images by means of  explanatory texts. The later illustrated versions of  Ripa’s 
Iconologia depicted abstract and general concepts, such as Death or Fury, as 
personifications or symbols. Later, iconography was used by the nineteenth-
century art historians to link motifs from a work of  art to other art objects and 
to the textual sources available at the time.38 In his Studies in Iconology (1939) and 
Meaning in the Visual Arts (1955), Panofsky presented his three-step method, 
defining ‘iconography’ as the study of  subject matter in the visual arts on the 
basis of  literature and iconographical types, whereas with ‘iconology’ he meant 
the intrinsic meaning of  the subject matter within the culture that produced it. 
Iconology makes conclusions or a synthesis from the identifications achieved by 
iconographic analysis. Panofsky found also iconography useful in establishing 
dates, provenance, and, occasionally, authenticity.39 

Like all other art historical methods, Panofsky’s method starts with observing 
an artwork’s formal elements, which convey basic meanings. Then the work is 
interpreted as a network of  symbols and allegories, and finally as a symptom 
of  social and cultural history.40 In theory, an art historian should move through 
these three levels in order, but in practice this is not always the case. The notion 
of  the “innocent eye,” which is necessary for pre-iconographic analysis, has 
been widely challenged by semiotics and reception theorists, who claim that 
viewers always carry their own experiences, values, and historical and cultural 
knowledge.41 It may also prove difficult to move from the second to the third 

38  Hatt & Klonk 2006, 98.
39  Panofsky [1955] 1987, 57.
40  Białostocki 1963, 777, 781.
41  Gombrich also considers the “innocent eye” as a myth, arguing that 
we cannot separate what we see from what we know. Gombrich 2000, 331.
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level if  there are gaps in the historical records or in the researcher’s knowledge.42 
In addition, Panofsky’s third level, intrinsic meaning or content, which ought to be 
grasped once the other levels have been taken into account, can include more 
than a single correct explanation.

Panofsky was much influenced by the German philosopher Ernst Cassirer’s 
(1874–1945) theory of  “symbolic form,” according to which symbolic forms—
such as myth, language, religion, and art—are the shaping of  a world of  experience 
at a given point in time. These symbolic forms not only reveal how the world 
is conceived according to an artist, but they also convey a common formative 
process that transcends time and place.43 Cassirer argued that images represent 
fundamental principles or ideas in a given culture, and therefore artworks can be 
understood as “documents” of  an artist, religion, philosophy, or even an entire 
civilization.44 Traditionally, it has been the art historian’s duty to find out the 
artist’s intentions, emotions, or social and cultural influences, which affected the 
appearance and content of  the artwork. When we have no idea of  the artist or 
his intentions and other conditions, the artwork can be seen as expressing the 
underlying principles of  the entire culture in question.

In 1934, in his article about the Arnolfini Portrait by Jan van Eyck (National 
Gallery, London), Panofsky presented for the first time the much disputed 
concept of  “disguised symbolism.”45 By disguised or concealed symbolism he 
implied that many things in paintings carry intentional additional meanings, 
much more than what their outward appearance suggests; they are imbued with 
moral and historical concepts and narratives. It means that one has to be able 
to read the coded symbols in order to resolve the meaning of  the painting. 
Critics have objected to the superimposing of  allegorical meanings and esoteric 

42  D’Alleva 2005, 22–23. 
43  Lang 2006, 88.
44  Cassirer 1965, 192.
45  Panofsky 1934; 1953.
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interpretations on paintings, claiming that what is considered “disguised” was 
perfectly apparent to educated viewers.46

The Dutch scholar Eddy de Jongh has applied Panofsky’s concept of  “hidden 
meaning” to Dutch seventeenth-century genre painting. De Jongh’s argument 
was that the beauty of  the Dutch seventeenth-century paintings drives the 
viewer to try to search and reveal hidden meanings, which are didactic or moral 
by their nature. This symbolism does not open at first glance but exists beneath 
the realistic-looking surface.47 Symbols are always referring to something 
unseen; for example, butterflies are often interpreted as motifs of  the soul 
and resurrection. Information on these hidden meanings could be found in 
emblem books, but also in contemporary prints, poems, and popular or religious 
literature. At his Amsterdam exhibition Tot lering et vermaak, De Jongh brought 
together some traditional iconographic scenes, iconographic handbooks, and 
emblematic literature.48 In the emblem books, images and mottoes worked with 
metaphors, allegories, rebuses, puzzles, proverbs, and theater plays, presenting 
many levels of  meaning and many possibilities of  explanation. The central 
claim of  De Jongh is that the Dutch seventeenth-century genre painting’s 
main feature is not realism, as was thought since the nineteenth century, but 
“apparent realism” (schijnrealisme).49 This meant that the images were thought 

46  For example, Jan Baptist Bedaux argues that “if  the symbols are dis-
guised to such an extent that they do not clash with reality as conceived at the 
time […] there will be no means of  proving that the painter actually intended 
such symbolism.” Bedaux 1986, 5. 
47  De Jongh 1997, 21–56. Eddy de Jongh’s essay first appeared under the 
title “Realisme en schijnrealisme in de Hollandse schilderkunst van de zeven-
tiende eeuw” in the exhibition catalogue “Rembrandt en zijn tijd,” 143–194 
(Brussels: Paleis voor Schone Kunsten: 1971).
48  [To teach and to entertain]. The same-named exhibition catalogue by 
Rijksmuseum is from 1976.
49  On schijnrealisme, see De Jongh in Franits 1997: 21–56. For the nine-
teenth-century views about Dutch realism, see, for example, Fromentin 1876 

and Bode 1883.
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as somehow treacherous, and the beholder or the iconologist had the task of  
tracing the hidden texts, proverbs, or other meanings in them.  

De Jongh’s views were challenged by Svetlana Alpers; in her The Art of  Describing: 
Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (1983), she considers the search of  hidden 
meanings to be misleading. In her view, the Dutch painters recreated on the canvas 
the physical experience as they saw it, in a similar way as photographs. Their 
paintings do not depend on knowledge of  any story, and they are not presenting 
disguised or hidden moralistic messages.50 Alpers argues that Panofsky’s method 
was only applicable to the “narrative” art of  the Italian Renaissance, not to 
the “descriptive” art in the North.51 Alpers believes that pictures in Dutch 
culture primarily document behavior.52 However, symbolic content was also a 
common ploy and device in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century European art 
in the North; for this there exists an excess of  proof  (for example, in such 
picture types as vanitas still lifes). Furthermore, Italy was closely in contact with 
transalpine Europe. In addition to merchandise and economy, also ideas, books, 
and artists passed back and forth across the Alps, hence the Dutch painters were 
influenced by the Italian narrative art as well. In my opinion, both views are 
justifiable: naturalistic, descriptive qualities and emblematic, hidden meanings 
are not necessarily mutually exclusive; both can coexist in the same painting. It 
was up to the viewers how they wanted to see or interpret the painting—and the 
same holds true today.

One of  my assumptions in this study is that the Serenade to a Cat theme does 
contain more than meets the eye, and its visual motifs carry some meaning. As 
a consequence, the composition on the picture plane signifies the importance 
of  the particular visual motif  and symbol, the cat. Alternatively, if  this is not 

50  Alpers 1983, xix–xxii, 27; Alpers 1997, 60. 
51  Alpers 1976, 16; Alpers 1983, xix, xx.
52  Alpers 1983, xxvii.
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the case, the images imply a narrative in which the figure of  cat is central. 
Therefore, I argue that the cat is the key figure in interpreting the enigma of  the 
Serenade to a Cat theme and other comparative paintings, and that the cat most 
obviously fulfils a symbolic function, which we have to decode. Cats reflected 
human values, virtues, and conduct in heralds, symbols, and emblems, which 
were inherited from classical antiquity (for example, Aesop’s fables) and the 
Middle Ages (for example, bestiaries). Animals are cultural signs, embodying 
a complex of  ideas about nature which also define and sustain contemporary 
notions of  culture.53 This leads to the question of  continuity between medieval 
animal symbolism and the iconography of  animals in the Renaissance, as studied 
lately by Simona Cohen.54 Cohen has demonstrated that the symbolic imagery of  
medieval animals was never static. The basic image preserved its significance, but 
accumulated new connotations and associations that reflected changing concepts 
and contemporary issues. The Polish art historian Jan Białostocki has used the 
term “iconographic gravity” to describe the ways in which images and motifs 
take on new meanings.55 Cohen has declared that “animals provided a perfect 
medium of  disguise in that, on the other hand, they appeared quite innocent as 
adjuncts of  pastoral or mythological narrative, landscape, and portraiture, while 
providing, on the other, a whole range of  ready-made symbolic associations 
to be utilized in myriad contexts.”56 Furthermore, the forming of  a group of  
a certain number of  figures might be a symbol as well (for example, thirteen 
figures are symbolic of  Christ and his twelve Apostles).

Warburg and Panofsky were convinced that the elaboration of  analogies 
between visual and literary motifs is fundamental in connecting artworks with 
their culture.57 According to Panofsky, “iconographical analysis […] presupposes 
a familiarity with specific themes or concepts as transmitted through literary 

53  Lazzaro 1995, 197.
54  Cohen 2008.
55  D’Alleva 2005, 24; Białostocki 1981, 146–147.
56  Cohen 2008, 293.
57  Hatt & Klonk 2006, 98.
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sources, whether acquired by purposeful reading or by oral tradition.”58 
Establishing the context for Serenade to a Cat also requires some comparison with 
textual sources, even though we should be careful not to interpret these images 
as merely illustrations of  texts—images have their own visual language, and the 
same text can be illustrated in multiple ways.

However, our difficulty lies in determining that our interpretation of  an image 
from the past is a correct one. In addition, there is the apparent danger of  over-
intellectualizing the analysis of  an artwork, that is, the researcher reading hidden 
cryptic meanings that do not originally exist in the work. Seymour Howard 
has noted that meanings are affected by the perceiver, and therefore viewing 
and understanding are re-creative acts, akin to readings of  Rorschach blots.59 
Psychologists call our pre-expectations in interpreting an artwork a “mental 
set,” which is culturally coded by a common implicit agreement between the 
inhabitants of  the culture.60 Indeed, there is a hermeneutical gap when we bring 
our own suppositions and biases to the interpretation of  an image, because of  
the rupture between our own age and the period of  the pictures we observe. The 
same is true with the other branches of  history studies; for example, Bakhtin’s 
twentieth-century theory about the Carnival is projected onto the Middle Ages. 

Moreover, we have to think what is the value of  a single pictorial topos as a 
historical evidence? And how and on the basis of  what—or on whose—
premises should images interpreted as historical sources?61 Images can provide 
eyewitness accounts, but more often they are ambiguous and/or polysemic, 
supplementing and supporting (often but not always) other records and written 
documents of  the past. Peter Burke claims that “they offer access to aspects 

58  Panofsky [1955] 1987, 61.
59  Howard 1996, 84.
60  Gombrich 2000, 53; Etemadi 2012, 68.
61  Liepe 2003, 415.
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of  the past that other sources do not reach.”62 In our case, we do not know if  
Serenade to a Cat is an imaginary, fictive narrative or depicting a snapshot of  an 
actual historical event that happened in the past. Yet, interpreting the Serenade 
to a Cat images as a historical event—showing five persons, of  which the only 
woman is holding a cat, one man is playing a gridiron, and other man is holding 
a cauldron—is rather meaningless and without historical context does not give 
us much information. According to Lena Liepe, we should answer the questions 
when, where, by whom, and why these artworks were produced, and then we 
can determine the instrumental value of  an image. If  an image is defined as an 
historical source, at the same time it is necessary to respect the epistemological 
value that is grounded in its visuality.63 

Panofsky’s method has been one of  the most influential and used methods in the 
twentieth-century discipline of  art history.64 Even it was developed for the study 
of  Renaissance art, it has also been widely used in studying art in other periods 
and cultures. Nevertheless, Panofsky’s method has been criticized as having 
inborn structural problems and even defects:65 neglecting the materiality and 
formal aspects of  paintings, being too limited and descriptive by nature, over-
intellectualizing art, being outmoded, and, as discussed above, putting too much 
emphasis on the symbolic content of  the work of  art and reducing the meaning 
to literary texts.66 Panofsky himself  was aware of  his method’s perils, as he wrote 

62  Burke 2001, 185.
63  Liepe 2003, 418, 430.
64  According to Lena Liepe, even though iconographical analysis is still 
commonly used, there is an imperative rejection of  “traditional iconography” 
in the “theory and methodology” chapter of  any recent PhD and MA thesis 
dealing with motifs and meanings in medieval or early modern art. Liepe 2019, 
1, n. 1.
65  Belting 2003, 141–144.
66  See, for example, E. H. Gombrich 1972, 1–25. Especially Otto Pächt 
has criticized Panofsky; see, for example, Pächt 1956, 110–116. See also Bann 
2003, 128–142; Hatt & Klonk 2006, 115–117. The medievalist Michael Camille 
claimed that Panofsky confined himself  to the textual realm and dismissed the 
evidence of  the visual; see more in Camille 1993, 43–57; Räsänen 2019, 51–53.
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“there is admittedly some danger that iconology will behave, not like ethnology 
as opposed to ethnography, but like astrology as opposed to astrography.”67

In addition, Panofsky’s method alone does not help us to determine such 
questions as the use of  Serenade to a Cat paintings, or how they were perceived 
by the surrounding culture and audience. To be able to understand these “visual 
orphans,” as Michael Ann Holly calls artworks from historical and social contexts 
different from our own, demands more. This includes contextualization in terms 
of  their many different relationships: analyzing them in their own cultural, 
political and material context, and analyzing their relation to artistic conventions, 
commissions of  patrons, art markets and criticism, workshop practices and 
material visual practices, and the tasks given to images.68 In doing this, the 
researcher tries in a way to take the role of  the contemporary viewer of  the work 
of  art, whether this is possible to reach or not. Michael Baxandall articulated a 
concept called the “period eye” in his Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century 
Italy (1972), according to which we should not assume that we perceive the past 
period paintings in the same way as people within that time and culture, as vision 
is culturally dependent.69

The major question of  the iconological analysis, according to Holly, is why this 
image assumed this shape at this historical moment.70 To this we may add, what 
has this image or motif  signified, and to whom? These are the questions I try 
to answer in the following chapters. I argue that Serenade to a Cat and other 
paintings with a similar subject are not results of  spontaneous painting but 
learned satire, based on some folklore or popular culture. Their iconography is 
grounded in knowledge, a tradition of  cat symbolism, and most probably some 

67  Panofsky [1955] 1987, 58.
68  Burke 2001, 187; Baxandall 1972, 36–40; Baxandall 1985, 42 et passim; 
Holly 2004, 223.
69  Baxandall 1972, 29 et passim.
70  Holly 1984, 185.
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contemporary textual or oral sources harnessed to elicit laughter in a spectator. 
This implies a deciphering of  humorous visual vocabulary and reconstructing 
the historical context and narrative. 

I.4 Terms

In this section I will explain some central terms and concepts that appear 
throughout this study and therefore require some definition. I start with the 
terminology related to artist and authorship, then I move to the terms and 
concepts related to humor and laughter.

In discussing the attribution and authorship of  Serenade to a Cat and placing it 
within the framework of  an assumed school, we have four presumptive lines to 
follow: the Flemish, Dutch, Italian, and French schools. The school is often used 
as an easy label to indicate vague and superficial similarities between some artists. 
The school indicates the stylistic and technical features common to some artists 
at a certain place and time, such as, for example, the School of  Fontainebleau or 
the School of  Leonardo da Vinci. It denotes the geographical and cultural origins 
of  a given work of  art, but it does not imply authenticity.71 The more general the 
stylistic criteria, the larger the geographical region covered by a school. Usually 
the schools also feature one or several outstanding masters, whose oeuvre is a 
typical expression of  the school’s distinguishing features, or who were important 
in the formation of  the school. There are local schools, like the Lombard School, 
but within the local schools there are also schools of  individual artists, like the 
Caravaggio School. There were also great masters, whose considerable influence 
on other artists never led to the formation of  a school.72 

71  Bruyn 1979, 1.
72  Gallwitz 1999, 11.
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The word ‘school’ has a wider meaning than workshop, which comprises the 
master’s studio along with his immediate apprentices and assistants. In the 
medieval guild system, which started to decline during the time of  the Renaissance 
and Reformation, a master taught the art of  painting to his apprentices and 
assistants in his workshop by letting them help their teacher in his important 
commissions. The pupils were expected to paint in the same style as their master. 
Sometimes the work was done by the pupil and the master only made the final 
touches. There exist some contracts between patrons and artists in which it is 
agreed that the master will paint the whole work by himself, or at least the most 
important parts, and the prices of  paintings varied accordingly. The pupils often 
continued practicing the style and technique in which they had been trained, 
even after they had become established as independent artists. Sometimes it is 
impossible to determine whether a work of  art was executed by the hand of  
the master, under his supervision, or by his apprentice subsequent to becoming 
independent. The concept of  a school also covers the influence of  a master 
in his studio and outside, extending to his immediate followers, as opposed to 
copyists and later imitators.73  

The terminology surrounding the authorship of  a work of  art is complex. 
The following glossary is extracted from the sale catalogues of  auction houses 
(Christie’s, Sotheby’s, and Dorotheum): “Signed, monogrammed” means a 
work personally signed or monogrammed by the hand of  the artist. “Bears a 
signature” means the artist’s signature has probably been added by another hand. 
“Attributed to” means “In our opinion a work by the artist or maker in whole or 
part, but not necessarily an authentic work by the artist” (i.e., we should rely on 
the opinion of  some ”knowledgeable art expert,” a connoisseur). “Studio of ” 
or “Workshop of ” means the painting was executed in the artist’s immediate 
surroundings, and it may or may not have been executed under the artist’s 
supervision by some unknown pupil. “Circle of ” means an unidentified artist, 
who created a work within the master’s wide regional and chronological sphere 
of  influence but was not necessarily his pupil. “Style of ” or “Follower” means 

73  Bruyn 1979, 1, 4, 5 et passim.
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a work done in the artist’s style, but possibly at a later date. “In the manner of ” 
signifies an imitation or a copy of  a work by the artist but at a later date. “After” 
means “In our opinion a copy of  any date of  a known work of  the artist.”74 

In attributing the painting we also come across the notion of  style, which is a 
biased concept and seems to be avoided by modern art historians for fear of  
devolving into overly simplistic analysis. The etymology of  the word ‘style,’ from 
the Latin stilus, the writing instrument of  the Romans,75 connotes something 
personal and characteristic. Style is generally understood in a painting as a result 
of  brushstrokes, use of  materials, lines, colors, shapes, form, iconography, 
subject matters, motifs, content, and so on. In his encyclopedia article, Ernst 
Gombrich defined style as “any distinctive, and therefore recognizable, way in 
which an act is performed or an artifact made or ought to be performed and 
made.”76 Further, he asserted that “two main forces will make for a change: 
technological improvements and social rivalry, even though he set style in art 
aside from these social pressures.”77 According to Meyer Schapiro, “by style is 
meant the constant form and sometimes the constant elements, qualities, and 
expression – in the art of  an individual or a group. The term is also applied to 
the whole activity of  an individual or society, as in speaking of  a ‘life-style’ or 
the ‘style of  a civilization.’”78 Schapiro understood style as a social formation of  
a certain place and time, reflecting the economic and social circumstances and 
cultural assumptions in which the artists worked, but also as highly individual, 
resulting from an artist’s distinct formal elements. Works in the style of  one 

74  Already Jacob Burckhardt suggested similar definitions for Rubens and 
his Workshop (1882).
75  Gombrich 1968, 353. J. J. Winckelmann was the first to use the con-
cept of  period style in his History of  Ancient Art (1764). See Gombrich 1968, 
354.
76  Gombrich 1968, 352.
77  Gombrich 1968, 354–355.
78  Schapiro 1953, 287.
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time could not have been produced in another.79 Our difficulty in defining an 
individual style is that, as was already mentioned above, a painting of  the early 
modern era was sometimes a result of  multiple assistants and pupils working in 
a master’s studio. Furthermore, the attributions are in a state of  constant flux. 

Finally, a few words can be spent to define the term popular culture, as it is one 
of  the basic concepts in this study. To the modern ear, popular culture refers 
to entertainment (music, movies, etc.), but the scholars of  the past used this 
term to show class distinctions; in contrast to the elite class, or those in power, 
the word ‘popular’ could be replaced by the terms ‘folk,’ ‘uneducated,’ ‘the 
masses,’ or ‘common people.’ However, the term ‘popular’ has been seen as a 
problematic term, “while it has been argued that the very notion of  ‘popular 
culture’ postulates the existence of  something for which proof  remains to 
be given.”80 Peter Burke argues that the variations of  popular culture are not 
regional or national, but appear in highlands and lowlands, in towns and in the 
country. The popular culture of  early modern Europe was the unofficial culture 
of  peasants and craftsmen.81

Leonardo da Vinci and other Renaissance artists became interested in the question 
of  expressing emotions. Laughter was also profoundly dealt with in the learned 
literature of  the time both in Italy and in Northern Europe. Next, I shall explore 
the terminology of  comic and laughter, the two key concepts employed throughout 
my study, as I try to investigate the forms and functions of  what is humorous 
in visual art. People often response physically with an act of  laughter or smiling 
to humor and what is comical. Comic originates from Latin cōmicus, and Greek 
kōmikós, ‘of  or pertaining to comedy,’’comic poet or actor,’ and komos, meaning 
‘festival,’ ‘carousal,’ ‘merry-making’ or ‘revelry.’ The meaning ‘intentionally funny, 

79  Schapiro 1953, 287–288.
80  Scribner 1989, 175.
81  See more on the definition in Burke 1978, xiii et passim.
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raising mirth’ is first recorded in 1791.82 The object of  the comic is often not 
aware of  being comical. There are also several other terms describing the various 
aspects of  humor, many of  which are more literary, having visual counterparts 
that are harder to classify under some specific comic terms. Caricature, satire, 
and the grotesque are probably the most discussed terms related to art history. 
Some of  the terms need to be defined here, as they underlie the methodological 
approach and appear in the research. 

The terminology relating to humor is often imprecise and the meaning of  
terms may have changed over time. The term humor itself  is difficult, because 
there are no precise, universally accepted definitions for it. Some philosophers, 
psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, and thinkers—from Aristotle and 
Cicero to Sigmund Freud, Henri Bergson, and Mary Douglas—have discussed 
the character of  humor and laughter, but not with strict definitions that can 
always be applied or agreed upon.83 ‘Humor’ originates from the Latin word 
humor, which means moisture. According to the tradition of  ancient and medieval 
physiology, the word was used for the four main fluids of  the body (blood, 
phlegm, bile, and black bile), which existed as a balanced mixture in the ideal 
man. An imbalance of  the humors was thought to create the comic vices of  
fools, and the theory of  the humors became the basis for comedy. Thus, the 
term humor referred to temperaments. It is debatable whether the humorous 
aspects of  Renaissance works of  art in the modern sense were generally 
intended to refer to the theory of  the humors.84 However, humor in its modern 
meaning was first used in England in 1682.85 “Humor,” according to the Oxford 
Encyclopedic English Dictionary, “is the condition of  being amusing or comic, 
the ability to perceive or express humor or take a joke.”86 When I use the general 

82  http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=comedy&allowed_in_
frame=0 (accessed October 6, 2017).
83  See Bergson 1924; Douglas 1975; Freud 1905. 
84  Barolsky 1978, 6. 
85  Bremmer & Roodenburg 1997, 1.
86  Hawkins & Allen 1991, 695.
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term humor, it includes all the variations of  the comedic, which cause laughter, 
be it benevolent or malicious.87 

The oft-used term caricature derives from the Italian verb caricare, ‘to overload’ 
or ‘to exaggerate.’ Meaning portrayal by exaggerating or distorting features, it is 
confined mainly to graphic art. Some consider that the term caricature was used in 
homage to Annibale Carracci;88 indeed, the term was first applied (ritrattini carichi, 
‘charged portraits’) by the brothers Agostino and Annibale Carracci around the 
1590s for their pen drawings of  distorted human heads, mostly in profile and 
arranged in rows which they drew during breaks from work, or as an exercise. 
89 Caricatures differ from representations of  comic or grotesque types in that 
they intentionally distort the features of  an individual in a humorous way, yet 
the aim is to preserve a recognizable likeness. Leonardo’s grotesque heads were 
the precedents for caricature drawings. Contemporary descriptions referred to 
caricatures as “perfect deformity.”90 

The term burlesque is derived from the Italian word burla (meaning a trick or a joke, 
while beffa means a practical joke). In his Libro del cortegiano (1528), Castiglione 
made the distinction between wit of  matter and wit of  form, and added a third 
type of  humor, the burla, or mild practical joke che non offendano, o almeno poco, 

87  The Hebrew and Greek languages both distinguish between good 
laughter and malicious laughter (sâkhaq-lâag; gélân-katagélân). Le Goff  1997, 48.
88  Consigli 1988, 138.
89  One sheet of  their caricatures is signed and dated: Agostino Ca: Fec 26 
8bre 1594. See Posner 1971, vol. I, 65–70 and figs. 55–68. The Florentine art 
historian Filippo Baldinucci (1624–1697) uses the terms colpi caricati or caricature 
for the works by Annibale Caracci. See Baldinucci 1702, 85.
90  Malvasia & Summerscale 2000, 121–123. Writing around 1620, Giulio 
Mancini refers to the Caracci brothers’ drawings as ritratti ridicoli, or comic por-
traits.
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which “does not give offense, or at least not very much.”91 Burlesque means a 
comic imitation, especially in parody of  a dramatic or literary work. The modern 
concept of  burlesque usually signifies more blasphemous, gaudy, and coarse 
comedic material, and it refers to a variety show, often including striptease.92 

The term ridicolosa or ridiculous, connoting what is laughable, has its roots in the 
Latin word ridere, ‘to laugh.’ Elena Luciani, the widow of  the artist Vincenzo 
Campi, referred to a comic painting of  her husband in her last will as buffonaria, 
which means ‘buffoonery.’93 The Italian word buffone means ‘jester.’ 

The term satire (Lat. satira) tends to ridicule its subject, evoking amusement 
or scorn. It diverges from caricature by its goal of  making moral judgements, 
criticizing people’s stupidity or vices, being punitive, and trying to correct them.94 
The precise etymology of  the term is unsure, but it is possibly a blend of  two 
unrelated words, satyr and satura. Satyr is the half-goat and half-man companion 
of  Dionysus in Greek mythology, who is always ready for physical pleasures. 
The Latin expression lanx satura refers to a platter of  mixed fruits offered to the 
deities at festival time.95 Satire, is a classical genre (Roman satura), but above all 
it is an attitude, an ethical and moral code.96 A satirical work is often permeated 
by an aggressive attitude. Since satire developed first as a literary form, it is not 
surprising to find textual components, like quotes and verses, woven throughout 
many humorous prints.97 

91  Castiglione 1981, Book II, chap. LXXXV; Bremmer & Roodenburg 
1997, 4. On burle or beffe in Italian Renaissance literature, see Rochon 1972.
92  Hawkins & Allen 1991, 197.
93  The painting in question could have been The Cheese Eaters in the 
Musée des Beaux-Arts de Lyon. Paliaga 2000, 160.
94  McPhee 2011, 3.
95  Simpson 2003, 4.
96  Jossa & Moroncini 2017, 5–6.
97  McPhee 2011, 6.
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Irony derives from the Greek word eironeia, which means indirect, veiled mockery. 
The Greek word paroidia, connected to modern parody, imitates and comically 
transforms other works in ambiguous and often complex metafictional ways.98 
Parody is more common for contemporary art, in which the exploitation of  
other works of  art is typical (e.g., the Mona Lisa by Leonardo). A visual pun is 
often based on a rebus, and it can involve more than one image. Arcimboldo’s 
double images and composite heads are visual puns.

The history and meaning of  carnival(esque) is much more extensive than the 
festivals with which we are familiar. The word ‘Carnival’ itself  originates from 
Latin, where carnem levare or carne vale signifies ‘abandon’ or ‘farewell to the meat.’ 
The philosopher Ernst Cassirer had already used the term carnivalesque, but 
Mikhail Bakhtin bestowed broader meaning on the term, which signifies not 
only the actual festival of  Carnival, but the same kind of  idea of  the topsy-turvy 
world, which “invokes a laughter linked to the overturning of  authority.” It is 
“that peculiar folk humor that has always existed and has never merged with the 
official culture of  the ruling classes.”99 

Last but not least is the term grotesque, which is commonly used to describe the 
surprising, monstrous, or bizarre in all fields of  culture. It was invented during 
the Renaissance to describe a newly discovered antique wall ornament, found 
in the subterranean ruins of  the baths of  Titus and Nero’s Golden Palace, the 
Domus Aurea. Because these decorated rooms were below ground level and 
grotto-like, the bizarre wall ornaments there came to be known as grottesche.100 
The decoration consists of  loosely connected, playful, and fantastic plants, 
hybrid animals, monsters, masks, mythical beings, and human figures. Afterwards, 
the term was extended to include any distorted representation, especially one 

98  Rose 1993, 54.
99  Hyman 2000, 14; Bakhtin 1995, 423.
100  Connelly 2012, 3.
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with human and animal characteristics, in which the laws of  symmetry and 
proportion are no longer valid. The first who tried to analyze the grotesque was 
Giorgio Vasari. In his book on Renaissance painters, Le Vite (first published 
in 1550), Vasari defined grotesques as a category of  licentious and ridiculous 
oddities.101 He relied on the opinion of  Vitruvius, the Roman architect and art 
historian from the times of  Augustus. Vitruvius criticized the new barbarian 
fashion of  decorating walls with “fresco paintings of  monstrosities, rather than 
truthful representations of  definite things.”102 During its first centuries, the 
word ‘grotesque’ shifted away from ornament to signify an aesthetic category, 
referring to certain creative attitudes (e.g., dreamlike, Rabelaisian), contents, and 
structures, as well as the effects on the beholder.103 

A more profound view of  the grotesque was formed only at the end of  the 
eighteenth century, when the classical canon dominated in all the branches of  
art and literature, and grotesque imagery was transmitted as a now purely literary 
tradition.104 In 1788, the art historian Karl Friedrich Flögel wrote a Geschichte des 
Grotesk-Komischen (“history of  the comic grotesque”), in which he considered as 
grotesque everything that varies strongly from the ordinary aesthetic norms, and 
where the material aspect of  the body is strongly emphasized and exaggerated.105 
In visual art this meant distended faces and bodies, which symbolized greed for 
food, drink, or money. Artists in past centuries often associated the ugliness of  

101  See Vasari, “Le grottesche sono una specie di pittura licenziosa e ridi-
cola molto,” in Bellosi & Rossi 1986, cap. XXVII, 73.
102  Vitruvius & Morgan 1960, VII, chap. 5, 211. See more about the word 
‘grotesque’ over the centuries in Barasch 1971.
103  Kayser 1963, 179–180; Connelly 2012, 4. Contemporaries called 
Jacques Callot’s (1592–1635) prints “grotesques,” marking the first time that 
the meaning of  the word turned from ornament toward caricature. Connelly 
2012, 92.
104  Bakhtin 1995, 32; Kayser 1963, 20–21.
105  Bakhtin 1995, 34.
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monstrous faces and bodies with evil, showing the figure’s moral failure.106 In 
the comic writing of  the period, the term grotesque was extended to caricatures 
or ridiculous figures.107

It was not until 1957 that the grotesque became the object of  aesthetic and critical 
analysis through the book The Grotesque in Art and Literature by the German critic 
Wolfgang Kayser. According to Kayser, the grotesque is experienced in the act 
of  reception, and it is entirely possible to regard things as grotesque even though 
structurally there is no reason for calling them so.108 Even though Kayser differs 
from Mikhail Bakhtin’s views on the grotesque in many ways, they both agree 
that the encounter with madness or insanity is one of  the basic experiences of  
the grotesque, because it gives a possibility to see the world with other eyes.109 
For Bakhtin, the grotesque is full of  carnivalesque laughter, but for Kayser the 
grotesque is the estranged world in which we feel alienated and terrified, unable 
to live in a changed environment. In addition, suddenness, surprise, and horror 
are essential elements of  the grotesque.110 However, the critic Geoffrey Galt 
Harpham considers Kayser’s view of  the grotesque world as reflecting his bias 
and limitations around stepping outside the familiar world into the mythic world, 
and his inability to discern its regenerative capabilities.111 

I.5 Literature Sources and Previous Research 

The absence of  surviving documentation of  other Serenade to a Cat images than 
the one in the museum collection of  Helsinki does not permit an elucidation of  

106  McPhee 2011, 8.
107  Barasch 1971, 135.
108  Kayser 1963, 181.
109  Bakhtin 1995, 37; Kayser 1963, 184.
110  Kayser 1963, 184–185.
111  Harpham 1982, 71.
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previous research.112 Therefore, in this chapter I concentrate on the painting in 
Helsinki. The Serenade to a Cat painting at the Sinebrychoff  Art Museum has not 
been the target of  active research in its past. However, the former chief  curator of  
the museum, Ms. Marja Supinen, who was responsible for listing Serenade to a Cat 
in the museum catalogue of  1988 as an unknown painting from the seventeenth-
century Flemish School, was interested in its iconographic significance.113 She 
sent a letter with a photo to the eminent art historian, Jan Białostocki (1921–
1988), who worked as a curator of  foreign painting at the Muzeum Narodowe 
w Warszawie in Warsaw at that time. In his reply of  January 9, 1986, Białostocki 
shared his ideas on what he called a “startling picture.” He found some analogies 
with the group of  Lombard paintings from the late sixteenth century, even 
though there is a difference in that the cat is not swaddled but sitting in the arm, 
as he rightly noticed. He also mentions the literary tradition that goes back to 
the fifteenth century, and how Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo (1538–1592) describes 
in his Trattato a picture attributed to Michelino da Besozzo as “una villana la 
quale ha nel braccio un gatto” (“a peasant woman who has a cat in her arm”). 
About the meaning of  the painting, he wrote that even though the scene seems 
to be a blasphemous parody of  Virgin with a Child, including St. Lawrence and 
other participants of  the sacra conversazione genre, this was not clear. He assumed 
that the painting might be more connected with folklore and the cat in popular 
beliefs.114

A year after this letter, the Finnish conservation student Marja Aspinjaakko 
became interested in Serenade to a Cat and wrote her thesis on its condition 
report and damage survey, a preliminary survey of  the physical structure of  the 
painting, suggested operations, and the actual conservation of  the painting.115 

112  Of  the other engraving L’Éducation du matou, we know that it belonged 
to the seventeenth-century French print collector Michel de Marolles’s collec-
tion before its current repository at the Bibliothèque National de France, Paris.
113  Suomen taideakatemia & Supinen 1988.
114  Jan Białostocki’s letter to Marja Supinen, January 9, 1986.
115  Aspinjaakko 1987. Her thesis was received from the Conservation 
Department of  the Vantaa Institute of  Arts and Crafts in Vantaa, Finland. 
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However, the thesis is quite limited in scope, and it does not deal with art 
historical questions.  

In 1999, the Museet på Koldinghus in Denmark organized the exhibition Jomfru 
Maria – aspekter af  Vor Frue (“Virgin Mary—Aspects of  Our Lady”), to which 
Serenade to a Cat was loaned. In this exhibition, the painting was considered to 
be a coarse parody of  the Holy Family. According to the catalogue, the Virgin 
Mary being depicted as a peasant woman and holding the swaddled cat-baby 
has a symbolic meaning of  treacherousness and falseness. The cat-baby was 
understood as a blasphemous presentation of  the Child Jesus.116 

Thus, a letter of  Jan Białostocki, a conservation thesis, and a brief  mention in an 
exhibition catalogue were the starting sources for my study.

Yet, the Lombard and Carnival groups of  paintings have received some scholarly 
attention during the last decades. Bert W. Meijer’s article “Esempi del comico 
figurativo nel rinascimento Lombardo” (1971) has been of  fundamental 
importance, as it brought the question of  origin of  the Lombard group of  
paintings into the scholarly discussion, which has continued to our days.117 Laura 
Pagnotta’s contribution to the question of  the first prototype is an important 
part of  her study on Bartolomeo Veneto.118 Scholars who have participated in 
the discussion concerning the origin and the theme of  the Lombard or Carnival 
paintings have not traditionally included Serenade to a Cat in their discussions, 
except quite recently. After the international conference held in Paris in 2012, 
an important publication of  the subject Rire en images à la Renaissance came out 
six years later. Both the groups of  Lombard and Carnival paintings and the 

116  Jenvold 1999/2000, 79.
117  Meijer 1971. 
118  Pagnotta 1997. 
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engraving of   L’Éducation du matou are dealt in the book. Furthermore, the 
exhibition catalogue of  La Grande Bouffe (2017) at the Musée Minicipal de 
Soissons deals with some paintings from the Lombard and Carnival groups 
besides the engraving of  L’Éducation du matou.119

Some other exhibition catalogues should also be mentioned in this connection, 
as they have all contributed to the study of  humor in art during the Renaissance. 
They are Rabish. Il grottesco nell’arte del Cinquecento (1998) at the Museo Cantonale 
d’Arte, Lugano; Vincenzo Campi: scene del quotidiano (2000) at the Museo Civico, 
Cremona; and Arcimboldo (2017) at the Gallerie Nazionali di Arte Antica di Roma, 
Palazzo Barberini. The first two catalogues also deal with the Lombard group of  
paintings, as does the recent exhibition and catalogue Leonardo da Vinci: sprekende 
gezichten (2018) at the Teylers Museum in Haarlem, Netherlands. Additionally, 
the exhibition and catalogue Infinite Jest: Caricature and Satire from Leonardo to Levine 
(2011) at the Metropolitan Museum of  Art in New York has explored the aspect 
of  humor in drawings and prints. 

The role of  humor in art has been discussed with increasing frequency in the 
context of  contemporary art, but the subject only gained great favor among 
art historians of  the Old Masters quite recently. Some of  the earliest studies 
concerning humor in art during the Renaissance are Jacob Burckhardt’s The 
Civilization of  the Italian Renaissance (1860) and John Addington Symonds, Jr.’s 
Renaissance in Italy (1875–1886). Erwin Panofsky has also discussed the humor of  
the Renaissance period.120 A more profound discussion on Renaissance humor 
is found in Paul Barolsky’s Infinite Jest: Wit and Humor in Italian Renaissance Art 
(1978), which deals with humor in art and its relationship to comic literature, and 
Eugenio Battisti’s L’Antirinascimento (1962). Battisti introduced the provocative 
term “Anti-Renaissance,” with which he meant that a “marginal” culture, 

119  See the catalogue entries nos. 8 and 9 by Christophe Boruard in the 
exhibition catalogue of  La Grande Bouffe.
120  Panofsky 1939.
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comprising all the anticlassical, mannerist, irrational, and magic aspects in art, 
coexisted with the idea of  order, balance, and decorum of  classicism during the 
Renaissance. Barry Wind has studied the comic elements in genre painting, and 
he also contributed to the understanding of  the portraits of  dwarfs, hunchbacks, 
and clubfoots in his A Foul and Pestilent Congregation: Images of  ‘Freaks’ in Baroque 
Art (1998).121 

During the last twenty years there has been a continuous and growing interest in 
the Dutch artists of  the Golden Age, as more comic paintings have hardly ever 
been produced than during that period. These studies show what an important 
aspect humor was in seventeenth-century Dutch art and culture (see, e.g., Mariët 
Westermann, The Amusements of  Jan Steen: Comic Painting in the Seventeenth Century 
(1997); Rudolf  M. Dekker, Humor in Dutch Culture of  the Golden Age (2001); Walter 
Gibson, Pieter Brueghel and the Art of  Laughter (2006); and quite recently, the 
exhibition catalogue The Art of  Laughter – Humor in Dutch Paintings of  the Golden 
Age from the Frans Hals Museum (2018)). 

The character of  comic art can easily give the impression of  being “trivial,” 
even though there is nothing trivial about it. Humor in art can reveal fears, 
taboos, prejudices, types of  contempt, or the values of  society. It can also 
function as a vent for releasing frustration. Humor can give clues of  what is held 
important in society and culture, and it can increase understandings of  culturally 
shaped ways of  thinking and feeling.122 Perhaps one reason for the avoidance 
of  studying comic art of  the past is that the researcher steps on “weak ice.” 
The story and joke behind the image are possibly not known; sometimes even 
reading the faces and identifying the emotions can be ambiguous. Furthermore, 
finding different nuances of  past humor can be difficult to grasp in an image, 
as can understanding how the image was read by the contemporaries and how 
it functioned in society. However, the literature related to laughter and humor 

121  Wind 1974; 1976; 1977.
122  Driessen 1997, 222. 
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as a philosophical, historical, cultural, social, or anthropological phenomenon 
is extensive. At the very least, A Cultural History of  Humour: From Antiquity to the 
Present Day (1997), edited by Jan Bremmer and Herman Roodenburg, should be 
mentioned here, as it includes a very useful and select bibliography on laughter. 

The humor and the grotesque, or bestial forms in the visual arts, have often 
been studied together with medieval illuminations and misericords, as seen, for 
example, in Paul Hardwick’s (ed.) The Playful Middle Ages: Meanings of  Play and 
Plays of  Meaning: Essays in Memory of  Elaine C. Block (2010). Bruce Boehrer’s (ed.) 
A Cultural History of  Animals in the Renaissance (2007) offers discourses on the 
relationship between humans and animals. As the success of  cat videos and 
“lolcats” on the internet proves, cats are a popular subject matter nowadays.123 
There exists a whole range of  lavishly illustrated coffee-table books presenting 
the cat in art from the ancient world to the present.124 In addition, some museums 
have produced enjoyable books about the cats found in their masterpieces.125 

In finding the narrative behind the Serenade to a Cat, contemporary emblems, 
books and prints, other cat paintings, and the drama, pageantry, folk plays, 
and festive events of  the era serve as primary sources on how to interpret the 
painting. The study of  folklore and oral tradition is important, too. Proverbs were 
often comical, but they are important only if  they were known at the time the 
painting was made. Determining the provenance of  Serenade to a Cat has meant 
searching information from different inventories, letters, diaries, reports, and 
auction catalogues in many archives. The most important archives for this study 
have been the Central Art Archives in Helsinki and Stockholms Stadsarkivet and 

123  One of  the oldest film ”The Sick Kitten” from 1903 shows a girl ta-
king care of  the sick cat: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbXvsVKIEwo 
(accessed August 27, 2020).
124  See, for example, Zuffi 2007.
125  See, for example, Gol & Haltunen 2007; Vitoux & Foucart-Walter 
2007.
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Kungliga Biblioteket: in the Central Art Archives one finds documentation on 
Serenade to a Cat since its arrival, while the Stockholms Stadsarkivet and Kungliga 
Biblioteket possess the old auction and sale catalogues. In general, the auction 
catalogues have been the best source to find other Serenade to a Cat paintings or 
paintings of  comparable groups.
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II 

The Humor and Laughter 

Tradition and Clientele

What was regarded as comic, funny, and laughable in European early modern 
culture? What were the contemporary scholars’ and people’s attitudes toward 
humor and laughter? And did it effect on the art market? These are some of  
the questions that this chapter poses. It should be remembered throughout this 
study, however, that humor and jokes are ambiguous, often being open to more 
than one interpretation. According to Rudolf  Dekker, the spread of  humorous 
themes goes hand in hand with the spread of  culture, which in turn is related to 
economic dominance. This explains the popularity of  the Italian humor of  the 
sixteenth century and Dutch humor in the seventeenth century.126 Laughter is a 
physical phenomenon, expressed through the body. The human body itself  was 
a source of  laughter, especially when it was somehow deviant. In the first section 
(II.1), I shall first briefly review some previous research and concepts on humor 
and laughter. The second section (II.2) surveys Bakhtin’s theory of  Carnival, the 
concept of  carnivalesque (“folk humor”), and the grotesque body. The third 
section (II.3) presents the gusto for humor culture in the sixteenth century, and 
the fourth section (II.4) elucidates the developing art market and the clientele 
of  the time. 

II.1 Concepts of  Humor and Laughter

“What is the function of  humor?” and “what makes us laugh?” are two basic 
questions that philosophers, psychologists, and other scholars have tried to answer 

126  Dekker 2001, 149.
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since the days of  Aristotle. Bakhtin’s theory of  Carnival and the carnivalesque 
was one attempt, and it definitely touched some aspects of  the topic. However, 
even though we have a considerable volume of  literature on humor and laughter, 
there is no all-encompassing theory that would capture their true essence. It also 
remains an unanswered question whether animals are capable of  laughing or 
not. Laughter is difficult to theorize, as it appears in a variety of  different—and 
even contradictory—contexts. Many theories of  laughter have been connected 
to theories of  humor, to answer why we laugh. Yet humor and laughter are not 
inseparably intertwined. One can grasp a joke without laughing, and one can 
laugh for other reasons than perceiving a joke.127 

During the Renaissance, laughter as a bodily and mental phenomenon became the 
subject of  numerous learned texts by scholars and humanists, both in Italy and 
in Northern Europe. The old doctrine of  the four humors and temperaments, 
based on the ancient notion of  the permanent condition of  man, began to give 
way to the investigation of  transitory “passions,” or emotions. In this changing 
atmosphere, laughter as a temporary emotional state fascinated many authors, 
medical researchers, and philosophers.128 In the scholarly treatises, laughter was 
explained by combining medical and psychological observation and cultural 
interpretation. Among the prominent scholars who delved into the meaning 
of  laughter were Baldassarre Castiglione, Libro del cortegiano (1528); Juan Luis 
Vives, De anima & vita (1539); Girolamo Fracastoro, De sympathia et antipathia 
rerum (1550); and the French physician Laurent Joubert, Traité du ris (1579).129 
Joubert listed the passions; he held laughter to principally be a manifestation 
of  joy but often accompanied by other passions.130 Of  the classical authors, 
Aristotle did not have much to say about laughter. However, Joubert reiterated 
Aristotle’s view in the Poetics that ugliness triggers laughter, providing that the 

127  Driessen 1997, 224.
128  Barasch 1997, 174.
129  Ghose 2013, 19–20; Screech & Calder 1970, 216–217; Skinner 2002, 
143.
130  Joubert 1980, 30.
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viewer is not moved to compassion. Joubert saw laughter above all as a social 
corrective, a notion that also shaped the thought of  early modern writers. In 
general, laughter was seen as the result of  “the jubilant mind.”131 Scholars also 
presented a taxonomy of  types of  laughter, such as joyful laughter, malicious 
laughter, sardonic laughter, and so forth.132 

During the sixteenth century, the therapeutic efficacy of  laughter as medicine 
for the body and soul was discovered. Joubert tells an anecdote about a monkey 
that helped its master recover from his death bed by making him laugh.133 
According to Joubert, the negative side effects of  laughing included that it 
could cause fatness and wrinkles.134 Castiglione wrote that all human beings “are 
looking for some remedy and medicine to recover. Therefore, everything that 
moves to laugh exhilarates the soul and gives pleasure, and in that moment man 
does not remember tedious troubles, of  which life is full.”135 The idea of  the 
therapeutic value of  laughter was repeated in a common proverb, “laughter is 
the best medicine,” which derives already from Proverbs 17:22: “A merry heart 
doeth good like a medicine, but a broken spirit drieth the bones.” Laughter 
was considered healthy, as it expels melancholy. In addition, laughter was also 
associated with madness; it was a sign of  Pazzia (Madness) in the Iconologia (1611) 
by Cesare Ripa.136

131  See, e.g., Joubert 1980, 73.
132  Barasch 1997, 175.
133  Joubert 1980, 127.
134  Ghose 2013, 20, 26. See the article also behind this link: http://doi.
org/10.5169/seals-390792.
135  …vanno cercando qualche rimedio e medicina per recrearsi. Tutto quello adunque 
che move il riso esilara l’animo e dà piacere, né lascia che in quel punto l’omo si ricordi delle 
noiose molestie, delle quali la vita nostra è piena. Castiglione & Maier 1981, Book II, 
chap. XLV. 
136  Ripa 1976, 405–407.
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The Renaissance writers on laughter were acquainted with the Christian 
theologians’ attitudes toward laughter, and some probably knew the antique 
sources as well. While Aristotle, Galen, and Porphyry had understood laughter 
as a distinctive feature of  man, which differentiates human beings from animals, 
laughter became problematic for the theologians, as it was related to earthly 
pleasures and expressed through the body.137 The words of  Luke 6:25 show 
some despising of  laughter: “Woe to you who are well fed now, for you will 
go hungry. Woe to you who laugh now, for you will mourn and weep.” On the 
other hand, there is a promise of  laughter in Heaven, as the Luke 6:21 also 
states: “Blessed are you who hunger now, for you will be satisfied. Blessed are 
you who weep now, for you will laugh.” One famous story in the Bible (Genesis 
18:11–15) relates that Sarah, the wife of  Abraham, laughed when she was told 
she would bear a son in her old days. Her laughing was related to disbelief  in the 
power of  God, and thus it was shameful. In general, because of  their humoral 
constitution, women were believed to be swayed by emotions more easily than 
men, and laugh more than men.138

The Greek Church Father John Chrysostom stated that jokes and laughing are 
not from God but from the devil; for Christians it was proper to remain serious, 
penitent, and suffering for their sins.139 People in ecclesiastical circles also asked 
seriously if  Jesus had ever laughed in his earthly life, because there is no mention 
of  it in the Bible. The twelfth-century scholastic Petrus Cantor declared that 
Christ, although he had never laughed, had actually been capable of  doing so, 
because laughter was a property of  man. To summarize this vast theological 
discussion, it was broadly agreed that laughter was a natural thing to do, but 
immoderate laughter was regarded as sinful.140 Whether Christ laughed or not, 
he was laughed at or mocked by the soldiers. Laughter was also mostly condemned 

137  Le Goff  1997, 43, 45; Verberckmoes 1999, 45–49; Screech & Calder 
1970, 219–220. 
138  Verberckmoes 1999, 183.
139  Bakhtin 1995, 67.
140  Verberckmoes 1997, 80.
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in monastic rules, as it was considered the worst pollution of  the mouth.141 Yet, 
laughter in the form of  hilaris, or cheerfulness, became an attribute of  St. Francis 
of  Assisi and one of  the manifestations of  his sainthood.142 

After the Reformation, laughter was suppressed in the Catholic Church. Both 
the Protestant and Catholic Church frowned upon popular festivals because 
of  their remnants of  paganism and elements of  misrule. While the Protestant 
Church resigned from the Carnival tradition, its theologians did not totally 
condemn laughter. The Protestant theologian Gisbertus Voetius (1588–1676) 
permitted laughter within limits, but the less the better, because those who 
laughed in this life would weep in the afterlife.143 If  uncontrolled laughter was 
opposed, the same applied to its opposite: crying. Both were signs of  a loss 
of  self-control.144 Moderation of  one’s laughter became a sign of  civilization 
and good education.145 Such proper social conduct was also the distinguished 
aspect of  Castiglione’s courtier, who knew how to enliven his conversations 
with jokes but in the limits of  decorum.146 In his treatise Galateo on politeness 
and the delicacy of  manners (published posthumously in 1558), the Counter-
Reformation moralist Giovanni Della Casa condemned buffoonery as vulgar, 
but he also admitted that a jest “really facetious and elegant” can bring forth 
“an appearance of  mirth and laughter.”147 Laughter had become a tool of  social 
control, a feature that distinguished the civilized person.  

In modern times, several scholars have sought to explain laughter as well.148 

141  Le Goff  1997, 45–46.
142  Le Goff  1997, 51.
143  Dekker 2001, 9.
144  Dekker 2001, 10–11. 
145  Verberckmoes 1999, 182.
146  Castiglione, Book II, chap. LXXXIII.
147  Della Casa 1811, 115. 
148  See, e.g., Morreall 1983; Apte 1985; Adelswärd 1989.
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Both Morreall and Adelswärd distinguish three major categories of  laughter: 1) 
the theory of  superiority, in which laughter is directed below from above and 
the laughter expresses a feeling of  superiority; 2) the theory of  incongruity, in 
which laughter originates from the disproportion of  two things; and 3) the relief  
theory, which is associated with Freudian psychoanalytic thinking, according 
to which laughter is an outburst of  excess nervous energy. The theory of  
superiority seems to be the most ancient and persistent and it goes back to 
Plato. According to him, our laughter involves a certain malice toward the ones 
who are laughed at.149 With the theory of  incongruity, the focus switched from 
the emotional to the cognitive aspect of  laughter.150 To these three theories, 
Morreall has also added one more, in which laughter results from “a pleasant 
psychological shift.”151 

What is laughed at depends on the society, the period, the age, and sometimes 
also the gender. Its objects and forms are not constant but changing.152 What 
is considered laughable in a culture reveals much about it, and sometimes its 
taboos, too. Different cultures joke about different subjects as well. For instance, 
while sexual humor seems an old and dominant trend in French humor, it is very 
rare in Belgian humor.153 Laughter can be highly liberating, but at times it can be 
threatening. Some ethologists have even suggested that laughter originated with 
an aggressive display of  teeth.154 Moreover, people tend to laugh mutually. The 
sociologist Eugène Dupréel has distinguished two kinds of  collective laughter, 
one being “including” (laughing with) and the other “excluding” (laughing at) 
laughter.155 Mary Lee Townsend claims that laughing together is a way to carve 
out a public space, within which all sorts of  ideas can be discussed and debated, 

149  Morreall 1983, 4.
150  Morreall 1983, 14–20.
151  Adelswärd 1989, 107–136; Morreall 1983, 4–59.
152  Le Goff  1997, 40.
153  Ziv 1988, xi.
154  Bremmer & Roodenburg 1997, 2.
155  See Dupréel 1928, 213–260.
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be they social, political, or moral.156 The nature of  humor changes from one 
period to another, and we do not necessarily find humor and laugh at the same 
jokes as hundreds of  years ago.

As we have seen, laughter is a very complex occurrence. Above all, it is a cultural 
and social phenomenon. Even though laughter had been problematic for the 
Church, it was predominantly understood as therapeutic and healthy by the 
sixteenth-century theorists. Provoked by these different theories of  laughter and 
Baxandall’s concept of  the “period eye,” namely, that each period of  history 
has its own way of  seeing things, I would add that each era has its own way of  
laughing at things, too. To find out what kinds of  feelings (loathing, disgust, 
sympathy – or just laughter?) the subject of  Serenade to Cat elicited from its 
contemporary audience is quite challenging, because its humor and comic plot 
are no longer obvious to us. As Morreall puts it, “to share humor is to share a 
form of  life.”157 However, for the viewers of  Serenade to a Cat images, I would 
suggest that besides the laughter-inciting element of  surprise, the dominant 
feeling was most probably one of  superiority over foolishly acting peasant 
people, but we shall explore that proposition in later chapters.

II.2. Bakhtin, Laughter, and the Grotesque Body: 

A Critical Reassessment

The Renaissance French writer François Rabelais wrote the comic masterpiece 
known as Gargantua and His Son Pantagruel.158 It is a story in a satirical vein about 

156  Lee Townsend 1997, 202. 
157  Morreall 1983, 61.
158  Gargantua and His Son Pantagruel consists of  four novels. The attribu-
tion of  the fifth novel to Rabelais is debatable, as it appeared only after his 
death. Bakhtin did not take the fifth novel into consideration in his study. For 
more on the subject, see, for example, Huchon 1981. 
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two giants, a father (Gargantua) and his son (Pantagruel), and their incredible 
adventures. The reexamination of  these works by the twentieth-century Russian 
thinker and literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin in his Rabelais and His World has had 
a great impact ever since on the discussions and studies of  modern aesthetics 
and popular culture. Bakhtin defended his doctoral thesis on Rabelais in 1946. 
Published in Russian only in 1965, it was translated into Finnish as late as 1995. 
Bakhtin’s posthumous fame is such that the full richness of  his ideas still has not 
been digested; seminars, conferences, books, studies, and research centers are 
still being organized around him. Linguists, semioticians, historians, folklorists, 
and anthropologists all have different views of  Bakhtin’s theories. As my study 
essentially concerns the culture of  folk humor in the early modern period, it 
would be hard to review these issues without engaging Bakhtin’s theories and 
discourse.

Rabelais’ Gargantua and His Son Pantagruel is not a representation of  an actual 
Carnival but the carnivalesque worldview. The publication was meant for a literate 
audience, who enjoyed folk humor much in the same vein as genre paintings 
by Hieronymus Bosch or Pieter Bruegel the Elder.159 Bakhtin started his study 
Rabelais and His World by stating that Rabelais had been the most unpopular and 
misunderstood of  all the great authors, yet he is the greatest representative of  
the carnivalesque laughter of  folk. This is why Bakhtin’s study is also important 
to my work for understanding the logic behind the theme of  Serenade to a Cat. 
Rabelais’ stories can only be understood through medieval and Renaissance 
“popular-festive forms.”160 This is to say that different ritual spectacles, comic 
verbal compositions, and various genres of  billingsgate are the three basic forms 
of  laughing culture.161 The first involves Carnivals and other feasts. The second 
includes different parodies, both oral and written (and why not pictorial as 
well?), in which laughter is ambivalent and festive, directed at all and everyone. 
The third one refers to carnivalesque language, swearing, oaths, abuse, and 

159  See Gibson 2010.
160  Bakhtin 1995, 4–7, 14.
161  Bakhtin 1995, 6–7.
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obscenities, which retain “elements of  the old ritual of  fraternization,” which is 
now mostly lost.162 

Bakhtin stressed that ritual festivities had an important place in the lives of  
medieval people. He understood the medieval popular culture as a laughter-
based and festive Carnival society built on over a thousand years of  tradition, 
having predecessors in the pre-Christian times.163 The common feature in the 
many appearances of  laughing culture and festivities since Antiquity was the 
objection to social convention, seriousness, and hierarchies: kings became fools 
and fools became kings. They always entailed some kind of  reversal of  normality, 
the suspension of  all hierarchical relations, and uninhibited freedom. It was the 
world mundus inversus—turned upside down. For Bakhtin, these carnivalesque 
rituals meant liberation from the constraints of  the civic year.164 They built a 
kind of  utopia, a “second world and second life outside officialdom” for its 
medieval participants, where everyone was able to participate, no matter what 
their social status was.165 

162  Bakhtin 1995, 14, 17.
163  For example, the Greeks celebrated (February–March) their Anthes-
teria, the festival of  opposites, in which processions were organized for the 
honor of  the masked Dionysus, who wore a phallus on his forehead. In turn, 
the Romans had their Saturnalia, celebrated during the Winter solstice, which 
was characterized by masquerades and licentious behavior, and slaves swapped 
roles with their masters. Cudny 2016, 23.
164  There were several minor local traditions and festivities that occurred 
every year, but the main carnivalesque rituals of  the year were the twelve days 
of  Christmas, the days before Lent, the Carnivals and the Feast of  Fools, early 
May, Pentecost, Saint Jean Baptist in June, the Feast of  Assumption in mid-Au-
gust, and All Saints Day. April Fools’ Day differed from the other carnivalesque 
feasts in the sense that it was not a collective occasion of  mockery, but it per-
mitted an individual to perpetrate the wicked jokes he had not had the courage 
to do during the year. Consigli 1988, 135.
165  Bakhtin 1995, 7.
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Laughter divided men into two distinct cultures. The first was the official culture 
of  the State and the Church, for which the element of  laughter was alien; the 
second was nonofficial, popular culture, in which laughter was permitted and 
in opposition to the official, serious, and feudal culture.166 When laughing was 
excluded from the cult of  the medieval Church, laughing rituals arose around 
the Church and festivals in everyday life. For example, the “Feast of  Fools,” 
which was celebrated by students and the lower priesthood, parodied official 
cults, church sermons, and liturgies (e.g., the Boozers’ liturgy, testaments of  pigs 
and asses), and they were practiced all over Europe, giving a totally different, 
unofficial, irreligious, and non-political view of  the world.167 

During Carnivals, there was no longer a difference between spectators and 
actors; their roles became intertwined. The streets and market squares became 
one common open stage for everyone. Masks and costumes helped to conceal 
or allow release from class, age, and gender. Nevertheless, everybody knew that 
after the Carnivals the normal discipline and order, the status quo, would be 
restored. Therefore, the Carnivals also reaffirmed the existing power structures 
in a society. As Burke “capsulized,” the three major themes of  Carnival are food, 
sex, and violence.168 However, Bakhtin did not take violence into account; he 
had an overly positive and idealistic view of  the subject matter. Indeed, Carnivals 
were not only about liberating laughter but also violence and aggressiveness. 
For example, the famous study by Emmanuel Le Roy has demonstrated how 
Carnival in the French city of  Romans in 1580 ended in cruel bloodshed.169 

166  Bakhtin 1995, 6.
167  Bakhtin 1995, 6–7, 9, 68. The Feast of  Fools was particularly 
deep-rooted in Northern France. Baudin, Feuerhahn, Bariaud, & Stora-Sendor 
1988, 55.
168  Burke 1978, 186. In Southern Europe, the Carnivals were the most 
popular festivals of  the year in Southern Europe. Ibid., 182.
169  For example, animals were common victims. The Venetian painter Ga-
briel Bella has depicted bull baiting or bulls being chased, as well as the game 
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Bakhtin argues that carnivalesque folk culture acted as the counter-culture for 
the official and hierarchical one. Bakhtin’s strong opposition to the “official 
culture” (high culture) and idealization of  his so-called “popular culture” (low 
culture) is to some extent misleading. There was not that hard a confrontation 
between these two cultures during the medieval and the Renaissance periods, 
and, as we have seen, laughter was not that alien to the Church either. As a 
matter of  fact, jesting began among scholars instead of  within folk culture, and 
in some cases it was the elite who produced the “low” culture (e.g., the Feast 
of  Fools or the Feast of  the Ass). Furthermore, Bakhtin does not define what 
he precisely meant by his oft-used term “popular culture”; he refers to it as 
“the folk,” “the people,” “the second world,” “the unofficial world,” and “the 
popular-festive culture.” Richard Berrong suggests that better polar terms would 
have been “popular” and “learned” cultures.170 Nevertheless, Aaron Gurevich 
does not support either division, as “everybody was Christian and therefore had 
something in common with the culture and religiosity of  the learned people.”171 
In my opinion, “popular culture” could broadly just be defined as “everyone’s 
culture,” a culture shared by all. 

Bakhtin claims that during the sixteenth century, the elite started to distance 
themselves from carnivalesque culture and reject it. Thus, the definition of  
“popular culture” started to change as well, which Bakhtin failed to take into 
account in his study. Since then, people of  the popular culture have only been 
members of  the non-elite, that is, ordinary folk people outside of  the power 
establishment.172 Moreover, Bakhtin argues that the period of  Cervantes, 

of  the goose hung above the water, which had to be caught by the neck during 
the Venetian Carnivals. Gabriel Bella’s Scenes of  Venetian Life are found in the 
collection of  the Palazzo Querini Stampalia, Venice. See more about the event 
in Romans in Le Roy Ladurie 1979.
170  Berrong 1986, 15–16.
171  Gurevich 1997, 59.
172  Berrong 1986, 14–15, 121; Burke 1978, 24–25, 270.
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Rabelais, and Shakespeare was the turning point in the culture of  laughter. It 
started to degenerate, and laughter was reduced. What was viewed as essential 
and important (e.g., history and its representatives, such as kings, heroes, and 
warlords) could not be laughed at anymore.173 

The problem in reading Bakhtin is that he has a great understanding of  history in 
a broad sense, but sometimes the evidence supporting his arguments is missing, 
or his strong use of  interconnected literal and historical references and examples 
from different periods complicates the clarity of  his presentation. Berrong goes 
so far as to claim that Bakhtin lacks sufficient understanding of  the Middle 
Ages.174 Gurevich has also rightly criticized Bakhtin, a historian of  medieval 
European culture, for never mentioning Christianity or the Christian God.175 
He also considers it impossible to characterize medieval popular culture as a 
culture based on laughter. Fear was one of  the main aspects of  medieval popular 
culture; most people were horrified by the idea of  eternal damnation.176 

In addition, Bakhtin’s concept of  grotesque is somewhat unclear and more 
related to the medieval and Renaissance eras than to modern times. Nevertheless, 
Bakhtin considers ambivalence as one of  its main features, aside from madness 
and surprise.177 For Bakhtin, cheerful laughter plays a central role in embodied 
carnivalesque, but Wolfgang Kayser, the father of  modern grotesque theory, 
considered the role of  laughter as the most difficult question in conjunction 
with the grotesque: “Laughter originates on the comic and caricatured fringe of  
the grotesque. Filled with bitterness, it takes on characteristics of  the mocking, 
cynical, and ultimately satanic laughter while turning into the grotesque.”178 

173  Bakhtin 1995, 61.
174  Berrong 1986, 15.
175  Gurevich 1997, 55.
176  Gurevich 1997, 57.
177  Bakhtin 1995, 21, 37.
178  Kayser 1963, 187.
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Bakhtin compounded his concept of  grotesque with the consideration of  the 
human body, which he called grotesque realism (as exemplified by Rabelais).179 In 
grotesque realism, the grotesque body projects the same ambivalence that is 
central to folk humor; it degrades and materializes all that is sublime, spiritual, 
and idealistic, turning the reversal of  the abstract to the materialistic-bodily level, 
bringing it down to earth.180 The grotesque body is associated with carnivalesque 
depreciation, dirt, secretions, death, and rebirth. The grotesque body is never 
finished, never completed; it is continually built and created, and it builds and 
creates another body. It is in profound conflict with the classical body, which 
is smooth, closed, and finished, an artificial construction that denies human 
nature itself.181 The three main acts in the life of  the grotesque body are sexual 
intercourse, death throes, and the act of  birth. The grotesque body emphasizes 
those parts which are open to the outer world (i.e., holes, highlights, projections), 
such as an open mouth, the sex organs, breasts, a potbelly, or the nose. The 
most important part of  the face is the mouth, and laughing, eating, and drinking 
are the most important manifestations of  the grotesque body.182 With all these 
protrusions and apertures, the boundaries of  a body and the world are surpassed. 
The grotesque concept formed a base for all forms of  insulting, teasing, and 
merry gesturing (i.e., showing the middle finger, the nose, the buttocks, etc.).183 

All in all, the aesthetic of  the grotesque body is ugliness. In the visual arts, the 
grotesque body with its exaggerations and distortions is comic, and it manifests 
itself  best in caricatures. The seventeenth-century Dutch tavern genre paintings 
of  peasants and the lower classes—showing them urinating, defecating, and 

179  Bakhtin 1995, 19.
180  Bakhtin 1995, 19–20.
181  Bakhtin 1995, 26, 28–29.
182  In the visual arts, see, for example, the swallowing mouth in paintings 
of  Hell by Hieronymus Bosch and vomiting peasants by Pieter Bruegel the 
Elder.
183  Bakhtin 1995, 26, 281, 288, 302. 
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vomiting—are depictions of  the grotesque body par excellence. One of  the essential 
features of  grotesque art is its mutability of  the seen and known. The grotesque 
ruptures boundaries, making the contours of  the familiar and “normal” visible 
to us, even when it intermingles with the alien and unexpected.184 

In Serenade to a Cat images, could we not also perceive the alien and unexpected, 
madness, and surprise, for instead of  a swaddled baby we see a living cat? In 
addition, all the characters except the man with a brimmed hat have their mouths 
open—the most important aperture of  the body—while smiling or singing. 
The characters may not be exaggerated enough to be defined as grotesques or 
caricatures; however, their aesthetic emphasis is ugliness, which is also associated 
with persons of  lower social class or subject matters deemed to be low. 
Furthermore, the cat could be considered a grotesque animal, as it is nocturnal, 
which means it can be more active at night than during the day, like snakes and 
bats. Kayser considered nocturnal and creeping animals which inhabit realms 
inaccessible to man as belonging to the grotesque world, as well as everything 
which is unclean and unworthy of  being sacrificed, and thus does not belong 
to God.185 In Gargantua and His Son Pantagruel, Gargantua also wiped himself  
with a cat, and the cat scratched up his privates.186 Using kitchen objects—here 
a gridiron and a pair of  tongs—as weapons or to make brutally noisy music is 
typical of  a grotesque or carnivalesque act: the known world is turned upside 
down. Bakhtin’s carnivalesque, Rabelaisian laughter was inclusive—being 
collective, communal laughter—and this is exactly what the images of  Serenade 
to a Cat do—all the characters seem to be in a jesting mood, smiling or laughing, 
inviting the spectators to participate in this visual comedy.

184  Connelly 2012, 8–11; Bakhtin 1995, 37.
185  Kayser 1963, 182.
186  Rabelais 1965, Book 1, chap. XIII.
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II.3. Gusto for Humor 

In this section I will shed light on humor in other cultural fields that were also 
soaked in comic spirit at the beginning of  early modern period. The Renaissance 
period had seen the rise of  all kind of  wit and joking. Dwarfs and court jesters 
were often traded like chattel, and comic plays were performed by traveling 
commedia dell’arte groups to lighten spirits and dispel boredom in courts.187 Comic 
literature had become popular. In Italy, the Benedictine monk Teofilo Folengo 
wrote his mock epic Maccaroneae (1517–1521). Macaronic poetry means poetry 
where two or more languages are intermingled for comic or satiric effect. 
According to Folengo, the name was associated with the peasant food macaroni, a 
crude mixture of  flour, cheese, and butter, which was thick, coarse, and rustic.188 
Folengo’s macaronic verse has been studied as a literary equivalent of  Girolamo 
Romanino’s paintings, as they share the same unclassical eccentricities and 
cultural context.189 In addition, the burlesque poem, which emerged as a genre in 
the writings of  Francesco Berni in the early 1520s, flourished for the next thirty 
years among humanists and non-humanists alike. Such types of  verse contained 
hidden and equivocal meanings.190

In the Lombardy region, an important artistic and literal society was founded in 
Milan in 1560, the so-called Accademia della Val di Blenio (or Accademiglia dra 
Vall d’Bregn, named after a valley that is now part of  the canton of  Ticino in 
Switzerland), which promoted a rural dialect. It was a curious society of  artists, 
writers, musicians, actors, embroiderers, goldsmiths, and intellectuals devoted to 

187  For example, the court of  Duke Wilhelm V of  Bavaria at Landshut 
bought, traded, and collected dwarfs, simpletons, Turks, and Moors (black Afri-
cans). Midelfort 1999, 253.
188  Brogan & Goldsmith 2012, 837. 
189  Nova 1994, 664–679.
190  Gaston 2012, 93.
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humor under the protection of  Bacchus.191 The Academy was presided over by 
Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo, who in 1568 was nominated as nabad (i.e., abbot), the 
highest rank within the brotherhood. The principal surviving document of  the 
academy, Lomazzo’s Rabisch (or “Arabesques” in the Lombard dialect, comparable 
to the “grotesque”), presented the repertoire of  burlesque episodes; written in 
the contrived Lombard dialect called Facchinesco, it was published in 1589.192 The 
Academy was of  a poetic nature, yet it brought artists into an active relationship 
with the current anticlassical literature of  the time.193 For the artists, the most 
inspirational source was Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519), with his drawings of  
monstrous characters for the amusement of  Milanese courtiers.194 In a way, the 
Academy was a culmination of  the burlesque climate of  Milan at the time.

The reawakened interest in using vernacular language in Northern Italy also 
affected the development of  secular music in the courts. The lighter genre of  
Italian secular music became in vogue from 1537 onwards in “such forms as 
canzoni villanesche, villotte alla padoana, moresche, bergamasche, and so forth, reflecting the 
“rustic, vernacular tradition.” To choose one example, villotte were often written 
in northern dialects and contained refrains made up of  nonsense syllables.195 
Composers of  the Franco-Flemish School were called Oltremontani (“those from 
over the Alps”), and they dominated the musical landscape of  Northern Italy 
in the mid-sixteenth century.196 Composers (like Orlando di Lasso, for example) 
took advantage of  the contemporary popular texts, drinking songs, and Carnivals. 

191  Kahn-Rossi 1998, 14.
192  Isella 1998, 113. 
193  Porzio 1998, 24.
194  The artist and member of  the Academy Aurelio Luini owned one 
of  Leonardo’s notebooks of  ridiculous faces. Lomazzo 1584, Book VI, chap. 
XXXII, 360.
195  Lewis 2005, 99.
196  https://prezi.com/ojellx7jw3sm/madrigal-and-the-secular-songs-of-
the-16th-century/; https://www.revolvy.com/main/index.php?s=Oltremon-
tani (accessed January 10, 2018).
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Even Luther noted that profane music could drive off  gloom and depression, 
as did good food, moderate drink, and a humorous preacher.197 In addition to 
bawdy tavern songs, there was also musical humor with comic sounds. From the 
sixteenth century on, the cat appeared as a part of  an instrument in the so-called 
cat organs.198 In Serenade to a Cat images, a musical performance is represented 
by a singing man who is playing a gridiron like a violin. That signals rough, noisy, 
and discordant music, such as played during Carnivals, charivaris, and other folk 
festivals for entertainment. We shall return to this in Chapter VIII.4.

All in all, people laughed better at the vernacular than Latin, which was mainly 
used in religious and intellectual contexts from the thirteenth century onwards.199 
Folk theater and street performances were performed in local dialects and 
jargons. Commedia dell’arte plays exploited a range of  dialects for characterizing 
the social classes. To use its full name, Commedia dell’arte all’improvviso (comedy 
through the art of  improvisation) originated in Italy in the sixteenth century. 
The Padua contract of  1545, signed by Ser Maphio’s troupe, is symbolically 
held as its starting point and that of  professional theater.200 The better commedia 
dell’arte troupes were patronized by the nobility, while less successful troupes 
rented a large room where they could play and charge admission; the lowest were 
those who performed in humble outdoor spaces in town squares and streets.201 
Outside Italy, commedia dell’arte became popular in France, where it was called 
comédie-italienne. The comedy, which played from a written text in the vernacular, 
was called commedia erudita (or commedia sostenuta, “learned comedy”). In much 
the same way, so-called Rederijkerskamers or Kamers van Rhetorycke (chambers of  
rhetoric), which were amateur dramatic societies attached to craft and militia 
guilds, produced vernacular poetic plays and performed at private and public 

197  Quoted from Midelfort 1999, 104 (WATR, no. 1349 and nos. 2951, 
2965).
198  See more about the subject in Van Vechten 1920, 573–585.
199  Le Goff  1997, 42.
200  Jordan 2014, xiv.
201  Jordan 2014, 5–6.
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festivities in the Low Countries.202 Their morality plays showed how not to behave, 
and they were intended for the bourgeois class. In Germany, Die Meistersinger were 
their equivalents.203 In France, the Mummers’ Guilds (“Les Compagnies Joyeuses”), 
which were composed of  students, bourgeois, or laborers (notably clerks and 
printers), aimed to satirize social hierarchies by making fun of  individuals (such 
as cuckolds and hypocrites), groups (e.g., clergy, doctors), or even those in the 
government. They organized processions through cities, presenting caricatures 
of  powerful persons on chariots, accompanied by rough music.204 To conclude, 
the spread of  comedy in Europe produced a climate that was fertile for humor 
in the visual arts, akin to Serenade to a Cat. 

As noted above, humor followed the commercial routes, and the Netherlands 
became a crossroads in disseminating comic texts, farces, and jestbooks between 
France, Spain, England, and Italy, in the course of  the sixteenth century.205 Many 
of  the narratives included in the jestbooks were not bound to local or national 
culture, but they circulated all over Europe in a lively international exchange.206 
Jestbooks could contain prose, poetry, riddles, short stories, songs, and amusing 
anecdotes similar to modern jokes. Some were possibly collected from oral 
sources. They were also connected to stage performances, as they were meant 
to be read aloud. The heyday of  the jestbook was in the third quarter of  the 
seventeenth century.207 Among others, famous jestbooks were the first printed 
jokebook Facetiae by Poggio Bracciolini (1470), Jocorum atque seriorum (Jokes and 
Serious Matters) by Otho Melander (1603), and Till Eulenspiegel. In Germany, 
Narrenliteratur experienced a veritable boom, and new editions of  Sebastian 
Brant’s Ship of  Fools continued to be published.208 People of  all classes laughed 

202  Milne 2007, 94, 171, 404–405; Gibson 2010, 30–31.
203  Scillia 2012, 43.
204  Baudin, Feuerhahn, Bariaud, & Stora-Sendor 1988, 55–56.
205  Dekker 2001, 22.
206  Roodenburg 1997, 114.
207  Dekker 2001, 25–26, 38.
208  Midelfort 1999, 231–232.
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hard at the pornographic and scatological jests, and in this sense there was no 
difference between folk humor and polite, civilized humor.209 The lowest of  
the literary genres, jestbooks were intended to entertain, dispel melancholy, or 
“sharpen young people’s intelligence” “for the benefit of  jest-loving youth,” 210 
whereas older people were supposed to turn toward devotional literature. The 
audience consisted mostly of  the elite class, unmarried men between the ages 
of  20 and 30.211 However, the Counter-Reformation considered the jestbooks as 
possible sources of  heretical laughter, and some were even prohibited.212

Outside Italy, Erasmus wrote about the absurdity of  human behavior in his 
Praise of  Folly, Cervantes in his Don Quixote, and Rabelais in his Gargantua and 
His Son Pantagruel wrote popular novels. Shakespeare penned comedies with 
happy endings and tragedies with sad endings, as in the ancient Greek plays. 
His comedies include word plays: puns, allusions, and double entendres that are 
often lost on modern audiences. He exploited slapstick, plot confusions, and 
bawdy humor as well.213 All these authors dealt with such themes as folly, the 
seven deadly sins, human virtues and vices, and man’s pride and honor, which 
were ridiculed but in a positive, “Bakhtinian” festive spirit of  the carnivalesque.

People also enjoyed orally told jokes, proverbs, and stories. Proverbs spelled out 
common truths in a humorous way, for which prints and paintings of  profane 
subjects were suitable, even though many proverbs originated in the Bible. Many 
proverbs and their themes were identical throughout Europe. There was also 
a growing appetite for riddles and rebuses among the upper classes, as marked 
by the popularity of  emblem books and collections of  proverbs, which were 

209  Verberckmoes 1999, 182.
210  Dekker 2001, 35–36; Roodenburg 1997, 115.
211  Roodenburg 1997, 114–115; Dekker 2001, 35.
212  Verberckmoes 1999, 128–132.
213  See, for example, Partridge 2001. 
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published especially in the Netherlands during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries: for example, Erasmus’ Adagia is a vast collection of  Greek and Latin 
proverbs and the source of  many commonplace sayings in Western European 
languages (first edition in 1500), and Sinnepoppen by Roemer Visscher is a 
collection of  short moral pieces (first published in 1614). In fact, many emblem 
books were hardly more than illustrated collections of  traditional proverbs.214 
In a similar way, the contemporary graphic images were often combined with 
explanatory texts or verses. 

If  the upper class enjoyed riddles, word-plays, and all kinds of  curiosities (such as 
mechanical toys and amusing water tricks in gardens), these had their counterparts 
in the fine arts as well. Court painters produced bizzarrie, or oddities, whose 
function was to astonish their patrons by their wit and ingenuity.215 Trompe-l’œil 
images became popular in the end of  the sixteenth century, as they deceived 
the eye and astonished in the same way as anamorphic images, which played 
with perspectival illusion.216 Arcimboldo painted “double-images,” composite 
and invertible heads made up of  vegetables, flowers, and other “imaginative 
metamorphoses of  nature,” which his contemporaries called “ridiculous,” 
“capricci” and “bizzarrie.” In this type of  visual joke, the spectator plays a role 
in construing an image that is comparable to puzzles and word plays.217 Thomas 
DaCosta Kaufmann compares these visual jokes to the serious play of  comedy 
and other forms of  expression that work according to the Renaissance theorists’ 
principles of  serio-ludere—to play seriously. While touching on grave or lofty 
subjects, they could entertain, too.218 

214  Brown 1984, 84; Gibson 2010, 148. The emblem often consists of  
three parts: a title (or motto), an image, and an explanatory poem. The figure 
depicts the most important feature of  the tale. Saunders 1986, 644.
215  Shearman 1967, 156–157.
216  See, for example, The Ambassadors by Hans Holbein. Painted in 1533, it 
is now found in the National Gallery, London. 
217  Kaufmann 2009, 10–11.
218  Kaufmann 2009, 109.
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To sum up, during the sixteenth century the varied forms of  humor entered 
into all artistic fields. This is also the period when, according to Bakhtin, the 
elite started to distance themselves from carnivalesque folk culture. However, 
there was a growing body of  licensed laughter in the form of  literature, secular 
music, vernacular performances, and more professional theater plays, which all 
supported the development of  secular and comic subjects in fine arts, as in genre 
painting. These forms seem to have been accepted by the elite and courts as well. 

II.4 Art Market

This section provides an insight into the possible buyers of  comic imagery and 
their markets, and where the comic paintings were usually hung. However, we 
do not know much about the wider audience of  comic paintings and prints. 
What attracted the painters and their contemporaries to comic subjects? Was 
there a difference in the comic art destined for the elite and for the lower socio-
economic classes? Do those paintings and prints reflect the buyer’s taste and 
humor, or the artist’s? 

By the seventeenth century, the art market had expanded in Europe. Many rich 
collectors wanted to buy “foreign” art. Easel painting enabled easier trading 
and transporting of  paintings. There appeared professional art dealers who 
had established a web of  international agents, with whom they did business. 
For example, art dealers in Antwerp were active in exporting popular Flemish 
paintings to customers in Paris.219 In addition to professional art dealers, who 

219  For example, the Parisian art dealer Jean-Michel Picart (1600–1682) 
arranged with the Antwerpian Matthijs Musson (1598–c. 1679) the dealing of  
Flemish paintings for the Paris market. Picart conveyed to Musson the Parisian 
taste, and Musson organized artists in Antwerp to paint pictures according-
ly. Hook 2017, 9. Several paintings of  “Boeren ende Bestens” (Peasants and 
Animals) by Abraham Willemsen were also shipped to the Paris market. De 
Marchi, Van Miegroet, & Raiff  1999, 121.
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became much more common in the 1630s and 1640s, the painters themselves 
and the frame-makers bought and sold the works of  art. Furthermore, in the 
Low Countries, innkeepers and some wine merchants brought paintings to their 
establishments and sold them to their customers.220 The high-class dealers in 
Amsterdam offered their clients various national styles (Italian, Flemish, and 
French) from different periods (from the early sixteenth century onwards).221 
Some artists preferred to work directly with the dealers rather than the guilds, 
because they had not completed their training, they were not citizens of  the 
town in which they worked, or they had not paid their guild dues. They produced 
cheaper copies and works by the dozen.222 

In sixteenth-century France, the king and the amateurs, art lovers and collectors, 
bought paintings in Antwerp, but they also ordered them in Paris from French 
artists trained in the Flemish school.223 Nevertheless, in Paris, there was still only 
a limited number of  art collectors in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; 
around 1660, there were about a dozen major collections, albeit possibly many 
more of  the second or third ranks, and many households had but a few paintings 
for decorative reasons.224 But inventories tell that the Flemish works were an 
important part of  the art market in Paris. Unfortunately the works themselves 
have mostly dispersed or disappeared.225 

During the Paris fair, fines were given to art dealers if  their paintings were 

220  Montias 1988, 244–245.
221  Montias 1988, 252.
222  Montias 1988, 246.
223  Adhémar 1945, 191.
224  Posner 1993, 588.
225  McTighe 2007, 360; Adhémar 1945, 194.
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considered inappropriate.226 Moreover, Italian originals were rare and expensive, 
and Parisian collectors acquired copies after Italian models. By contrast, 
dealers in Flemish pictures were numerous.227 With its religious institutions 
and brotherhood orders, the Church was still the main art consumer and 
commissioner in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Italy. Even many servants 
of  cardinals and noblemen bought “ready-made” paintings on the open market, 
but so did people from other ranks, such as masons, bakers, and courtesans.228 

In the Netherlands, the audience was mostly the new urban bourgeois class. 
After the 1560s iconoclasm of  the Calvinists in the Netherlands, the Church 
lost its importance as an art commissioner. In addition, the House of  Orange 
was a relatively modest art patron.229 But the popularity and number of  paintings 
in households were by far the greatest in seventeenth-century Netherlands. It 
has been estimated that the amount of  paintings produced during the Golden 
Age was between 5 to 10 million, of  which only about 1% have survived.230 
When visiting Amsterdam in 1640, the Englishman Peter Mundy recorded 
in astonishment in his diary: “All in generall striving to adorne their houses, 
especially the outer or street roome, with costly peeces. Butchers and bakers 
not much inferior in their shoppes, which are Fairly sett Forth, yea many tymes 
blacksmithes, Coblers, etts., will have some picture or other by their Forge and in 
their stalle.”231 In her study about Jan Steen, Westermann stipulates that his largest 
or most meticulously painted pictures were commissions whose buyers were 
determined wealthy collectors. The other paintings were acquired by respectable 
members of  the middle class, ranging from the elite to the artisanal.232 The study 

226  De Marchi & Van Miegroet 2006, 91. 
227  De Marchi, Van Miegroet, & Raiff  1999, 119; Adhémar 1945, 194.
228  Cavazzini 2008, 2008, 82–83; Mahon 1947, 144.
229  North 1997, 82. 
230  Montias 1982, 220. 
231  Carnac (ed.) 2010, 70.
232  Westermann 1997a, 62–67. She also mentions the recorded profes-
sions: lawyers, law enforcement officers, merchants, textile manufacturers, a 
soap producer, medical doctors, a druggist, captains, bakers, a bookseller, a 
woodworker, and an innkeeper.
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on the development of  prices for individual subjects on the Dutch art market 
between 1600 and 1700 shows that during the last quarter of  the seventeenth 
century, genre paintings had become the most expensive, due to their increased 
demand.233

According to a preserved receipt from 1529, Francis I bought from Jean Dubois, 
an Antwerpian merchant, some pleasing genre pieces to be hung in his study in the 
Louvre “pour son service,” which means for his personal enjoyment.234 Another 
contract from 1588 between the Spanish governor in Cremona and the painter 
Giulio Calvi concerning eight pictures of  kitchen and market scenes after Campi, 
now lost or unidentified, also provides some insight into the commissioning of  
genre paintings. According to the contract, their most important elements were 
beautiful women, showing risqué glimpses of  breasts and revealing the world in 
its sheer variety.235 Some genre paintings are known to have been commissions, 
like Campi’s series of  different food vendors for Hans Fugger’s residence, 
which represents the first-known commission of  genre paintings, or Passerotti’s 
vendors for the Mattei family’s Villa della Navicella. These were both prominent 
patrons of  art. Paradoxically, images of  low subjects were often commissioned 
or purchased by the wealthiest in society. Furthermore, the art historian Patrizia 
Cavazzini points out that “it is impossible to establish precise correspondences 
between the social status, or the economic possibilities, or a collector and the 
quality of  the paintings he owned.”236 

In addition, painters had finished and half-finished canvases in their workshops, 
which they showed to all sorts of  clients. Maybe the larger and more diverse 

233  North 1997, 99.
234  Adhémar 1945, 191.
235  Miller 2004, 156–157.
236  Cavazzini 2008, 86.
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audience was the reason for greater crudeness in genre imagery as well.237 
According to Volker Reinhardt, genre paintings with foolish peasants were most 
probably produced and placed on the open market without known buyers, as 
were prints and modest-quality replicas and copies.238 At least in the Netherlands, 
however, landscapes were the easiest uncommissioned works to sell.239 

These open market buyers were presumably middle-class city inhabitants, 
merchants, officials, scholars, or artisans who followed their own taste and 
enjoyed humor. Hochmann has pointed out that comic literature was often 
addressed to rich clients and, therefore, we should consider that comic paintings 
were made for the elite as well.240 Comic paintings hanging on the walls of  
living or dining rooms could inspire discussions with guests and elicit mutual 
laughter. It also helped the middle and upper classes to differentiate themselves 
from the socio-economically lower classes by mocking their boorish behavior. 
Nevertheless, Cardinal Paleotti advised not to hang facetious paintings in public 
halls or places where audiences were held or council chambers, courtrooms, 
libraries, or any place invested with gravity— only in private, secluded ones. 
Ecclesiastics and militia were supposed to avoid such “lighthearted pictures,” 
being ill-suited to their gravity.241 

We may wonder what commercial goals the publisher had for the print bearing 
the name l’Éducation du matou. Was it destined for the decoration of  walls in 
some inns and bars, as we have seen in some seventeenth-century Dutch and 
Flemish genre paintings, or was it intended to decorate the houses of  burghers 

237  Cavazzini 2008, 54; Grössinger 2002, 10.
238  The most remarkable example of  small open art trade in Rome were 
the so-called Bamboccianti, or genre painters, who were mostly of  Dutch and 
Flemish origin. Reinhardt 1998, 90–91.
239  Fuchs 1978, 104. 
240  Hochmann 2017, 27.
241  Paleotti 2012, 244.
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and artisans? Artists also collected drawings and prints for reference. Obviously, 
prints were cheaper and lighter to transport than paintings, so they spread to a 
wider audience geographically. The printers could make up to 1,500 to 3,000 
copies of  an engraving by reworking the plate.242 There was a great demand for 
secular prints from the growing middle class, and simple sheet woodcuts also 
appealed to the illiterate masses. Around 1600, the woodcuts dropped in favor 
of  copperplate engravings in Paris, a technique recently imported from Italy 
and which suited better for more artistic treatments. Besides Paris, this more 
expensive medium was supported in Avignon and Lille because of  their richer 
religious and social institutions. The popularity of  cheaper woodcuts continued 
in the provinces.243 Prints were acquired directly from artists themselves, but 
also from art dealers, peddlers, auctions, and fairs. Prints were often mounted 
in albums or gathered together as series and bound into volumes according to 
the intentions of  their publishers.244 According to Dr. Roman Grigoriev, the 
Chief  of  the Section of  Prints at the State Hermitage Museum, these curious-
subject prints were not regarded as objects good enough for serious collectors 
in the seventeenth-century Europe, and nobody really cared about collecting 
them. They were treated more like curiosities and everyday objects.245 However, 
L’Éducation du matou was purchased by Michel de Marolles (1600–1681, known 
as the Abbé de Marolles), the Abbot of  Villeloin, for his vast print collection. 
He was the first major print collector, and he amassed some 123,000 prints. 
His collection, contained in 500 leather-bound albums, was purchased by King 
Louis XIV in 1667. This collection became the nucleus of  the future Cabinet des 
Estampes at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.246 

242  Landau & Parshall 1994, 31; Benedict 2007, 42.
243  Hopkin 2003, 19.
244  James 1997, 152; Grössinger 2002, 202.
245  Professor Dr. Roman Grigoriev’s personal e-mail to the author, Janu-
ary 25, 2012. 
246  Warwick 2003, 5; https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_de_Marolles 
(accessed January 5, 2017). 
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To conclude, Serenade to a Cat theme paintings were surely not commissions by the 
Church or a town hall. Most probably they were intended for the open market. 
The theme enjoyed some popularity, and it circulated among collectors who 
were members of  the elite or the wealthy middle class. The comic paintings were 
possibly kept in their living or dining rooms for entertaining guests. This view is 
supported by the prominent size of  most of  the Serenade to a Cat paintings. 
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III 

Genre and the Comic

My aim with this chapter is to explain the formation of  the comic genre and the 
past art theoreticians’ attitudes toward different genres. In order to understand 
the problems related to the concept of  genre painting, and to define a more 
accurate painting category for the subject of Serenade to a Cat, we need to 
explore the term’s historical background and its formation. Definitions for the 
term genre painting are still relatively opaque. The word derives from the French, 
and it means ‘sort’ or ‘kind.’ In the history of  art, the term genre has been used 
with two different meanings. On one hand, it has been to label a type of  painting 
judged by its content or subject matter (i.e., a landscape, portraiture, still life, or 
something else). On the other hand, the term has been used for depictions of  
daily life, and the term came into widespread use in this sense in the nineteenth 
century. The emergence of  visual representations of  subjects depicting daily life 
began in the tomb murals and papyrus paintings of  Ancient Egypt. Similarly, 
the first known visual comic representations seem to originate from Ancient 
Egypt as well, as the papyrus paintings often depict cats and mice humorously 
engaged in typical human activities in an upside-down world like our Tom & Jerry 
cartoons. Cats appear as the servants of  mice, beating captives, being shepherds 
of  geese, or driving chariots.247 However, it is not known if  the depictions are 
just humorous images or illustrations of  some animal fables. 

III.1 Genre Painting

Classical sources offer information on the innovations in genre painting and on 

247  A satirical Egyptian papyrus depicting a mouse being served by cats 
dates from c. 1567–1085 BCE. This is located in the Egyptian National Muse-
um, Cairo; see also the picture in Bugler 2011.
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the wide range of  subjects in the pictorial representations. From Pliny the Elder 
we learn of  the greatest Greek genre painter, Piræicus, of  uncertain date and 
location. He acquired fame by painting barbershops, cobblers’ stalls, jackasses, 
eatables, and the like. In these he was indebted to his epithet rhyparographos, a 
painter (depictor) of  trivial, sordid, and low subjects. Pliny also tells that Piræicus 
could thus give consummate pleasure, and he sold his pictures more than other 
artists with their larger paintings.248 If  these paintings were comical in content, is 
not clear. Even though the differentiation of  painting genres and locating them 
in the hierarchical ladder was not a common topos at that time, Pliny’s assessment 
already includes the placing of  genre painting in the lower rank. 

Sixteenth-century artists were often compared to ancient artists through the 
collections of  ekphrases, descriptions of  works of  art. For example, the sixteenth-
century humanist Hardianus Junius compared Piræicus to his contemporary, 
the Antwerpian artist Pieter Aertsen, even though the closer ancestry for the 
Dutch and Flemish genre painting was the late medieval calendar Book of  
Hours with its illustrations and drolleries (also called grotesques), comprising 
small decorative images in the margins of  illustrated manuscripts. Through 
this comparison, Aertsen’s paintings were henceforth linked to the humanist 
culture, which favored the revival of  ancient genres.249 In addition, Pliny’s epithet 
rhyparographos was attached to the Bolognese artist Bartolomeo Passerotti. We 
may ask whether Pliny’s texts, verbal descriptions of  classical works of  art, were 
the inspiration source for the genesis of  genre painting and such everyday-life 
subjects as market and kitchen scenes in the Low Countries, France, and Italy 
after 1570s? At least Italian translations or paraphrases were available, such as 
Giovanni Battista Adriani’s letter, which was included in the first edition of  
Vasari’s Vite. 250 According to Barry Wind, Pliny’s Natural History was known to 

248  Plin. Nat. XXXV.37. 
249  Brown 1999, 105; Brown 1984, 10; Silver 2006, 89; Junius 1588, 
239–240.
250  Fusenig 2018, 167–168; Porzio 2008, 22, 79 
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Milanese painters already in 1389.251 

Genre painting had its upswing in Northern Europe, where citizens had 
more economical and political power after the Reformation. Genre painting 
became more popular in the seventeenth-century Low Countries than in the 
other European countries. Pieter Bruegel the Elder was the pioneering artist 
for the development of  genre painting and its formation as an independent 
painting category. Seventeenth-century Italy, Spain, and France had genre 
painters, but it was rarely the chief  preoccupation of  these artists. The reasons 
for genre painting’s popularity in the Low Countries are partly due to Dutch 
Protestantism, which banished religious images from the churches, and the 
development of  art markets because of  new clientele, the prosperous merchant 
class, who could invest in art and boast their wealth. They ordered portraits 
of  themselves, landscapes, still lifes, and other subjects than religious ones to 
decorate their homes. The Dutch clientele did not use the term “genre painting” 
but such descriptive titles as conversatie or geselschapje (happy companies), bordeeltjen 
(a brothel scene), cortegaerdje (a guardroom scene), buitenpartij (outdoor scenes), 
or bambocciate (Italian street scenes). There was also another term, which came 
closest to covering them all and is often found in the inventories drawn up by 
notaries: beeldeken, which simply means a painting with small figures.252 

Art theorists started to classify and put the different painting genres in the 
“right order.” In his treatise Het Schilderboeck (1604), Karel van Mander classified 
painting genres into high and low subjects.253 He had also adopted the view from 
the Italian theoreticians, such as Lomazzo and Federico Zuccari, that history 
painting was the highest genre.254 The tradition of  regarding representations of  

251  Wind 1974, 28. 
252  Franits 2004, 2; Brown 1999, 5.
253  A similar classification had been used for poetry and the so-called ars 
retorica. Jansen 1999, 51.
254  Rousová 2004, 16.
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less “noble” subjects as generally negligible originated from the old confrontation 
of  tragedy and comedy in the Poetics, in which Aristotle compared the styles 
of  Polygnotos, Dionysius, and the Athenian caricaturist Pauson. According to 
Aristotle, Polygnotos made his figures superior, Pauson inferior, and Dionysius 
similar to nature.255 A work is a tragedy, Aristotle tells us, only if  it arouses pity 
and fear.256 Tragedy writers and history painters present people as larger than 
life, as great heroes, whereas comic writers and genre painters represent people 
as they are, or even worse, as fools, as they show the human being’s every vice 
and virtue. 

In seventeenth-century France, the genre division was made by the art theorist 
André Félibien in his Conférences de l’Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture 
pendant l’année 1667.257 According to him, the highest genre was history painting, 
which constituted the so-called grand genre. To this genre also belonged religious, 
mythological, literary, and allegorical subjects, in which the artist could express 
his genius, imagination and creativity, and not just mere imitation. Paintings of  
everyday life constituted the so-called petit genre. The lowest genre was nature morte, 
to which belonged still lifes, featuring inanimate objects, which were viewed as 
mere mechanical renderings of  objects, compared to historical paintings that 
enabled an artist to render movement in imaginative ways.258 

In 1766, when writing his Essais sur la Peinture, Denis Diderot used the classification 

255  Arist. Poet., II. As Bremmer and Roodenburg have pointed out, it is 
not possible to satisfactorily trace the ancient theories of  humor, as the second 
book of  Aristotle’s Poetics, which concentrated on comedy, has not survived. 
But Aristotle presents an analysis of  jests and laughter in his Nicomachean Ethics 
(4.8). Bremmer & Roodenburg 1997, 4; Bremmer 1997, 20. See more on the 
subject in Golden 1984, 283–290.
256  Arist. Poet., VI.
257  Barasch 1985, 342. See the original book (e.g., in the National Library, 
Collection Monrepos, Helsinki).
258  Barasch 1985, 343.
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of  two categories, peinture d’histoire (history painting), and peinture de genre (genre 
painting). Peinture de genre included all the minor categories of  painting (i.e., 
landscapes, still lifes, animal subjects, and subjects of  everyday life).259 By 1791, 
Diderot’s definition of  genre was widely rejected, and the theorist Quatremère 
de Quincy devised a classification into three categories: 1) la nature et pensante 
animée, or nature and lively thinking (historical scenes, scenes of  the bourgeois 
environment, portraits, battle scenes); 2) la nature végétante et mobile, or vegetation 
and the changing nature (landscapes, sea and stormy scenes, ruins), and 3) la 
nature morte et inanimée, or dead and inanimate nature (all types of  still lifes).260 
It seems that de Quincy first substituted the word ‘genre’ for phrases such as 
“a scene of  common or domestic life.”261 In the Encyclopaedia (1757) by Claude 
Henri Watelet, history painting is defined as invention and other lesser genres are 
considered as mere imitation. The term genre was most properly used for those 
who were not history painters, who “restrict themselves to certain objects only, 
devote themselves to their study, and make it a law to paint nothing else. Thus 
the artist for whom animals, fruits, flowers, or landscapes constitute the subject 
of  his paintings, is called a genre painter.”262

During the nineteenth century, the German art historian Karl Schnaase called 
genre painting with scenes from daily life Gesellschaftsmalerei, or social painting. He 
divided it into two main streams: in the first, the painter uses comic themes and 
folk types, while in the second he represents himself  in luxurious surroundings. 
This led to another subdivision, which was adopted by art theoreticians of  the 
time, namely the “low (vulgar) genre” and “high (lavish) genre,” of  which the 
main representatives were Adriaen Brouwer with his folk scenes and Gerard ter 
Borch with his richly dressed figures in fine interior settings.263 In his Handbuch 

259  The book was not published until 1795. Brown 1984, 10.
260  Rousovà 2004, 12.
261  Stechow & Comer 1975/76, 90.
262  Watelet, in Diderot & d’Alembert 1751–1776, VII, 597. Quoted from 
Bailey 2003, 4. 
263  Rousová 2004, 13.
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der Geschichte der Malerei (1837), Franz Kugler eventually established the term 
“genre painting” to mean scenes of  everyday life.264 The term was also adopted 
in a similar sense by the Swiss historian Jacob Burckhardt, when his influential 
lecture On Netherlandish Genre Painting was delivered in 1874.265 In this way, genre 
painting came to be used as a term to classify paintings showing all kinds of  
scenes of  daily life, from drunken and smoking country bumpkins in their village 
taverns to intimate interior views of  the elite classes’ family life. 

Yet, even today genre painting is still an ambiguous term. One reason is that 
genre painting contains features from other painting categories, mainly from 
portraits, landscapes, and still lifes, and it is not always clear in which category a 
painting should be placed. Consequently, Albert Blankert defines genre paintings 
when human characters are depicted, they are all either unknown or intended to 
be so.266 Larry Silver uses the term “hybrid” for genre, explaining that there are 
often mixed or compound genres within a single picture.267 

As we have seen, the art critics reacted rather negatively to genre painting in 
their treatises. This lowest ranking in the hierarchy of  genres did not, however, 
diminish its popularity. Maybe its popularity even made some intellectuals view 
genre painting as low. As Sheila McTighe observes, “the naturalism or realism 
of  genre painting, which we think of  sometimes as almost a by-product of  the 
subject matter, was at the heart of  its appeal to an early modern audience.”268 
A part of  this appeal was, too, that some everyday-life subjects seemed to be 
drawn from antiquity. In the second half  of  the sixteenth century, a new type of  
genre—the “hybrid”—was born in Northern Italy, comprising a solitary half-
length figure which is not a portrait, nor a genre painting, but a representation 

264  Rousová 2004, 13.
265  Stechow & Comer 1975/76, 89.     
266  Blankert 1987, 16. 
267  Silver 2006, xiii.
268  McTighe 2007, 43.
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from a more general or sublime idea. One of  the early examples of  this is 
Giorgione’s Old Woman (c. 1508), who is holding a piece of  paper in her hand 
that says Col tempo (“With time”).269 The Old Woman, in the half-length format 
used, has portrait-like features, but with her piece of  paper it becomes evident 
that in reality she stands for the concept of  time. Such personifications of  ideas 
disguised as genre paintings were often combined with imagery of  the five senses 
or the four seasons. Subsequently, this manner of  painting spread to Northern 
Europe.270 In addition, with the Old Woman Giorgione competes with the famous 
artist of  antiquity, Zeuxis, who died of  laughter when seeing the portrait of  an 
old woman he had painted himself.271 

The half-length narrative originated in the domain of  devotional art for the 
reasons identified by Sixten Ringbom.272 Half-length representations rendered 
without a three-dimensional effect started to appear in works by North European 
and Italian artists alike, such as Giorgione, Dosso Dossi, Titian, Niccolò 
Frangipane, Albrecht Dürer, and Quinten Massys, not to forget Leonardo and 
those under his influence. In fifteenth-century Venice, Andrea Mantegna and 
Giovanni Bellini were among the first painters to use half-length figures in their 
Sacre Conversazioni.273 Ancient Roman funerary reliefs with family portrait busts 

269  Gallerie dell’Accademia di Venezia, oil on canvas, 68 x 59 cm. Erin J. 
Campbell offers interesting insights on this painting (for example, that it has 
been the cover for an image of  a man dressed in black fur); see Campbell 2006, 
153–167.
270  Białostocki 1988, 139–144. The theme of  the five senses made its first 
appearance in the Early Middle Ages. See more on the subject in Nordenfalk 
1985.
271  Cicero, De Inv. 2, c. 1.
272  According to Ringbom, the reasons are, for example, the various sym-
bolical connotations of  the en buste and the window aspect, the psychological 
properties of  the half-length image, and that the simplicity of  composition was 
reflected in the price of  the picture. Ringbom 1965, 48. 
273  See, e.g., Mantegna’s The Presentation in the Temple (c. 1460), in the Staat-
liche Museen, Berlin; Bellini’s Madonna and Child with Two Saints (c. 1490), in the 
Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice.
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may have inspired Mantegna’s compositions, even though in antiquity the format 
may not have been used for narrative scenes.274 Furthermore, Venice had a close 
connection with the Byzantine Empire, and the Byzantine icon tradition may have 
served as a model for the Venetian artists as well. The half-length format began 
to appear in both religious and comic subjects; according to Hochmann, the 
reasons for this were the passions and emotions expressed. For example, Christ’s 
suffering beauty was contrasted violently with the ugliness of  his executioners 
and their laughter, in order to arouse the spectator’s empathy. Similarly, the half-
length figures in comic paintings contrasted different characters for humorous 
effect.275 

The resulting question is whether the paintings with half-length figures really 
constitute a genre of  their own, which can depict both comical and religious 
themes, as Hochmann claims. Can an art genre be sufficiently defined by the 
size in which the human figures are represented, such as half-length figures, 
breast figures, or knee-length figures in pictures? Conversely, if  all the figures in 
a painting were recognizable portraits at half-length, would the work belong to 
the genre of  portraits, that of  half-length figures, or both? 

Let us now return to the question of  the genre definition of  the Serenade to a 
Cat theme. It is obvious that we cannot assume that the theme of  Serenade to a 
Cat belongs to the historical genre, because it would violate some of  the genre’s 
rules; the subject is too trivial, the event and persons are unknown and foolish. 
Furthermore, the “heroes” are grinning.  In my opinion, it is clear that it does 
not belong to the genre of  portraits either, because some of  the faces have rather 
general features; they are characters rather than real portraits. In that sense, these 
images would belong to the category of  genre painting, as defined earlier by 

274  Carr 1997, 70.
275  Hochmann 1998, 72.
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Blankert. Furthermore, could we argue that Serenade to a Cat images belong to 
the hybrid genre of  half  figures and that they actually present some concept 
like Giorgione’s Old Woman? What about An Allegory of  the Five Senses? Without 
knowing more about the context of  Serenade to a Cat theme at this point, it 
sounds as a possible interpretation, too. Serenade to a Cat images have five figures, 
which could fit the five senses, with each person representing one of  them. 
Hearing could be presented by the man who is singing and playing his gridiron, 
Taste by the man feeding the cat porridge, Sight by the cat or the man watching 
us, Touch by the contact between the musical instrument and the player or by 
the lady touching the cat, and finally, Smell by the cat or by the “pipe” extending 
from the hood of  the bearded man. Still, we may find other interpretations as 
well, as we will see in later chapters. Furthermore, if  we understand the Serenade 
to a Cat theme as a pictorial parody that is mocking daily life or some event, does 
it belong to some more specific sub-genre? 

As we have seen, putting different painting genres into a hierarchy meant that for 
more than 200 years so-called “lower genres” were overlooked and considered 
trivial by art theorists, even if  they were popular among buyers. We may ask, then, 
why does it matter so much to find the right genre category for the Serenade to a 
Cat theme? A genre works like an interpretative frame for an artwork. According 
to Larry Silver, “genres unfold in the fullness of  time and take shape after a 
viewing community has become accustomed to seeing and grouping certain 
related works and seeing a sequence or development in the cluster.”276 The main 
reason is that the classification of  artworks into different genres shapes our 
practices of  understanding and evaluating particular pieces. Placing an image 
in the right genre category helps the viewer shape his expectations about its 
features and understand its nature better. For example, there is a clear difference 
in interpretation and tone if  Serenade to Cat falls in the serious historical or comical 
genre. Gombrich affirms that the primacy of  genres applies to the art of  the 
Renaissance with even greater stringency than it does later on. An initial mistake 
in the genre category will lead the interpretation of  a work of  art astray. Because 

276  Silver 2006, xiv.
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of  genres, the identification of  subject matter is at all possible.277 Humor or the 
comic genre is a broad category in a way, but parody and satire are their sub-
genres. In the next chapter, we will study the features of  comic genre painting 
and how Serenade to a Cat theme relates to them. 

III.2 Comic Genre Painting

There are no historical periods without the comic experiences in the visual arts. 
Comic images have as many nuances as comic literature, but humor in the visual 
arts is more difficult to define, and the source of  laughter is not always clear 
in the past works of  art. Even though a work of  art may provoke laughter and 
create positive mood, there can be more serious ideas or thoughts behind. The 
problem in examining works of  art of  the past is that in order to understand the 
nature of  humor and which comic category a given work of  art belongs to, we 
should also know what was considered amusing at that time and what a given 
artwork aimed to achieve in its buyer: merely to elicit amusement and laughter, 
to relief  from boredom, to condemn or moralize certain behavior, or to fill 
some other function? This requires searching contemporary comic literature for 
analogies between it and the visual arts. 

 

The tradition of  comic art started in Ancient Greece. We learn about it from Pliny 
the Elder, who tells of  the antique works of  art and comic figures inspired by 
comedy.278 According to him, small-scale comic pieces were painted by the artists 
Calates and Callicles, who both adopted their style from the Alexandrian painter 
Antiphilus (c. 400 BCE). Antiphilus had painted a comic picture of  a man called 

277  Gombrich 1972, 5.
278  The Greek comic literary tradition emerged from Attic comedy the-
ater, mimes, satyr theater plays, the philosophies of  Aristotle and Plato, and the 
fairy tales of  Aesop. Vitruvius also described the three types of  scenery used 
for tragedy, comedy, and satire. 
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Gryllus in a ridiculous costume, and hence he established a new genre of  comic 
painting called grylloi (Lat. gryllus, ‘caricature’; It. grillo, ‘freak’).279 This tradition 
continued with ancient Roman humoristic wall paintings, in which ridiculously 
proportioned figures with big heads were often represented in daily activities, 
hunting, fishing, or engaged in group sex.280 From Pliny we also learn about 
Polygnotos of  Thasos, who was the first artist to depict laughing and showing 
the mouth wide open with teeth, which contributed to the representation’s loss 
of  rigidity.281 

According to Aristotle, “as for comedy, it is an imitation of  men worse than 
the average; worse, however, not as regards any and every sort of  fault, but 
only as regards one particular kind, the Ridiculous, which is a species of  the 
Ugly. The Ridiculous may be defined as a mistake or deformity not productive 
of  pain or harm to others; the mask, for instance, that excites laughter, is 
something ugly and distorted without causing pain.”282 This same kind of  view 
that the deviant bodies were inherently laughable was adopted by Cicero, who 
wrote in his De oratore that “the seat or province, so to speak, of  the laughable 
(ridiculum) lies in a certain ugliness (turpitude) and deformity (deformitas).”283 
Cicero noted, too, that “the pictures of  deformity, or any defect in the person, 
when represented by any object still more deformed, are likewise extremely 

279  Plin. Nat. XXXV.114: Parva et Callicles fecit, item Calates comicis tabellis, 
utraque Antiphilus. Namque et Hesionam nobilem pinxit et Alexandrum ac Philippum 
cum Minerva, qui sunt in schola in Octaviae porticibus, et in PhilippiLiberum patrem, 
Alexandrum puerum, Hippolytum tauro emisso expavescentem, in Pompeia vero Cadmum 
et Europen. Idem iocoso nomine Gryllym deridiculi habitus pinxit, unde id genus pictura 
grylli vocantur. Wind 1974, 28.
280  Keltanen 1997, 89; Rizzo 1929, 69. See more on the tradition of  grylloi 
until the Middle Ages in Baltrusaitis 1955.
281  Plin. Nat. XXXV.35. 
282  Aristotle, Poetica, 5 (1449a).
283  Cic. De orat. 2.236
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ridiculous.”284 As a consequence, Cicero made turpitude the basis of  the risible, 
which was also followed by the Roman rhetorician Quintilian.285 Likewise, comic 
figures in many Greek and Roman vase paintings, statues, and oil lamps are 
often depicted as deformed in one way or another. The risible was linked to 
ugliness and disharmony of  proportions, which aside from being ridiculous, 
were also signs of  moral depravity. The concept of  the equivalence between 
beauty (both external and moral) and good was inherited by the aesthetics of  the 
Middle Ages. For example, in the visual arts, the virtuous and beautiful angels 
were contrasted with the evil and monstrous creatures of  hell. A beautiful body 
houses a beautiful soul, while a grotesque, comic, or ugly body houses an evil, 
corrupt soul. This legacy is still vivid in the popular culture of  today, as can be 
seen in movies, video games, and comic books.

According to Marvin T. Herrick, Aristotle’s theories about comedy were not 
really known before the 1540s, but scholars were discussing comedy long 
before the middle of  the sixteenth century.286 In parallel, the first explorations 
of  comic genre painting had already taken place. Aristotle’s and Cicero’s view 
that the deformed is a source of  laughter came to form the principal basis of  
Renaissance theories of  the risible. For example, the Venetian humanist and 
dramatist Gian Giorgio Trissino claimed that laughter resulted from una faccia 
brutta e distorta (“from an ugly and distorted face”).287 Madius (Vincenzo Maggi), 
whose treatise De Ridiculis was published in 1550 and who is considered as the 
one of  the most acclaimed Renaissance writers on humor, shared Aristotle’s and 
Cicero’s point of  view. Aside from turpitude, Madius also added one more reason 
for laughter: surprise (admiratio).288 This discussion of  the source of  laughter 
had its counterparts in the visual arts as well. There was interest in the terata, the 
malformed body and the deviant (e.g., the dwarf, the hunchback, the clubfoot, 

284  Cic. De orat. 2.237–239, 2.66.
285  Quint. Inst. orat. 6.3.7 ff.; Herrick 1950, 37–38.
286  Herrick 1950, 1. 
287  Trissino 1562, 88.
288  Attardo 1994, 37.
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the imbecile), as is exemplified by the works of  such artists as Velázquez, Van 
Dyck, and Ribera.289 In Northern Italy, there were even artists like Faustino 
Bocchi (1659–1742), Baccio del Bianco (1604–1657), and the Master of  the 
Fertility of  the Egg (active in the second half  of  the seventeenth century in 
Brescia), who specialized in embodiments of  the “world turned upside down,” 
the bizarre genre of  dwarfs. 

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the passions (or movements 
of  soul) and expressions of  emotions were important for the development 
of  comic imagery, and in this they were associated with comedy theater and 
comic literature as well.  Leonardo’s grotesque faces at the end of  the fifteenth 
century sowed the seeds for the development of  caricature, even though, as 
Posner claims, he was more concerned of  types and categories than individual 
characterization, and his grotesques were not meant to be funny.290 Panofsky 
also did not consider Leonardo’s faces as funny but rather expressing a kind 
of  horror to characterize the viciousness or nastiness of  figures. According 
to Panofsky, the funny and relieving effect of  caricature “is based on the fact 
that the author keenly observes and even exaggerates the shortcomings of  his 
victims, but still, or rather for this very reason, profoundly likes them as human 
beings created by God.”291

Already Horace said “men’s faces laugh on those who laugh”, 292 which 
corresponds with the Bible, namely, Paul’s Epistle to the Romans 12:15: “Rejoice 
with them that do rejoice, and weep with them that weep.” A laughing face is 

289  Wind 1998, 1.
290  Posner 1971, 68.
291  Panofsky 1995, 84. Panofsky also claimed that woodcuts such as the 
Papal Donkey during the struggles of  the German Reformation did not contain 
humor, as they were more cruelly insulting.
292  Horace, Ars Poetica, lines 101–102: ut ridentibus arrident, ita flentibus adsunt 
humani voltus.
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one of  the strongest indicators that a work of  art belongs to the comic category, 
as laughing or smiling did not belong to the portraiture of  a respectable and 
upper-class person. Laughing faces would have been most unusual in serious 
history or portraiture painting. Laughter was mainly reserved for the lower social 
classes, the devil, and Death in visual arts before the sixteenth century. Devils 
were shown laughing with an open mouth and a display of  teeth, while Death 
was also portrayed as happily smirking or laughing when fetching its “victims.” 
Their laughter is ambiguous, as it often expresses malicious pleasure and other 
sinister connotations.293 

However, in several Renaissance paintings by Italian masters, the Child appears 
laughing, probably as the signal of  the birth of  a god, but also to humanize the 
Savior.294 Hilarity was also added to the list of  emotions performed in front 
of  religious images.295 Otherwise, the laughing face is almost absent in High 
Renaissance art, but not the smiling one, which was understood as manifesting 
happiness, goodness, and concord. Madonna, saints, and angels could be shown 
smiling radiantly but never laughing, as that might deform the face. Barasch 
concludes, therefore, that smiling is not primarily the reflection of  a temporary 
emotion, but the revelation of  a permanent nature.296 Hence, it is no wonder why, 

293  Barasch 1997, 195, 198, 199. The Dance of  Death by Bernt Notke of  
the late fifteenth century (St. Nikolai’s Church, now in the Niguliste Museum, 
Tallinn) shows several skeletons with the corners of  their mouths raised as 
if  laughing, while their “victims” remain serene. The faces of  the remaining 
sculptures of  Classical antiquity are usually calm and impassive, except for the 
grimacing faces of  Pan and satyrs, which are often depicted laughing mali-
ciously.
294  Steinberg 1996, 126–129. For example, Andrea del Sarto’s altarpiece 
Mystic Marriage of  Saint Catherine, c. 1512–1513, at the Gemäldegalerie in Dres-
den. See more about the laughing Child in the Italian Renaissance art in Alberti 
2018.
295  Alberti 2018, 362.
296  Barasch 1997, 202–203.
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for example, Leonardo’s smiling Mona Lisa has generated so much discussion. 
Mona Lisa is no Madonna but a noble woman, smiling in contact with the viewer; 
this was revolutionary. Vasari wrote of  her smile that it was “so pleasing, that it 
was a thing more divine than human to behold.”297

In his writings, Leonardo also discussed different emotions and how to depict 
them, and he significantly influenced Lomazzo’s conceptions as well. In the 
chapter of  joyful and laughter compositions in his Trattato, Lomazzo defined 
the comic genre: “Among all the things we seek to compose well a story of  
cheerful things, & laughter, the main thing is seeing the reason for joy, laughter, 
& chattering occur, which would be for example in a love story, joking, teasing, 
& other similar amorous habits, & in a laughable story certain things that by 
their nature make anyone watching to laugh.”298 Lomazzo further wrote that it 
is necessary to show a happy face that will make the viewer laugh as well, and 
that increase of  laughter almost until death, if  it were possible, is the strength of  
the comic painting, which he mentioned as Leonardo’s statement. This brings to 
mind a famous legend that the Greek painter Zeuxis had died of  laughing at a 
comical picture of  an old woman which he himself  had painted.299 

The strong amalgamation of  the comic content and genre painting goes back 
to ancient comparisons between comedy and the visual arts. Early sixteenth-
century critics maintained that comedy presented a familiar image of  everyday 
life, while tragedy, using historical plots and characters, presented an exalted 

297  Vasari & Brizio 1978, 265.
298  Lomazzo, Book 6, chap. XXXII. “Fra tutte le parte che si ricercano 
per ben comporre una historia di cose allegre, & di riso, la principale è che si 
vegga la causa per cui l’allegrezza, il riso, & lo schiamazzo s’introduce, la quale 
sarebbe per esempio in una historia d’amore lo scherzare, lo stuccicare, & simili 
altri vezzi amorosi; & in una historia ridicolosa certe cose atte per sua natura à 
muovere il riso à chiunque le guarda.” 
299  Cicero, De Inv. 2, c. 1.
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image of  noble life. Both comedies and tragedies provided important lessons 
on moral conduct, for they exhibited lively mirrors of  human action for the 
edification of  the spectator.300 Similarly, both moralizing and comic genre painting 
serve to correct behavior by providing lessons on how not to behave. Satire and 
moralizing aspects are inherent to the comic genre; they try to highlight the 
deviant by making it laughable. In a sense, they define what is “normal” behavior. 
Some seventeenth-century Dutch and French prints titled “cures,” “lessons,” 
and “punishments” fall into the moralizing and satirical category, because they 
demonstrate that their target is a moral one.301 The  print (no. 8) in the group 
of  Serenade to a Cat images is titled L’Éducation du matou (The Education of  a 
Tomcat), which could be even the original preserved title for the theme which I 
generally call here Serenade to a Cat, after the Helsinki painting. Teaching or giving 
a lesson to a cat is very unlikely to happen, because of  the independent nature 
of  felines. Therefore, the whole idea is ridiculous, and the title gives a satirical 
tone to the subject.

Eugenio Battisti also observes that tragedy’s style is compatible with a church 
service, but comedy is as far as possible from the sphere of  the sacred. Thus, 
the comic spirit is analogous with the demonic, magic, and peasant paganism. 
The triumph of  comic, like profane works of  art, is simultaneous with the 
end of  theocracy in Europe, which explains the accusations against the first 
artists who ventured to paint scenes from daily life.302 Comic paintings were not 
endorsed by the Catholic Church. They were condemned on moral grounds, 
as the comic art was often related to Bacchus and Venus, drunkenness, erotic 
lechery, or otherwise immoral subjects.303 Among other things, the Council of  

300  Herrick 1950, 36.
301  See also the printed beffe in Italy. Burke 1997, 68.
302  Battisti 1962, 280–281.
303  In the humorous literature of  the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
gout and syphilis were common motifs, because they were “merry diseases,” 
consequences of  immoderate pleasures: eating, drinking and sexual behavior. 
Bakhtin 1995, 143.
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Trent (1545–1563) advised on what was acceptable in art: “every superstition 
shall be removed […] all lasciviousness be avoided; in such way that figures shall 
not be painted or adorned with a beauty exciting to lust […] there be nothing 
seen that is disorderly, or that is unbecomingly or confusedly arranged, nothing 
that is profane, nothing indecorous, seeing that holiness becometh the house of  
God.”304 The Council of  Trent not only tried to expel art with secular subjects 
from the Church, but also to control the activity of  artists through ecclesiastical 
censure.305 In his Discorso intorno alle immagini (1582), the Bolognese Cardinal 
Gabriele Paleotti explained the orders given by the Council of  Trent. The chapter 
Delle pitture ridicole includes his “definition” of  comic painting, which proves its 
existence: “Sono altre pitture che chiamamo ridicole, perché muovono il riso a 
chi le riguarda” (“Those are other pictures that we call ridiculous, because they 
bring up laughter in those who look at them”).306 However, Paleotti did permit 
the possession of  ridiculous pictures to be shown rarely or at a certain temporal 
juncture when vices were shown as ridiculous.307 Furthermore, Paleotti warned 
about obscenity and other pictorial subjects that depict dissolute living and may 
move to laughter, because with these subjects one can lose the good content of  
the virtues.308 

To conclude, if  ugliness and deformity were considered as the main source to 
provoke laughter, while we cannot prove that the figures in Serenade to a Cat are 
deformed, we can agree that they are somewhat ugly. The woman (especially 

304  Text of  the 25th decree of  the Council of  Trent. 
305  For example, a member of  the Accademia della Val di Blenio, the artist 
Aurelio Luini, was forbidden to paint for some months by the order of  the 
bishop Carlo Borromeo in 1581. Bora 1998, 51.
306  Leonardo used the term pitture ridicole in his Trattato della Pittura (1498), 
like Lomazzo in his Trattato. See Paleotti’s “Discorso intorno alle immagini 
sacre e profane,” in Barocchi 1961, 390–397; Paleotti 2012, Book II, chap. 31, 
239–245.
307  Paleotti 2012, 240.
308  Paleotti 2012, 243–244.
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in the Helsinki version) with her small eyes, thin lips, and prominent nose 
would not meet the beauty ideals of  the time. In fact, Castiglione claimed that 
beautiful women are more chaste than ugly women, so maybe their appearance 
corresponds with their sexual morals.309 Furthermore, if  it was important to 
mark a comic work of  art with laughing faces, the woman as well as the man 
in a hooded robe are grinning so much that you can almost glimpse their teeth. 
Yet, the figures are not characterized by laughing as much as we will see in 
later chapters with the Lombard and Carnival groups. In addition to laughing 
or grinning faces, funny costumes, gestures, and attributes that would otherwise 
be improper in contemporaneous portraiture or history painting are also comic 
indicators, in this case feeding the swaddled and thus humanized cat, the object 
sticking out of  the man’s hood, and playing the gridiron.310 There are elements 
that are alien to the normal depictions of  daily life, and therefore the theme 
of  Serenade to a Cat is to be interpreted as either mocking or satirizing people’s 
behavior, conveying the world of  folly. 

III.3 Humor in Sixteenth-Century Painting

If  we leave behind us the antique Roman grylloi, the medieval comical gargoyles 
at the corners of  cathedrals and in misericords, as well as comic profane 
drawings in manuscripts, the start of  the ridiculous art genre arrived mainly 
in the sixteenth century.311 This development did not appear suddenly, but was 

309  Castiglione, Book IV, chap. LX.
310  Westermann 1997b, 156.
311  For misericords, see, for example, the corbel table of  an acrobat wom-
an, showing of  mouth-pulling, and bare buttocks on the church at Fontaines 
d’Ozillac in the Charente-Maritime. Medieval manuscripts were sometimes 
enlivened with quite bawdy miniatures in the margins. For example, a minia-
ture of  c. 1350 from Northern France or Flanders, which illustrates Jacques de 
Longuyon’s poem “Les Voeux du Paon” (Vows of  the Peacock), depicts Cas-
samus upsetting the chess game. In one margin, a man plays trumpet through 
his anus. Pierpont Morgan Library, manuscript G.24.
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anticipated by some Italian and Flemish artists. It came as the result of  cultural 
connections and exchanges, as ideas flew South to North (i.e., southern Germany 
and the Low Countries, which also included Northern Belgium) and vice versa 
in what could be called “crosscurrents.”312 Dürer and Hans Rottemhammer are 
known to have stayed in Venice, and Hendrik Goltzius, Jan van Scorel, Frans 
Floris, and other northern artists crossed the Alps in their admiration of  Roman 
antiquity and to study great Renaissance masters like Michelangelo and Raphael. 
During the seventeenth century, travels to Italy became almost a rite of  passage 
for northern artists. Caravaggisti and Bamboccianti from the Northern and 
Southern Netherlands worked alongside each other, and even set up a society 
in Rome known as the Schildersbent or Bentvueghels.313 Grand Duke Cosimo II 
de’Medici invited Flemish, Dutch, and Lorrenese artists and artisans to work 
in his Tuscan court (e.g., Justus Sustermans and Jacques Callot). Italian artists 
emigrated as well; Leonardo joined the court of  François I in Amboise, and 
several other Italian artists settled at Fontainebleau to work. Through the court 
of  Fontainebleau, much Italian art was filtered into the North. Titian traveled to 
Augsburg to work for the Habsburg court, and he also employed a number of  
German and Netherlandish artists in his studio in Venice.314 The east European 
courts attracted some Italian artists; Arcimboldo is probably the most famous 
example at the court of  Rudolf  II in Prague.315 However, several Venetian estate 
inventories of  the first half  of  the sixteenth century, which indicate paintings 
as alla fiammingha or alla fiandrese (i.e., Flemish), do not necessarily refer to the 
nationality of  the painting but its technique. Many northern artists preferred 
to paint on canvas their works destined for export. Paintings on canvas were 
referred to as tela alla fiandrese, even when their creator was Italian.316 

312  Aikema & Brown 1999, 19. 
313  De Clippel 2006, 21; Hoogewerff  1952; Levine 2016.
314  Aikema & Brown 1999, 24–25; Virdis 1999, 71.
315  For more, see, e.g., Ferino-Pagden (ed.) 2017. 
316  Hochmann 2005, 118, 123.
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In the following three sections (III.3.1–III.3.3), I will offer an overview on the 
North Italian, Dutch, Flemish, and French genre painters who could be said to 
have exploited humor in their works of  art. These artists are quite well known, 
and they have dominated the narrative in art. By listing them here, I strive to 
take into account the artistic field and climate in the sixteenth century in those 
particular areas, as well as which kinds of  subject matters and humor were 
favored in their works of  art. 

III.3.1 North Italian Painters

In Italy, the comic aspect probably appeared first in the works of  Leonardo da 
Vinci (1452–1519) and, as will be studied in the later chapter V, in the works of  
Michelino Besozzo (active 1370–1450). Leonardo was the most important for 
the development of  comic art in both the North and the South. He was obsessed 
with anatomical studies and medical ventures, and he made doodles and finished 
drawings of  totally new types of  grotesque heads and grimacing faces, which 
had a great impact on other artists. In fact, Giorgio Vasari tells in his Lives of  
the Artists that young Leonardo started his artistic career by portraying laughing 
women, modeling them in plaster.317 Vasari also tells (probably a fictive story) 

317  Vasari & Brizio 1978, 250. During the spring of  2019, Francesco 
Caglioti, an art history professor at the University Federico II of  Naples, 
attributed a terracotta statuette of  The Virgin with the Laughing Child (around 
1472) in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London to Leonardo. He noted 
that the complicated draperies that flow over the Madonna’s legs are similar 
to drawings by Leonardo at that time; secondly, depicting the laughing Child, 
which was not only radical but practically blasphemous in the fifteenth cen-
tury, is mentioned in a passage in Leonardo’s notebooks, when he remembers 
getting into trouble when younger for portraying the infant Christ. Jones 2019; 
Kinsella 2019. Desiderio da Settignano, who was some 20 years older than 
Leonardo, is also known for his marble sculpture of  The Laughing Boy, now in 
the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna and dated c. 1460. The boy is depict-
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about Leonardo painting a medusa on a shield; this monstrous and horrible 
creature epitomizes the power of  his images in bringing up emotions, as well as 
his playfulness, one of  the hallmarks of  Renaissance art.318 Unfortunately, these 
works have been all lost, but Leonardo’s drawings of  five grotesque heads were 
eagerly sought after; once copied, they were dispersed all over.319 In Leonardo’s 
Treatise on Painting, he observed that “between the expression of  laughing and that 
of  weeping there is no difference in the motion of  the features either in the eyes, 
mouth, or cheeks, only in the ruffling of  the brows […] Those who weep, raise 
the brows, and bring them close together above the nose, forming many wrinkles 
on the forehead, and the corners of  the mouth are turned downwards. Those 
who laugh have them turned upwards, and the brows open and extended.”320 
In his De pictura (1435), Leon Battista Alberti already had noticed the strange 
paradox that the representations of  laughing and weeping can almost look the 
same.321

The Ferrarese court painter Giovanni Luteri, called Dosso Dossi (c.1490–1542), 
was also important for the development of  the comic genre. He was interested 
in studying physiognomy and moral characters. For example, his Allegoric Scene (c. 
1515, Palazzo Cini, Venice) shows a half-figured man grabbing a woman’s face, 
while the woman is strangling the man against the dark undefined background, 
and they both have stupid facial expressions. A young boy is tearing his hair, 
while an older boy is laughing at all this. Depictions of  laughter, strange facial 

ed as laughing, so that his tongue and teeth can be seen.  It is also worth noting 
that Giovanni and Lorenzo de’Medici are known to have owned some Flemish 
tapestries in their household. Some of  their subjects were profane, and it is 
possible that Leonardo himself  might have seen some. 
318  Vasari & Brizio, 254.
319  Five Grotesque Heads (c. 1494), Windsor, Royal Library. For instance, 
the Antwerp editors Hiëronymus Cock (1507/10–1570) and Hans Liefrinck (c. 
1518–1573) distributed Leonardo’s drawings in prints.
320  Leonardo, Chap. CLXXII. Laughing and Weeping. 
321  See Alberti & Sinisgalli [1435] 2011.
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expressions, and often coarse realism combined with half-length figures recurred 
in the paintings of  Dossi, making him a forerunner and an important link to 
the later North Italian artists like Campi, Passerotti, and Carracci.322 Hochmann 
also considers the role of  Giorgione to have been key for the development of  
comic painting, even though there are no direct proofs preserved to our days. 
Hochmann claims that the influence of  this great Venetian master is to be found 
in the paintings of  Dossi and Cariani.323

Besides the legacy of  Leonardo, the roots of  Lombard comic painting lay in 
the Dutch and Flemish genre paintings of  market and kitchen scenes by Pieter 
Aertsen (c. 1508–1575) and his most talented pupil and nephew, Joachim 
Beuckelaer (c. 1533–1574). Aertsen’s first market examples are datable to around 
the beginning of  the 1550s. The depicted food, wine, fish, meat, and vegetables 
are full of  erotic allusions, but both of  these artists also incorporated religious 
and moral messages in their paintings, often in the form of  small background 
scenes from the Bible. While Aertsen and Beuckelaer did not have any Italian 
predecessors of  their kind of  genre painting, their works became known in 
Italy through the channels of  Cremonese and Parmesan collectors. Cremona 
had a particular commercial connection with Antwerp through the family of  
the banker Giancarlo Affaitati. In Liguria, members of  the Balbi family were 
great collectors of  art, and they added paintings by Aertsen and Beuckelaer to 
their collection between 1595 and 1617. In addition, a group of  seven genre 
paintings by Beuckelaer had been in Parma (now located in Naples, at the Museo 
di Capodimonte).324 

322  See the exhibition catalogue edited by Bayer 1998; Ciammitti, Ostrow, 
& Settis (eds.) 1998.
323  Hochmann 2017, 17–19.
324  Meijer 1988, 586–587; Freedberg 1993, 589; Ghirardi 1990, 64–65; 
Paliaga 2000, 51. On the diffusion of  the Flemish genre paintings to Italy, see, 
e.g., Meijer 1988. 
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Aertsen and Beuckelaer greatly influenced the profane painting of  the Venetian 
Jacopo Bassano, the Cremonese Vincenzo Campi (1536–1591), and the 
Bolognese Bartolomeo Passerotti (1529–1592). The first Italian market scenes 
were often produced in series of  four or five paintings. This links these works to 
the Flemish market and kitchen scene paintings often as allegories of  the four 
season by Jean Baptiste Saive the Elder (1571–1624) and the Younger (1604–
1641), or Lucas (1530–1597) and Frederick van Valckenborch (1566–1623). The 
Bassano workshop produced paintings of  sacred or allegorical subjects furnished 
with objects from country and daily life as early as 1560–1565, but market scenes 
with comic mode started to appear abruptly in 1580s in the works of  Campi, 
Passerotti, and the Bolognese Annibale Carracci (1560– 1609). Campi most 
probably had access at least to the genre paintings of  Beuckelaer in the Farnese 
collection.325 Campi’s Fish Sellers (Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan) was conserved 
in 1908; it shows a signature and the date 1578, which marks the terminus post 
quem for his genre production.326 Unlike Aertsen and Beuckelaer, Campi’s or 
Passerotti’s genre paintings do not seem to have any religious or moral allusions, 
contrary to their Flemish prototypes. Barry Wind, who studied five of  Campi’s 
paintings—Fruit Vendor, three Fish Vendors, and Poulterer, commissioned by Hans 
Fugger for his residence at Schloss Kirchheim, all still in situ—considers them a 
manifestation of  vulgar and bawdy humor. With all the symbolic meanings of  
beans, fish, birds, a rabbit, wine, and cheese, the series conveys the fundamentally 
erotic nature of  the paintings.327 Furthermore, Wind links the gluttonous men 
as pictorial counterparts of  the commedia dell’arte figure of  Zanni, who is always 
hungry.328 

Similar ideas and subject matters emerged around the same time in Bologna. 

325  Zamboni 1985, 57.
326  Paliaga 2000, 21. During the recent conservation of  another version 
of  Campi’s Fish Sellers in La Roche-sur-Yon Museum, the date 1579 was re-
vealed. 
327  Wind 1977, 108–114.
328  Wind 1974, 30.
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Actually, Bartolomeo Passerotti was probably the first to paint an Italian 
macellaria, or butcher’s shop, around 1580 or shortly before.329 Four of  Passerotti’s 
paintings—The Fishmonger’s shop, The Poulterers, Two Market Women and a Boy with 
Chicken and Vegetables, and Butcher’s Shop—are identified as a “Mattei cycle,” 
being mentioned in the first inventory of  1614 in the Villa Celimontana of  
the Navicella of  the Mattei family of  Calcara in Rome, but nowadays they are 
scattered between Rome, Florence, and Berlin.330 Yet, it is not quite sure whom 
we can call the very first Italian genre painter, Vincenzo Campi or Bartolomeo 
Passerotti, or whether we should credit both painters for the parallel results. 
None of  Passerotti’s genre scenes are dated, but his first experiments in the field 
most probably took place at the end of  the 1570s, like his Merry Company (dated 
1577).331 Passerotti’s Merry Company is loaded with symbols: wine and bread are 
Christian symbols, sausage and garlic cloves are allusions to male sexuality, and 
open figs and the wine pitcher to female sexuality. All of  the figures have their 
mouths open, and the drunken black African couple is juxtaposed with the 
dog with his tongue hanging out.332 In his Embrace of  Two Old People (Due vecchi 
abbracciati, Fondazione Zeri, Mentana), Passerotti deformed and exaggerated the 
old and licentious couples’ physiognomies into mere grotesque caricatures in 
half-length figures practicing tongue-kissing in an almost violent way. The old 
libidinous woman is an especially recurrent theme in the North Italian drawings 
and caricatures of  the late Cinquecento.333

Annibale Carracci’s first experiments in the field of  genre painting occurred 
around 1582–1583, and he was influenced by the works of  Campi and Passerotti.334 
His Butcher’s Shop (Christ Church Picture Gallery, Oxford) was actually previously 

329  Ghirardi 1990, 237.
330  Ghirardi 1990, 66. 
331  Ghirardi 1990, 65.
332  Brouard 2017, 68–70.
333  Boudier 2018, 83.
334  Ghirardi 1990, 66. Donald Posner has suggested that Carracci possibly 
started his training in Passerotti’s workshop in Bologna. See Posner 1971, 6. 
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attributed to Passerotti.335  It is worth noting that a cat appears among the earliest 
Italian genre paintings, in Carracci’s Two Children Teasing a Cat. The painting 
may illustrate a proverb or give a moral lesson about consequences: the little 
girl will surely be scratched by the cat, which she and her brother are teasing 
with a crayfish.336 Carracci’s Bean Eater (Il mangiatore di fagioli, Galleria Colonna, 
Rome) with his open mouth possibly recalls a commedia dell’arte character Zanni. 
As already mentioned, Annibale Carracci with his brother Agostino are also 
credited with having invented the early form of  caricature, a visual version of  
parody, with their drawings of  disproportionated figures and features as a studio 
practice within their academy.

In Venice, Emilia-Romagna, Marche, and Lombardy, the burlesque style of  art 
was represented by Niccolò Frangipane (active 1563–1597), who was possibly 
born in Padua. According to some art historians, he may have been a pupil of  
Titian, although this cannot be proven by the sources.337 However, his style, 
compositions, and visual motifs are all inherited from the Venetian masters, 
notably Giorgione and Titian, and his comic dimension can be based on some 
lost paintings by Giorgione and his followers.338 Frangipane painted religious, 
profane, comic, and bizarre subjects, of  which the last group is most peculiar 
in his artistic production. He painted musicians, drunks, gluttons, buffoons, 
everyday figures, and bacchanals, all depicted in half-length figures and often 
around the table, like in his Bacchanal (or Bacco, buffone e ragazza) at the Il Museo 
della Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice. It could be claimed that he made 
laughter as his speciality. His only dated comic painting is an Allegory of  Autumn 
of  1597 at the Il Museo Civico in Udine, which shows a sleeping youth and a 

335  See Sterling 1959.
336  Oil on canvas, 66 x 88.9 cm, Metropolitan Museum of  Art, New York. 
Carracci must have known Sofonisba Anguissola’s black chalk-and-charcoal 
drawing (33 x 38 cm) of  Asdrubale Bitten by a Crawfish, Museo Nazionale di Cap-
odimonte, Naples.
337  See, e.g., Liruti 1762, 179.
338  Laroche 2017, 60–61; Meijer 1972a, 166; Hochmann 2009, 51.
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laughing satyr, turned toward the beholder and grasping a phallic-like sausage 
and poking his finger into a split melon.339 

The half-Venetian and half-Cremonese Bartolomeo Veneto (active 1502–1531) 
also belongs to the tradition of  comic half-figure portraits, and his painting Four 
Laughing Persons (Quattro personaggi che ridono, private collection, Florence, see fig. 
18) will be discussed in more detail in Chapter V.1. To depict laughing people 
in half-length figures seems to have belonged to Flemish and Italian sixteenth-
century genre painting alike. During the seventeenth century, the burlesque or 
grotesque element is present in many works by the Venetian artist Pietro Della 
Vecchia (1603–1678). In her monstrosity, his old lady mirroring herself  in the 
Allegory of  Vanity (Collezione Banca Popolare di Vicenza) is comparable to the 
Ugly Duchess by Massys.

Even though there are common traits between the comic artworks of  the Flemish 
and North Italian artists (e.g., deformed faces, obscene allusions to food, links 
to theater, market scenes in a series of  four or five paintings), Hochmann rightly 
stresses that the Italian comic painting should not be viewed as a minor genre to 
satisfy somewhat vulgar taste, and that the Italian tradition had also indigenous 
traits, connected especially to contemporary literature and commedia dell’arte. 
Leonardo presented some fundamental innovations in the field of  visual arts, of  
which echoes can be found in the later works by other great innovators of  art, 
such as Caravaggio, Carracci, and Passerotti.340 After the Counter-Reformation 
there was less room for public laughter, and pitture ridicole were deemed unworthy 
subjects for paintings, which all ensured that Italian genre painting with comic 
content like Campi’s or Passerotti’s remained a brief  phenomenon at the end 
of  the sixteenth century.  However, the comic tradition became stronger in 
Northern Europe during the seventeenth century.

339  Fusenig 2018, 164–165.
340  Hochmann 2017, 27.
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III.3.2 Dutch and Flemish Painters

Until the end of  the sixteenth century, there was hardly any difference between 
Dutch and Flemish art, but after the Fall of  Antwerp in 1585, differentiation 
started due to religion: the North became the domain of  Protestantism, 
influenced by Calvinism and its resistance to the image cult, whereas the South 
remained Catholic. The differences in religions and worldviews affected artistic 
expression as well. 

Hieronymus Bosch (c. 1450–c.1516) made several depictions of  the Ship of  Fools 
theme (see, e.g., Musée du Louvre, Paris), which was based on the same-titled 
satirical book by the humanist Sebastian Brant. The book presented all the world’s 
ills as deriving from folly, and folly became a shorthand term for his conception 
of  sin.341 The Ship of  Fools by Bosch shows deranged and lunatic passengers 
drifting in a small boat without destination or captain.342 The ship as a metaphor 
for life was an old topos already used by Plato (Republic, Book 6, 488b-e) and Luke 
in the Bible (Luke 5:3). The paintings of  this theme warn us not to behave like 
thoughtless fools, but to keep salvation and improvement in mind. Paintings 
by Bosch have often a demonic nature; they are full of  grotesque and bizarre 
elements, as seen in his Last Judgement (Academie für der Bildenden Künste, 
Vienna) and Garden of  Earthly Delights (Museo del Prado, Madrid), deriving from 
medieval folk tradition. 

In his late period, the Antwerpian artist Quentin Massys (also Metsys or Matsys) 
(1466 – 1530) painted some satirical and moralizing subjects which are firmly 
connected to contemporary humanistic thought, especially that of  Erasmus of  

341  Midelfort 1999, 232–233. Das Narrenschiff was published on Shrove 
Tuesday in 1494 in Basel.
342  It is worth noting that it was also a common practice for towns to 
banish the mad from inside the city walls. Foucault, Khalfa, & Murphy 2006, 9.
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Rotterdam and Pieter Gillis.343 Erasmus of  Rotterdam enjoyed great fame in 
the Low Countries, and his satirical treatise The Praise of  Folly (Moriae Encomium), 
first published in Paris in 1511 and thereafter in many editions and translations, 
seems to have been the source of  ideological inspiration for some of  Massys’ 
paintings, such as The Ill-Matched Lovers (National Gallery of  Art, Washington). 
Yet, the theme of  love between the old and the young goes back to antiquity and 
appears, for example, in the comedies of  Plautus. The theme became a popular 
subject in prints since the fifteenth century on. Old men and women alike were 
ridiculed for their attempts to seduce a young partner, who was only interested 
in the suitor’s moneybag.344 In Massys’ painting, the face of  a lecher with a few 
teeth is modeled after one of  Leonardo’s caricatures; in fact, Leonardo may have 
been the inventor of  the subject in the visual arts.345 The old man is fondling 
a young and smiling woman, who is slipping the man’s purse into the hands 
of  her companion in a fool’s cap. The figures are depicted as half-figures. The 
scene is warning us about the two deadly sins, avarice and lust, but it also reflects 
Erasmus’s text (in particular, the chapter Folly Sweetens Men’s Greatest Misfortunes): 
“For to see such an old crooked piece with one foot in the grave to marry a 
plump young wench, and that too without a portion, is so common that men 
almost expect to be commended for it.”346 

Some religious paintings by Massys, like the Ecce Homo (Palazzo Ducale, Venice) 
or the Joiner’s Triptych (Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten Antwerpen), 
show the influence of  Leonardo’s grotesque heads on the grimacing faces of  
tempters and executioners of  Christ. It is not known if  Massys ever traveled 
to Italy, but Leonardo’s works seem to have been well known to him, as either 

343  See Virdis 1974, 19–24.
344  See the study of  Stewart 1977.
345  The Flemish painter Jacob Hoefnagel also drew an ill-matched couple 
based on Leonardo’s lost drawing; a copy of  it is in the Albertina Museum in 
Vienna. In it an old woman is being kissed by a young man. Bambach, Manges, 
& Stern 2003, 701.
346  Erasmus 1509, trans. Wilson. 
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copies or originals. In any case, they were both interested in oddities, and it is 
also possible that they even exchanged drawings.347 The famous painting The Ugly 
Duchess (National Gallery, London) by Massys shows an old woman with mostly 
exposed breasts and headgear with devilish horns, which suggest that she is 
being satirized as a personification of  Lust.348 She is holding a rosebud, a symbol 
of  her lost youth. Erasmus’s text also refers to this kind of  old foolish women 
(in the chapter Folly Sweetens Men’s Greatest Misfortunes): “But the best sport of  all 
is to see our old women, even dead with age, and such skeletons one would think 
they had stolen out of  their graves, and ever mumbling in their mouths, ‘Life is 
sweet’; and as old as they are, still caterwauling, daily plastering their face, scarce 
ever from the glass, gossiping, dancing, and writing love letters.”349 

Jan Sanders Van Hemessen (c. 1500–1566) was influenced by the Italian 
Renaissance painters, as he traveled to Italy and to France, where he was in 
contact with the Italian painters at the royal Palace of  Fontainebleau. He painted 
religious subjects as well as genre paintings, often showing people’s vices. The 
figures in his paintings often have very grotesque and expressive faces, like those 
mocking the Christ in his flagellation (Alte Pinakothek, Munich) or the Tearful 
Bride (c. 1540, National Gallery of  Art, Prague), in which the bride’s face is 
deformed from crying, and her nose is running.

Carnival madness, kermises, ships of  fools, wedding dances, and other types 

347  Campbell 2008, 229. 
348  Campbell 2008, 228. There are two Leonardesque drawings of  the 
same model (one in Windsor Castle, Royal Library, RL 12492 is possibly a copy 
by Francesco Melzi after the lost work by Leonardo). According to Camp-
bell and some other experts, these drawings, executed by using Leonardo’s 
left-handed hatching, are actually copies of  the original painting by Massys. 
Leonardo, or at least one of  his followers, copied Massys’ painting, not the 
other way around.
349  Erasmus 1509, trans. Wilson. 
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of  merry-making of  peasants were the subjects of  Pieter Bruegel the Elder 
(1525–1569), who was heir to a rich literary tradition of  folly and popular poetry, 
especially in the form of  proverbs. Pieter Bruegel the Elder and his son were the 
first to make the proverb one of  their specialty subjects. His Netherlandish Proverbs 
of  1559 (Staatliche Museen zu Berlin) presents some 115 proverbs or folk 
metaphors of  his day.350 The picture was also entitled The Blue Cloak or Le Monde 
renversé, which indicates the meaning of  the painting as showing human folly 
and stupidity.351 Working peasants had already appeared in medieval illuminated 
manuscripts illustrating the progression of  the seasons, but in Bruegel’s paintings, 
the peasants were for the very first time depicted in monumental figures in oil 
on panels and presented with warm humor as celebrating, loafing, and even 
happily sinning. In general, Bruegel is not considered one of  those artists who 
assimilated the Italian influence but rather one who stayed true to the so-called 
vernacular style.352 However, some recent studies about Bruegel have recognized 
in his scenes figural motifs and other elements deriving from classical and Italian 
Renaissance art.353 

III.3.3 French Painters

French genre painting before the eighteenth century has been somewhat 
neglected area among scholars compared to the amount of  studies of  Dutch 
and Flemish genre paintings. Before the sixteenth century, there is an interesting 

350  See a full presentation of  the proverbs and folk metaphors in Dundes 
& Stibbe 1981.
351  However, shortly before Bruegel the Elder, Frans Hogenberg had 
published his engraved version of  The Blue Cloak (c. 1558, Bibliothèque Royale 
Albert Ier, Brussels, Cabinet des Estampes). Later also, some paintings by Jan 
Steen and Jacob Jordaens, for example, were based on an individual proverb. 
352  Lichtert 2015, 39.
353  Levine 2012, 85–98. See also Richardson 2011; Sullivan 1994; Lichtert 
2015, 39–54.
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portrait of  Court Jester Gonella attributed to Jean Fouquet (c. 1440/45, in the 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna). The Ferrara court jester is mildly smiling 
and hiding his hands—a gesture that Ginzburg has interpreted as a kind of  
religious parody of  the old Byzantine-origin pictorial theme of  Christ of  Pity, 
in which the dead Christ’s hands are shown in a similar posture.354 However, the 
start of  French genre painting occurred, as demonstrated by Adhémar, only 
when Flemish art came into contact with the old French strains of  realism and 
the grotesque at the beginning of  the sixteenth century; of  this few examples 
survive.355 According to the documents, King Francis I possessed several paintings 
in the manner of  Hieronymus Bosch; the subjects included, for example, “a man 
playing a rebec with his mouth” or “peasant dance.” After this first phase of  
genre paintings there was a break until c. 1560, when Flemish influence gave 
way to that of  Venetian masters. Adhémar calls this second phase and interest 
in genre paintings the “renaissance of  the ancient Gallic taste.”356 Subject matter 
was taken from Italian or French comedy, just when the Italian commedia dell’arte 
made its entrance into France. 

During the sixteenth century, the School of  Fontainebleau (c. 1530–c. 1610) 
dominated the artistic field of  France. The term refers to two periods of  artistic 
production at Fontainebleau, but the timing of  those periods overlaps only partly 
with Adhémar’s division. King Francis I lured foreign artists, above all Italian 
and Flemish, to work at his court at the Château de Fontainebleau. The first 
period was headed by two Italians, Rosso and Primaticcio, the second period by 
French and Flemish masters. Italian artists had a deep impact on French artists, 
such as Jean Cousin the Elder, François Clouet, and his son Jean Clouet, but 
also on many Flemish painters. Conversely, the Flemish painters introduced the 
genre painting to the artists working at Fontainebleau under the rule of  Henry 

354  Proverbs 19:24: “A slothful man hideth his hand in his bosom./ And 
will not so much as bring it to his mouth again.” See Gilman 1996, 14; Ginz-
burg 1996, 25–39. 
355  Adhémar 1945, 191.
356  Adhémar 1945, 191.
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II. The subjects these artists depicted were mainly mythologies, allegories, erotic 
scenes, and portraits, as well as early scenes of  commedia dell’arte plays. 

Genre paintings with erotic or theatrical allusions depicted in half-figures seem 
to have been typical for François Clouet (c. 1515–1572) as in his Le billet doux 
(The Love Letter, Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection, Madrid) and Diane de Poitiers 
(National Gallery of  Art, Washington, D.C.). More humorous is the Personnages de 
la Comédie Italienne (Musée des Beaux Arts, Beziers) by François Bunel the Younger 
(1552–1595); being of  some interest in this case, we will therefore return to this 
painting in a later chapter. It shows a group of  eight commedia dell’arte actors, of  
whom the leather-masked man on the left is making the “bunny-ears prank” or 
“cuckold’s horns” to Pantalone while pulling his beard at the same time. 

The comic grotesque side is celebrated in 120 little woodcuts designed by François 
Desprez (active in the sixteenth century) for the Songes drôlatiques de Pantagruel, 
which was published in Paris by Richard Breton in 1565. These monstrous 
creatures were clearly inspired by Hieronymus Bosch and Pieter Bruegel the 
Elder, and they were based on Rabelais’ writings.357 Later, the seventeenth-
century artist Jacques Callot’s (c. 1592–1635) etchings and engravings also 
included caricature-like figures, dwarfs, grotesque masqueraders, and commedia 
dell’arte figures.358

However, after the second phase of  French genre paintings (c. 1555–1570), 
there was some twenty years’ break in artistic production due to the disturbances 

357  Adhémar 1945, 193. 
358  Callot’s “grotesques,” as his countrymen called his works, had their 
origin in two schools: the Germanic school of  diablèrie, which passed into Italy 
and France, and the Italian art of  caricatura. Through the association of  ‘gro-
tesque’ with Callot, the French word grotesque became synonymous with ‘ridicu-
lous,’ ‘burlesque,’ and ‘farce.’ Barasch 1971, 78, 80.
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of  the civil war. When paintings reappeared, they were often made after models 
inspired by the Italian and the School of  Fontainebleau but also after realist and 
Rabelaisian examples. Nevertheless, the Flemish influence became dominant, 
as evidenced in the contemporary inventories.359 According to Adhémar, these 
paintings are seldom of  high pictorial quality.360 In addition, those artists are 
lesser known. 

To conclude, humor became quite popular during the sixteenth-century visual 
art in Europe, both in the South and the North. Artists expressed the taste 
and humor of  their surroundings, being people who lived in the same area and 
shared the common history and language, but visual ideas also spread over the 
borders, especially in printed copies or drawings. However, there could be some 
slight regional characteristics in the choice of  subjects and in the content of  the 
humor. Italian artists found their constant spring of  laughter in carnal, sexual 
appetites seen in the kitchen and market scenes, bacchanals, and the bawdy 
manners of  the peasants. In the Low Countries, the carnivalesque and satirical 
attitude prevailed, and much of  the visual humor was connected to food, 
kitchens, marketplaces, or different feasts. However, the comic subjects were 
more often related to the Bible, or proverbs. Proverbs were important in genre 
imagery in France and Italy as well. In France, sexual humor was a constant, with 
jokes on adultery, making fun of  the cuckold, or deceiving a lover, which were 
depicted in paintings in theatrical-like scenes. 361 

359  Adhémar 1945, 194.
360  Adhémar 1945, 195.
361  Political satire and humorous social criticism also belonged to the 
French oral and literal humorous tradition since the Middle Ages. Baudin, 
Feuerhahn, Bariaud, & Stora-Sendor 1988, 80–81.
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IV 

Group of  Serenade to a Cat paintings

As already stated, I have found altogether eight paintings and two prints of  the 
theme of  Serenade to a Cat. In this chapter, I briefly map some associations the 
cat had acquired by the sixteenth century and how the humanization of  animals 
occurred. 

We shall also enhance our knowledge of  the different paintings and the engraving. 
The scene in all the works, except painting no. 6, shows five half-length figures 
against a blackish background. The absence of  a scenic setting gives the narrative 
a timeless quality. The figures are arranged into a tight group around the woman 
with a swaddled cat, which is in the middle plane, being spoon-fed like a baby. 
Three figures are more emphasized than any other: the woman in her white-
shining headscarf, the cat’s face, and the gridiron player are all depicted in light; 
three other men are more in the shadows. The contrast between those in light 
and those in shadow creates a feeling of  space and a certain tension in the 
picture. It is difficult to estimate how widely the subject of  Serenade to a Cat could 
have been circulated, or how many reproductive engravings or paintings were 
made of  it, all in all. At the end of  this chapter, we will survey the purpose of  
copying paintings. 

IV.1 Historical Symbolism of  the Cat

Animals have been used as symbols since prehistoric times to convey different 
things. A lion may represent a lion in an image, but it may also symbolize an idea. 
It is not by coincidence that the lion appears on several flags and coat of  arms, 
as it has been associated with courage, strength, and royalty; in addition, it 
has been regarded as the “king of  the beasts.” The symbolic significance of  
animals is sometimes obvious and primal, while in other cases animals are used 
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as symbols for complex and abstract ideas and beliefs.362 Freud understood 
symbols as a means of  reducing anxiety by repressing unacceptable wishes or 
other derivatives of  instinctual drives, and animals as symbolic reservoirs of  
our projected images.363 According to Barbara Hannah, who was a pupil and 
close friend of  Carl Gustav Jung, animals generally represent various aspects 
of  our instinctive forces when we meet them in dreams and active imagination. 
However, we have lost touch with our instincts in our rational era.364

The symbolism of  the cat is ambiguous, based on varying cultural associations 
connected with changing habits.365 Cats were domesticated around four 
thousand years ago in Egypt, where they were much appreciated and actually 
worshipped.366 Even tamed, cats are known for their independent nature. The 
cat-head goddess Bastet, whose chariot was drawn by cats, was worshipped as 
the goddess of  the hearth and joy, who protected women and childbirth. Cat’s 
eyes, which change instantly because of  the effect of  light, led to the cat being a 
symbol of  the differing power of  the sun and the moon. Bastet was the daughter 
of  the sun-god Ra, and thus a solar goddess herself, but she was a lunar goddess 
as well.367 Bastet was also connected with sorcery and clairvoyance, reflecting the 
stigma that the cat has carried ever since.368 

Besides the cat’s shifting eyes, its ability to hunt at night and play with its living 
prey before eating led people to associate the cat with witches and powers of  
darkness. Cats can also cast a sort of  spell on their pray. A bird, for instance, is 

362  Akhtar & Volkan 2014, 265.
363  Akhtar & Volkan 2014, xiii, 266.
364  Hannah 2006, viii, 3.
365  On cat symbolism in general, see Anderson 1996; Dale-Green 1963; 
Howey 1930; Mery 1967; Sillar & Meyler 1966. 
366  Mery 1967, 13–14, 18–19.
367  Rowland 1973, 51; Ions 1988, 100–101; Cooper 1978, 30.
368  Werness 2003, 73; Tresidder 1997, 38. 
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sometimes unable to fly away if  it is caught in the spell of  a cat’s eyes.369 During 
the mating season, cats make disturbing sounds of  howling. Nevertheless, it was 
only from the late twelfth century that the cat became increasingly associated 
with evil.370 This development was the consequence of  systematic demonology. 
A growing number of  scholars believed that the devil was affecting the life of  
mortals and using women to destroy mankind. Women who had been accused 
of  magical practices were now accused of  being handmaidens of  the devil, and 
for that reason they were to be punished as heretics. With the growing misogyny, 
hatred for the cat grew.371 In particular, black cats were feared as companions of  
the devil, even the devil incarnate. The cat’s ability to wait and then pounce on 
mice was seen as analogous to the devil’s tactics to capture the souls of  men.372 
Cats are eager to napping, but their laziness leads straight to the devil.373 The use 
of  cats in sacrifices or in magic rituals also dates back to Antiquity.374 

The idea of  the connection between cats and women was inherited from 
Antiquity. In the Greco-Roman world (Artemis/Diana) and in Scandinavian 
mythology (Freya), cats were linked with women goddesses.375 Cats were also 
associated with sexual promiscuity, prostitutes, and lust.376 This association was 
probably based on Aristotle’s belief  that female cats had a libidinous nature, with 

369  Hannah 2006, 22.
370  Aerts 2014, 111.
371  Aerts 2014, 111. See more on the background of  these beliefs in Met-
zler 2009, 16–32, 59.
372  Jolly 1983, 245. Perhaps this association is depicted in Hieronymus 
Bosch’s The Garden of  Earthly Delights (Museo del Prado, Madrid, dated c. 1490 
–1500), in which a cat carries off  a black rat in its mouth at the bottom of  the 
triptych’s left panel, which depicts the Garden of  Eden and the creation of  
Eve.
373  Hannah 2006, 40.
374  See, e.g., Gilhus 2006.
375  Werness 2003, 73.
376  Palmatier 1995, 68–69.
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which they tempted the male species into sexual intercourse.377 By extension, 
Aristotle also believed that human beings shared some of  their characteristics, 
including virtues and vices, with particular animals; this view was accepted by 
medieval clerics and passed on to later philosophers.378 Hence, animals could 
be seen as a reflection of  people, mirroring the moral values of  humankind.379 
The humanization of  animals led to fairy tales and fables, in which demonic 
or helpful animals in a didactic or satirical vein respectively veil or reveal 
human traits. Already in the early Middle Ages, the fables of  Aesop became 
the favorite reading in monasteries. In the sermons by the Cistercian Caesarius 
of  Heisterbach, animals in miracle stories served as the folklore explanation of  
the truths of  salvation; a lion, bear, cat, and pig appear as manifestations of  the 
devil.380 Animals dressed as humans and acting out human roles were common 
in the margins of  late medieval manuscripts. Cats appears in them as comic 
creatures, playing the fiddle or lute, catching mice, or admiring themselves.  

Aristotle’s view about cats and women persisted into the fifteenth century, as is 
shown in the Narrenschiff by Sebastian Brant in 1494. The prelude for the section 
“Of  Adultery,” as translated by Edwin Zeydel, begins381:

If  through his fingers one can see 

And lets his wife promiscuous be,

As cat she views the mice with glee.382

377  Jolly 1983, 245; Rowland 1973, 52–53; Aristotle’s Historia Animalium, 
V.ii (540a).
378  Cf. Arist. Hist. Anim., Books VIII and IX; Dickenson 2007, 172.
379  Dickenson 2007, 172.
380  Lurker 1967, 213.
381  Brant 1962, 136.
382  Jolly 1983, 245; Brant & Zeydel 1962, chap. 33, 136. In the commen-
tary of  Brant & Zeydel, the cat is explained to represent the wife, who soon 
learns to enjoy adultery, just as the cat learns to enjoy catching mice.
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In the main text, the libidinous nature of  cats and women is compared:

The cats pursue the mice in haste

When once they’ve had a little taste.

Women who try out other men

Become so bold and shameless then

That deep they sink into the mire

And only think of  their desire.383

Prostitutes could have also been objects of  feline comparison in their independent 
behavior, living outside of  social norms, and their desire of  freedom. Even when 
attached to places or people, cats remain amazingly independent. The cat is one 
of  the attributes of  Liberty, as well as Rebellion, in Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia.384 In 
the depiction of  the personification of  Liberty, the cat is standing next to the 
seated woman. Ripa describes that “the cat, since it will not tolerate any sort of  
control or limitation of  its freedom of  movement, is an old symbol of  liberty.” 
Indeed, when the cat is sometimes represented as an emblem in heraldry, it 
symbolizes liberty and the need for freedom as well as cunningness.385 In some 
Dutch seventeenth-century genre paintings, the cat is in the act of  snatching a 
piece of  meat, which is a metaphor for voluptas and carnal lust, or it refers to 
gluttony.386 Such French words as la chatte or the English ‘pussy’ were used as slang 

383  Brant & Zeydel 1962, 138.
384  Bar & Brême 1999, Liberty, p. 64, Rebellion, p. 82. See also Persuasion, 
p. 78.
385  Biedermann 1991, 216.
386  See, e.g., two paintings by Nicolaes Maes: his Eavesdropper (1657), 
Dordrechts Museum, and Woman Plucking a Duck (c. 1655–1656), Philadelphia 
Museum of  Art. De Jongh 1997, 52. As the French lore evokes, au chat lecheur, 
bat-on souvent la gueules. McTighe 2007, 372–373, where it is translated as ”glutto-
nous cats often get raps on the snout.”
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terms for female genitalia or a prostitute.387 In a print dated c. 1600 by Crispijn 
de Passe the Elder after the French artist Jacques Bellange (c. 1575–1616), a 
richly dressed woman called Aura asks Harlequin to take the cat (a symbol for 
female genitals), while she chooses the roasting spit (a symbol for male genitals) 
with two pieces of  meat. This signifies an invitation to sexual intercourse.388 
Correspondingly, in his Interpretation of  Dreams (1900), Freud claimed that furry 
animals tend to represent the female’s pubic hair.389 Some other words related to 
cats (e.g., ‘tomcatting’) means being on the prowl for sex.390 Cats were especially 
associated with marital discord.391 The association of  dogs with men and cats 
with women is practically universal.392 

As nocturnal animals, cats have been associated with melancholy. Yet, the cat 
has a different symbolic meaning in Albrecht Dürer’s famous engraving Adam 
and Eve (1504). A cat is sitting at the foot of  the Tree of  Knowledge between 
Adam and Eve, while she receives from the serpent the fruit of  the knowledge 
of  good and evil. The couple is surrounded by animals that symbolize the four 

387  See, e.g., la chatte explained as une femme de mauvaise vie (a woman of  
disrepute) in Huguet 1932, 223 and ‘pussy’ in Simpson & Weiner 1989, vol. xii, 
900.
388  In the collection of  the British Museum, London. https://www.brit-
ishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?ob-
jectId=1562881&partId=1&searchText=jacques+bellange&page=2 (Accessed 
September 2, 2019). See also the print The Whore’s Last Shift by James Gillary, 
dated 1779, in the British Museum, London, which continued to associate cats 
with prostitution.
389  Doidge 2014, 55.
390  Simpson & Weiner 1989, vol. xviii, 212.
391  Os, Kok, Luijten, & Scholten 2000, 176.
392  Hannah 2006, 19.
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humors: the ox stands for phlegmatic, the elk for melancholic, the rabbit for 
sanguine, and the proud cat for choleric. Before the Fall, these humors were 
controlled by the innocence of  Man. But after Adam and Eve tasted the fruit of  
knowledge, the harmony of  nature was gone, the four elements were activated, 
and all innocence was lost. The cat’s tail is depicted on Eve’s side, while Adam 
is stepping on the mouse’s tail. These two animals symbolize the eternal “fight” 
between the two genders, and the cat possibly also refers to sexual temptation.393 
Here again the cat is seen as representing female characteristics. However, the 
cat is more often juxtaposed with the dog than the mouse. In religious paintings 
they often symbolize the eternal battle between good and evil, as we shall see in a 
later chapter. The cat also stands for immorality and untamed nature in contrast 
to the obedient and faithful dog, a product of  human training. 

There are many proverbs about cats. In his play Much Ado About Nothing from 
1598, Shakespeare wrote “Though care killed a cat, thou hast mettle enough 
in thee to kill care,” which is nowadays known in the popular form “curiosity 
killed the cat.” “When the cat is away, the mice will play” is an old and common 
thought in many countries.394 Also common is the proverb that “cats lick your 
face, but scratch your back,” which appears in several prints since the Middle 
Ages.395 In a painting by Pieter Brueghel the Younger, there are more than 70 
proverbs depicted, each scene representing an old Dutch proverb. There is also 
a man in armor who ties a bell around the cat’s neck. “Tie a bell on a cat” means 
taking the first step in a dangerous plan.396

Because cats ran loose on streets and inside houses, most people in early modern 

393  Anzelewsky & Doehler 1999, 96; Jolly 1983, 246, note 36.
394  Mery 1967, 40.
395  See, e.g., King David and Four Proverbs engraved by Israhel van Mecke-
nem, c. 1465–1500, inv. no. 1873,0809.653, in the British Museum, London.
396  Proverbs by Pieter Brueghel the Younger, dated 1627, oil on canvas, 
116.6 x 167 cm, Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem.
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Europe were familiar with them. They were useful for people seeking to control 
mice and rats, and they provided fur for clothing and protein during times of  
famine. The revival of  classical sources—the Greek Physiologus, Horapollo’s 
Hieroglyphica, bestiaries (collections of  animal tales combining legends, 
mythology, and illustrations), exempla literature, folk tales, Aesop’s fables, and 
proverbs—contributed to the development of  disguised animal symbolism. The 
most famous cat fable is probably the seventeenth-century French Puss-in-Boots 
by Charles Perrault, in which the cunning and clever cat amasses a fortune for its 
owner. Yet, in the visual arts of  the early modern period, the cat was often used 
as a symbolic tool in order to point something negative, mostly lust.397 The varied 
and established symbolic meanings of  the cat were perpetuated in sixteenth-
century paintings, prints, and emblem books, which an educated consumer 
could enjoy, knowing how to read them with all their associations. Nevertheless, 
we may wonder how the cat earned this very negative symbolism in European 
art and culture. Was the reason that when the cat, a powerful symbol and a god 
in a foreign pagan culture, was adopted by our Christian Western culture, its 
power was understood to be evil and its symbolism was reversed to the negative? 

Man’s relationship to animals is culture-bound and subject to change with 
alterations in his environment.398 Therefore, if  we want to understand the theme 
of  Serenade to a Cat, the narrative and humor in it, we need to study the early 
modern discourse, beliefs and attitudes toward cats, the roles that cats played 
in early modern life, and the human-cat relationships that took place. How did 
cats appear in contemporary proverbs, fairy tales, written texts, and images? Was 
their role to entertain like modern cat videos and memes, or to moralize the 
vice of  lust, infidelity, or other undesirable behavior? That we shall study in 
later chapters, when my work offers insights into the sociological and cultural 
attitudes toward cats during the early modern era. 

397  Cuneo 2014, 8.
398  Akhtar & Volkan 2014, 261.
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IV.2 Reading the Verse and Some Differences between 

the Print and Paintings

The sixteenth- and seventeenth-century emblem literature set texts, mottoes, 
and verses with symbolic pictures in close connection. Educated readers knew 
how to interpret the images with their associations. This special kinship between 
words and images was frequently referred to using Horace’s dictum ut pictura 
poesis, “a poem is like a painting” (Ars Poetica I. 361). Furthermore, some poems 
were intentionally written for prints; the printer might regard it as a good selling 
point, the craftsman might be grateful to it as a source of  ideas, and the reader 
might grasp better the meaning of  an illustration.399 The engraving L’Éducation 
du matou (fig. 8) is also accompanied by a verse, which is found under the image 
in a very limited space: 

Avecque raison je puis dire

Que les visages que voicy,

Qui n’ont point de soing que de rire

Me contreignent de rire aussy.

Est-il quelque mélancholie

Qui vaille celle de ce fou,

Qui veut donner de la bouillie

À ce ridicule matou.

Mais je trouve encore plus sotte,

399  Saunders 1986, 621. 
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L’extravagance de Margot,

Qui l’embequine et l’emmaillotte

Plus estroittement qu’un fagot.

Un Badin leur donne une aubaude

Affin d’honnorer ce beau jeu,

Ou plustost pour faire grillade,

Il prend les pincètes du feu.

“Rightly could I say that the faces here, which do nothing but laugh, force me 
to laugh as well. Is there a melancholy comparable to that of  this madman who 
wants to give porridge to this ridiculous cat? But I find yet more foolish the 
extravagance of  Margot, who puts sticks around and wraps it up tighter than a 
bundle. The frolicsome gives them a morning song to honor this nice play, or 
rather to make a barbecue he takes the tongs from the fire.” 

The verse of  sixteen lines, divided in four sections under the image, is in French, 
which was spoken both in France and in Antwerp. I could not find the direct 
source for the verse. As already mentioned, the title of  the engraving, L’Éducation 
du matou, is quite foolish. The name labels that are given to the pictures are to 
inform the viewers about the subject’s role and meaning; they are like abbreviated 
statements.400 The relationship with the image and the verse is a problematic one. 
Is the pictorial theme older than the verse, or vice versa? Who wrote the verse, 
and for what purpose? Did the publisher believe it was necessary to include 
some verse in order to explain an image of  this type? Should we regard it as a 
direct interpretation of  the picture? While it does not open what is happening in 
the scene, at least the verse seems to seamlessly respond to the picture. The verse 

400  Gombrich 2000, 59. 
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was indeed concocted to fit the picture, which is also suggested by the rhetoric 
“que voicy,” “ce fou,” “ce matou.” These demonstratives would make little sense 
in another context (e.g., that of  a farce). The distinctive feature of  the verse is 
that it appears to comment directly on each aspect of  the image. There is the 
“fou” feeding the cat-baby with porridge, “Margot” has done the swaddling, and 
the last section seems to suggest a sinister element—barbecuing the cat.401 The 
verse also seems to emphasize the contagious character of  laughter and perhaps 
prescriptively, the image should make the audience laugh as well.

We could highlight some specific aspects of  the text and the images:

1. referring to the world of  folly, the cat is swaddled and fed with porridge 
while the mischievous is playing a song with the gridiron, which in a 
satirical reversal could be seen as praising prevailing manners and norms;

2. the physical appearance of  the figures is foolish and lower class; 
3. the laughter is contagious, as laughing faces make a man laugh; and
4. the cat looks unhappy, and we are told of  its imminent torture. 

What should we think of  the horrific end of  the cat? Was it laughable then? 
In his Great Cat Massacre, Robert Darnton tells a macabre story about printing 
apprentices in Paris in the 1730s. A group of  apprentices avenged all of  the 
unpaid hours and abuse by their master printer, Jacques Vincent, by holding 
mock trials and then hanging all the alley cats they could snatch—including the 
pet cat of  their master’s wife. They thought it was a hilarious joke, and they 
made fun about it several days afterwards. According to Darnton, animal torture 
was common and cats were typical victims, and the workers had grown up in 
that kind of  culture. He also brings to the discussion the working conditions 
and mistreatment of  apprentices by their master. Nevertheless, this event feels 
bewildering for a contemporary reader. Darnton explains this as “an indication 

401  Thanks to Professor Terence Cave, Emeritus Research Fellow in 
French, St. John’s College, Oxford, for helping me to define this verse com-
posed for the picture; e-mail to the author, November 3, 2008.
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of  the distance that separates us from the workers of  preindustrial Europe.”402 

Margot is the only figure named in the verse. Hers is a typical French female 
name, a short form of  Marguerite, as it was used, for example, for Queen 
Marguerite of  France (1553–1615). The best known French poet of  the late 
Middle Ages, François Villon (1431–1463), wrote a famous ballad La grosse Margot 
(“fat Margot”). In this vulgar poem, Margot is an obese prostitute. In the old 
French slang as well, Margot (or Margoton) was a synonym for ‘harlot.’403 There 
also exists a madrigal called Margot labourez les vignes (“Margot, till the vines”) by 
the Franco-Flemish composer Jacob Arcadelt (1507–1568), active in both Italy 
and France. In the collection of  the Metropolitan Museum of  Art, there is a 
series of  tapestries called Story of  Gombaut and Macée of  Franco-Flemish work of  
about 1500. The characters in the tapestry have French text scrolls floating near 
them like balloons in comic strips. Among the characters appears Margot, the 
servant, who prepares the table and is depicted wearing a scarf. Dulle Griet (or 
Margot la folle, in French) is a female figure in Flemish folklore and the subject of  
the nightmarish painting by Bruegel (c. 1562),404 also depicted by David Teniers 
the Younger and David Ryckaert III. Her name is a folk synonym for virago or 
‘bitch.’405

In the folklore of  southern Netherlands and Germany, the Boose Griet (‘angry’) 
was a sinister witch figure. According to the Flemish proverb, “she could plunder 
in front of  Hell and return unscathed.”406 Much later, in the eighteenth century, 
Jean Baptiste de Varenne tells the story of  La Vieille Extravagante (“the extravagant 
old woman”), a satirical tale that makes fun of  a widow called Margot, who is 
around 50 years old and passionately in love.407 

402  Darnton 1984, 76–78.
403  La margot was equated with the world of  whores. Farmer & Revens 
1966, 182.
404  In the collections of  the Musée Mayer van den Bergh, Antwerp. 
405  Milne 2007, 161.
406  Milne 2007, 162–163.
407  De Varenne 1732. 
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In the folklore of  Brittany, there were fairies called Margot-la-Fée, as well as 
the fairy sorceress Margot. The land fairies, margots, could cause men to lose 
their souls by luring them into various delights, such as feasting and dancing. 
Afterwards, these men would return to their families in a state of  madness, 
damned, or converted into fairies. Margots could also transform into animals 
related to their powers of  fertility.408 The fairy and human communities 
coexisted in these folktales. In the story of  the Huguenot (French Protestant) 
sorceress Margot, she was wounded by an “honest man” named Guer with a 
knife, when he unexpectedly entered a meeting of  sorcerers. Guer saved the 
beautiful sorceress by pulling out the knife, provided that Margot would give up 
her new heresy; in the end they were married.409 It appears that Margot could 
be a nickname for a queen, but it was also a typical Franco-Flemish name for 
servants, prostitutes, and shrewish and foolish women. Furthermore, Margot is a 
typical name for witches, especially in Breton folklore stories. In his study about 
the French folklore, Paul Sébillot tells that cats were among the animal bogeys 
that were used to intimidate children from not going to certain dangerous places 
or doing certain activities. In Marbois, in the Brabant Walloon area, the children 
were intimidated by a cat called Margotiat.410 

Matou in the title of  a print means a male cat (i.e., not castrated).411 Badin is a 

408  Bois 2010, 202, 204–205.
409  Bois 2010, 216.
410  Sébillot 1906, 78. 
411  Robert, Rey-Debove, & Rey 2017, 1554. See also Étymol. et Hist. xive 

s. [ms.] agn. matou(e) “chat mâle” (Proverbes Français, éd. J. Morawski, 623, var. 
ms. Ca). Antoine Oudin’s (1595–1653) Italian French dictionary of  1663 gives 
the French saying chercher le matou (“search for the cat”) as a synonym for 
the Italian andar ingateccio (“become mad”), X-2320, http://catalogue.bnf.fr/
ark:/12148/cb310447080 (accessed August 20, 2017). According to M. Old-
field Howey, the cat is also a phallic emblem like the Maypole. Howey 1930, 
72–73.
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provincial word and means a fool, a character of  farce, sottie, or comedy, or 
someone who likes to laugh. The word badin originates from the Vulgar Latin 
badare, which means to stare with a half-opened mouth, and expression marking 
the idiot.412 The figure of Badin is linked to the French fifteenth- and early-
sixteenth century comic theater with its short plays and its semiprofessional 
bands of  performers, the sociétés joyeuses. The simple-minded Badin often sings 
and is accompanied by a cat, whose disposition resembles that of  his master.413 
The term fou was originally applied to the licentious character in a sottie, in the 
Fête des Fous and the mysteries. The character evolved to show the ‘wise fool’, 
the omnipresent and omniscient fool situated outside the group, who comments 
in an ironic manner on the behavior of  others.414 The Wise Fool in the Serenade 
to a Cat images is the man feeding the cat with porridge. Bouillie, or porridge, was 
also a synonym for semen.415 There also exists at least the eighteenth-century 
French saying C’est de la bouillie pour les chats (“it is porridge for cats”), which 
means that as cats do not eat porridge, giving it to them would be useless and 
even incomprehensible. It refers to something that does not serve a purpose. 
Unfortunately we have no information if  the expression was known and used 
already in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries, but often there exists a long 
history from medieval traditions. 416 

In any case, giving porridge to the cat appears as futile as the exercise described 
in the title of  the print, educating the cat. The subject of  feeding a cat was 
not popular in visual art before the sixteenth century, and there are no clear 
predecessors, but the subject gained some popularity during the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries and even appeared afterwards. There are several 

412  Bloch & Wartburg 1964, 51; Robert, Rey-Debove, & Rey 2017, 206. 
Petit de Julleville 1886, 282.
413  LeBlanc 1998, 55–61.
414  Arden 1980, 41.
415  Farmer & Revens 1966, 43.
416  Robert, Rey-Debove & Rey 2017, 286. The French expression appears 
for the very first time in a pamphlet of  1790. 
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seventeenth-century Dutch paintings that depict the feeding of  a cat: for 
example, by Jan Steen, Gabriel Metsu, Cornelis Bisschop, and David Ryckaert 
III, as well as some Italian versions by Pietro Longhi and Giacomo Fr. Cipper.417 
A cracked wooden panel painting of  a group of  four (two men and two women) 
feeding a cat was sold at Bonham’s in the 1990s. Instead of  the man playing a 
gridiron, there is an old woman holding it, playing it with a spoon. Another quite 
similar painting, attributed to the Flemish School and dated to the seventeenth 
century, was sold in London in 2013.418 

The swaddling of  the cat is also quite outlandish. The cat is wrapped like a baby 
in a protective cocoon of  swaddling bands, meant to keep the baby warm and 
stop it from scratching itself  or touching its genitals, or inhibit its legs from 

417  See, for example, The Boy feeding his Cat by Cornelis Bisschop. Oil on 
panel, 42 x 57 cm, Museum Bredius; the Italian School of  the 17th century, a 
Follower of  Vincenzo Campi, The Porridge of  the Cat, Oil on canvas, 57 x 47 
cm. Gros & Delettrez, December 21, 2012, lot 40. The same subject showing a 
young couple or young children, a boy and a girl feeding a swaddled cat por-
ridge, is also attributed to the circle of  Pietro Longhi, The Patient, oil on canvas, 
46 x 36 cm, Dorotheum, Alte Meister, June 16, 2009, lot 99. A work with an 
old woman with spectacles and a man with a hat and moustache, happily grin-
ning and holding a cat in clothes and feeding it with a spoon (oil on panel, 31 
x 28,5 cm) was on sale at Boris Wilnitsky Fine Arts on January 26, 2011 and at 
Dorotheum, Alte Meister, October 2, 2012, lot 316. At Wilnitsky, the painting 
was attributed to Giacomo Fr. Cipper (c. 1700), and the subject was said to be 
“Adoption,” describing a childless family with an adopted cat. At Dorotheum, 
the painting was called Medicine for the Sick Cat and attributed to the circle of  
Giacomo Fr. Cipper. 
418  Feeding the Cat, oil on canvas, 46.4 x 59 cm. Sold at Christie’s Interiors – 
Masters and Makers, February 26, 2013, lot 455. Also, the third similar painting 
of  even poorer quality was sold at the Saleroom March 25, 2015, lot 1412. The 
painting’s attribution is out of  the question, but said to be “in the manner of  
Egbert van Heemskerk (1610–1680).”
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growing crooked. It was also believed that swaddling could prevent reassertion 
of  the child’s “nature,” to wit, regression to a more animal state, and inhibit the 
baby’s walking on “all fours” like other animals.419 The restraints were the result 
of  dangerous adult projections and fears surrounding the child. The practice 
of  swaddling the infant benefited the mother, at least since it has the effect of  
making the child passive and promoting sleep, thus giving the mother time to 
rest.420 How long the baby was kept swaddled is impossible to determine, but in 
all probability the time span was one to several months after birth.421 

The custom of  swaddling infants has been practiced by almost all nations in the 
past. Swaddling is also mentioned in several chapters of  the Bible. The prophet 
Ezekiel referred to this custom (Ezekiel 16:4), and swaddling appears again in the 
story of  Jesus’ birth (Luke 2:12).422 According to Morrison, the swaddling clothes 
were not just to keep Jesus warm or bind him in an imitation of  the closeness of  
the womb, and thereby relax the infant, but to collect the filth the human baby 
ejects.423 Images of  swaddled babies become common in the Nativity scenes of  
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, but in later Nativity scenes, and scenes 
of  Virgin Mary and the Child, Jesus is more often depicted naked or with a piece 
of  cloth.424 During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, attitudes toward 

419  DeMause 1995, 37; Marvick 1995, 269–270; Houlbrooke 1984, 130–
132; Mauriceau & Chamberlen 1736, 309.
420  L’Estrange 2008, 80; DeMause 1995, 37. 
421  Houlbrooke 1984, 130–132; DeMause 1995, 38.
422  At the time of  Jesus’ birth, there was the Jewish custom of  providing 
“lambs without blemish” for the temple sacrifice at Passover. To protect the 
first newborn lamb from blemish (as it needed to be, according to the Law), 
it was wrapped in swaddling cloth and placed in a food trough apart from the 
other sheep. Thus, Jesus was wrapped just like their sacrificial lamb after its 
birth. Kelly 2015. 
423  Morrison 2008, 93.
424  See, for example, The Nativity with the Prophets Isaiah and Ezekiel by Duc-
cio di Buoninsegna (c. 1308) in the Cathedral of  Siena, and The Nativity Scene by 
Giotto di Bondone (c. 1305) in the Scrovegni Chapel, Padua.
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swaddling started to change toward the negative in Europe.425 The swaddling of  
a cat is also depicted in several seventeenth- and eighteenth-century paintings 
and engravings, in which the cat plays the role of  a pet animal for children. The 
cat was promoted to the status of  a living doll.426 

From a psychohistorical point of  view, swaddling the infant marked the human 
being’s difference from an animal and the bestial side, whereas swaddling the 
cat humanized the animal. Could we interpret the swaddling clothes of  the cat 
as a metaphor for a loss of  sexual virility or imprisoning senses, such as lust? 
Could the swaddling even mean that the cat is already castrated (even though 
matou means a cat that is not castrated), and therefore it is wrapped in swaddling 
clothes, or it is just about to happen? Or, is the meaning that the swaddling 
clothes collect the filth (moralizing sexual lust, if  the porridge stands for semen)? 
Or, could we even interpret this to mean that the woman cannot conceive a child 
and therefore the couple has adopted a cat, which they treat like a real baby? 

 

Next we shall compare the print and the paintings. If  we regard the print as 
what is commonly called a “reproductive engraving,” it means that it faithfully 

425  For example, wet-nurses were accused of  leaving babies in their care 
swaddled for long periods without washing or comforting them. DeMause 
2002, 322; DeMause 1995, 38. 
426  See, for example, a French engraving by Charles-Nicholas Cochin the 
Younger (1715–1790) called L’Enfance (The Childhood), printed in 1741, which 
shows two little girls busy feeding porridge to their swaddled cat, while the cat 
does not look so happy with this tender care. The print is in the collection of  
the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (FRBNF44541825). See also A Children’s 
Bacchanal by the Flemish artist Lucas Luce, signed and dated 1634, oil on panel 
19.5 x 41 cm, recently on sale at Venduehuis, The Hague, 15.–17.11.2017, lot 
163. One of  the children is holding a swaddled cat.
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documents the original image of  either a painting or a drawing.427 Apart from 
no. 6, all the other paintings and the print are identically composed except in 
some small but significant details, such as the absence of  the long object in the 
hooded man’s hood in nos. 4, 7, 9, and the print. The shirt buttons are missing 
in the print and paintings nos. 4, 5, and 9. The ends of  the spoon handles also 
vary. The paintings of  Helsinki and Sotheby’s clearly show the same model, 
the golden rat-tailed silver trefid spoon. The size of  the red beret varies. Some 
compositions (nos. 2 and 5) also appear to be narrower in their picture plane. 
The cat has a dark spot above its left eye in the print, but not in all the painting. 
The man with a red cap has some change in the position of  his ear, his beard is 
thinner, and his upper-lip whiskers have disappeared in the Helsinki painting. In 
addition, the right side of  the Helsinki painting was overpainted later, and thus it 
differs from the print, where the bottom part of  the gridiron player’s costume is 
different. In general, the details are more visible in the print than in the paintings.

Painting no. 6 differs a lot in its characters and details, compared to the other 
paintings of  this group. It appeared recently in an art gallery specialized in Old 
Masters’ paintings, and according to the gallerist, it is an unsigned eighteenth-
century version of  a sixteenth-century anonymous version. The number of  
figures is reduced to three: the feeder of  the cat, the woman with the cat, and 
the gridiron player. The sharply cut line of  shadow and light in the background 
creates the feeling that this crazy grotesque group is outside, at the corner of  
some house. The types are clearly based on to Serenade to a Cat versions, although 
they are made more ridiculous, which also proves that the subject of  Serenade 
to a Cat was to be interpreted as humorous. The carnivalesque figures have a 
fish, cock’s head, sausage, hoof, and bird’s foot, besides eating tools, attached to 
their headgear. In the sixteenth-century comedies, the cock was employed as a 
symbol of  ridiculous love.428 The feeder of  the cat has a bottle of  wine under 
his arm, a wine glass à la façon de Venise behind his ear, and a mouse with 
an extinguished candle running along his shoulder. Both men have long, slim 

427  Pon 2004, 87.
428  Wind 1974, 31.
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handlebar moustaches. This painting might indicate that the subject was related 
to Carnival, as it is styled in a more grotesque and crazy direction. Furthermore, 
the name of  painting no. 9 refers to Carnival as well: Mardi Gras (“Shrove 
Tuesday”).

When we compare the paintings to one another, it becomes clear that no artist 
would paint the same subject with such different techniques and styles. But are 
nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 9 direct copies of  the Serenade to a Cat in Helsinki or is the 
Helsinki version a copy of  one of  these? Which one is the prototype? Or are 
they all independent interpretations of  some original painting, of  which the 
whereabouts are unknown? In order to answer these questions convincingly, we 
would need more technical and provenance information about the other Serenade 
to a Cat paintings than we have for the Helsinki version. Unfortunately, we do 
not have this. In the following chapter, we will survey copying and other forms 
of  artistic imitation, as well as the reasons for their making.

IV.3 Role of  Copies

There is no sharp distinction between the terms “copy,” “imitation,” “replica,” 
and “reproduction.” In most of  the literature, they are used interchangeably.429 
The pastiche is neither “original nor copy”; it is the invention of  a new work in 
a plausible past style, a hodgepodge of  borrowed forms from diverse sources. 
The pastiche is a non-existent but plausible work by the master, from which 
an ambitious forger can make some profit.430 The question of  originality is 
one of  the key concepts in the field of  art history. But what was the role of  
copies? Actually, it is not unusual to find several “versions” of  the same scene, 

429  Benhamou & Ginsburgh 2002, 39, 47. There are some other terms for 
different kinds of  copies and reproductions as well (e.g., “pastiche”, “variant”, 
“version”). 
430  Hoesterey 2001, 5; Nagel & Wood 2010, 289.
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as the schooling of  an artist was done (and still is in some countries) by copying 
masters. Pupils learned the artist’s profession in the master’s workshop from the 
bottom, grinding colors and preparing canvases, drawing by copying the master’s 
drawings, and perhaps publishing engravings. By copying in this way, the pupil 
would learn about composition, colors, and preparing and applying the paint.431 

As Nelson Goodman states, however, printmaking is autographic. For example, 
the etcher creates a plate from which impressions are made on paper. These 
prints are the end products; they may have differences, yet they are all instances 
of  the original work. Any copy produced other than by a printing from that plate 
is considered an imitation or forgery.432

When the Louvre opened to the public in 1793, the crowd of  artists executing 
copies to order soon became so large that the museum had to adopt the rule that 
no more than three copyists could simultaneously copy the same painting.433 The 
whole idea of  copying is meant to develop one’s skill to perfection, and to build 
a memory in one’s mind and in one’s hand.434 Painters copied other painters (and 
also lesser artists) and their own works as well (autograph replicas). For example, 
Rubens copied Caravaggio and Titian, and El Greco’s son produced copies of  
his father’s works. Jan Bruegel II priced original paintings at roughly twice the 
cost of  a copy of  the same by his own hand. The size, the support, and the 
medium were the same, and thus only the invention in the original could account 

431  Kirby 1999, 7–8; Cavazzini 2008, 59.
432  Goodman 1976, 114. Marcantonio had published several engravings 
imitating Dürer’s woodcuts and even copying Dürer’s monogram. Dürer con-
sidered Marcantonio’s works to be forgeries for the purpose of  profit. Venetian 
Signoria allowed Marcantonio to publish copies of  Dürer’s prints, but without 
Dürer’s monogram. Nagel & Wood 2010, 285.
433  Benhamou & Ginsburgh 2002, 50.
434  Cavazzini 2008, 66.
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for the price difference.435 Copying has also led to many wrong attributions. 
Different research projects, such as the RRP, have tried to resolve the question 
of  copies and originals by identifying the “genuine” hand of  the master from 
those of  his assistants and other minor artists. 

Copies of  works of  art are often viewed as being of  inferior quality, compared 
to the original work, and they are usually cheaper. According to Benhamou 
and Ginsburgh, it was also the growing art market’s demand for paintings 
that influenced the production and supply of  copies. Collecting art became a 
fashionable activity among kings, noblemen, and even simple connoisseurs, 
especially in the early seventeenth century. It was considered a proof  of  artistic 
talent that someone could produce a perfect copy of  the work of  a great 
master.436 Counterfeiters of  the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had no fear 
of  going to prison; moral condemnation and loss of  patronage were their only 
possible punishments. However, some artists tried to protect themselves against 
counterfeits by keeping a complete list of  all their works.437

Ancient writers did not articulate a concept of  art forgery or reproduction of  
art, because painting and sculpture were not considered liberal, “free” arts, but 
they were quite alert to the possibility of  literary forgery.438 It can be difficult 
to draw the cutting line between school-pieces and forgeries. Yet, one should 
note that there is a different intention with forgeries, which are produced to 
deceive. A famous story related to fraud concerns Michelangelo’s Sleeping Cupid, 
the sculpture he carved in 1495. Michelangelo conditioned the sculpture to look 
like an antique piece, and it was sold for a higher price to a cardinal. The work 

435  Benhamou & Ginsburgh 2002, 40–41; De Marchi & Van Miegroet 
2006, 98.
436  Benhamou & Ginsburgh 2002, 41.
437  Wittkower & Wittkower 1969, 202. For example, Claude Lorrain and 
Elisabetta Sirani kept records of  their works of  art.
438  Nagel & Wood 2010, 279.
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was not a direct copy of  some existing antique sculpture, but a pastiche. The 
story served to enhance the perception of  Michelangelo’s mastery in competing 
with the ancient masters.439 According to Goodman, a forgery of  a work of  art 
is an object falsely purporting to have the history of  production requisite for the 
(or an) original of  the work.440 Forgeries purport to be originals, they deny the 
aesthetic superiority of  the original, and they are often as expensive as originals. 
Benhamou and Ginsburgh claim that the popularity of  catalogues raisonnés started 
in the nineteenth century, “in order to ‘close’ the oeuvre of  an artist, at the very 
moment at which the standard practice of  copying by using the same medium 
started to enter in competition with other means such as photography.”441 

Copies are mostly made by using the same media, and they try to imitate 
the original work as perfectly as possible. When an apprentice proceeded in 
his master’s workshop to the level of  painting with paint and brushes, he did 
not paint his own inventions but started by duplicating another picture, often 
an original by his master.442 This practice and the fact that the master often 
corrected his students’ works are demonstrated by the production of  numerous 
copies, which were sometimes sold as autographs, whether the master approved 
of  that or not. These paintings were much sought after by minor art collectors 
and merchants.443 Accordingly, the pupil himself  often specialized in the same 
subject matter as his master. Painting the same theme made it easier for the master 
to correct his students, because the apprentices’ strengths and weaknesses were 
then more obvious.444 Instead of  copying, a student could also produce a replica 
by tracing with mechanical means. Those who continued producing replicas by 
tracing for a living were considered to have the lowest rank of  artistic ability.445 

439  Hirst & Dunkerton 1994, 20–24.
440  Goodman 1976, 122.
441  Benhamou & Ginsburgh 2002, 39.
442  Cavazzini 2008, 68.
443  Cavazzini 2008, 69.
444  North 1997, 66–67.
445  Cavazzini 2008, 69–70.
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However, copies were also commissioned for a variety of  reasons, for example, 
as gifts to send to friends and patrons, as substitutes for originals in locations – 
such as villas in the countryside – where they could be stolen, or as replacements 
of  works that had been given away or sold.446 

When an artist copies his own works, the copies have almost the same value 
as the originals. Copies are both sub-products and artworks in their own right. 
Copies are often held by art historians as a source of  knowledge of  the earlier 
phases and condition of  a work of  art, and they also preserve the memory 
of  lost artworks. The signing of  works of  art became more important in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, perhaps as a result of  a separation being 
made between the art markets of  copies and originals. In practice, copies were 
produced by artists often unknown to us today.

The painting copies and the prints testify to the popularity of  the theme. Some 
of  the Serenade to a Cat versions are of  lesser quality, which possibly means they 
were made in a second-rate workshop, or that the master’s work was passively 
copied by his students for the open market. As mentioned in the earlier chapter, 
it was also possible that some of  these painters had not completed their training, 
they had moved to another town or country, or they had not paid their guild 
dues, what was the reason for their production of  copies. The original Serenade to 
a Cat painting may have been copied (and the prints published) for only a limited 
period, depending on its popularity. Unfortunately, we cannot determine which 
one is the original version, or if  it is still somewhere waiting to be found. 

446  Cavazzini 2008, 121. 
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V 

Other Paintings Depicting 

a Group of  People with a Cat 

In this chapter, two comparable groups of  paintings with a cat theme are 
discussed in relation to their traditional attribution and interpretation, the origin 
of  their iconographic type, the branch of  literature and the visual tradition they 
belong to (if  any), and how our Serenade to a Cat theme is related to them. We will 
also discuss the symbolism of  cats in these paintings.447 

There are no self-evident visual precedents for the subject of  a group or a 
woman holding a cat. A Dutch drawing by an unidentified artist from the early 
sixteenth century depicts a peasant woman kneeling on the ground and holding 
a cat on her lap. There are three men, one playing bagpipes, the other doing the 
“eyelid pull” (a hand gesture which warns to be watchful), and the third man in 
his fool’s cap pulled back and with a decorated staff  is a jester, holding a spoon 
out to the woman, possibly begging for money or pointing to folly. The satirical 
or proverbial subject is not identified.448 The first paintings of  that type seem to 
appear in the first half  of  the sixteenth century. Two portrait paintings serve as 
examples: one by Francesco d’Ubertino Verdi, called Bachiacca449 (1494–1557), 

447  However, it is not within the scope of  this study to take a decisive 
stand on the debates of  attribution and dating of  these other cat paintings.
448  The British Museum, Prints & Drawings, pen and brown ink on paper, 
202 x 127 mm, reg. no. SL, 5236.3; https://www.britishmuseum.org/collec-
tion/object/P_SL-5236-3 (accessed September 2, 2019).
449  Portrait of  a Young Woman with a Cat, oil on panel, 53.6 x 43.8 cm, c. 
1525, auctioned at Christie’s, New York, January 30, 2013, lot 151; in the other 
painting, the spotted feline is actually a lynx. Woman with a Lynx, oil on pop-
lar wood, 26 x 19 cm, dated 1540s, Staatliche Museen, Berlin. See also the lot 
essay of  Bachiacca’s woman in the painting Portrait of  a Young Woman with a Cat, 
http://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/antonio-dubertino-verdi-called-bachi-
acca-florence-1499-1572-5649720-details.aspx (accessed July 27, 2017). 
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# ARTIST OR 

ATTRIBUTION

TITLE DATE TECHNIQUES 

AND SIZE

DESCRIPTION COLLECTION

10. Unknown, Lombard School Four People 

Laughing 

with a Cat

16th century - Three men and a 
woman with a cat, 
the only painting 
in which a woman’s 
ringed right hand is 
visible

Current whereabouts 
unknown. 1 

11. Attrib. Niccolò Frangipane Quatre têtes 

riant à la 

vue d’un chat 

(Four People 

Laughing at 

the Sight of a 

Cat)

c. 1540–1550 Oil on panel, 
52 x 86 cm

Two men and two 
women with a cat

Musée des Beaux-
Arts, Angers, inv. no. 
318. 2 

12. Unknown, Lombard School Quattro figure 

ridenti e un 

gatto (Four 

Laughing 

Figures and a 

Cat)

16th century Oil on panel, 
64 x 80 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

Il Museo dell'Acca-
demia Ligustica di 
Belle Arti, Genoa, 
inv. no. 57. 3 

1 Known only as a photograph in the article of Meijer 1971, 263, pl. 3.
2 The painting is ascribed to Niccolò Frangipane in the museum’s inventory, 
but the attribution was neglected by Meijer, who regards it as done by some 
anonymous Lombard painter. Meijer 1971, 263. The writing on the backside 
of the painting indicates it as “Originale by Giovan Bellini.” The painting most 
probably belonged to the Roman collection of Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini, 
where it was catalogued under the name Vincenzo Campi by Giovanni Battista 
Agucchi. Paliaga 1995, 145. The provenance is Coll. marquis Giovanni Pietro 
Campana, Rome; acquired in 1861, Musée Napoléon III; deposited by the State 
to the museum in 1863. Christophe Brouard has dated the painting to around 
1540–1550, and he considers the Angers version as the oldest one in the Lombard 
group. Brouard 2017, 82–83.
3 After its donation by Marquis Gerolamo Gavotti in 1894, the painting 
was recorded as a work by the Venetian School. In the catalogue of 1963, it 
was attributed to Niccolò Frangipane because of its close stylistic affinities with 
Frangipane’s other work Bacchanal (il Museo della Fondazione Querini Stampalia 
di Venezia). See Torriti 1963. In the catalogue of 1988 it was proposed that the 
painting could be the Lombard prototype, established by Lomazzo. Baccheschi 
1988, 61. However, Meijer attributed it to the circle of Vincenzo Campi. Meijer 
1989, 586.
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13. Unknown, Lombard School An Allegorical 

Subject

c. 1550 Oil on panel, 
41 x 53.5 cm

Two women and two 
men, of which one 
wears a turban and 
holds a posy

Private collection, 
France; Sotheby’s, 
Paris, June 26, 2019, 
lot 21; Galerie Jean-
Max Tassel, Paris,; 
Sotheby’s, London, 
June 15, 1983, lot 
106. 4 

14. Unknown, Lombard School Four People 

Laughing 

with a Cat

16th century - A woman and three 
men, of which one 
is laughing with his 
mouth quite open

Current whereabouts 
unknown. 5 

15 Unknown, Lombard-Vene-
tian School

Quattro figure 

ridenti e un 

gatto (Four 

Laughing 

Figures and a 

Cat)

16th century Oil on panel, 
40 x 58 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

In the collection of 
Museo Civico di 
Novara until July 24, 
1974, when it was 
stolen. Inv. no. 44.

16. Unknown, Flemish School, 
Circle of Jan Massys

Personnages 

riant avec un 

chat (Charac-

ters Laughing 

with a Cat)

c. 1540 Oil on panel, 
54.5 x 73.5 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

Private Swiss (?) 
Collection.6  Current 
whereabouts un-
known.

4 At the sale of Sotheby’s London, the painting was attributed to the 
Milanese School of the first half of the sixteenth century.
5 Known only as a photograph in the article of Meijer 1971, 264, pl. 7.
6 According to Claude Lapaire, the former director of the Musée d’Art et 
d’Histoire in Geneva, the painting was very colorful and in good condition in 
1986, when it was loaned to the museum by its owner, a foreign lady, who had 
acquired the painting some years earlier in London. Its current whereabouts 
are unknown. Personal e-mail to the author, May 20, 2012. Jan Białostocki 
referred to this painting in his handwritten letter of December 30, 1986 to 
Marja Supinen (SAM). He wrote that he saw it at the exhibition in Geneva, 
and it lacked precise attribution. Earlier the painting was attributed to the 
circle of Jan Massys in the photograph catalogue of Fondazione Federico Zeri (inv. no. 

79964), but now to an anonymous Lombard artist of the sixteenth century. The painting is 
titled I Commedianti (“Comedians”).
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17. Unknown, Lombard School I Comme-

dianti (The 

Comedians)

c. 1575–1599 Oil on canvas, 
78 x 103 cm

Three men, a woman, 
and a cat wearing a 
cloth with a white 
lace collar

Recognized in the 
antique market of 
Torino in 1981. 
Current whereabouts 
unknown.7  

18. Niccolò Frangipane Four People 

Laughing 

with a Cat

16th century Oil on canvas, 
78.5 x 102.5 
cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

Sotheby’s Florence, 
May 27–29, 1985, 
lot 525.8 

19. Niccolò Frangipane, Vene-
tian School

Personaggi 

Umoristici 

(Humoristic 

Characters)

16th century Oil on canvas, 
60 x 85 cm

A woman and three 
men, of whom one 
is black

Cacace Art Gallery 
, Naples, on sale 
January 9, 2017.

20. Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo Three Men 

with a Wom-

an Holding 

a Cat

16th century Oil on panel, 
43.2 x 61 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

Sotheby’s New York, 
January 26, 2012, 
lot 17. 9 

21. Vincenzo Campi Scene Popu-

laire (Popular 

Scene)

16th century Oil on panel, 
42 x 60 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

Sold at Galerie FC 
Paris, January 2017. 

22. (Anonymous Dutch) Circle 
of Vincenzo Campi

An Allegory of 

Hypocrisy

Late 16th/ 
early 17th 
century

Oil on canvas, 
43.5 x 57.5 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a black 
cat

Arthouse Hejtmánek, 
May 22, 2014, lot 
30. 10 

7 The painting is listed in the photograph catalogue of Fondazione Federico Zeri as 
a work by an anonymous artist and earlier attributed to Niccolò Frangipane. FFZ, inv. no. 
79963.

8 This painting is mentioned in Pagnotta 1997, 87, note 97. However, it 
was not found in the auction catalogue, therefore also no image available.
9 Property of the Lise Haas Trust. The painting was confiscated and 
allocated to the Fuehrermuseum in Linz (inventory no. 2632), restituted 
in May 1948 (MCCP inventory no. 1707) and thence by descent. See also 
Lille 2003, 93, inv. no. 7 (as North Italian Painter of the 16th century, under 
Lombard influence).
10 In the auction catalogue the painting was at first attributed to the 
Dutch School, but then the attribution was finally changed to the circle of 
Vincenzo Campi.
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23. Follower of Vincenzo 

Campi

Joyeuse 

assemblée 

avec un 

chat (Happy 

Meeting with 

a Cat)

17th century Oil on canvas, 
56 x 100 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

Tajan, June 23, 2008, 
lot 1. 

24. Unknown, Circle of 
Lomazzo, Lombard 

Figure a 

mezzo busto 

con un gatto 

(Half-length 

Figures with 

a Cat)

16th century Black and red 
pencil, crayon, 
white chalk, 
white paper, 
28.3 x 43 cm

Three men and a 
woman with a cat

Le Gallerie dell’Ac-
cademia, Venice, inv. 
no. 1205.11  

25. Attrib. Giovanni Paolo 
Lomazzo

Tre uomini 

con una don-

na che tiene 

una gazza 

(Three Men 

and a Woman 

Who Holds a 

Magpie)

16th century Oil on panel,
65 x 88 cm

Three men and a 
woman who holds a 
magpie

Wannenes Art Auc-
tion, November 29, 
2018, lot 534.

11 In past inventories, the drawing was considered to varying degrees as a work by an unknown 
nineteenth century artist, as the seventeenth-century copy of the Lombard-Venetian School, 
as a derivation from an original, probably by some nineteenth-century German artist. Ruggeri 
1982, 72. The earlier owner of the drawing, the Milanese collector Giuseppe Bossi, had written 
on the backside some information, in which he referred to a similar kind of composition in 
the collection of Alessandro Vedani and which was incorrectly attributed to Leonardo by the 
Milanese scholar Venanzio De Pagave (Milan 1722–1803). The current existence of this similar 
composition is not known. Paliaga 1995, 143–144. 
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and a mysterious painting titled Portrait of  a Young Man Holding a Dog and a Cat, 
attributed to Dosso Dossi (c. 1486–1542), which shows an exotic young man (?) 
wearing a curious white turban and accompanied by a cat and a dog (interpreted as 
a metaphor for the two conflicting sides of  a man’s personality).450 In Bachiacca’s 
painting Portrait of  a Young Woman with a Cat, a lady in her sumptuous yellow 
dress is cradling her dear pet while glancing quite seductively at her viewer. Pet-
keeping was not quite a new thing; for example, the Franciscans were famous 
for being overly devoted to animals, but paintings like Bachiacca’s illustrate the 
new position that cats had obtained in domestic households, as the Renaissance 
humanist ideals also permeated to the relationship between humans and animals. 
Instead of  only serving humans as rodent hunters or material for furs, cats also 
turned into loved pets for the aristocracy.451 This is further exemplified by the 

450  Youth with Cat and Dog, oil on panel, 27.8 x 24.9 cm, dated c. 
1520–1530, inv. no. WA1956.15, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, En-
gland; http://www.ashmolean.org/ash/objects/makedetail.php?p-
mu=730&mu=732&gty=qsea&sec=&dtn=15&sfn=Artist%20Sort,Ti-
tle&cpa=1&rpos=0&key=WA1956.15 (accessed January 16, 2017). Perhaps the 
dog and the cat in a portrait of  Cleophea Krieg von Bellikon (1538) by Hans 
Asper (1499–1571) in the Kunsthaus Zürich refer to the two temperaments 
or to the battle of  the sexes. The cat is shown happily smirking in the lap of  
its mistress while the dog has placed its front paws on her skirt and showing 
its teeth to the cat. In the Dutch folk tradition, the girl with a cat in her arms 
is a symbol of  unpredictability and a treacherous character, as opposed to that 
of  the boy with a dog in his arms, which is a symbol of  reliability and gentle 
character. Wannenes 31.5. 2017, lot 602, written by Riccardo Lattuada.
451  The first known portrait of  a man with his cat was attributed to Titian 
(now to the sixteenth-century Venetian School). The inventories of  Prince 
Leopoldo de’Medici collections from the years 1663–1667 have a record of  
”half-figure of  a man with black beard, who holds a small cat under his right 
arm.” The painting is now in the collections of  Palazzo Pitti (inv. 1890 no. 
5156). Sframeli 2009, 10, 40.  
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fact that in the Oxford English Dictionary, the oldest record of  the word ‘pet’ 
used for animals dates from 1539.452 On the other hand, the painting attributed to 
Dosso Dossi demonstrates that during the sixteenth century, cats were animals 
pregnant with meaning and strong metaphors.

V.1 Lombard Group

As Jan Białostocki already noted above, Serenade to a Cat bears some analogies 
with a group of  secular paintings from the second half  of  the sixteenth century, 
all of  North Italian origin. Unidealized naturalism was the stylistic feature that 
marked the visual arts of  the Lombard School since the late fifteenth century, 
finding its greatest expression in the works of  Caravaggio. The group of  paintings 
whose central assembly consists of  four people—three men and a women, or 
two men and two women, with a cat—is generally called here the Lombard 
group, as Lombardy seems to be the motif ’s place of  origin.453 The woman is 
always holding a cat in her arms, yet the cat is not swaddled. This peculiar theme 
seems to have been quite popular as it was often repeated with some variations. 

Since 1971, when Bert W. Meijer published five of  these paintings,454 the debate 
about the attributions and the search for the prototype have loomed large.455 

452  Boehrer 2007, 21, 26.
453  The eastern part of  modern Lombardy, with cities like Brescia and 
Bergamo, belonged to the Venetian Republic from the fifteenth century until 
the Napoleonic Era, except for the sack by the French in 1512 and the six fol-
lowing years. 
454  Meijer 1971, 259–266, fig. nos. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.
455  See, e.g., the Genoese painting (no. 12) and the drawing (no. 24) were 
dealt with in the exhibition catalogue Rabisch, Il grottesco nell’ arte del Cinquecento, 
Milano, 1998, cat. nos. 15 and 16. The drawing was treated in Ruggeri 1982, 
72–73, no. 56. For a discussion of  the drawing and the group presented by 
Meijer, see Paliaga 1995, 143–157, and Hochmann 2017, 14–22, 82–84. The 
painting of  Angers and the group of  paintings with a cat were discussed in 
Pagnotta 1997. The painting attributed to Lomazzo was presented in the cata-
logue of  Sotheby’s New York, Januray 26, 2012, lot 17, 44–47.
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These works of  art have been mainly attributed to the Lombard-Venetian or  
Milanese  Schools,  Vincenzo  Campi  (1536–1591),  Niccolò  Frangipane  (active  
1563–1597),  or  Giovanni  Paolo  Lomazzo.  However,  it  is  quite  unanimously  
accepted that even though many of these paintings were executed by North 
Italian painters—whose identities are difficult to discern—they are close in spirit  
to the circle of Lomazzo and the Accademia della Val di Blenio. Lomazzo was 
a Milanese painter and art theorist who drew and painted grotesque characters 
and expressive faces.456 Among the artists of the Academy, Leonardo’s legacy 
was valued, and thus it is not surprising that in his Trattato, Lomazzo often refers 
to him. In addition, some features of the characters in these paintings seem to 
have been derived from Leonardo’s works.

Paintings  nos.  10  to  14  from  the  list  of   Meijer,  as  well  as  the  drawing,  were  
discussed in earlier studies; so is no. 20 in the auction catalogue. The remaining 
ten are my own new additions to the list. To this group of the same theme 
belong the following paintings (nos. 10–25, see the images in Chap. XI).457

One more painting should be mentioned here that recently appeared on the art 
market. The painting is attributed to Lomazzo, and it represents three men and 
a woman holding a magpie. With his red hat, the man on the left side is clearly 
based on the same models, and he is feeding the magpie with the aid of  a stick. 
The woman with her necklace also apparently derives from the same models 

456  See, e.g., Grotesque Head, oil on panel, 26 x 18 cm, Private collection.
457  One version was also recorded in the collection Farnese del Palazzo 
del Giardino a Parma in 1680, which was ascribed to Bruegel. Paliaga 1998, 
147. 
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as the women in the Lombard group. The man next to her on the right side is 
wearing some white cap, and in my opinion he could also be a “she.” The man 
next to him/her is the most different figure compared to the cat paintings; he 
is bald but wearing a beard, and he is laughing so that he reveals his teeth. He is 
pointing with his index finger at the woman holding the magpie.458

While the support and the sizes of  the Lombard group paintings may vary, the 
format is always horizontal. The style and quality differ in every painting. If  
we regard the attribution of  the Sotheby’s painting (no. 20) as valid, we might 
assume that Lomazzo or his workshop is the possible author of  the drawing as 
well. The panel in the Sotheby’s painting has pouncing marks throughout the 
composition, which were then connected with pen and brush to form a template 
for the final painting. The drawing was most probably used as a transfer to create 
a final painting. However, as the sizes of  the drawing and painting are quite 
different, and no other painting of  the size of  the cartoon is known, the sheet 
might present a first draft of  the composition, which was then enlarged onto 
a bigger piece of  paper for the final cartoon.459 The painting attributed to the 
Lomazzo (no. 20) and ex-Novara (no. 15) versions follow stylistically and in their 
details of  the drawing, so that they are most evidently by the same hand, or at 
least made in the same workshop.460 The other close derivatives of  the drawing 
are nos. 10, 12, 16, 17, 21, and 22. 

458  Magpies are often associated with death in Western art; see, e.g., The 
Magpie on the Gallows by Pieter Bruegel the Elder, oil on wood, Hessisches 
Landesmuseum, Darmstadt. Magpies are also believed to be gossips, which 
can lead to hanging. Ovid tells a story in his Metamorphoses about nine haughty 
daughters of  Pierus, who were transformed into magpies after losing a sing-
ing competition. The magpies were thus associated with the idea of  poetic or 
musical competition. Cohen 2008, 48–49. For more about the magpie’s sym-
bolism, see Dittrich & Dittrich 2005. 
459  Sotheby’s New York, January 26, 2012, 46.
460  Sotheby’s New York, January 26, 2012, 47. 
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In all of  these paintings, the figures are depicted in half-length against a dark 
uniform background. The half-length figures create a sense of  proximity. The 
paintings are seemingly based on the same model or prototype, even though 
there are some differences of  detail (e.g., in faces, gender, costumes, jewelry, 
poses, hand gestures, and the colors of  the clothes and cats). The two figures 
on the right side have more variation than the others. In the paintings with three 
male figures, the adolescent boy next to a woman has turned his head slightly 
upward so that his nostrils are revealed; he is also smiling broadly, showing 
his teeth—a sign of  being uncouth, as we have seen. In one of  the paintings 
(no. 19), the boy is grinning in the same way but his race has changed from 
white to black. The number of  African people from the sixteenth century until 
the eighteenth century in Europe was relatively small, and they were mostly 
slaves at princely courts. The dark-skinned were often dressed exotically, kept as 
curiosities who acted as “pets” for noble women and as body servants and horse 
grooms for men.461 Blacks, Jews, Turks, and so forth were exotic characters (the 
ethnic others) in contemporary commedia dell’arte and theater plays, like the Moor 
of  Venice in Shakespeare’s tragic play Othello. In my opinion, the addition of  a 
dark-skinned boy (or a man with a turban) to these paintings confirms that the 
Lombard group could depict comedians, as the title of  no. 16 indicates. This 
painting and nos. 14 and 23 are the most remote versions compared to the 
drawing in many other details as well. In these two last-mentioned paintings, the 
man on the right side seems to be singing (or shouting), with his jaw dropped.

The cat’s color changes in the paintings from white, grey, striped, and brownish 
to black. It is always depicted sitting calmly on the woman’s arms (the first on 
the left side) and looking toward the right side. The cat is wrapped in some kind 
of  cloth (but not swaddled), with a white lace collar like a child in painting no. 
17. The man on the right side of  the paintings has some kind of  a flapped beret 
protecting his neck and ears, which is quite similar in all of  these paintings and the 
drawing, except in nos. 11 (barett), 13 (turban),462 and 14 and 23 (some kind of  

461  Bindman 2010, 1.
462  In sixteenth-century Venice, Jews were obliged to wear turbans with a 
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cap). The man with a turban could be a Turk, which since the sixteenth century 
was a symbol of  virtue,463 and he could add the exotic touch for a comedy play. 
The figures depicted are mere types, not exact portraits. For example, some of  
the heads in these paintings, like the man with a turban and a jutting jaw, seem 
to be based on the models of  Leonardo’s grotesque studies, the small drawings 
of  heads which he called visi monstruosi (“monstrous faces”).464 Leonardo’s Five 
Grotesque Heads (c. 1490) is important in this case, as it shows a composition 
of  a group of  five, of  which one is laughing so that his tonsils are practically 
visible.465 He could be the model for the adolescent boy with the broad smile 
in the Lombard group (usually the second one on the right side, but also those 
with jaws dropped in paintings nos. 14 and 23). There is not a known painting 
by Leonardo of  this unusual scene, and his grotesque drawings have later 
been interpreted as studies of  physiognomy.466 In addition to human anatomy, 
Leonardo was also interested in cats’ movements, and he drew several studies 
of  them. His cats are licking themselves, prowling, sneaking, sitting, standing, 
sleeping, and fighting in typical cats’ poses, which were apparently studied from 
life.467 His cat studies may have been inspirational for the Lombard group of  

star. Meijer 1972b, 102. In the Turkish Empire, Turks wore white turbans, the 
Jews yellow ones. Rubens & Laver 1967, 32, 34, 36. Turbans were also asso-
ciated with gypsies and thus with both superstition and deceit. Gypsies were 
believed to have descended from ancient Egyptians, which explains the turban 
headgear they wore. Silver 2006, 60.
463  Verberckmoes 1999, 62.
464  Unknown (after Leonardo), Head of  an Old Man with a Turban, New 
York Public Library, Spencer Collection, II, 48. 
465  Leonardo’s Five Grotesque Heads (RL 12495), Royal Library, Windsor 
Castle, London. The drawing shows an old and dignified man (Caesar?) in pro-
file wearing a wreath of  oak leaves around his head; he is surrounded by four 
other figures, who are grinning in a malicious way.
466  Orenstein 2011, 23.
467  See Leonardo’s cat studies of  black chalk, pen and ink, wash, 27.0 x 
21.0 cm (sheet of  paper), RCIN 912363, The Royal Collection, H.M. Queen 
Elizabeth II, dated c. 1513 – 1517.

paintings.
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Lomazzo mentions in his Trattato that Leonardo “il quale perciò molto si dilettò di 
disegnare vecchi, & villani, & villane diformi che ridessero” (“was very delighted 
to draw old men & deformed peasants, and women laughing”). Furthermore, 
Lomazzo tells that Aurelio Luini owned the now lost little book (libricciuolo) 
containing about fifty of  Leonardo’s red chalk drawings of  laughing peasants.468 
Luini was one of  the Accademici, and thus a direct intermediary and source of  
Leonardo’s grotesques for Lomazzo and other artists of  the Academy of  Val 
di Blenio. In the women of  the Lombard group, Meijer has also seen some 
resemblance to the various head studies of  Leda by Leonardo.469 The bearded 
young man on the right side of  these paintings always has a twisted pose, his 
head turned toward us, laughing and showing his teeth. His twisted pose reminds 
The Christ in one of  Leonardo’s drawings.470 In conclusion, Leonardo’s influence 
seems quite evident in the figures of  the Lombard group. 

The ridiculous in the Lombard group of  paintings is expressed by bawdy, smiling 
faces. Some of  the figures seem to be looking at each other, as if  laughing 
together in mutual understanding. The existence of  the spectator of  the painting 
is demonstrated by the eyes and turned heads of  the characters, which seem to 
watch us as they share their merriment, even though the reason for that emotion 
is unclear. In that sense, the scene is theatrical and the characters resemble actors, 
that is, comedians. The comic effect is reinforced by the hand gesture in painting 
no. 13, in which the man on the left side is pointing his index finger at the 

468  Lomazzo 1584, Book VI, chap. XXXII, 360. “Leonardo: il quale per-
ciò molto si dilettò di disegnare vecchi e villani e villane diformi che ridessero, 
i quali si veggono ancora in diversi luoghi, tra quali forsi di cinquanta, designati 
di sua mano, ne tiene Aurelio Lovino uno libricciuolo.”
469  Meijer 1971, 265.
470  Cristo portacroce, c. 1490–1495, in the Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice; 
Paliaga 1995, 147.
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woman and the cat. This gesture is important, as it probably reveals the reason 
for the merriment in all these pictures: the cat. On his index finger, as in painting 
no. 12, the man wears a ring, which may have some sexual significance.471 The 
drawing and other paintings (excluding nos. 11, 12, 14, and 23) show the man on 
the left side with his hand extended from his mantle at chest height, and his palm 
turned upward. The same hand gesture with a mantle appears also in Heraclitus 
and Democritus, attributed to Lomazzo,472 and in Portrait of  Leonardo by Giovan 
Ambrogio Figino,473 the Lombard artist close to Lomazzo and his circle. 

All of  the devices mentioned above, used to show the ridiculous in paintings, 
were also listed by Lomazzo in the sixth Book of  his Trattato, which deals with 
the compositions of  joy and laughter. He mentions open mouths, flaring nostrils, 
and the displaying of  teeth: “…showing those carefree faces, turned upward, & 
to the other side, & in other ways looking at each other, laughing, & breaking 
the jaws, showing the teeth, opening the mouth obscenely in a new & different 
act of  laughter, flaring the nostrils, & hiding the eyes in the heads...”474 Leonardo 
had insisted that a skillful painter can cause a similar mood in the viewer as 

471  Porzio 2008, 124.
472  Benvenuti-Martinez Collection in Milan. The representation of  the 
two Greek philosophers on the front of  a globe symbolizes the two polar op-
posites: Heraclitus is weeping for mankind and Democritus is laughing because 
of  it. In literature, see, e.g., Juvenal’s Tenth Satire. Franco Paliaga has also no-
ticed the stylistic similarities between the ex-Novara painting and Heraclitus and 
Democritus attributed to Lomazzo, which is why he considers that the ex-Novara 
version should be ascribed to Lomazzo. Paliaga 1995, 148, fig. 8.
473  Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice, no. 834. The image of  Heraclitus in 
the aforementioned painting is a mirror image of  Leonardo’s portrait. 
474  “…facendo vedere quei volti spensierati, rivolti chi all’in sù, & chi per 
fianco, & altri in altre maniere che di rincontro guardandosi, ridano, & smas-
cellino, mostrando i denti, aprendo sconciamente la bocca in nuovo, & diverso 
atto di ridere, allargando le narici, & nascondendo gli occhi nel capo…” Loma-
zzo 1584, Book VI, chap. XXXII, 359. 
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the figures represent in the painting.475 Accordingly, the figures in the Lombard 
group seem to closely follow Lomazzo’s advice how a picture can show joy and 
laughter. Maybe we should interpret the Lombard group as a visual attempt to 
provoke laughter in a viewer, as challenged by Leonardo. 

Lomazzo gave the credit of  the iconographic start of  this motif  to the Lombard 
Michelino da Besozzo (also known as Michelino de Mulinari/Michelino de 
Molinari, active 1370–1450). In his Trattato, Lomazzo tells about the lost painting 
by Michelino da Besozzo, which depicts two men and two women with a cat for 
an erotic and humorous atmosphere: 

Michelino, a very old Milanese painter of  about 150 years ago, and the 
foremost in Italy in those days, as his works attest, & every sort of  animal 
he painted stupendously, made a laughable oddity in paint, which is still 
copied, which really was beautiful and worth describing. He depicted four 
rustics that are laughing together, two men and two women, & the oldest 
was all shaven, who is watching on every side & laughing, as enjoying 
beyond all limits, one could not find a man so melancholic & sad that is 
not moved to laughter by gazing him; while with his left hand he touches 
lasciviously the peasant woman to his left, who has a cat in her arm that 
also seems to amuse itself  by wagging its tail, & catches with her right 
hand the hose of  the old man who is laughing, looking at him in the face 
& laughing in the act of  enjoying it all, & behind this another peasant 

475  “The elements of  narrative paintings ought to move those who look 
at or contemplate them in the same way as him whom the narrative painting 
represents. That is, if  the narrative painting represents terror, fear, flight, sor-
row, weeping or lamentation; or pleasure, joy, laughter and similar conditions, 
the minds of  those who view it ought to move their limbs so that they seem to 
find themselves in the same situation which the figures in the narrative painting 
represent. If  they do not do so, the skill of  the painter is in vain” (Da Vinci 
1956, 110). 
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woman is placed, who is laughing less, but in a convenient act as her equal, 
& that is why the clothes of  the other peasant are raised & she tries to put 
her left hand in his hose, which causes him to make a huge smile, so much 
that one can almost hear the din, at any rate showing his teeth with such 
an open jaw that one could count them. But what gives them great charm 
are their hats made in the old style, with the rest of  their garments, that 
was then used by the peasants, & still in our days are used by some, but 
not so ridiculous.476 

Lomazzo mentioned that the subject was still imitated in his time, meaning for 
more than a century. Only paintings nos. 11, 13, 14, and 23 follow Lomazzo’s 

476  “Michelino, vecchissimo pittore Milanese, già di cento cinquanta anni, 
& principale di quei tempi in Italia, come fanno fede le opere sue, & gli ani-
mali d’ogni sorte ne quali fu stupendissimo, fece già in dipintura una bizarria 
da ridere, la quale va ancora attorno accopiata, che veramente per esser bella è 
degna d’essere raccotata. Egli s’imaginò quattro villani che ridono insieme, due 
maschi, & due femmine, & finse il più vecchio tutto raso, il quale stà guardando 
d’ogni intorno & ridendo, come che goda oltre misura, che non si trovi huomo 
così malancolico & tristo, che non si muova a riso in rimirarlo; mentre che con 
la mano manca tocca lascivamente la villana che si tiene alla sinistra, la quale 
hà nel braccio un gatto che sembra anch’egli d’allegrarsi dimenando la coda, 
& caccia la mano destra nelle calze al vechio che ride, guardandolo nel volto, 
& ridendo, in atto di godere del tutto: Et dietro a questa collocò l’altra villana, 
la quale ride un poco meno, mà in atto conveniente appunto ad una sua pari; 
e ciò perché gli sono alzati i panni dall’altro villano, & perché ella pone à lui la 
mano sinistra nelle calze, d’onde egli dirumpe in un grandissimo riso; talmente 
che pare che se ne oda quasi lo schiamazzo, mostrando tuttavia così smascellat-
amente i denti, che gli si portrebbero sino ad un minimo annoverare. Mà quello 
che dà loro grandissima gratia, sono certe berrette fatte all’antica, co’l resto 
delle vestimenta nella foggia che allora si usavano da villani, & ancora à nostri 
tempi sono usati da alcuni, ma non così ridicoli” (Lomazzo 1584, Book VI, 
chap. XXXII, 359–360). 
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description in that there are two men and two women; in other versions there 
are three men and a woman. There are also some other significant differences 
between the paintings and the text. Michelino da Besozzo’s painting seems 
to have been more licentious than these later depictions, in which the erotic 
component is more alluring. Moreover, the characters are far too well dressed 
to be villani, or rustics. Real peasants would have worn undyed clothes, but the 
Lombard group figures have better costumes, showing a certain social rank. 

Both men in the Lombard versions are “all shaven,” not just the oldest, in 
contrast to Lomazzo’s text. The cat is not waving its tail either, but sitting calmly 
and happily on the woman’s arm. The women, with their bawdy smiles and wide, 
square neckline costumes, look more like courtesans. The women are wearing 
necklaces, either double chains of  pearls or beautiful beaded coral necklaces. 
Coral necklaces are common in Italian Renaissance portraits, and they were 
worn by the wealthy but also by middle-class women and even prostitutes, as 
can be seen, for example, in some paintings by Campi.477 The women’s costumes 
with square necklines and hair nets were more in fashion during the first quarter 
of  the sixteenth century,478 but no longer in the second half  of  the century, 
to which period these paintings have been generally dated. From Lomazzo’s 
description, one can also deduce that the figures were originally depicted as full-
lengths or three-quarters, and not as half-figures. But the motif, four laughing 
figures with a cat, is common both to the ekphrasis and to the Lombard group 
of  paintings. 

477  For those simple, rounded coral bead necklaces, see Les Mangeurs de 
ricotta (The Cheese Eaters, I Mangiatori di ricotta), Musée des Beaux Arts de Lyon, 
and The Fruit Seller, dated 1580, private collection. On coral necklaces with a 
pendant, see, for example, Davide Ghirlandaio’s (Domenico’s brother) Portrait 
of  Selvaggia Sassetti, c. 1487–1488, Metropolitan Museum of  Art, New York. 
The very wide décolleté and the red bead necklaces are, according to France-
so Porzio, signs of  a prostitute or a woman who is erotically available. Porzio 
2018, 130.  
478  Pagnotta 1997, 82.
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The possible inventor of  the subject, Michelino da Besozzo, worked mostly in 
Milan and Lombardy as a fresco painter and manuscript illuminator. Michelino 
was renowned for his naturalistic animal studies drawn from life.479 However, 
only two panel paintings are known by him. One of  these, The Marriage of  the 
Virgin (Metropolitan Museum of  Art, New York), shows an interesting group 
of  rejected and frustrated suitors of  the Virgin, making some comical gestures. 
As Meijer noted, it is rather difficult to find as ribald a tone as described by 
Lomazzo in Michelino’s refined Gothic-style works, even though he clearly had a 
humorous vein in his art. Still, Meijer believed in the existence of  some Trecento 
or Quattrocento Lombard prototype. Ugo Ruggeri has claimed that as all the 
versions have affinity with Vincenzo Campi but, above all, with Lomazzo’s Self-
portrait, the prototype must be identified in his circle.480 Similarly, Annalisa Perissa 
Torini has remarked that it is difficult to believe in the existence of  the fifteenth-
century prototype of  Besozzo, augmented with Lombard characteristics, the 
sixteenth-century composition with leonardesque-derivative faces, and the 
influence of  Vincenzo Campi.481 Barry Wind has suggested that maybe the 
ridiculous characters by Besozzo would derive from drôlleries in miniatures,482 
and Migliaccio in turn considers the possibility that the memory of  Besozzo’s 
painting had been preserved in a graphic form for Lomazzo and his circle.483 
According to Francesco Porzio, the Lombard group combined Venetian half-
figures with the re-elaborated examples by Quentin and Jan Massys in the 
ambience of  Leonardo.484

479  Forlani Tempesti 1991, 25–26. Two Stag Heads in the Albertina, Vienna, 
are the only animal drawings attributed with certainty to Michelino da Besozzo; 
Toesca 1966, 189–190, pl. 380.
480  Ruggeri 1982, 73. Lomazzo’s Self-portrait is clearly inspired by Sebas-
tiano del Piombo’s Shepherd with Flute from 1509, private collection, Bowood 
Castle, Wiltshire.
481  Perissa Torini 1998, 147.
482  Wind 1974, 28.
483  Migliaccio 1995, 159.
484  Porzio 2008, 123.
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Yet, the idea of  continuity from the fourteenth- or fifteenth-century prototype 
is probably not that far-fetched as Perissa Torini believes. A number of  secular 
themes are contained in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century manuscripts and mural 
paintings in castles, but as many were redecorated, destroyed, or abandoned as 
time went by, we mostly know these themes through contemporary inventories 
and later descriptions.485 Furthermore, if  they were of  low monetary value, 
they were not even listed in inventories of  castle possessions. Secular frescoes 
of  themes like hunts, games, ceremonial processions and tales from Aesop, 
Boccaccio, and romance literature have been recorded throughout the palaces 
of  Northern Italy.486 An illustration of  a secular comic fresco with a cat (A 
Scene of  a Cat Castration) by Girolamo Romanino can be seen in the Castle of  
Buonconsiglio in Trent (1531). The scene shows six figures, of  which two men 
are holding the poor tomcat down on a table. A man in a white apron and 
cap holds some sharp instrument with which he is going to castrate the cat. 
Maybe the theme was not a new invention but based on some older models. 
Tapestries, which were affordable only to members of  the social elite, have not 
preserved any better, but they are comparable to the secular subject matter of  
wall paintings.487

485  For example, in the court of  Gian Galeazzo Visconti of  Milan, the 
Lombard artists specialized in the illustration of  secular books, such as Guiron 
le Courtois and a combined Queste del Saint Graal and La Mort Artu, today in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris. Woods-Marsden 1988, 27.
486  Welch 1990, 163. Some murals were already designed to arouse delight 
and maybe laughter, like the one in the castle at La Manta near Saluzzo in Pied-
mont, which represents the Fountain of  Youth (c. 1420–1430), or the depiction 
of  a fallen knight in a ridiculous position emphasizing his buttocks, in a fresco 
cycle depicting an episode from the prose Lancelot, a thirteenth-century French 
Arthurian romance. Woods-Marsden 1988, 157. 
487  Deer hunting and other outdoor activities and romantic stories are de-
picted as well; see, for example, the tapestry depicting The Buzzard, a romance 
story from Alsace, c. 1480–1490, in the Victoria and Albert Museum, originally 
from Strasbourg. 
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Another view is presented by Franco Paliaga, who has insisted that the model for 
this extraordinary group of  paintings does not extend back to the lost painting 
of  Besozzo, but to Bartolomeo Veneto’s (active 1502–1531) Concert with Two 
Couples (fig. 18).488 This painting depicts a group of  two young women and men, 
all with half-open mouths. In fact, Concert with Two Couples is not a depiction of  
a concert; the man on the left side is not playing, only holding the flute. In the 
symbolism of  musical instruments, flutes are associated with profane music and 
pleasure, and they have sexual connotations.489 Paliaga’s view is supported by the 
fact that it has been dated to the first two decades of  the sixteenth century (c. 
1515), earlier than any painting in the Lombard group.490 

Consequently, Paliaga argues that all these Lombard paintings are derivatives of  
Bartolomeo Veneto’s painting, and the version closest to it, both compositionally 
and in terms of  the characters, is that of  Angers, which is among the first 
modified versions in which the flute is replaced by the cat. According to Paliaga, 
Lomazzo made his own version of  this motif, and this version is painting no. 
15.491 Nevertheless, he also rightly wonders why Lomazzo, who meticulously 
described and knew well the painting of  Besozzo, took instead the composition 
of  Bartolomeo Veneto for his model, filtered through the transformation by an 
anonymous artist of  Angers. 

488  Oil on panel, 67 x 140.5 cm. Private collection, Florence. Paliaga 1998, 
147. See Pagnotta 1997, 198–199, cat. no. 20, reproduced in color plates IX 
and X; Sotheby’s, Florence, December 14, 1982, lot 444.
489  Winternitz 1967, 37–38. In some seventeenth-century Dutch paintings 
by Jan Steen and Frans Van Mieris, and an engraving by Bartholomeus Do-
lendo after Lucas van Leyden, the flute refers to copulation. De Jongh 1997, 
46–47.
490  Pagnotta 1997, 199.
491  Paliaga 1998, 147; Pagnotta 1997, 80. 
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However, Paliaga’s argument has a few weaknesses. Considering Veneto’s work 
as the model for the later Lombard depictions, why does the flute not appear 
in any other subsequent version? And as Laura Pagnotta has pointed out, the 
version of  Angers is clearly a copy of  mediocre quality, which makes it difficult to 
credit its artist with the original idea at least, followed up ever since, of  replacing 
the flute with a cat.492 As an explanation, Pagnotta offers the possibility that 
there had been a fourteenth- or fifteenth-century prototype of  what Lomazzo 
describes, probably related to the Lombard School, independent of  the work by 
Michelino. As Leonardo himself  was interested in comic and grotesques, and 
because of  the influence of  the comic subjects from the Low Countries, the 
subject of  laughter would have aroused interest among Leonardo’s immediate 
followers, who would have renewed and modified some old compositions from 
Quattrocento in the caricature-like and erotic style, like the painting Cupidity and 
Luxury, attributed to an unknown Lombard-Venetian artist in the first quarter of  
the sixteenth century (fig. 39).493 

In conclusion, the main concern in this debate for the search for the 
iconographic origin seems to have been the presumed existence of  a continuous 
tradition linking the fourteenth- or fifteenth-century prototype to the Lombard 

492  Pagnotta 1997, 80–81.
493  Attributed earlier also to Bartolomeo Veneto, sold at Sotheby’s New 
York, May 20,1993, lot 12. Pagnotta 1997, 82; Paliaga 1998, 146. In the paint-
ing Cupidity and Luxury, two men and two women are depicted as half-length 
figures against the dark background. As Meijer noted some similarity with the 
Lombard paintings with a cat and influence from the works by Leonardo, he 
attributed it to the Lombard School of  the sixteenth century. The man on the 
left is making with his hands two sexual gestures, still popular in Italy today. 
The central woman with bare shoulders points to an open-mouthed, big-head-
ed man, who has had in his hat a paper pinned by a nail; unfortunately, the text 
on it is no longer readable. On the right, a woman with bare breasts is making 
with both hands a gesture indicating sexual intercourse. The painting is most 
probably based on a specific text from the contemporary theater. 
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manifestations of  the late sixteenth century—or was the theme of  four laughing 
figures an invention of  the sixteenth century, either by Bartolomeo Veneto, as 
Paliaga insists, or in the circle of  Lomazzo with some northern influence and 
Leonardo’s grotesques, or by Vincenzo Campi and his circle, as Christophe 
Brouard assigns.494 Yet, there are no surviving documents about the possible 
contact between Campi and Lomazzo or Accademia della Val di Blenio. However, 
Hochmann has brought one important aspect to this discussion, which I agree 
with as well. Even though some of  these paintings are attributed to Lomazzo 
and he seems to be the central figure discussing the theme and its origin, none 
of  the paintings really correspond with his painting style.495 

In my opinion, as Lomazzo is the only source of  existence of  the kind of  painting 
attributed to Michelino, we can neither confirm nor deny it. Nevertheless, all the 
paintings in our group seem to follow Lomazzo’s ekphrasis and composition to 
some extent: the group of  four people laughing with a cat, albeit in a censored 
and modified version. Leonardo’s influence is evident, even though we do not 
have any proof  that Leonardo ever did this kind of  composition himself.496 But, 
as we have seen, his grotesques have been the source of  inspiration for some 
face types in these laughing groups. And there is also a possibility that Leonardo 
may have drawn inspiration from some older prototypes as well, as “low,” 
caricatured aspects occur in the aforementioned secular wall paintings. This does 
not exclude the possibility that Concert with Two Couples by Bartolomeo Veneto 
could be the oldest known model for our iconographic type, even though we 
cannot ascertain that. 

494  Brouard 2017, 83. 
495  Hochmann 2017, 15.
496  Note, however, the Milanese collector Giuseppe Bossi (1777–1815) 
referring to a similar kind of  composition in the collection of  Alessandro Ve-
dani, which he thought wrongly attributed to Leonardo by the Milanese schol-
ar Venanzio De Pagave (Milan 1722–1803). Giuseppe Bossi has written this 
behind drawing no. 21. 
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I agree with Pagnotta’s hypothesis that this peculiar iconographic theme of  four 
figures laughing with a cat was possibly modified by Veneto, who substituted 
the rustic costumes with more urban clothes, and the cat, the symbol of  lust, 
with the more elegant flute, which alludes to music and the pleasures of  love. 
However, from an iconographic point of  view, the substitution of  a cat for 
a flute does not make any sense, as the cat is a female symbol and the flute a 
male one, unless we interpret them as general metaphors for sensual pleasures. 
Because of  the cat’s ability to see in the dark, it has been used as an attribute of  
the sense of  sight (for example, in the series of  Five Senses by H. Goltzius).497 
The substitution of  a cat for the flute would have changed the subject into 
an allegory of  the sense of  hearing. These changes may have been due to the 
customer, who wanted to see a more sophisticated version at his home. Thus, the 
artist of  Angers probably did not know the version of  Veneto but some other 
comparable version with a motif  of  a cat, which, unfortunately, has disappeared. 
Therefore, there are no other known paintings of  four laughing figures with a 
flute. In paintings nos. 14 and 23, there is the first figure on the right side with 
his mouth wide open, as he would be singing out loud, which refers to a musical 
performance. In addition, the substitution of  a cat for the magpie at least in one 
painting shows another variation of  the theme. As magpies were associated with 
poetic or musical competition, the cat, the flute, and the magpie could all prove 
that the original subject was related to a musical concert or performance.

This Lombard theme had particular success in the second half  of  the sixteenth 
century, and then—which would explain the somewhat old-fashioned clothes of  
the figures, and as Lomazzo pointed out, the old-fashionedness also added to the 
ridiculousness—in Lombardy, around the circle of  Lomazzo and the Accademia 
della Val di Blenio, in their need to parody the classic taste.498 Furthermore, as 
a North Italian artist and painter of  comic subjects himself, Lomazzo probably 
sought to assert the stature of  Lombard painting against the more famous 

497  See de Tervarent 1958, 90 on H. Goltzius (Bartsch, III, p. 38, no. 118). 
An example is found in the Print Cabinet of  Amsterdam.
498  Pagnotta 1997, 81–82, 198; Paliaga 1998, 147.
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# ARTIST OR 

ATTRIBUTION

TITLE DATE TECHNIQUES 

AND SIZE

COLLECTION

26. Attrib. Niccolò Frangipane Le Chat emmailloté (The 

Swaddled Cat),

C. 1580–1590 - Current whereabouts 
unknown. 1 

27. Pieter Aertsen Company with a Cat 16th century Oil on canvas, 
88.5 x 116.5 
cm

The State Hermitage 
Museum, St. Petersburg, 
inv. no. 6123.2 

28. Follower of Giacomo Fran-
cesco Cipper, Il Todeschini

A Carnival Scene with a 

Cat being Spoon-fed Amidst 

a Crowd of Merrymakers

Oil on canvas, 
95.5 x 120.5 
cm

Christie’s London, 
September 26, 1996, 
lot 205.

29. Circle of Pieter Aertsen Figures dressed for a Carni-

val, Playing with a Cat

Oil on panel, 
31 x 39.5 cm

Sotheby’s London, De-
cember 9,1987, lot 169.

30. Niccolò Frangipane, 
between Venice and Emiglia 
Romagna

The Feast of Kittens 1563–1597 Oil on canvas, 
37 x 48 cm

Hampel Fine Art Auc-
tions Munich, September 
25, 2014, lot 786.

31. Unknown Italian Jeu de Carnaval (Carnival 

Game)

The end of the 
16th century

Oil on canvas, 
118 x 140 cm

Musée Municipal Bru-
no-Danvin, St. Pol sur 
Ternoise, France.3 

1 For information on the painting, see L. Benoist 1953, 107; Benoist 
1960, 15; Sarrazin 1994, 132–133, no. 53; Hochmann 2009, 50; Brouard 
2017, 80–81;
 (http://agorha.inha.fr/inhaprod/jsp/reference.jsp?reference=INHA__
OEUVRE__10505 (accessed February 1, 2018).
2 There exists also an interesting painting by David Ryckaert III, A 
Peasant Woman with a Cat, dated 1640s, inv. 1667, oil on canvas, 28 x 34.5 
cm, in the collections of the State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg. It 
depicts a foolish old woman feeding a cat in swaddled clothes in her lap. 
Because it shows a single figure with a cat and is from a somewhat later period 
than the Carnival or Lombard group paintings, I do not include it in the 
discussion here.
3 The town of Saint-Pol held Carnivals, with their games and pancakes, 
until the eighteenth century. They were revived in the nineteenth century after 
their prohibition during the Revolution. The painting was conserved by Anne 
Simon de Marcq-en-Baroeul in 2008–2011, and its frame was also replaced by 
a new one. Didier Fauquembergue, e-mail to the author, January 5, 2017.
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32. Lombard School Satirical Representation of 

a Banquet

16th century Oil on canvas, 
95 x 127.5 cm

Dorotheum, Vienna, 
Old Master Paintings, 
December 19, 2016, 
lot 66.

33. Niccolò Frangipane (earlier 
attributed to Floris Van 
Schooten of Haarlem)4 

La Festa del Gatto (The 

Cat Party)

17th century Oil on canvas, 
120 x 203 cm

Sold at Meeting Art, 
Vercelli, November 11, 
2018, lot 220.

34. Italian School La Bouillie donnée au chat 
(The Porridge Given to a Cat)

c. 1600 Oil on canvas, 
98 x 120 cm

De Baecque & Associés, 
Lyon, lot 435, on sale on 
October 2, 2017.5 

35. Northern Italy, studio of  
Vincenzo Campi 

Les réjouissances villageoises 
(Village Festivities) 

Early 17th century Oil on canvas, 
100 x 126 cm

Thierry de Maigret, 
March 22, 2017, lot 32.

36. Niccolò Frangipane Banquet Late 16th century Oil on canvas, 
170 x 240 cm

On sale at Artur Ramon 
Art, September 2019. 

37. Niccolò Frangipane Scena di Festa (Scene from 
the Party)

1563–1599 Oil on canvas, 
118 x 152 cm

Previously in the private 
collection of  Faldella 
Minai, Roma/ Bologna 
(Italy), lastly shown in 
the antique market in 
Liguria, current where-
abouts unknown.6  

4 The attribution was made in 1986 by Didier Bodart, a Belgian art 
historian specialized in Dutch and Flemish Old Masters. Van Schooten 
produced well-painted still lifes and kitchen and market scenes for the Haarlem 
market. The characters are represented in a realistic manner, and according 
to the seller’s information, the subject was not new to the Dutch or Flemish 
late sixteenth-century and early seventeenth-century painters. http://www.
anticswiss.com/it/antiquariato-on-line/grande-dipinto-olio-su-tela-floris-van-
schooten-1585-1656-8652 (accessed September 1, 2018).
5 The lot information mentions a painting with the same subject and 
almost the same measurements attributed to the Venetian School on sale at the 
Marquise de Langeac on April 2, 1778.
6 Fondazione Federico Zeri, inv. no. 94082, negative no. 2243.
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Tuscan School by crediting it with the invention of  a humorous genre, pitture 
ridicule, whether that was true or not.499 

It is also interesting that both the verse of  the Serenade to a Cat print and the 
text by Lomazzo mention melancholy. According to Lomazzo, even the most 
melancholic and sad person would move to laughter by watching Besozzo’s 
painting. The theory of  four humors was first described in a lost treatise by the 
Greek Empedocles and transmitted through the ages by the revered writings of  
Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Galen of  Pergamon. It became the dominant 
theory in medicine in Europe until the eighteenth century.500 It was believed that 
a good balance of  four liquids—yellow bile, black bile, phlegm, and blood—
was needed for good health. By associating the humors with psychology, 
they became determinants of  man’s temperament. A disorder in the cardinal 
humors produced disorders in the soul; an excess of  black bile was the cause 
for melancholy, or even the root of  madness.501 The fifteenth-century Italian 
scholar Marsilio Ficino revived Pseudo-Aristotle’s Problem 30, no.1, celebrating 
melancholy as a divine gift, a sign of  genius, and melancholy became a metonym 
for Plato’s divine mania, or creative enthusiasm.502 Those born under the planet 
Saturn would be melancholic by their temperament. According to Midelfort, 
melancholia as a label and as a diagnosis, as a problem and as a mood, was 
palpably on the rise during the second half  of  the sixteenth century.503 

In Greek mythology, the god Kronos (Roman Saturn) ate his own children—

499  Ruggeri 1982, 73.
500  Dixon 2013, 13.
501  Wittkower & Wittkower 1969, 102. The Renaissance theater exploit-
ed these four humors related to the human types; for example, Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet is the most famous example of  the melancholic type. See more in Neely 
1991, 315–338; Neely 2004; Tenney 1921, 629–634. 
502  Midelfort 1999, 22–23; Wittkower & Wittkower 1969, 102–103.
503  Midelfort 1999, 9.
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even the swaddled stone that Rhea gave him. Kronos-Saturn himself  was often 
depicted in sixteenth-century prints as an aged, bearded cripple with a sickle 
or scythe in his hand, and he ruled over lowly professions and occupations, 
such as peasants, laborers, criminals, the diseased, and the crippled.504 Animals 
with attributes of  solitary or nocturnal characteristics—such as swans, dogs, 
owls, and cats—belonged to Saturn’s realm.505 Melancholy was associated with 
autumn, earth, evening, dryness, old age, poverty, avarice, solitary musings, and 
masculinity.506 In his Trattato, Lomazzo instructs not to add any melancholic 
element to the compositions of  joy and laughter in order not to destroy them.507 
He also advises to combine the use of  colors and humoral theory to augment 
depictions of  different temperaments or physiognomic types: making phlegmatics 
paler, melancholics swarthier, sanguines rosier, and cholerics yellower.508 

To sum up, the Lombard group has many affinities with the Serenade to a Cat 
paintings. Both painting groups try to arouse laughter in a viewer, and in that 
sense they are related to the world of  comedy. The figures are composed in both 
groups in a similar way, and in both groups there is a figure directly watching 
the beholder, thus also reminding of  Campi’s The Cheese Eaters (fig. 40) and The 
Bean Eaters.509 Both groups also testify to how the artists of  the early modern 
period started to visualize different ethnic, regional, or national groups, crafting 
a pictorial cartography of  types. Visual typologies of  urban and rural types and 
their professions disseminated values and beliefs about particular peoples.510 The 

504  Scribner 2013, 42.
505  Dixon 2013, 22.
506  Midelfort 1999, 162; Dixon 2013, 86.
507  Lomazzo 1584, Book VI, chap. XXXII, 359. 
508  Lomazzo 1584, Book VI, chap. IX, 310–311.
509  The Venetian style influenced Lombard painting, as the eastern part of  
Lombardy was under the rule of  the Republic of  Venice. See also the composi-
tion in the earlier Venetian artist Giorgione’s profane painting The Three Ages of  
Man in Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
510  See more about visual typologies in Zanardi & Klich (eds.) 2019. 
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cat in the woman’s arms is important in both groups, yet it is not certain that 
it symbolizes exactly the same thing. Could we interpret the symbolic analogy 
between cat and woman as expressing the doubtful morals of  the lady (courtesan), 
or lust, the lure of  sexual temptation, in the Lombard group of  paintings, that 
she acts like a cat, ensnaring and entrapping men? Porzio has come to the same 
conclusion; this is, in his opinion, confirmed by a seventeenth-century Italian 
print Courtesan with a Cat by an unknown artist, which shows a happily smirking 
woman holding a cat that has a mouse in its mouth.511 Yet, the painting no. 22 
was titled An Allegory of  Hypocrisy, in which the black cat stands for treachery and 
falseness. By the early modern era, the cat also symbolized heresy, and the black 
cat in particular had negative and satanic connotations. We shall examine the cat 
in the religious context more in section VIII.2. 

However, in my opinion, there is a thematic difference compared to the Serenade to 
a Cat group, because of  the cat’s feeding and swaddling, the peasant clothes, and 
the rough music it represents. We shall return to other possible interpretations 
of  the Serenade to a Cat images in Chapter VIII. 

V.2 Carnival Group

In addition to the Lombard group of  paintings, another group of  paintings 
from around the same period depicts a group of  people joking around the 
swaddled cat, which I generally call the Carnival group. The figures in the scene 
are in a merry mood; the central figure is a woman holding an impassive-looking, 
swaddled kitten like a doll or a child, which a masked man is feeding a spoonful of  
white porridge. Other figures—soldiers, peasants, and buffoons—are laughing 
and grinning, playing a gridiron, holding a clove hitch and a pancake pan, and 
bringing a tray of  sausages. Carnival means a farewell to meat, and it culminates 

511  Porzio 2008, 124, fig. 54. Porzio also refers to the same symbolism of  
the cat and the mouse in Dürer’s engraving Adam and Eve.
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in Shrove (or Fat) Tuesday, when any remaining delicacies and fatty food, which  
are forbidden during Lent, should be consumed. The setting of the paintings is 
partially outside, under some kind of a shelter. The paintings in question are the 
following (nos. 26–37, see the images in Chap. XI).

All these paintings seem to be based on the same prototype, even if they show 
some differences in their details. Their composition, the figures and their clothes,  
the food, the dog, and the cat are all clearly based on the same models, even 
though the number of  figures may vary. Whether the prototype is the painting  
of Nantes or some other one, we do not know yet. However, the Nantes version 
seems to be of better quality than most of the others, which might indicate that it 
is the prototype or the model for several others. The Nantes and other paintings 
show a piece of sky with clouds in the background, whereas the background 
of the Hermitage painting is uniformly dark brown. The man on the left is 
showing his back and wearing a striped shirt512 in all the other versions, except 
in paintings nos. 28 and 31. Painting no. 29 shows a beautifully patterned table  
cloth which does not exist in the other versions. The frying pan held by the boy 
has a pancake in it in all the paintings except the Hermitage version and no. 33 (in 
which the boy is missing). Pancakes are still eaten especially on Pancake Day or  
Shrove Tuesday during Carnivals. Crêpes, sausages, cheese, and clove hitches are 
all typical Carnival food with sexual connotations, associated with licentiousness. 
In painting no. 36, the juvenile holding the clove hitch has an upside-down pot  
or iron with a screw around his head as some sort of torturing machine.

The white-scarved older woman on the right side of  the cat is playing a gridiron  
with a spoon. The young boy in the right corner, who is mirroring himself in 
the armor of  the man holding a kind of  cross-decorated waffle or wooden plate  
and  holding  a  dog,  shows  some  similarity  to  Bassano’s  figures.513 Hochmann 

512  See the page boy wearing a similar kind of  striped shirt in the painting 
Portrait of  a Man in Armor with Two Pages by Paris Bordon, Metropolitan Muse-
um of  Art, inv. 1973.311.1.
513  Sarrazin 1994, 132. See, e.g., a back-turned boy and a similar kind of  
dog in the painting Antonius and Cleopatra’s Feast by Leandro Bassano, National 
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considers the object to be a wooden plate, and he wonders if  the painting of  
Nantes is a blasphemy, representing a cat as the Child Jesus.514 The waffle has 
been replaced by a white plate in paintings nos. 27, 30, 32, 34, and 36. The man 
holding the plate has turned toward us with a grinning smile, and his pose reminds 
of  some figures in the paintings by Niccolò Frangipane, such as the lute player 
in his Bacchanal.515 Figures with these twisted poses and turned heads watching 
us and laughing with a display of  teeth are common in his secular paintings.516 
Frangipane’s paintings also feature Bacchus with his tongue sticking out, like 
that of  the masked man in the paintings at Nantes and the Hermitage, and all 
those other paintings of  the same subject. Dating back to medieval illuminated 
manuscripts, devils were sometimes depicted with their tongue sticking out; 
devils were shown as monstrous, sometimes reptile- or serpent-like figures.517 
The tongue expresses the devil’s nature, that is, his contempt for the sinner and 
his enjoyment of  his misery. This derisive laughter, indicated by the gesture, also 
accompanies illustrations of  giving bad advice.518 

According to Brouard, the Carnival theme with food in a phallic form and an 
abundance of  wine refers to obscenity, lust, and drunkenness, as well as other 
types of  unrestrained celebration during Shrove Tuesday. The blaspheming and 
immodesty of  the manners of  the adults are contrasted with the innocence of  
the boy reflecting his face in the armor.519 Hochmann also considers the torture 

Museum of  Sweden, Stockholm, and his Concert (or Family portrait) in the Gal-
leria degli Uffizi, Florence, in which a small boy with a tray carries apples and a 
dog’s muzzle is peeping at the bottom right.
514  Hochmann 2017, 23; Hochmann 2018, 153.
515  In the Fondazione Querini Stampalia. 
516  See, for example, Niccolò Frangipane’s Lute Player, Capitolium Art 
Casa D’aste, May 8, 2010, Brescia, lot 72; Allegory of  Autumn, Civici Musei e 
gallerie di storia e arte, Udine.
517  Barasch 1997, 199.
518  Barasch 1997, 201. 
519  Brouard 2017, 81.
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of  the cat as a carnivalesque theme, with the cat assimilated into a kind of  
monstrous baby whose meowing mingles with the grotesque concert of  kitchen 
tools.520 

Paintings nos. 30 and 36 are interesting, as they show a larger picture than other 
versions of  the same scene. On the right side of  the painting there are new figures, 
a man playing a lute, a boy (in no. 36 he is dark-skinned) holding a monkey on 
his shoulder, and an adolescent boy making a gesture of  corkscrewing his index 
finger into his cheek. This hand gesture is still known and used in Italy, where it 
means ‘delicious.’ The men’s pants are the so-called trunkhose type, which were 
onion shaped and had slashes to reveal contrasting colored fabric underneath, 
and fit a man from his waist to his knees.521 Trunkhoses were worn by men in 
Europe during the period of  c. 1550–1610.522 

Painting no. 33 differs most from this group. The central figures—the masked 
man feeding the cat in the woman’s arms, the old woman with the gridiron, and 
the man in a harness—are the same, but instead of  holding a dog, the young boy 
is grinding something in a pot. The other figures of  the painting are replaced by 
new figures; for example, there is no boy holding a pancake pan but instead a 
woman with a spindle. In addition, other Carnival food is missing. 

As with the Lombard group, all these paintings are lacking the original signature 
of  the artist. Generally these paintings seem to have been attributed to the North 
Italian School, to Niccolò Frangipane, or to the Dutch Pieter Aertsen and his 
circle, and dated to the last quarter of  the sixteenth century. Even though my 

520  Hochmann 2018, 153.
521  Cirelli n. d.  
522  Cunnington 2010, 210. See, e.g., Archduke Rudolf  of  Austria, attrib. 
Juan de la Rúa or Alonso Sánchez Coello, c. 1560, Pollok House, Culture and 
Sport Glasgow (Museums). 
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aim is not to reattribute this group of  paintings, I would exclude Aertsen from 
the list of  possible attributions. The way the figures are cluttered is not typical 
of  Aertsen; nor are their exuberant laughter and grinning faces. Also, the clothes 
of  the figures, hand gestures, and the general atmosphere are too different from 
Aertsen’s works.523 

The painting from the Musée d’arts de Nantes has a long list of  different 
attributions, which illustrates the difficulty in identifying it. The painting belongs 
to the collection Cacault, which was bought by the town of  Nantes in 1810. 
François Cacault (1742–1805) was a French diplomat who lived many years in 
Italy and bought more than a thousand paintings there, so it is possible that the 
painting of  Nantes was acquired in Italy as well.524 The Swaddled Cat was at first 
listed as a copy of  the Flemish original. Since 1833 it was considered mainly as a 
copy after Michelangelo Cerquozzi (1602–1660), and in 1913 it was classified as 
an anonymous Italian seventeenth-century painting, a probable Italian imitation 
of  the painting by Jordaens.525 In a museum catalogue of  1953, it was attributed 
to Niccolò Frangipane; according to Béatrice Sarrazin, it showed some caricature 
realism developed in North Italy. On the other hand, in the museum manuscript, 
Roberto Longhi suggested the Neapolitan artist Giuseppe Bonito (1707–1789), 
who actually painted Carnival and commedia dell’arte scenes,526 and genre paintings 

523  Pieter Aertsen combined still life with genre painting. He mainly 
painted domestic scenes with cooking utensils and food, and he often included 
a religious motif  in the background. His figures are depicted with dignity, often 
being quite serene and psychologically isolated from each other, and they have 
classical and somewhat stiff  poses. His paintings frequently have a moralizing 
tone and warning against debauchery, as in the Egg Dance (painted in 1552, in 
the collection of  the Rijksmuseum). The kinds of  joyful Carnivalesque scenes 
seen in our list, with playful figures (e.g., one sticking out a tongue and wear-
ing a commedia dell’arte style leather mask) psychologically interacting with each 
other, would be impossible to include in Aertsen’s oeuvre. 
524  Cacault is also known to have preferred Italian artists. https://inha.
revues.org/6995?lang=fr (accessed January 15, 2017).
525  Sarrazin 1994, 132, no. 53.
526  A very interesting painting in this case is Bonito’s Masked Revelers (or 
Mascherata con Pulcinella, c.1750) in the collection of  the Museo di Capodimon-
te, Naples. The scene shows a group of  four figures, of  which one is clearly 
dressed as Pulcinella. The woman holds a red fish in her arms.
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like Girls Playing with a Cat, in which the small girls are playing with a swaddled cat 
like a baby doll.527 Longhi also suggested another title for the painting: Charivari 
à la chandeleur. In the Catalogue raisonné des peintures italiennes du Musée des Beaux-Arts 
de Nantes of  1994, the painting is mentioned as a work by an anonymous North 
Italian painter of  the late sixteenth century.528 In the latest exhibition catalogue, 
the painting is attributed to the Venetian School.529 However, when searching 
this painting in the museum’s web page, it again furnished the attribution to 
Niccolò Frangipane.530 In sum, the Nantes painting has been dated from the 
sixteenth century to the eighteenth century and attributed to the Flemish School, 
School of  Naples, North Italian or Venetian School. 

According to Hochmann, there are several engravings which show that the 
comic Italian painting of  the sixteenth century—especially that of  Frangipane—
enjoyed a certain popularity in France.531 In his opinion, however, the idea that 
the Nantes painting had been painted in Northern Italy at the beginning of  the 
seventeenth century in the circle of  Niccolò Frangipane should be considered 
with caution.532 Frangipane belonged to the artistic orbit of  Venice, and he 
produced comic pieces in which he mixed influences from Flemish and North 
Italian painting alike. The Venetian seventeenth-century painter and writer on 

527  Oil on canvas, 73.7 x 100.3 cm, Sotheby’s, New York, January 24–25, 
2008, lot 280.
528  Sarrazin 1994, 132, no 53. 
529  Brouard 2017, 80–81.
530  https://museedartsdenantes.nantesmetropole.fr/en/rechercher.html 
(accessed January 13, 2020).
531  Hochmann 2018, 151; see, e.g., Les Beaux rieurs, which depicts the com-
ic concert by Frangipane. BnF, Département des Estampes et Photographie, 
réservé QB-201 (29)- FOL. Collection Michel Hennin.
532  Hochmann 2018, 151.
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art, Marco Boschini, wrote in his Le ricche minere della pittura veneziana (1674) 
that Frangipane painted facetious and ridiculous concert paintings, in which he 
replaced the lute with a gridiron, just as we have seen in these Carnival group 
paintings.533 

It is more than plausible that the Carnival subject would have been invented 
in Venice at the end of  the sixteenth century, as the comic and carnivalesque 
tradition prevailed in the liberal Serenissima. Frangipane became one of  the 
best representatives of  its comic painting tradition; according to Hochmann, 
this is the reason why such paintings as no. 26 (Nantes) or no. 11 (Angers) 
were attributed to him.534 Similar figures that appear in the Nantes painting—
the adolescent doing the corkscrew gesture, the man playing the lute, a man in 
armor, and a woman holding a monkey instead of  a cat in her arms, and the 
similar background with a partial wall and clouds—can be found in another 
painting titled The Concert (in a private collection) and also attributed to Niccolò 
Frangipane.535 In addition, a Bacchanal sold as a Frangipane at Sotheby’s clearly 
derives from the same tradition (fig. 38.).536 Of  course, it is possible that both 
of  the paintings are wrongly attributed. A group composition with some similar 
kinds of  figures and obscene details also appears in Satire on a Madrigal Concert, 

which is ascribed to Frangipane as well.537 The figures are shown laughing and 
drinking—behavior which one would not expect of  courtly performances. 

533  Cited in Meijer 1972a, 187.
534  Hochmann 2017, 24.
535  See the image: http://starlightmasquerade.com/PortraitGallery/Lad-
der-Laced-Venetian/inspiration-pages/openbodice73.htm (accessed January 
13, 2020).
536  Attributed to Niccolò Frangipane, 186.2 x 232.4 cm, oil on canvas, at 
Sotheby’s New York, January 27, 2012, lot 416. It has the figures assembled 
much in the same way as in the Carnival paintings, and there is also a boy with 
a dog in the foreground.
537  Comte F. de Liederkerke Coll. 85, Château de Leefdael, Belgium, oil on 
canvas, 116 x 92 cm.
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The comic atmosphere is further enhanced by the presence of  the cat and 
the crow—and the little black-and-white dog watching the scene in the right 
corner in the same way as in Carnival paintings. The painting is loaded with 
overt sexual metaphors with peaches and sausages on the table. In my opinion, 
the Carnival paintings and their figures bear such evident closeness to the works 
of  Frangipane, his known bacchanal and concert subject paintings, that even if  
he was not the inventor of  the subject or the artist of  any of  these preserved 
paintings, the subject and the figures could be—if  not from his workshop—
from the circle close to him. Nevertheless, Christophe Brouard assigns this 
group to the Venetian School as well, but to the circles of  Bassano and Paolo 
Veronese. According to Brouard, the subject was known in the repertoire of  
Carracci brothers and their entourage. This is proved, in his opinion, by the 
painting The Porridge of  the Cat (fig. 41), which depicts a young woman and a boy 
feeding a cat wrapped in cloth with porridge.538 

The paintings of  the Carnival scene with a swaddled cat do not resemble the 
Lombard group of  paintings in any other respect than the cat being the central 
figure. The composition, the physical types, and the general atmosphere are all 
different. Both groups seem to indicate that scenes with cats have been popular 
among the first comic paintings, not to forget Romanino’s fresco about the 
castration of  a cat. The Italian art biographer and painter Carlo Ridolfi, who 
wrote the first history on the Venetian painting, describes in his Le Maraviglie 
dell’Arte, or Lives of  Illustrious Painters of  Venice and the Veneto (1648), a painting 
which depicts the castration of  a tomcat, which was supposedly painted by the 
Venetian Giorgione (c. 1477/1478–1510). The painting showed an old man 

538  Brouard 2017, 80; the painting was attributed to the Follower of  
Vincenzo Campi, oil on canvas, 57 x 47 cm. Gros & Delettrez, Paris, Decem-
ber 21, 2012, lot 40; and attributed to an anonymous seventeenth- or eigh-
teenth-century Lombard artist at Wannenes Art Auction, Genoa, March 8, 
2017, lot 625. Even though its attribution is unclear, we remember another cat 
subject by Annibale Carracci mentioned above, a girl and a boy teasing the cat.
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performing the castration while the whole family was assisting.539 It would seem 
a somewhat strange subject among the surviving artworks of  Giorgione, and, 
for example, Bernard Aikema is doubtful about the attribution of  this lost 
painting and connects it more to seventeenth-century pastiches and to Pietro 
della Vecchia.540 But in fact, there exist at least two paintings with the subject of  a 
cat’s castration in the Veneto area: the above-mentioned fresco of  Romanino and 
a painting attributed to Sebastiano Florigerio (c. 1500–1543) in Museo Civico, 
Treviso.541 The latter corresponds quite well to Ridolfi’s description, and the 
subject was still repeated later in a seventeenth-century painting attributed to the 
circle of  Monsù Bernardo (1624–1687).542 Consequently, Hochmann considers 
Giorgione’s or his first imitators’s role as important for the pitture ridicole and also 

539  Most of  the paintings which he describes as Giorgione’s are no longer 
identifiable. See Gould 1987, 101.
540  Aikema 2008, 175–189.
541  The painting of  four figures with a cat is oil on canvas, 110 x 150 cm, 
dated around 1530. The castrator has a straw hat with a spoon attached to it, 
spectacles on his nose, and a cape which is tied with a red knot. Another man 
in a curious hat seems to be holding a lantern near the cat. The woman who 
is sitting and holding the poor cat from its head and tail has turned her head 
out of  fear. Another woman behind her smiles and supports her shoulder. The 
women and the lantern-keeper have fine costumes and necklaces, while the 
castrator’s clothes are shabby.
542  Sold at Christie’s, Monaco, June 22, 1991, lot 127B. The description in 
Ridolfi states: “Ma consideramo un gentil pensiero gratiosamente dispiegato 
dal penello di Giorgio. In capace tela haveva fatto il congresso d’una famiglia, 
standovi nel mezzo un vecchio castratore con capelaccio che gli adombrava 
mezzo il volto, e lunga barba ripiena di molli giri in atto di castrare un gatto, 
tenuto nel grembo d’una donna la quale dimostrandosi schiffa di quell’atto, 
altrove rivolgeva il viso: eravi presente ina fantesca con la lucerna in mano e un 
fanciullo teneva il tagliere con empiastri e una fanciulla recava un altro gatto, 
che defendosi con le unghie le stracciava il crine.” Ridolfi 1914/24, I, 101; Mei-
jer 1971, 264; Wind 1974, 49; Prof. Aikema’s letter to the author, November 
27, 2001. 
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for the North Italian paintings with cat subjects.543 

Were the cats from the Serenade to a Cat paintings and from the Lombard and 
Carnival groups about to suffer the same fate as the cat in Florigerio’s painting? 
Was that the reason for the laughter and their merriment? Castration is obviously 
a metaphor for sexual loss, and thus a comic subject. Swaddling a cat could 
equally be a metaphor for the shackling of  sexuality. The Sienese doctor and 
naturalist Pietro Andrea Mattioli (1501–1577), who was a commentator on De 
Materia Medica of  Dioscorides (first published in 1544), recommended using the 
liquid semen of  a cat to make some kind of  aphrodisiac extract and beauty cream 
for women.544 Nevertheless, Mattioli did not indicate that he would perform 
castrations to obtain this substance. Furthermore, Serenade to a Cat paintings 
hardly represent this action, as there is no indication for that in the verse or in 
the scene. This anecdote does not explain the popularity of  cats appearing in 
comic paintings of  the late sixteenth century; there are also other records that 
prove their popularity in that period in North Italy, especially in Venice. For 
example, in an inventory of  the collector Bernardino Redaldi in 1526 we find 
“doi quadri fiandroti verdi e bianchi con certi gatti et figure goffe suso,” which 
means “two Flemish paintings in green and white of  ridiculous figures with 
cats.”545 In 1536, Elisabetta Pisani, the widow of  Domenego Minotto, owned 
a “quadro in tella cum algune bizarie de gati et altre fantasie” (“a painting on 
canvas with some oddities of  cats and other fantasies”).546 

To sum up, the Serenade to a Cat series does not seem to be the clear match to the 
first Lombard group or of  the other, but the paintings have affinities with both 

543  Hochmann 2017, 14–18; Hochmann 2018, 153.
544  Hochmann 2009, 46; Hochmann 2018, 150.
545  Hochmann 2009, 46, note 28: Hochmann suggests that fiandroti does 
not mean Flemish but rather the technique of  tempera painting; Benussi 2008, 
308–309. 
546  Hochmann 2009, 45–46; Hochmann 2005, 125–126.
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groups. That the cat is swaddled and fed as accompaniment to rough music is the 
common theme with Serenade to a Cat images and the Carnival group. Hochmann 
also adds a mask to the common elements,547 even though, in my opinion, it is 
not that clear in the group of  Serenade to a Cat paintings. Serenade to a Cat paintings 
are compositionally closer to the first Lombard group, but iconographically 
closer to the Carnival group. In Serenade to a Cat, the figures depicted—that is, 
their physical types and the characters—are not directly comparable with either 
group, but the Carnival group represents more folk people. At least the cat seems 
to be regarded as the comic animal and the source of  laughter in all of  these 
groups. The cat also symbolizes folly, as in several sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century images the cat was also an attribute of  the jester.548 

Despite the common traits—namely, cats and laughter—do these three groups 
really form a coherent series emerging from the same source? Are they in any 
relationship with each other? Burucúa and Kwiatkowski, the translators of  
Francis Gose’s Rules for Drawing Caricatures: With an Essay on Comic Painting (1788), 
probably did not know about Serenade to a Cat and similar theme paintings; in 
their introduction, they refer only to the print by the French Leblond. Similarly, 
Brouard connects the Carnival (Nantes) painting only to the print. However, they 
see these cat paintings as a continuation of  the Quattrocento tradition started 
by Michelino da Besozzo in Lombardy. According to Burucúa and Kwiatkowski, 
the theme was influenced by Leonardo with his grotesques, then revived by 
the circle of  Lomazzo, and later transformed into the distressing subject of  
the education of  the tomcat.549 Brouard credits the continuation of  comic cat 
paintings after Lombardy to Venice, where Giorgione and his circle invented 
themes such as the castration of  a cat. In his opinion as well, the Carnival group 

547  Hochmann 2017, 23.
548  See an anonymous Netherlandish engraving (c. 1600), in which a 
cat appears on the shoulder of  a jester, showing its arse. Rijksmuseum, RP-
P-OB-77.716. The verse is bilingual in French and Dutch. For more on the 
subject of  jesters and fools, see Vandenbroeck 2003, 169–189.
549  Burucúa & Kwiatkowski 2011, 19. 
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and the print L’Éducation du matou both stem from this tradition.550  

Henceforth, the cat being swaddled and fed, treated like a doll by children or 
single old women alike, reappears in visual art until the eighteenth century in 
France, the Low Countries, Italy, and elsewhere.551 In my opinion, it is possible 
that this represents a continuation and derivatives of  the earlier cat groups, even 
though the cat plays more of  a doll role for children and that of  a cherished 
baby for the single spinsters. However, these renderings are based on the same 
abusive attitude toward cats. 

550  Brouard 2017, 80.
551  See, e.g., A Girl Sitting with a Cat on her Lap and an Old Woman by Gas-
pare Traversi, oil on canvas, sold at Wannenes Art Auction, May 31, 2017, lot 
602; The Swaddled Cat by Marguerite Gerard, 1778, etching, Musée de Grasse; 
Miss Sukey and Her Nursery by William Humphrey, 1772, hand-colored mezzo-
tint, British Museum; Portrait of  a Lady Seated at a Table, Holding a Swaddled Cat 
and Feeding It with a Spoon from a Steaming Dish by Carl Gustav Klingstedt, 1720, 
miniature, sold at Bonhams, London, February 19, 2008, lot 120.
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VI 

A Case Study: Provenance and 

Technical Examination

This section will study the Serenade to a Cat painting from Helsinki in more detail, 
because it is the only painting in the group on which scientific analyses have been 
carried out and are at my disposal. A case study approach has been especially 
utilized in social and behavioral sciences.552 A case study is a research strategy 
utilizing empirical inquiry based on different sources of  data. In general, a case 
study examines in-depth a single event, process, group of  persons, or object by 
collecting data first and then presenting and analyzing data fairly. Even though 
investigating a single case does not seem to promote the general purpose of  
science, it is well justified when there is no possibility to investigate a larger 
number of  cases. A case study employs various methods, and I will apply an 
intensive approach, focusing on one specific instance to be studied in more depth. 
I draw my conclusions about the date, author, and provenance in relation to one 
case, the Serenade to a Cat painting in Helsinki. The results obtained in this way 
cannot be generalized to other contexts. 

In solving authorship and dating, collaboration with conservators and conservator 
scientists and understanding their technical devices, methods, and the results 
that have been achieved are quintessential for any art historian working in the 
field of  Old Masters. In the first section (VI.1), we try to elucidate the history of  
ownership of  the Serenade to a Cat in the Sinebrychoff  Art Museum. How did the 
painting end up in Helsinki? Nowadays documented provenance553 has become 

552  The word ‘case’ originates from the Latin casus (cadere, ‘to fall’). It sim-
ply means ‘event,’ ‘situation,’ or ‘condition.’ Swanborn 2010, 2.
553  It is also to be noted that the term ‘provenance’ is different from ‘pro-
venience,’ which is used in the archeological context and refers to the excava-
tion spot.
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a necessity for any museum which acquires works of  art. Otherwise there is a 
danger that the new acquisition will not get a legal export license or that it may 
become an object of  the restitution trials related to the Nazi period. A fully 
documented transfer of  artwork from one owner to another establishes the legal 
ownership of  that work, and it can reassure that the artwork is authentic and its 
attribution correct. Provenance reveals the history of  taste and collecting, and 
even appreciation by the general public or specialists. A glorious provenance also 
adds to the appeal and monetary value of  a piece of  art in the market. 

In the second section (VI.2), we try to determine if  the materials reveal something 
specific that could help us in dating and attributing the painting, or at least suggest 
the country of  origin. We know a great deal about sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century painting practices and materials from different contemporary records, 
such as inventories, accounts, price lists, wills, contemporary biographies, and 
so forth. Long before others in Europe, the Italian artists published treatises 
on the theoretical aspects of  painting, but also more practical matters such as 
proportions, color theory, and recipes for varnishes; the details of  day-to-day 
preparations were generally kept secret. Good examples of  such information are 
Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo’s Trattato dell’arte della pittura, scultura e architettura (Milan 
1584) and Giovanni Battista Armenini’s De’ veri precetti della pittura (Ravenna 
1587). In France, a Jesuit priest Étienne Binet (under the pseudonym of  René 
François) published advice on painting in his Essay des merveilles de nature, et des plus 
nobles artifices (Rouen 1621).554

VI.1 Provenance History

The exact provenance history of  Serenade to a Cat is to some extent unclear. The 

554  Kirby 1999, 10–11.
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Finnish Society of  Fine Arts was founded in 1846, but it was only in 1889 that 
keeper of  the collection Thorsten Waenerberg started to keep a full record and 
inventory book of  purchases. 

The aim of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts was to create the foundation for the 
Finnish fine arts, as there were no art museums or art schools in Finland. The 
Society wanted to promote young national artists and their careers by buying their 
works of  art and arranging exhibitions and lotteries amongst the members, and 
educating the public about art. In addition, the society opened Drawing Schools 
in Turku and Helsinki. The pedagogical approach of  these schools was to train 
the students by copying works of  art, for which purpose Serenade to a Cat was 
acquired.555 It was among the first acquisitions of  Old Masters for the Society’s 
collection. In 1849, the Society bought three works by foreign masters: A Woman 
Riding and a Hussar by Auguste Joseph Desarnod the Elder, Bacchus Raising a Glass 
of  Wine by an unknown seventeenth-century master, and our Serenade to a Cat by 
an unknown artist. At this very early stage of  the Society it was also possible to 
buy, sell, and exchange works of  art freely within the collection.556

As in the mid-1800s, the art market in Finland was practically non-existent. Two 
active members of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts from Turku, pharmacist 
E. Julin and doctor N. H. Pinello, went to Stockholm in 1849 to buy art. They 
purchased 20 paintings worth 3000 Swedish riksdaler (17 by the Finnish-born 
artist Alexander Lauréus). Julin offered these paintings for sale to the Finnish 
Society of  Fine Arts in a letter of   June 22, 1849. The Society decided to buy the 
collection, and seven paintings were set aside as prizes for the Society’s lottery. 
A handwritten document lists the thirteen paintings the Finnish Society of  Fine 
Arts kept. Serenade to a Cat is on this list as Kattmusik, original af  gammal mästars/
okänd (“Cat Music, original by Old Master/Unknown”).557 There is no mention 

555  Lindström 1963, 2; STY C1.
556  Pettersson 2008, 110–11; Tikkanen 1896, 38. 
557  Tikkanen 1896, 43; STY C1, in the document of  1849 (p. 38) there 
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of  its price.

But from whom in Stockholm did Julin and Pinello acquire those paintings? 
According to the documents of  Stockholms Stadsarkivet, Julin bought at least 
five paintings on the 16th of  February at a house auction held at Drottninggatan 
45. The only piece of  information on these paintings is that they were small and 
under glass. The items sold were from the estate of  the deceased demoiselle 
Fredrika Eleonora Bagge (d. 1848), the daughter of  Kristian Bagge (1720–1773), 
consul of  Tripolitania, and Maria Virginia Pinatel (1740–1803).558 

Serenade to a Cat is not small (now 75.5 x 103 cm), and we do not know if  it has 
ever been under glass, which I deeply doubt because of  its size and previous 
condition. In any case the question remains, where did they buy the rest of  
the twenty paintings? There is no mention of  a buyer named E. Julin (or N. H. 
Pinello) in the whole auction catalogue record from the year 1849. The painting 
is not found under its name in the Diarier av lös egendom (“Registers of  loose 
property”) or Husauktionsansökningar (“Applications for household auctions”) 
from the year 1849 either, because the paintings were most often catalogued 

is a list of  13 works. The list is entitled “Paintings acquired by the Society of  
Fine Arts” (from the exhibition catalogue) (from Sweden). The document does 
not mention the date or the author, but by comparing the handwriting to the 
letters of  the collection of  artists’ correspondence in the Central Art Archive it 
is evident that it was written by the artist Magnus von Wright. The date of  the 
letter must be later than 1849, because the reference numbers of  the paintings 
originate from the exhibition held only in 1850. Additionally, Baron Zacharias 
Topelius mentions this purchase of  20 paintings (3§) in a meeting document of  
September 24, 1849. The document also states that the Society wanted to bring 
those paintings from Turku to Helsinki.
558  The document of  Husauktion (“House auction”), 16.2.1849, no. 179, 5 
taflor (“5 paintings”), Stadsarkivet Stockholm. Letter from archivist Niklas Lind 
to the author on August 28, 2001. 
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without any information other than how many paintings were sold with or 
without frames. The randomly saved printed catalogues of  auctions or sales 
held in Stockholm in 1849 shed no light on this matter either.559 Most probably, 
Julin and Pinello bought the other paintings in Stockholm at the same time in 
February from some other public auctions, private art dealers, or art galleries, of  
which unfortunately no catalogues are available to us. 

It is also quite difficult to find information from the Turku Customs about single 
items’ imports in 1849. The Turku Customs’ archives of  1849 are totally missing, 
and they kept no foreign trade statistics until 1856. 

From 1850, there are a few interesting references to Serenade to a Cat. J. H. 
Asplund, a student of  the Drawing School in Helsinki, made a copy of  that 
painting, for which the Society paid him 30 rubles.560 The Finnish Society of  
Fine Arts organized lotteries to grant scholarships to talented young artists, and 
the copy was offered as a prize. Count Aminoff  won the copy in the lottery on 
March 11, 1850.561 To this day, the Aminoff  family keeps the copy of  Serenade to 
a Cat in its manor of  Rilax (Riilahti).562 

The same year, the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts organized an exhibition and 
published a catalogue of  their 93 works of  art. Serenade to a Cat was exhibited 

559  Archive Auktionsverket, Diarier av lös egendom år 1849 and Husauktion-
sansökningar from the year 1849, Stockholms stadsarkivet; miscellaneous auction 
and sale catalogues from the year 1849 in Stockholm, Kungliga Biblioteket.
560  STY C1.
561  STY C1.
562  The copy is identical with the Serenade to a Cat in the Sinebrychoff  Art 
Museum, except the size of  canvas is slightly larger in the copy (h. 75.5 cm vs. 
original 71.7 cm; w. 101 cm vs. original 98.9.cm). 
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as number 39, “Cat Music, original by Old Master (Unknown).”563 Serenade to a 
Cat was also shown two years later at Professor Lille’s house in Kaisaniemi in 
Helsinki in an exhibition by the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts (March 11–April 
18, 1852) as number 35 by an unknown artist.564

In March 1854, Serenade to a Cat was probably evacuated for the first time to 
the clinic of  the University of  Helsinki pursuant to Professor Ilmoni’s offer to 
protect the works of  art of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts during the Crimean 
War. However, the works were returned as soon as the autumn because of  more 
peaceful times.565 

In the catalogue Målningar och Skulpturarbeten tillhörande Finska Konstföreningen 1864 
(“Paintings and sculptures belonging to the collection of  the Finnish Society of  
Fine Arts 1864”), Serenade to a Cat is referred to as a work by an unknown artist 
with the written mention “Klinckovstr. Saml.” (“Klinckovstr. Coll.”). This must 
have been a mistake, as the work called Serenade to a Cat cannot be found in the 
collection inventory of  Klinckowström. This collection was bought by Crown 
Prince Alexander Nikolayevich after Baron O. W. Klinckowström’s death, who 
then presented it in the name of  his son (the future Alexander III) for the fifth 
birthday of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts in 1851. Part of  this collection was 
shown in 1850 in the same exhibition of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts where 

563  Förteckning öfver de den 11 Mars 1850 af  Finska Konstföreningen exponerade 
konstalster. Helsingfors, J. C. Frenckell Son, p. 5: Kattmusik, original af  gammal mäs-
tare (okänd). After its acquisition, Serenade to a Cat was recorded in the inventory 
of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts under the following name labels: Kattmusik 
(“Cat Music”), Kattserenaden (“Serenade to a Cat”), Scen från en holländsk kirmess 
(“Scene from a Dutch Kirmess”), Kissanristiäiset (“Cat Christening”), or Nauku-
jaiset (“Meowing,” that is, charivari).
564  Finska Konstföreningens exposition. Helsingfors, hos [at] A. W. Grön-
dahl, 1852, 5. 
565  Lindström 1963, 6.
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Serenade to a Cat was on display.566 

Serenade to a Cat was next displayed by the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts in their 
new location at Unioninkatu 20 in 1873. The painting was listed in the collection 
catalogue under the headline “Older, mostly unknown, foreign paintings; original 
or copies” and placed in a room F, where några (äldre) svenska och franska taflor 
(“some (old) Swedish and French paintings”) were also shown.567 Serenade to a 
Cat was marked again as an original work; there was a reference to its earlier 
exhibition in 1850, but no mention of  the second exhibition in 1852. 

In 1888, on October 13, the art collection of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts 
was opened to the public in a brand new museum building in Helsinki called the 
Ateneum. The Finnish Society of  Fine Arts also published its first collection 
catalogue in Finnish, which includes information on 344 paintings and 71 
sculptures.568 However, Serenade to a Cat is not mentioned in this catalogue; it 
was recorded in the first inventory book by keeper of  the collection, painter 
Thorsten Waenerberg in 1889. Waenerberg marked 1849 as the purchasing year 
of  Serenade to a Cat, and the work was recorded under the name Scen från en 
holländsk kirmess (Scene from a Dutch Kirmess). The inventory number given 
was Fi.Kf.344, which can also be seen on the background of  the painting. In the 
column of  acquisition information, there are six question marks and a later piece 
of  information that the painting was lost in the inventory of  1913, the remarks 
försäljes (“for sale” ) (1919), and Wi[nd] (“attic”).569 

566  STY H24; Lindström 1963, 5. To the collection belonged 28 oil paint-
ings. Tikkanen 1896, 55.
567  [B. O. Schauman] 1873. No. 190, Kattserenaden, original, exp. 1850.
568  Thorsten Waenerberg, ”Luettelo Suomen Taideyhdistyksen kokoelmis-
ta”, Helsingissä 1889. 
569  [Thorsten Waenerberg,] the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts’ inventory 
book A I, 1889, 67.
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By this time, the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts had received all kinds of  works 
of  arts of  varying quality. Carl Gustaf  Estlander, the chairman (1878–1895) of  
the Society, had split the collection into two parts: those that formed the core 
of  the collection and those that had to be pruned. Those works of  art that were 
found artistically too weak, worthless, or inappropriate for public display were 
excluded from the collection and moved to the attic. They were also earmarked 
for removal from the Society’s art collection. 

The inventory book of  1911 says that Serenade to a Cat was missing, and between 
parentheses it is written that the work was in the attic. After two years the 
work was totally lost, and it belongs “vid inventering oktober 1913 icke funna 
konstverk” (“work of  art not found in the inventory of  October 1913”); next 
to the inventory number has been written “på vinden?” (“in the attic?”).570 In a 
very old (probably before the year 1915) undated inventory book of  the Finnish 
Society of  Fine Arts, Serenade to a Cat is marked as a work by Frans Francken (the 
younger or the elder). Below has been added “T:fors,” which means the city of  
Tampere. When the Civil War broke out in 1918, the most important works of  
art of  the Finnish National Gallery were evacuated to the cellar of  the Ateneum. 
The works of  art which were considered less valuable were evacuated to the 
Museum of  Näsilinna in Tampere, and those were actually damaged the most, 
because during the occupation of  Tampere, artillery fire was used.571 Perhaps 
Serenade to a Cat was moved to Tampere, and part of  its damages originated there. 

The work was probably meant to be sold in 1919, when the remark “försäljes” 
(“for sale”) appeared in the inventory book. Beside the ambitious ideas of  C. 
G. Estlander to build a significant art collection for the museum, the difficult 
economic situation of  the Finnish Society of  Fine Arts as a result of  the currency 
devaluation moved the Society to consider selling some works of  art which were 

570  Inventering 1911–13. STY H24. 
571  Finska Konstföreningen. s.a. Among the documents of  1849–1915. 
STY H24; Lindström 1963, 88.
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held to be less valuable. In the inventory book of  1889, there are many such 
remarks, so at least the selection plan was ready.572 

In their last will and testament, Paul and Fanny Sinebrychoff  donated four rooms 
of  their residence at Bulevardi 40 in Helsinki, together with their art collection, 
to the Finnish State in 1921—in other words, into the care of  the Finnish 
Society of  Fine Arts. After the State bought the whole residence and completed 
the renovation of  the Sinebrychoff  building to become a museum in 1980, the 
other older foreign masters’ works and collections previously at the Ateneum 
were also placed there. Thus, Serenade to a Cat ended up in the Sinebrychoff  
Art Museum, which is a part of  the Finnish National Gallery. By that time, its 
condition had become quite bad: it had suffered much damage, overpaintings, 
and a hole. The work was conserved in 1987, as mentioned earlier.573

To conclude, we have to recognize the fact that we cannot establish the complete 
chain of  ownership of  the Serenade to a Cat painting. We do not know its 
provenance history prior to when it was bought from Stockholm in 1849. So 
how did this painting, which is most obviously not of  Swedish origin, ever end 
up in Sweden? One possibility is that it came during the wars in Sweden’s Age 
of  Greatness in the seventeenth century. Besides weapons, books, contents of  
archives, and church property, works of  art were also looted, and they went to 
adorn castles and manor houses. Huge quantities of  war booty were conveyed to 
Sweden, including thousands of  works of  art, but no exact figures are known.574 
Sweden took part in the Thirty Years’ War (1618 – 1648) as the defender of  
Protestantism, and its troops sacked Munich in 1632 and Prague in 1648. King 
Rudolf  II, who governed the Holy Roman Empire from his court in Prague, 
was a well-known art lover who owned a collection of  some 800 works. The 

572  [Thorsten Waenerberg,] Inventory book A I, 67; Lindström 1963, 92. 
573  Aspinjaakko 1987.
574  http://lootedart.com/news.php?r=MUBNPC873351 (accessed May 
28, 2017).
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Swedish troops confiscated some pieces from the Habsburg collection as the 
war booty.575 The painting may have come from Poland or Denmark as well, as 
the wars of  Charles X in the 1650s and 1660s were fought against Poland and 
Denmark, and some works of  art were again looted by Sweden. 

France and Sweden have also had close connections in the eighteenth century 
and at the beginning of  the nineteenth century. After the Finnish War in 1809, 
the Swedish Riksdag elected Jean-Baptiste Bernadotte, a Marshall of  France, as 
heir presumptive to the Swedish throne. In his wake, many Frenchmen settled 
in Sweden with their properties, hoping to receive a proper place in the new 
administration. This is another way that Serenade to a Cat may have been brought 
to Sweden. 

VI.2 Technical Examination

The complicated history of  the painting is evidenced by numerous traces of  
repair and restoration work. It seems that the painting has been restored by 
some of  its earlier owners, and lastly by the Finnish conservation student 
Marja Aspinjaakko in 1987. When she started to work on the painting, it was 
in poor condition: there was a hole, it was grimy, and it had other damages, 
which may have been caused by its deposit in the attic of  the Ateneum during 
the 1880s and its possible evacuation to Tampere during the Civil War in 1918. 
The retouchings and overpaintings had altered the aesthetic impression of  the 
painting considerably. 

575  See more about the art collection of  King Rudolf  in Bukovinskà, 
Fucikovà, & Muchka 1988. For example, the famous painting Vertumnus by the 
Italian master Giuseppe Arcimboldo, which depicts the face of  Rudolf  II com-
posed of  fruit and vegetables, was taken as war booty in Prague. Nowadays it 
belongs to the art collection of  Skokloster Castle, Sweden.
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In dating and attributing Serenade to a Cat to any particular artist, school, or country, 
it is necessary to survey the painting in its every technical detail, including what 
kind of  support has been used, priming, pigments, binding media, the different 
paint layers, the later alterations, retouchings, overpaintings, and cleanings. This 
means a detailed study of  the physical and chemical structure of  the painting. 
Each school of  painting technique has a specific procedural approach to painting 
construction. Even if  there are elements common to all painting techniques, 
there are also specific elements unique to each. These unique qualities can be 
isolated and defined, and they provide key information on the likely construction 
of  the visual effects within the piece.576 

In the examination of  the structure of  the painting, extensive use was 
made of  analytical photography, ultraviolet fluorescence (UVF), infrared 
reflectography (IRR), and X-ray, as well as various methods of  material analysis 
based on cross-section samples taken from the painting. The results of  the 
technical study of  painting materials and techniques utilized in a certain painting 
are not always a seamless detective story. The interpretation of  findings needs 
comparison to earlier studies, and matching of  the art historical information to 
the technical survey. 

VI.2.1 The Condition of  the Painting before 1987

In the inventory book of  1913, the measurement of  the painting was marked 
in inches: h. 1 a 5 t. (71.7 cm) and w. 1 a 16 t. (98.9 cm).577 Nowadays the 
painting’s measurements are 75.5 x 103 cm. The painting technique is oil on 

576  Barrett & Stulik 1996, 7.
577  The original measurements of  the work would be in Swedish units: “a” 
(aln = 2 feet) and “t” (tum or thumb, 12 to a foot, 24 to an aln). The Swedish aln 
was 59.37 cm (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swedish_units_of_measurement, 
accessed July 4, 2017); therefore, the original size was 71.7 x 98.9 cm. 
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canvas. During the sixteenth century, oil painting became more popular than 
tempera painting, and at the same time canvas displaced wooden panels as a 
support. Canvas was cheaper and easy to roll up and transport, and it made 
larger paintings possible. The relative coarseness of  the canvas can be expressed 
in the form of  a thread count. The original canvas is a plain weave linen, having 
14 x 14 threads per centimeter in both the warp (horizontal) and weft (vertical) 
directions.578 The painting has also a lining canvas glued onto the back of  the 
original canvas in order to make it more durable. The lining canvas is coarse and 
made of  one large canvas piece. The painting has been enlarged by c. 1.5 cm 
on all sides, while the old seam sides, which are still visible, were painted black. 
One can see the enlarging of  the vertical edges at the selvages of  the painting 
canvas in the picture area. In the horizontal edges, the paint layer continues 
in the tacking edges and cusping is absent. The changes in the format of  the 
painting must have been done before 1913, as the measurements are close to 
the present ones. The relining treatment also must have taken place before 1913, 
as the inventory number has been marked on the lining canvas. The relining 
treatment destroyed the possible evidence, seals, stamps, or other remarks that 
may have been present on the back of  the original canvas, which related to the 
painting’s earlier provenance history. 

 

There is no information about early restorations of  this painting, but from 
several areas of  the paint surface one can infer that some treatments have 

578  For example, in the Flemish canvases thread counts have been in 
the range of  11–20 threads/cm, both in the warp and in the weft. The Ital-
ian canvases seem to be less studied, but, for example, Caravaggio used quite 
coarse hemp canvases with a thread count of  only 8 threads in the vertical 
direction and 9 in the horizontal. Kirby 1999, 24–25. In France, 80% of  the 
seventeenth-century painting canvases are hemp, and the linen canvases are ex-
ceptions. Thread counts have been commonly in the range of  11–14 threads/
cm, both in the warp and in the weft. http://cool.conservation-us.org/jaic/
articles/jaic20-01-001.html (accessed July 18, 2018).
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taken place in the past.579 The only restoration we know of  is the work in 1987 
by Marja Aspinjaakko, who wrote her thesis about it. Her work consisted of  
documentation of  the painting, consolidation of  its paint layer, strip-lining, 
surface cleaning, removal of  the old yellowed varnish, and revarnishing. 

When she started her work, the reverse of  the canvas was grimy; there were 
remnants from an uneven paste lining, spots, and water damages. The canvas 
was deformed and it had a hole in the neck of  the woman. The paint layer 
was flaking in some areas, and there were scratches, abrasions, and discolored 
inpaintings. The paint surface was matte due to the old varnish and surface dirt. 
The varnish was yellowed and patchy. Light-colored face areas were abraded, as 
if  they had been overcleaned in the past. However, the cleaning was selective, 
and there are still remnants of  the old varnish. Some of  these features were 
discernable also in UV light.

Because Aspinjaakko wanted to preserve the old lining, she first regenerated and 
stabilized the lining glue. Then she consolidated the flaking paint layer, after which 
she removed the surface dirt and the yellowed varnish layer. During the varnish 
removal, she found overpaintings in several areas: in the swaddling clothes, in 
the fingers holding the spoon, in the decorated handle of  the spoon, and in the 
fold of  the woman’s cloak. The overpaintings were ethanol-soluble, and they 
seem to have been made at the same time. Underneath the overpaintings, she 
found brown-colored fillings, and below them, the original paint layer.580

579  In August 2011, I visited the Rilax Manor, together with conservator 
Maija Santala. Our aim was to study the copy by J. H. Asplund for information 
about the earlier condition of  the original Serenade to a Cat painting. The com-
position of  the copy is by and large the same as in the museum painting, and 
its measurements are 75.5 x 101 cm.
580  Aspinjaakko 1987, 29.
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VI.2.2 Remarks during the Research of  2006–2011

The paint layer was examined with a stereomicroscope. An energy dispersive 
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (EDXRF) was used to analyze about 20 spots 
in the paint surface. New digital UVF and IRR photos were also made (see figs. 
47 and 48). One cross-section taken from the right part of  the painting, from the 
gridiron player’s shoulder, was analyzed and some pigment grains were analyzed 
with SEM-EDS (fig. 51). The old X-ray films were also reexamined.

That the entire dark background area is overpainted is visible to the bare eye. 
The area of  the gridiron player on the right is abraded; in that area, there are only 
a few thin paint layers. In the abraded face area, the lower darkish grey layer has 
become slightly visible. 

In UV radiation one could discern that the outlines of  the woman have been 
strengthened afterwards, and the old restoration work was visible. Underneath 
the abraded areas, a grey bluish layer is visible to bare eyes. The X-ray study 
showed the place of  the old hole in both the canvas and the painting support. 
It also helped identify the parts of  the painting which had been altered during 
some unknown restoration work in the past. Aside from the minor changes, the 
cloak of  the man on the left holding the kettle and the woman’s swaddling cloth 
and reddish cloak have been overpainted, as well as the hem of  the jacket and 
the trousers of  the gridiron player, which are no longer visible with bare eyes 
(fig. 49).

The structure and identification of  each paint layer are somewhat unclear, 
because the painting has been treated so many times and over-cleaned in some 
areas. In many areas, like in the background, the original hue is no longer visible. 
The cross-section revealed five different paint layers (fig. 50). According to the 
cross-sections taken from the right part of  the painting, there are two separate 
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ground layers. The lower layer is lightly colored, and the upper one has more of  
a brownish shade. In the lower layer one can find chalk, some lead white, and 
a lot of  vermilion and ferric oxide red. The upper layer consists of  chalk, lead 
white, and carbon black, and some quartz particles were detected. The next thin 
and dark paint layer consists of  chalk, lead white, and bone black; there are also 
some earth pigments and possibly copper resinate. On top of  this, a lighter paint 
layer contains at least lead white and bone black. The upmost layer seems to be 
made of  organic red. 

During the research, some pigments were analyzed. When a pigment is identified, 
we can study its position in the pigment chronology, and when and where it 
was available. It is important to note that the white pigment identified is lead 
white and not zinc white, which came into use only during the second half  of  
the eighteenth century.581 However, lead white was used in the European easel 
painting until the nineteenth century. Sometimes lead white was mixed with chalk 
to make it denser and whiter. In certain Dutch and Italian canvas paintings of  
the seventeenth century, chalk has been found as an extender for red and brown 
ochreous grounds.582 In Northern Europe, particularly in England, France, and 
the Low Countries, chalk was the inert substance commonly mixed with glue in 
the preparation of  grounds for painting.583 

The yellow bonnet in the left consists of  lead-tin yellow, besides other pigments. 
The use of  this pigment has been determined to exist in the time span ranging 
from 1300 to 1750, but it already diminished after the seventeenth century, and it 
was not used after 1750.584 Vermilion was used for the red bonnet. The production 
of  vermilion was introduced to Europe in the ninth century. Amsterdam was 
the principal center for the manufacture of  dry-process vermilion in Europe in 

581  Hiiop & Kallas 2010, 45.
582  Roy 1993, 206.
583  Gettens & Stout 1966, 104.
584  Roy 1993, 85; Fleming 1979, 110.
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the early seventeenth century.585 The blue in the buttons of  the gridiron player 
is azurite. Azurite was the most important blue pigment in European painting 
during the entire Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and to the middle of  the 
seventeenth century, because it was cheaper than the blue pigment made from 
the lapis lazuli. However, with the invention of  Prussian blue at the beginning 
of  the eighteenth century, azurite and smalt became virtually obsolete.586 The 
brown colors of  the painting consist of  earth pigments such as yellow ochre, 
umber, etc. Both carbon and bone black have been used since prehistoric times. 
The variety of  carbon-based pigments has had wide cultural and historical 
distribution up to the present.587 Copper resinate was most commonly used for 
Italian easel paintings in oil in the sixteenth century and in northern painting in 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, although earlier and later occurrences have 
also been noted, including some in nineteenth-century paintings. However, it 
seems not to be a usual feature of  the palette anywhere in Europe after the end 
of  the sixteenth century.588 The green color underneath the apron (or the hem 
of  the jacket) contains copper.589

Individual brush strokes are difficult to notice, partly due to abrasion, but the 
brushwork seems to be more fluid and fluent in the jacket of  the gridiron player 
than in other parts. The two men in the shadows—the hooded man and the man 
feeding the cat—are painted in a more mannerist way, compared to the other 
faces. The wrinkles, painted with whiter brush strokes, are clearly visible on the 
face of  the cat feeder; the men’s faces are more reddish. They look as if  painted 
by another hand or applied newly on top of  the painting. The light illuminates 
the faces of  the woman, the cat, and the gridiron player. Highlighted areas are 

585  Roy 1993, 161–162.
586  Roy 1993, 25; Fleming 1979, 106–107; Gettens & Stout 1966, 95.
587  Seppo Hornitzkyj 2006, SEM EDS; Winter & West Fitzhugh 2007, 
1–12.
588  Roy 1993, 148
589  Seppo Hornitzkyj’s analyses. Oral communication with the author, 
April 18, 2011.
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applied with thicker paint. 

To conclude, analysis of  microscopic paint samples can sometimes yield 
important information for dating and attributing paintings. In this study case, 
that did not happen. All the pigments identified were generally used at least 
in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries in most countries in Europe. 
However, the latest use of  lead-tin yellow around 1750 gives us the terminus ante 
quem for the painting. The subject and the composition of  the painting seem to 
be executed several times on top of  earlier ones.
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VII 

Attributing and Dating 

When a painting does not bear any signature, date, or other remarks, and technical 
examination does not yield any clear hint or clue of  the painting’s origin or its 
date, the attribution and dating have to be done on stylistic and other grounds, 
on the basis of  costume history and subject matter. The German art historian 
and connoisseur Max Jakob Friedländer has remarked, “If  the determination of  
the authorship of  an individual work of  art most certainly is not the ultimate and 
highest task of  artistic erudition; even if  it were no path to the goal: nevertheless, 
without a doubt, it is a school for the eye, since there is no formulation of  a 
question which forces us to penetrate so deeply the essence of  an individual 
work as that concerning the identity of  the author. The individual work, rightly 
understood, teaches us what a comprehensive knowledge of  universal artistic 
activity is incapable of  teaching us.”590 

I agree with Friedländer that trying to determine the possible artist is a good 
school for the eye, and it also helps to understand the artwork’s relationship to its 
formation and to the possible artist who produced it. In general, the attribution 
is convincingly done by an art historian who is a qualified expert and recognized 
authority on the artist in question and can recognize his/her “handprint” on the 
basis of  years of  research and experience. My case is different, trying to find an 
artist or school for an unknown work of  art. Nevertheless, the result is the same 
in both cases: an opinion is formed regarding the likely artist. The forming of  
opinion on the authenticity or attribution of  a work of  art will in most cases 
depend upon subjective criteria, which cannot yield proof  or absolute certainty.591 

590  Friedländer 1944, 160.
591  See the disclaimer of  the Rembrandt Research Project in the Corpus 
of  Rembrandt Paintings V, https://www.scribd.com/document/215522812/
A-Corpus-of-Rembrandt-Paintings-v-Small-Scale-History-Paintings-Art-eBook 
(accessed July 13, 2017).
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Matthijs Jonker has proposed that instead of  ascribing a painting to an individual 
master, it should be “sufficient to attribute a painting to a workshop or even 
a city in order to reconstruct its function, and thus meaning, in seventeenth-
century social practices.”592 In the following chapters, I will explore who the 
possible artist was, or what the School was, using the Serenade to a Cat painting in 
Helsinki as the main work of  comparison. The study of  costumes can also help 
in dating or by giving hints of  the regional origin of  the group of  Serenade to a 
Cat paintings.

VII.1 Tracing the Artist or School 

The clearest mark of  the artist in the painting is his signature (if  it is not a 
later addition or a forgery). In the Middle Ages, artists hardly ever signed their 
works, as paintings were seen as praising the glory of  God and not that of  
the artist. The artist’s status was comparable to that of  a craftsman. Artists’ 
identities are mostly unknown to us, and we know these notnames by nicknames 
made up by art historians from their distinctive “style,” artwork, or place. During 
the Renaissance, with the rise of  individualism, the status of  an artist started 
to change. The artist was no longer an ordinary craftsman, and works of  art 
were regarded as proof  of  the artist’s genius and exceptional skills, giving rise 
to a new sense of  the artist as the author of  his images. Some artists started to 
sign their works and secure their lasting reputation.593 Yet, the act of  painting 

592  Jonker 2008, 160.
593  For example, the only sculpture that Michelangelo ever signed was his 
Roman Pietà. We learn from Vasari that he did so because he was both satisfied 
and pleased with himself  (MICHAELA[N]GELUS BONAROTUS FLO-
RENTIN[US] FACIEBA[T]). See more in Pon 1996, 16–21. Michelangelo used 
the imperfect form of  faciebat as Apelles had done. By separating his name into 
two words, Michael Angelus, he emphasized the association with Michael the 
Archangel and the image of  the artist as a divinely inspired genius. Wang 2004, 
447–473. 
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was still considered collaborative, and the artist’s signature was a proof  of  that 
collective process rather than authenticity.594 Posterity has been able to identify 
some artists’ productions, even they did not sign their works (see, for example, 
the Master of  the Female Half-Lengths).595 Signing works of  art became more 
popular during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Without a signature or other direct information about the artist, we can try 
to attribute a painting on the basis of  several criteria, such as the form of  the 
brush strokes, the choice and application of  the materials, the way light has been 
depicted, the handling of  details (such as eyes, ears, hands, etc.), the choice of  
subject, and so on. The painting style of  the artist is a personal matter, a vehicle 
of  expression, and its interpretation is an attempt to find in an artist’s works the 
common elements that almost create a fingerprint.596 

Even though the Serenade to a Cat of  Helsinki was bought in Sweden, it is 
highly improbable, if  not outright impossible, that some Swedish sixteenth- or 
seventeenth-century artist painted it. During the sixteenth century, Sweden was 
culturally not comparable to Continental Europe, and the royals and nobility 
predominantly commissioned portraits from foreign artists, like the Flemish 
Domenicus Verwilt (active at least c. 1544–1566) or his compatriot Steven 

594  Wouk 2018, 184. 
595  The Master of  the Female Half-Lengths was a painter or group of  
painters working in a similar style in a workshop (the researchers are not 
unanimous on the location of  the workshop) in the sixteenth century, who 
specialized in the series of  small-scale and half-length panels depicting aris-
tocratic young ladies writing, reading, or playing some instrument. See, e.g., 
http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2017/old-masters-eve-
ning-l17036/lot.7.html (accessed August 25, 2019).
596  Fleming 1979, 103.
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van der Meulen (active c. 1543–1564). In the seventeenth century, the known 
Swedish (but German-born) painters like David Klöcker Ehrenstrahl (1628–
1698), David von Krafft (1655–1724), and Ehrenstrahl’s pupil Michael Dahl 
(1659–1743), who mostly lived and worked in England, were all involved in 
portrait painting. Some artists, like David Beck (of  Dutch origin), who painted 
several portraits of  Queen Christina, were also called from abroad to paint in the 
royal Swedish court for a while. But none of  those artists were stylistically even 
close to the Serenade to a Cat, and the subject would seem a very singular oddity 
indeed in their artistic productions. 

What we know about the Helsinki Serenade to a Cat painting so far is that it has 
been listed in an old collection catalogue from 1988 as a work by the seventeenth-
century Flemish School, with the remark that the subject also appears in Lombard 
art at the end of  the sixteenth century.597 We also know of  seven other painted 
versions and one grotesque adaptation, which are also not signed or dated: a 
painting incorrectly attributed to the Dutch artist Gerard van Honthorst (1592–
1656); paintings attributed to the North School or to the Flemish School around 
1600; the painting at Sotheby’s, attributed to the circle of  Bartolomeo Passerotti 
(1529–1592); and the painting at the Ansorena auction, attributed to the circle 
of  Vincenzo Campi. The painting in an art gallery of  Bruges was also attributed 
to the North Italian School, and the painting of  Modena to Niccolò Frangipane. 
Besides these paintings, there exists two French prints by Jean Ier Leblond (c. 
1590/94–1666): one in the collections of  the Département des Estampes de 
la Bibliothèque Nationale de France (dated c. 1580 or 1640), and another in 
the collection of  the author. In short, it seems we have at least the following 
research lines to detect: Flemish/Dutch, North Italian, and the French School 
within a time period of  the last third of  the sixteenth century and the first half  
of  the seventeenth century.

All of  the above-mentioned versions repeat the same composition, but the 

597  Suomen taideakatemia & Supinen 1988, 38.
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rendering and execution exhibit a variety of  styles as well as supports: the 
North School painting is painted on oak panel, the unknown Flemish one on 
an unidentified wooden panel, and the others on canvases. If  the paintings 
were commissions, the client could choose the support and the size. Oak panel 
supports are mostly found in Northern Europe, in the Low Countries, North 
France, and North and central Germany, as there was a greater availability of  
suitable material. However, there was a decline in the use of  panels after the 
first half  of  the seventeenth century.598 The sizes of  the paintings seem to vary 
slightly, with no. 9 being significantly smaller than the others. In addition, the 
coloring is quite the same.599 Conflicting opinions have been expressed over 
the attribution, which is partly due to the remarkable variations in quality and 
execution between the paintings. It is clear that they were not mass-produced by 
the same artist, but by different hands. As we saw in the earlier section IV.3, the 
practice of  copying belonged to the main methods of  training painters before 
the eighteenth century. In addition, especially the early genre paintings seem to 
have been subject to several copies.600 But were all the Serenade to a Cat versions 
executed in a single master’s workshop by his apprentices or painted in different 
studios because of  the spreading of  the print? That we do not know. 

The Sotheby’s version seems quite homogenous in its brushwork and handling, 
and it appears to be of  better quality than the others.  In the versions by 
Helsinki and Sotheby’s, there is rather smooth, carefully controlled and polished 

598  Gettens & Stout 1966, 269–270; Kirby 1999, 17; http://www.marette.
community.pdqmedia.info/?id=-9728 (accessed July 13, 2017). Poplar was 
most commonly used for panels in Italy. See Fleming 1979, 125; Uzielli 1998, 
111, 114. 
599  This is the case for all except painting no. 2, of  which we have only a 
black-and-white photograph at our disposal.
600  For example, there exist at least six versions of  Campi’s The Cheese 
Eaters and four versions of  his The Bean Eaters. These are at the Szépmüvészeti 
Museum, Budapest; Le Musée Calvet, Avignon; Private collection, Bergamo; 
and on sale at Wannenes Art Auctions in Genoa, November 29, 2018, lot 592. 
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brushwork, typical of  the Mannerists. The North and Flemish School, Bruges, 
Ansorena, and Modena paintings are executed in a poorer manner. We do not 
know which one, if  any of  these, is the prototype, and which are copies made 
by assistants or close followers and imitators. Prints had an important role as 
a primary channel for the spread of  pictorial ideas.601 But as the print exists 
as a mirror reflection, it proves that the original work was executed in another 
medium, such as a painting or drawing. 

A dark neutral background that provides no comprehensible environment was 
a common feature from the sixteenth century on in North European paintings 
(see, e.g., Cranach) and likewise in North Italian painting.602 The visual setting 
is dramatic; the lighting reminds of  stage lighting of  the theater, as there 
are distinctly separate areas of  light and shade, which also reminds of  the 
caravaggesque manner of  the early seventeenth century.603 The gridiron player 
is in the light, and light falls to the left. The focus of  the composition is toward 
the center of  the painting, the woman with a cat, which reminds of  those Sacra 
Conversazione subjects in which the Madonna with the Child are central. Such 
compositions as Christ Among the Doctors by Albrecht Dürer (1506) and by Hans 
Hoffmann also have affinities with our works.604 Hans Hoffmann was a German 

601  Raphael has been claimed to be among the first artists who under-
stood the power of  graphic prints in spreading the fame of  his paintings. How-
ever, it is a much-debated question whether Raphael actively participated in the 
circulation of  his graphics, or whether Marcantonio Raimondi appropriated 
Raphael’s images without his consent. See more on the subject in Bloemacher 
2016. 
602  We know no more of  the original hue because of  the pervasive heavy 
overpainting in the Helsinki version, but in all these known versions there is a 
dark uniform background.
603  See more about chiaroscuro and the influence of  Caravaggio in Lom-
bardy in Bayer (ed.) 2004.
604  Several of  Hans Hoffmann’s (1530–1591/1592) paintings are based on 
Dürer’s works; see, e.g., his Christ among the Doctors in the National Museum in 
Warsaw, compared to Dürer’s work on the same subject in the Museo Thys-
sen-Bormenisza. For Hoffmann, see also Sotheby’s, New York, January 28, 
2016, lot 15.
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painter who renewed interest in the works of  Albrecht Dürer some forty years 
after his death in 1528. He became a court painter to Rudolf  II, the Holy Roman 
Emperor.605 

Let us consider the possible models for the types depicted in the Serenade to a Cat 
painting in Helsinki. Finding models for characters proves to be difficult. The 
faces of  the three men are treated in a more mannerist way, and they might even 
be by different hands. The bearded men both remind of  some drawings by the 
French Nicolas Lagneau (c. 1600–1650).606 While Lagneau is not known to have 
painted, his drawings, which often depict old wrinkled men and women, some 
deformed and grotesque, were widely imitated and copied. In our case, however, 
no direct model has been found. 

The facial type of  the man with a red brimmed hat or beret resembles that of  
some figures in works by the Dutch artist Cornelis Corneliszoon van Haarlem 
(1562–1638) as also noted by the Dutch art experts Rudi Ekkart and Wayne 
Franits.607 The face of  the gridiron player resembles the profile of  a man in 

605  See more about Hoffmann’s biography in Kaufmann 1988.
606  See, for example, the drawing of  Portrait of  an Old Man, black chalk, 
sanguine, white chalk on paper, 40 x 27.5 cm. Dated between the late sixteenth 
and first third of  the seventeenth century. Collection of  Count Cobenzl, Brus-
sels, 1768. The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg.
607  Comment by the previous director of  the RKD, Dr. Rudi Ekkart, 
during his visit to Helsinki on October 6, 2011; professor and specialist in sev-
enteenth-century Dutch and Flemish art, Wayne Franits, e-mail to the author, 
July 18, 2016. I could not find a direct model, but, for example, the Portrait of  
the Man à l’Antique (oil on panel, 13 x 10 cm, sign. CvH / 1632, which has been 
on sale at Johnny Van Haeften, London, in 1989) has some similarity with our 
character; see also Saint Sebastian, c. 1591, Coll. Liechtenstein.
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the painting The Fortune Teller (Buona Ventura) by the French artist Simon 
Vouet (1590–1649),608 but he also brings to mind some lute players in Utrecht 
Caravaggists’ paintings, or some grotesque male figures in the paintings by 
Bartolomeo Passerotti (The Fishmongers in the Galerie Gloggner, Lucerne; Allegra 
compagnia (Merry Company).609 Again, no direct model has been found. 

Yet, on the basis of  the similarity, I would consider the central figure in Simon 
Vouet’s painting The Fortune Teller as the closest model for our gridiron player 
(fig. 43). The foolish peasant with a somewhat wrinkled face has enchanted by 
the beautiful eyes of  a young gypsy woman, smiling at her with an open mouth 
and revealing his teeth, which denotes his coarseness.610 Caravaggio had painted 
the same subject earlier, but in the hands of  Vouet the subject received comic 
dimensions. When Vouet painted The Fortune Teller in 1617 ad vivum, “from life”, 
as the inscription remarks on the back, he was staying in Italy. The painting 

608  Oil on canvas, 95 x 135 cm, inv. no. 1041. Galleria Nazionale d’Arte 
Antica, Palazzo Barberini, Rome. Rossella Vodret found an original inscription 
on the back of  the canvas during restoration, which confirms the artist and 
the date, as well as its belonging to the collection of  Cassiano dal Pozzo. De 
Lavergnée 2015, 194.
609  114 x 118 cm, oil on canvas, in the collection Pierre Rosenberg, Paris, 
dated around 1577 by Ghirardi 1990, 64, 225–229.
610  The peasant is possibly holding a foot of  a milking chair on his shoul-
der, which would make him a milker. The young gipsy woman is reading his 
palm and distracting him with such an excuse. Meanwhile, an old gypsy woman 
is emptying with one hand the peasant’s pockets and with the other, placed 
on his shoulder, doing her thumb protrude between her index and her middle 
finger, which is an ancient obscene gesture of  mockery, vernacularly called  
“fig sign”. The subject has been interpreted as deriving from commedia dell’arte, 
mime, or street theater. It could also include a moral warning; do not believe 
the disreputable people or the flattery! See more in De Lavergnée 2015, 194–
196.
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was commissioned by the Italian scholar and influential art patron Cassiano dal 
Pozzo in Rome.611 Vouet was influenced by caravaggesque painting, the School 
of  Bologna, and other contemporary movements in Italian painting. He was in 
contact with a colony of  foreign artists, and he was much imitated since his early 
career. After having been there for 15 years, Louis XIII and Cardinal Richelieu 
invited him back to France in 1627, where he became the leading artist.612 Apart 
from The Fortune Teller, only a few other of  his works could be identified as genre 
painting. 

In my opinion, the physiognomy of  the woman has its closest equivalent in the 
Madonna with Child painting by Albrecht Dürer (fig. 42), in which the Virgin has 
similarly turned her head to the right.613 But whether we can really regard it as 
a direct model or source for our woman figure is not that obvious. The figure 
may be a combination of  facial types copied from several works of  art, or there 
may have been an actual woman who modeled for the painting. Nevertheless, 
the faces do not resemble those of  the Lombard group or the types from the 
Carnival scenes. The painting style and depicted figures are altogether too 
different if  compared to the works by Veneto, Frangipane, or Lomazzo. But let 
us turn to Vincenzo Campi and Bartolomeo Passerotti, which have also been 
mentioned as possible painters of  different versions of  Serenade to a Cat. 

When Lomazzo wrote his Trattato in 1584, the different painting genres 
were about to be formulated. Both the Cremonese Vincenzo Campi and the 
Bolognese Bartolomeo Passerotti painted scenes that were inspired by North 
European sources. Cremona had direct contacts with Flanders, for example, via 
rich Cremonese bankers and Affaitati merchants, who had businesses all over 

611  Langdon 2001, 57.
612  Rosenberg 1982, 334–335.
613  Oil on panel, 24 x 18 cm, dated to 1503, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Vienna.
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Europe, including Antwerp.614 Cremona, Bologna, and Southern Netherlands 
were also under common Spanish rule for a while, when the art market and 
art collecting started to develop. Artists specialized in certain subjects (e.g., 
animals, landscapes, figures), and several artists could work together on one 
painting according to their specialization. The artists, their paintings, and artistic 
influences moved around, as seen in previous chapters. 

Vincenzo Campi’s The Cheese Eaters (known also as The Ricotta Eaters, fig. 40) in 
Lyon is interesting in this case, as it shows a group of  four people in half-figures 
eating ricotta cheese against a dark background, and the composition reminds 
somewhat our Serenade to a Cat images.615 Campi liked to depict laughing peasants. 
The characters of  The Cheese Eaters are depicted as half-figures against the dark 
background (likewise in his The Bean Eaters).616 The painting shows a ludicrous 
and gluttonous peasant quartet, of  which two men are shoveling ricotta cheese 
with their mouths open. The third man is laughing in a jester’s suit (characterized 
by the pointed collar), and the woman with a quite open décolleté is smiling 
lewdly while watching us, which may indicate she is a prostitute. According to 
the sixteenth-century custom, cheese carried a variety of  sexual connotations, 
with a particular reference to copulation.617 The grinning faces and the way in 

614  Meijer 1985, 28–29. 
615  The Cheese Eaters, oil on canvas, 77.5 x 90 cm, Lyon, Musée des Beaux-
Arts. There exist at least six copies of  this painting. The bald man with a beard 
in the above-mentioned painting fig. no. 25  attributed to Lomazzo, which 
depicts three men and a woman with a magpie, in my opinion reminds of  the 
second man on the right side of  The Cheese Eaters. 
616  The Bean Eaters, oil on canvas, 83.8 x 68.2 cm, c. 1580–1585, Avignon, 
Musée Calvet. Beans were linked to stupidity to by Pliny (Nat. His. XVIII, xxx) 
and they have phallic significance. Wind 1977, 109. There is also depicted a cat 
scratching the foot of  a crying baby.
617  Wind 1977, 112; Farmer & Revens 1966, 171. Ricotta was also asso-
ciated with semen because of  its properties of  color and consistency, and the 
ladle offered another sexual implication, namely, sexual intercourse, which was 
likened to the mixing of  liquids. See more on these erotic allusions in Campi’s 
paintings in Simons 2011, 269–270; Porzini 2018, 129–132.
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which the woman looks at us, the audience, with whom they are sharing the 
joke, also bring our painting to mind. The characters are different from ours, 
even though they are clearly of  lower social status. Interestingly, the woman in 
Campi’s painting has similar whiter brush strokes on the sides of  her nose, like 
our porridge feeder. 

Passerotti’s Merry Company has been considered an important bridge between 
the tradition of  comic painting of  Nordic origin and the modern genre scene 
with popular subjects.618 The gridiron player in our painting may bear some 
resemblance to the singing man in the Merry Company; the setting in a V-shape 
composition and the treatment of  light and shade are similar, too. On the grounds 
of  Passerotti’s artistic production, however, the subject of  Serenade to a Cat would 
not really fit in, even if  he also painted profane genre subjects. Serenade to a Cat 
is not a market or butcher scene, and the characters do not resemble Passerotti’s 
more grotesque or caricature-like figures. Yet, the Serenade to a Cat version no. 3 
was attributed to the circle of  Passerotti. According to David Pollack, an Old 
Masters’ specialist at Sotheby’s New York, they attributed it to Passerotti because 
of  its affinities to the artist, but in their view the painting is not by Passerotti 
himself.619

In my opinion, we cannot attribute Serenade to a Cat of  Helsinki with certainty to 
any known North Italian artist. Nevertheless, in a personal letter to the author, 
Bernard Aikema would connect Serenade to a Cat to the Lombard School and 
the second half  of  the sixteenth century. He rules out the possibility that the 
author could have belonged to the circle of  the Dutch/Flemish or the French 
School.620 Also the renowned Rembrandt-specialist and art historian Ernst van 

618  Ghirardi 1990, 228; Posner 1971, 191.
619  David Pollack’s e-mail to the author, January 5, 2017.
620  Professor Dr. Bernard Aikema’s personal letters to the author, Novem-
ber 27, 2001 and January 29, 2002.
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de Wetering is convinced that the painting is not by any Dutch master.621 Even 
though artists in both Northern and Southern Netherlands exploited the subject 
of  peasant and other “low-life scenes,” and the second figure on the left might 
resemble some figures in the paintings of  Cornelis Corneliszoon van Haarlem, 
I agree with Aikema and van de Wetering in that the figures do not suggest 
Dutch or Flemish peasants, as the general impression and ambience are quite 
different. I cannot propose any Flemish or Dutch artist that would be stylistically 
compatible with the Helsinki painting. Likewise, the Dutch painter Honthorst, 
suggested for that other same-subject painting, is in my opinion out of  the 
question. Honthorst belonged to those Utrecht Caravaggists who traveled to 
Rome and found inspiration from the dramatic compositions by Caravaggio. In 
Italy, where Honthorst became a master of  chiaroscuro, he was called Gherardo 
delle Notti for his night-time candlelit scenes.622 He often depicted gamblers, 
courtesans, and musicians, such as the famous Merry Fiddler in the Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam. He painted his funniest and raciest paintings between 1620 and 
1628, when he was working in the Republic.623 Honthorst’s rendering of  light 
is more dramatic, and in his merry companies and concert scenes he enjoyed 
depicting hats with feathers and other fancy costumes. His painting style, 
however, is far too naturalistic and refined compared to the Serenade to a Cat of  
Helsinki or any other painting of  this group; therefore, it would be absolutely 
impossible to ascribe it to him. 

Caravaggio, the Italian Renaissance, and Greco-Roman art allured a lot of  
painters from all over Europe to Rome. Around 1617–1620, a group called 
Bentvueghels (Birds of  a Feather), which consisted of  Flemish and Dutch 
artists, was founded in Rome. The protagonist of  the group was the Dutch 
Pieter van Laer (1592/95–1642), whose physical deformity led to his nickname 

621  Professor Dr. Ernst van de Wetering’s oral information to the author, 
August 16, 2008. 
622  Brown 2001, 380.
623  Tummers 2017, 13.
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“Bamboccio” (“Ugly Doll).” The artists of  the group, whose members were also 
of  other nationalities, such as Valentin de Boulogne and Nicolas Régnier, painted 
subjects considered to be “low,” such as drinkers, solders, cardplayers, gypsies, 
prostitutes, and actors of  commedia dell’arte, adopting Caravaggio’s realist style of  
painting.624 These paintings depicting trivial subjects or the lower classes in the 
streets of  Rome became to be known as bambocciate paintings after the master of  
this genre. Because of  the “low” subjects, the caravaggesque treatment of  light 
and realism, and a possible connection to commedia dell’arte, could we not consider 
that the theme of  Serenade to a Cat may have been born in these circles? Simon 
Vouet belonged to them as well. There are several works related to these groups, 
which are unfortunately preserved to us as by anonymous masters. For example, 
“Maestro dei giocatori” (active in Rome 1620/30) is an unknown personality, 
who was influenced not only by Caravaggio but above all by Jusepe de Ribera. 
Several works are attributed to him, and he predominantly depicted rogues and 
characters from the lower classes, sometimes accentuating the wrinkles of  their 
faces with dramatic brutality.625 

Yet, it would be possible to argue successfully that the subject of  Serenade to a 
Cat might be Flemish or based on some Flemish prototype or model, as it is 
mentioned in the Antwerp probate inventory from 1641, as published in the 
Duverger series: “Een stuck schildery daer de Catte in doeken gewonden is 
etende pappe op panel olieverve in lyste,” which means “a painting in which 
the swaddled cat is eating (= being fed) porridge on panel (painted) in oil (and) 
framed.”626 This proves that the subject matter was known in Antwerp at least in 

624  Lemoine 2015, 31, 34; Hochmann 2015, 69.
625  See, e.g., his Kitchen Interior with a Sturgeon, a Turtle, and the Figure of  an 
Old Man in Red, on sale at Sotheby’s London, May 3, 2017, lot 151; or The Beg-
gar, on sale at Dorotheum, Vienna, October 13, 2010, lot 520.
626  Extract 1149 from the bequeathed property of  Tobias I Van Mitten-
dorff, June 29 to July 4, 1641. The painting was found “In de grootte Neercae-
mer,” which indicates a large room on the ground floor. The document is kept 
in the Antwerp City Archive (Felixarchief). Duverger 1989, vol. 4, 415.
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the first half  of  the seventeenth century.  

But let us study in more detail the possibility of  the French School and the 
engraving printed in Paris. Besides art connoisseurs and collectors, the northern 
broadsheet prints were also collected by artists in Italy; for example, Jacopo 
Bassano is known to have owned some German satirical woodcuts.627 Within 
Italy, Venice became an important center for artistic reciprocity. Some northern 
engravers—such as Cornelis Cort, Hendrick Goltzius, and the Sadelers—stayed 
in Venice, and prints of  all kinds circulated there, sometimes making a deep 
impression on the local artistic and cultural tradition.628 Toward the middle 
of  the seventeenth century, France became the center of  printmaking. Prints 
gained wide circulation, because they were produced at a price affordable to 
many people. Artist-designers no longer had to make drawings from other 
works but could instead buy their prints and copy them. Thus, certain themes 
became very popular across several countries.629 Following the general process 
of  printmaking in artists’ studios in the seventeenth century, the first step was 
usually the painting, which was then copied by engravers or woodcutters, the 
result being a mirror-reflection of  the original image, like in our case. 

Jean Ier Leblond was a painter for Louis XIII, as well as one of  the leading 
publishers of  engravings and a print seller in Paris during the first half  of  the 
seventeenth century. He edited many popular but also more refined prints, of  
which only a few are dated. Leblond is known to have published works by many 
artists, including Jacques Bellange, Abraham Bosse, Pierre Brébiette, Giovanni 
Benedetto Castiglione, Nicholas Cochin, Willem De Gheyn, Jeremias Falck, 
the Pérelle family, Jean Le Pautre, Robert Nanteuil, Gilles Rousselet, and Israël 
Silvestre.630 As is evident from this list, Leblond edited works by several artists 

627  Brown 1999, 112–113.
628  Van der Sman 1999, 151.
629  Grössinger 2010, 61; McPhee 2011, 5.
630  Weigert & Préaud 1976, 298–300. 
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that were not necessarily French. For example, Jeremias Falck was Polish-born, 
and he studied in the Netherlands before moving to Paris. Due to the restless 
and unstable times in Southern Netherlands, Paris and Rouen hosted their 
own large colonies of  Flemish painters, supplying the local public with their 
genre imagery both in prints and in paintings.631 French artists themselves were 
strongly influenced by Italy, and many traveled to Italy especially during the first 
thirty years of  the seventeenth century, because Paris was not yet in a position 
to offer adequate training or career prospects.632 For example, Israël Silvestre is 
known to have traveled to Italy at least three times.633 It was also a common habit 
for artists to draw some modellos in Italy, and when they returned to France, they 
produced prints of  their drawings. 

The above-mentioned prints L’Éducation du matou are marked le Blond excud. 
avec privilege, but unfortunately we do not know who was the author of  the 
composition, inventor, dessinateur, or graveur. Excudit literally means ‘hammered 
out,’ ‘has engraved.’634 The inventory of  the Bibliothèque Nationale de France 
records “l’original serait peut-être un tableau attribué à Niccolo Frangipani, au 
musée des Beaux Arts de Nantes” (“the original might possibly be a painting 
ascribed to Niccolò Frangipane, in the Fine Art Museum of  Nantes”). So, it 
seems that they were not familiar with the other Serenade to a Cat paintings. As 
already considered in the previous chapter, the Nantes painting has a long list of  
different attributions, the last one ascribing it to the anonymous Italian of  the 
late sixteenth century while simultaneously asserting its affinity with the Carnival 
scene paintings vaguely ascribed to Pieter Aertsen. The swaddled cat and its 
feeding are common features between the painting of  Nantes and our image 
type, but I would not regard the painting of  Nantes as the original prototype of  
the print or our group of  paintings.

631  Mérot 1995, 12.
632  Mérot 1995, 12.
633  Thieme-Becker 1937, 35.
634  Pon 2004, 49.
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The verse in the print matches the lifespan of  the publisher Leblond, as it is 
written in the Middle French (moyen français), which roughly covers the period of  
1340–1610 and thus confirms the date of  the print to the end of  the sixteenth 
century or to the first two decades of  the seventeenth century.635 Similar styles 
of  language and vocabulary were used, for example, in the works of  Rabelais 
and Montaigne.636 Because the verse in the print is only in French—and not in 
French and in English, as some other prints by Leblond—L’Éducation du matou 
was probably destined mainly for the Parisian market. 

The print by Leblond has some differences compared to the Helsinki painting 
and other versions as presented earlier. Are we to conclude that these differences 
prove the existence of  some other painting, the prototype, which we might 
regard as original, and upon which both the print and the other paintings would 
be based? Taking into account that aside from being a collector and art dealer of  
paintings and curious prints Leblond was also a painter, could Leblond himself  
have been the inventor of  the subject? 

Fortunately, Leblond’s post-mortem home inventory has been preserved. 
According to his apartment inventory, he owned altogether 978 paintings, 
of  which the most popular artists are Jacopo Bassano—whether originals or 
copies—and Frans Francken II.637 His collection also included some paintings 
by Claude Lorrain, Sebastien Bourdon, and Nicolas Poussin. However, the bulk 
of  the collection is by other artists, with whom Leblond most probably had 
close professional relations. Claude Vignon appears often in the document, 
and Jérôme David and François de Poilly made some engravings after Vignon’s 

635  “Au début du XVII siècle,” the librarian Madeleine de Terris con-
firmed in a personal e-mail to the author, November 21, 2011. See more about 
the formation of  French in Pope, 9 et passim.
636  See, for example, de Montaigne [1595] (1965).
637  Préaud 2002, 19.
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paintings.638 The inventory also includes several paintings or portraits in half-
figures on canvas, both originals and copies, painted by Louis Ferdinand, Justus 
d’Egmont, and others; unfortunately, only the number of  paintings and the price 
in livres are mentioned, not their titles. As in the case of  Vignon, however, the 
paintings belonging to the collection of  Leblond may have served as models 
for his prints, and many of  those portraits in half-figures may have been direct 
sources of  Leblond’s allegoric series (such as The Four Seasons, The Four Elements, 
The Five Senses, etc.), which were his specialty.639 

It is somewhat strange that none of  the paintings mentioned in the inventory 
seem to have been done by Leblond himself, even though he was a painter, too. 
His paintings are not well known nowadays, but he seems to have been a portrait 
painter of  high society women, such as Marie de Rohan (duchesse de Chevreuse), 
Anne de Rohan (princesse de Guéméné), and Elisabeth d’Etampes (baronne 
de la Maisonfort). The portrait of  the assumed Marie de Rohan-Montbazon 
(duchesse de Luynes puis de Chevreuse) was on sale at Christie’s in 2008, and 
there also exists an engraving of  it by Leblond in the Bibliothèque Nationale 
de France.640 Maxime Préaud describes Leblond as a painter “dont l’absence de 
style constitue presque un style.”641 

Consequently, these few unsure portraits, which are painted in a quite mannerist 
way and for which we have only photos at our disposal, are not enough to draw 
any conclusion as to whether or not Leblond was the inventor of  the theme and 
the actual painter of  the Serenade to a Cat of  Helsinki. Still, it is interesting to note 
that in the inventory of  his collection of  prints and drawings he had works by 

638  Préaud 2002, 20.
639  Préaud 2002, 20–21.
640  Oil on panel, 35.3 x 25.9 cm, Christie’s, June 26, 2008, Paris, lot 23; 
Préaud 2002, 20–21, fig. 2.
641  Préaud 2002, 20. 
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Albrecht Dürer and Nicolas Lagneau,642 for example, both of  whom could have 
provided some models for the Serenade to a Cat, as we have seen. 

As we have dealt with the French print and Simon Vouet, we should consider 
some other French artists as well. Before 1600, French artists had been greatly 
influenced by their Flemish and Italian contemporaries. The female figures, with 
their elongated and bent necks and pale skins in some paintings of  the School of  
Fontainebleau (e.g., the main female figure in the painting Mythological Allegory by 
an anonymous master),643 recall somewhat our woman holding the cat. As already 
mentioned above, the names and works of  many Flemish artists working in the 
sixteenth-century France have disappeared into the oblivion of  time. French 
artists of  the first half  of  the seventeenth-century had also a quite different tone 
in their genre paintings compared to the Dutch and Flemish contemporaries. 
The three Le Nain brothers: Antoine Le Nain (c. 1599–1648), Louis Le 
Nain (c. 1593–1648), and Mathieu Le Nain (1607–1677), were active around 
the first half  of  the seventeenth century, and they signed their paintings by 
surname only.644 Their characters are always depicted as serene and sympathetic, 
never ridiculed. The physiognomies are rendered with accuracy, and they are 
in opposition to the prevailing canon of  beauty. The peasants are often sitting 
quietly around the table in modest domestic settings. Also Georges de La Tour 
(1593–1652) painted some low-life subjects in tenebrist manner based on 
the violent contrast of  light and dark. Nevertheless, Serenade to a Cat must be 
disassociated from these masters.   

Artists of  the early modern era could freely pick and borrow elements from others’ 
artworks and assimilate these eclectic elements into their own work. Could it be 
that some artist who was familiar with Lombard and Venetian painting but also 
with northern painting combined figures from Vouet’s The Fortune Teller, Dürer’s 

642  Préaud 2002, 28–33.
643  Master of  the Fontainebleau School, c. 1580, Musée du Louvre.
644  See more in Bell & Dickerson 2016.
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Madonna with Child, and some painting by Cornelis Corneliszoon van Haarlem 
as models for his figures in the Serenade to a Cat? However, if  we are to believe 
that the print L’Éducation du matou dates from the 1580s, as Brouard claims,645 
there is some discrepancy in dating with the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
which dates it to the early seventeenth century. Accordingly, we could roughly 
date the Serenade to a Cat paintings to around the 1580s or the first decades of  
the seventeenth century, if  we consider Simon Vouet’s man in The Fortune Teller 
as an inspiration for our gridiron player.

Alternatively, I would like to consider one more possibility, which also reflects 
the perplexity inherent in our task of  attribution. Hans von Aachen (1552–
1615), the most important German painter of  his time, was born in Cologne 
and studied in the studio of  the Flemish painter called Jerrigh, or George.646 He 
traveled to several cities in Italy and was influenced by many artists there, such as 
Tintoretto and Caravaggio, for example. He also worked in the Netherlands and 
Germany, and he is known to have traveled to Besançon (now part of  France). 
Finally, he ended up in Prague, where he became the court painter of  Rudolf  II. 
His Self-portrait with a Glass of  Wine shows a merry drinker watching us laughingly 
in a similar kind of  collar shirt as our two men in Serenade to a Cat, holding a large 
glass of  red wine against the dark background.647 The rendering of  light besides 
the cheerful atmosphere have some affinities with our painting. Aachen is known 
to have painted several other self-portraits showing himself  laughing, but also 
an unusual painting of  five laughing peasants, stolen in 1964 from the collection 
of  the Princes Lobkowicz at Roudnice. The painting was possibly the result of  
the strong impact Campi’s works had made on the emperor. The central figure 
is making the obscene gesture of  fica, known from the scenes of  the  Mocking 
of  Christ. Thomas Fusenig refers to the closeness in expression with tormentors 

645  Brouard 2017, 80.
646  Höper, n.d.
647  Self-portrait with a Glass of  Wine, probably before 1596, on sale at Sothe-
by’s New York, January 31–February 1, 2013, lot 204, now in a private collec-
tion.
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in Ecce Homo scenes by Hans Hoffmann, Dürer, Massys, or Bosch.648 What is 
notable in the formation of  his artistic style are his travels and influences from 
all over Europe. Similarly, the artist of  Serenade to a Cat painting in Helsinki may 
have shaped his artistic style and pictorial subjects from a mixture of  influences.

However, by studying the subject we may be able to approach the cultural society, 
that is, a certain place and period of  time that favored these kinds of  visual topics, 
and in which they were sustainable. It is also an interesting fact that at the end 
of  the sixteenth century, there were several Flemish artists that had moved from 
Antwerp to Paris because of  political and religious factors, which had diminished 
the number of  patrons in their home country. There was a popular Flemish colony 
in Paris, where some of  the artistic Franco-Flemish families were founded, such 
as the Pourbus and the Francks.649 Could it be possible that the Serenade to a Cat 
images illustrate the union of  Flemish and French taste and production? Or, do 
the images prove that some Dutch, Flemish, French, or German artist was trained 
in North Italy and received influences in the workshops of  Venetian or Lombard 
artists? The face types in the Helsinki painting seem to suggest Dutch, French, 
Italian, and German sources, while the composition and rendering of  light and 
shade resemble North Italian models. Besides, concert themes were typical of  
North Italian painting and, above all, Venetian painting.650 In addition, there was 
a close connection between France and Italy. Since the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries, there had been an immigration of  “Lombards” to France, followed 
by a rush of  bankers, financiers, and master artisans from Florence, Genoa, 
Milan, and Lucca during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when Northern 
Italy was the economic center of  Europe.651 In the sixteenth century, the French 
court gave a privileged place to Italian artists and artisans who settled to France, 

648  Fusenig 2018, 157–174.
649  Adhémar 1945, 194.
650  See, for example, Callisto Piazza’s Concert, or Concert with Two Couples by 
Bartolomeo Veneto, Titian’s Pastoral Concert and Interrupted Concert, Caravaggio’s 
Musicians and many others. 
651  Sahlins 2004, 175.
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and they were employed at Versailles, in Paris, and in Lyon.652 Consequently, we 
could also consider that the North Italian artists brought the idea of  the comic 
genre subject with a cat, possibly based on the Lombard or Carnival groups or 
some commedia dell’arte play, to France, where the theme was modified according 
to local folk traditions. As Adhémar noted, these genre artists are lesser known. 

To conclude, as artists, new ideas, themes, and images traveled from one country 
to another in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, we can only make 
assumptions about the attribution of  the artist or the school of  the Helsinki 
Serenade to a Cat, since the technical examination also failed to yield any clear 
answers. The painting is a puzzle, perhaps even the result of  many influences 
and characteristics emerging from a common source. We also have to take into 
consideration the possibility that the Helsinki version is a later copy of  some 
lost original, like all the seven other versions, and that is why it does not show 
the distinctive style of  some recognizable master. A lot of  information could 
have been hidden on the reverse of  the Helsinki painting, such as collectors’ 
marks, seals, or customs stamps, but unfortunately it has the lining canvas and is 
therefore inaccessible. The fact is that there are hundreds of  paintings that were 
produced in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe which will never have a 
name attached to them. In our case, the artist is unidentified and remains open 
for discussion and speculation.  But let us study next if  the clothes could give us 
some more information about the cultural context and dating. 

VII.2 Remarks on the Clothes

In dating the paintings, the history of  costumes requires some attention. The 
study of  clothing can also help to identify the characters and their social status 
or trades, and reveal something of  the narrative or the connotations the dresses 
and accessories had at that time. The clothes depicted in the Serenade to a Cat 

652  Sahlins 2004, 175.
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images seem to belong more to the lower social class, urban workers (servants, 
artisans), or peasants. The rural dress evolved more slowly, because of  the slower 
rhythms of  country life and the innate conservatism of  country folk, but also 
due to poverty and certain restrictive sumptuary laws. Rural costumes were also 
intensely regional.653 

The woman and the gridiron player have paler skin than the other men do. The 
shade of  the skin and its darkening grade in the paintings speaks to the status, 
position, and gender of  the persons. Peasants and labor were always depicted 
with darker skin than townspeople, and since the Pompeian wall frescoes 
women were usually shown with a lighter skin than men of  the same social rank. 
Similarly, in Sacra Conversazione depictions the Virgin and the Holy Child often 
have paler skins than the other holy people.

The man who plays the gridiron has a white undershirt and over it a brown 
doublet, a padded jacket with full long sleeves, buttons (possibly a later addition) 
in the bodice, and puffed trousers. The type of  doublet or shirt without buttons 
is much more recognizable in the print than in the paintings, in which the hem 
wave either belongs to the trousers or to the jacket. Similar doublets were popular 
in Italy, France, and elsewhere in Europe between the fifteenth and seventeenth 
centuries as shown, for example, in the engraving The Blind Man, Seller of  a 
Cure for Corns by Francesco Villamena, which has been dated to c. 1600.654 This 
print belongs to the genre documenting street criers and other craftsmen in the 
traditional, so-called cris de Paris broadsheets. These prints disseminated images 
of  popular types and trades, which were identified by their tools and by the text 
of  their cry.655 

653  King 1970, 10.
654  Francesco Villamena’s engraving in the collection of  Fine Arts Muse-
ums of  San Francisco; Cumming, Cunnington & Cunnington 2010, 69. 
655  See more on the subject in Milliot 1995.
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The bearded man next to the gridiron player is wearing a hooded cape with some 
object attached to it. The hooded cape was worn in most European countries 
by rural people, especially by travelers and shepherds.656 The hooded cape was 
also a traditional costume of  the fool, as the figure wears in the Allegory of  Fool 
by Quentin Massys.657 The object with a hook-like top is not present in the print 
or in paintings nos. 4, 7, and 9. Hieronymus Bosch already depicted objects 
attached to hats, and later Bruegel, Brouwer, and Hals placed spoons, pipes, 
or even knives stuck through a pair of  slits cut into their hats.658 A pipe in a 
hat refers to the bad custom of  the lower social class, as the habit of  smoking 
was strongly associated with sailors, soldiers, and the lowest rural classes.659 The 
spoon can be a symbol of  poverty, a person who owns nothing but what he 
carries, or a sign of  vulgarity in the sixteenth century, like the pencil behind the 
ear in Britain.660 However, the golden-colored object in the hood is not a spoon 
or a knife, nor does it look like a pipe, as its top is far too narrow to be the bowl. 
Actually, the object looks as if  it had been cracked at the top, and the hook 
would be of  some different material. The object might be a long nail or a stylus, 
which was used for drawing and writing at the end of  the sixteenth century.661 
Nevertheless, some scholars have found a more plausible explanation that it 
is an awl, which identifies the wearer as a cobbler, a profession known for its 
proverbially dissolute lifestyle. In some prints, a cobbler with an awl pinned to 

656  Oakes & Hill 1970, 95.
657  On sale at Christie’s, New York, January 27, 2009, lot 66. Sometimes 
the fool’s cap has cat ears.
658  See, e.g., Bosch’s Christ Crowned with Thorns, oil on panel, 165 x 195 cm, 
El Escorial, Spain. One of  the men in the background has a black hat with 
an arrow attached to it, which has been interpreted as a sign of  eternal death. 
Ringbom 1965, 156; Pieter Bruegel’s Peasant Dance (1568) in Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna; Adriaen Brouwer’s Youth Making a Face (c. 1632–1635) in the 
National Gallery of  Art, Washington, D.C.; Frans Hals’ Merrymakers at Shrovetide 
(ca. 1615) in the Metropolitan Museum of  Art, New York. 
659  Gaskell 1987, 121.
660  Burke 2001, 137.
661  On the stylus, see Wetering 1997, 66–67. 
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his hat is not working at all, exemplifying laziness or sloth.662 The cobbler is also 
the main representative of  medieval tradesmen in the French farce, and he was 
restricted by law to the repairing of  shoes.663 

The woman’s dress is some kind of  a mantle or smock, which comprised the 
clothing of  poorer working women in the sixteenth century.664 The mantle is 
crimson red (more visible in the other paintings of  the group) which was a 
coveted color and reserved for the powerful members of  the Church and lay 
society under sumptuary laws in early modern Europe. Red was used for feasts 
of  the Holy Spirit and martyrs, and in buildings red doors and windows were 
believed to keep away demons. Hovever, red was also the color assigned to the 
executioners and prostitutes.665 The woman wears a white linen headscarf, which 
in the print and other paintings with the same subject is also visible on her left 
side (but not so well in the Helsinki painting). The scarf  indicates her status; 
perhaps she is a wet-nurse or a peasant woman, if  not a prostitute. Scarves have 
been common accessories in all periods, especially among poorer women, in 
place of  a cap, bonnet, or hat.666 Married women used to cover their heads; it 
was a social convention even until the last century. In one drawing of  The Bust of  
an Old Woman Wearing a Head Scarf (c. 1625) by Nicolas Lagneau, the fashion of  

662  See, e.g., The Beggars (De bedelaars) by Lucas Van Leyden, c. 1507–1511, 
engraving, in the Rijksprentenkabinet, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. http://hdl.
handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.33936 (accessed September 15, 2019). 
Nichols 2007, 50; Jacobowitz & Stepanek (eds.) 1983, 82–83.
663  Pinet 1974, 308–320. The cobbler suffered greatly from poverty, and 
he worked with the humblest of  human garments. Cobblers are shown as 
simple-minded and carefree characters who preferred drinking to almost any-
thing else, especially work. This trait was emphasized in farce, because it had 
the greatest potential for situation comedy and verbal wit. Ibid. 
664  De Marly 1986, 21.
665  Alvarez Perez 2010, 592; Daly Goggin 2012, 29–30.
666  Cumming 2010, 102.
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wearing the scarf  is close to that of  the woman in our painting.667 

The woman in painting no. 6 has two hoofs and a dead cock’s head attached to 
her head scarf, which also brings to mind the painting Allegory of  Folly by Massys. 
The cock headdress labels her behavior as “folly.” In the Bruges painting, all 
the figures have different bells as earrings. Jesters typically had bells jingling 
from their “fool’s hat.”668 Furthermore, the gridiron player’s blue headgear has 
in front some kind of  rabbit ears. The mouse and the extinguished candle on 
the cat feeder’s shoulder brings to mind a drawing of  Two Mice (c. 1594) by the 
Flemish Joris Hoefnagel in the Rijksmuseum. In the drawing, the mouse and the 
extinguished candle are symbols of  the transience of  life. 

The man with a red brimmed hat has a reddish shirt with white collars. His 
hat type seems to be a kind of  beret with slits. In the Modena painting, there 
is a feather attached to his beret. A similar hat with feathers can be seen in a 
painting by Cornelis Corneliszoon van Haarlem, which is dated to 1604.669 The 
bearded man with a kettle wears a yellow cap without a brim, which looks like 
a quite common type widely used by lower-class men all over Europe between 
the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries. He wears a dark green, long-sleeved 
shirt with a collar and buttons, and a dark brown (or green in some images) 

667  Black and colored chalks, 32.7 x 22.8 cm, National Gallery of  Art, 
Andrew W. Mellon Fund, cat. no. 16 in Renaissance to Revolution: French Drawings 
from the National Gallery of  Art, 1500–1800. October 1, 2009–January 31, 2010, 
Washington, D.C. https://www.nga.gov/content/dam/ngaweb/press/ex-
h/2857/2857-list.pdf  (accessed January 27, 2018).
668  In folk plays, the figure of  the fool is also closely connected with the 
devil, which may have originated in the versatility of  the trickster or his acting 
the devil in a comical way as a fear-conquering device. Vandenbroeck 2009, 
187–188.
669  Cornelis Corneliszoon van Haarlem, Mars, Venus and Cupid, oil on can-
vas, 101 x 134 cm, Sotheby’s Amsterdam, November 19–20, 1996, lot 58.
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cloak is wrapped around his body. Because he is holding a kettle and feeding the 
cat, he might be a cook by occupation. Cooks were regularly comical features 
since the Greek and Roman comedies and satires.670 The status of  the cook 
trade was considered low, because it was associated with sensual, carnal, and 
culinary pleasures.671 Cooks and their cooking implements are common also in 
the Carnival scenes.672 Nevertheless, the big cloak could also suggest that he was 
an actor, in a similar way as in the Lombard group. Peasant men in general had 
fully grown beards. From about 1550 until 1650, men of  rank and position had 
fairly small and neat but well-shaped beards.673

Old-fashioned or funny clothes were sometimes used as a humorous touch in 
paintings. In his Trattato, Lomazzo describes Michelino da Besozzo’s composition 
of  two laughing men and women with a cat that “…quello che dà loro grandissima 
grazia sono certe berrette fatte all’antica, col resto delle vestimenta nella foggia 
che allora si usavano da villani, et ancora a nostri tempi sono usati da alcuni, 
ma non così ridicoli”.674 According to him, the clothes and caps depicted in 
Besozzo’s work were old-fashioned but still used by some villagers of  his time, 
though these were not as ridiculous as the ones in the painting. In his Il cortegiano, 
Castiglione mentions the wearing of  peasant clothes “in front of  everyone” as 
one of  the amusement tricks of  court buffoons.675 

670  See more on the subject in Dohm 1964. 
671  At the end of  the first book of  Cicero’s De officiis, which had been until 
1501 among the most frequently printed works of  Cicero and one of  the most 
influential for the early modern period, honorable and dishonorable trades are 
discussed. Irmscher 1986, 219–220.
672  See, for example, Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s Fight between Carnival and 
Lent, dated 1559, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. 
673  Yarwood 1978, 32.
674  Lomazzo 1584, Book VI, chap. XXXII.
675  Castiglione & Maier 1981, Book II, chap. L.
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In brief, it is difficult to identify the clothes depicted in the Serenade to a Cat images 
with any given trade (except the possible cobbler, wet-nurse or prostitute, and 
cook), period, or country, because they are quite general types used by peasants 
and poorer people in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries everywhere in 
Europe. Similar clothes can be seen, for example, in the genre paintings by 
Pieter Bruegel the Elder, or in the depictions of  brawling and drinking peasants 
in taverns by Jan Miense Molenaer. The shape of  the gridiron player’s hem 
and the woman’s scarf  offer the clearest hints, which would roughly date their 
clothes’ style between the end of  the sixteenth century and the first half  of  the 
seventeenth century.
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VIII 

Interpreting the Theme of  

Serenade to a Cat

The subject of  the group of  Serenade to a Cat images is already strange to a modern 
viewer. They have been created in a cultural world that is already remote from 
our own norms, humor, habits, and experiences. The purpose of  this section is 
to try to define the subject and thus determine the meaning of  the images by 
means of  iconographic analysis. To begin, on the first pre-iconographic level, 
so to speak, let us consider what we really see in the group of  Serenade to a Cat 
images (except no. 6, which is different than the others): a scarf-headed woman, 
who is holding a swaddled cat, and four men, a gridiron player who is singing 
and three “silent men,” of  which one has a long object in his hood and another 
is holding a spoon and cauldron. We notice that the cat is swaddled in the same 
way as babies; it is an age-old tradition still practiced in many countries but 
not for animals. Based on these observations (on the second level), we try to 
connect the image of  feeding a swaddled cat with a spoon to other images than 
the paintings from the Carnival group—probably to a known story, pageant, or 
event, or to some recognizable characters. Finally, we formulate an iconological 
analysis and try to establish the meaning of  this artwork at the time it was made. 
The result may be more than one interpretation, with multiple perspectives 
adding some new aspects and insights into Serenade to a Cat and the humor of  
that time. However, we will try to come to an overall conclusion by considering 
the historical context and the reason for its production (i.e., which function it 
fulfills in the history of  comic art).
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As already mentioned above, Jan Białostocki considered that the subject 
might be a blasphemous parody of  the Sacra Conversazione, or that it might be 
connected with folklore and the cat in popular beliefs.676 In order to resolve this 
enigma, we will start our challenging approach by reviewing different sources: 
first, the biblical stories and religious picture tradition; secondly, the world of  
folk theater and commedia dell’arte; and thirdly, other folklore traditions, in which 
the cat plays the prominent role. However, instead of  imposing our own 21st 
century suppositions on the subject matter, we should try to identify the original 
audience of  the painting and let them guide our interpretation.677 Our difficulty 
in identifying the audience lies in the fact that we do not know precisely the 
origin of  the Serenade to a Cat theme. Nor do we know the artist or whom these 
paintings were made for, as the open market is a quite broad arena. However, we 
can assume from the print by Jean Leblond that the subject was known at least 
c. 1580–1640 in France. Furthermore, we can conclude that the French audience 
of  that time could understand the meaning of  the subject according to their 
cultural conventions. 

The reception and understanding of  an artwork is agebound; different audiences 
hold different assumptions at a given place and time. The work of  art can be 
inaccessible unless mediated by historical research. In a work of  art, one can find 
elements that seem to be timeless in a large European scene, and yet an idea may 
be gained of  how contemporaries perceived it.678 It was my starting point for 
this study that the cat is the key for resolving the meaning of  the Serenade to a Cat 
images. Animals and their symbolic meaning were used for religious allegory and 
moral instruction, and beliefs of  different animals’ humanized nature lived on in 

676  Jan Białostocki’s letter to Marja Supinen, Warsaw, January 9, 1986. 
SAM.
677  Sullivan 1994, 2.
678  Sullivan 1994, 3.
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folk stories, proverbs, and fairytales in the sixteenth century. This all influenced 
secular painting as well. 

VIII.2 Blasphemous Presentation 

In addition to Jan Białostocki, the Museet på Koldinghus in Denmark also 
considered the Serenade to a Cat subject to be a coarse parody of  the Holy 
Family. Their exhibition catalogue Virgin Mary in 1999 points out that Mary 
is depicted as a peasant woman holding a swaddled cat-baby, which carries 
the symbolic meaning of  treacherousness and falseness. The cat-baby is said 
to be a blasphemous presentation of  Baby Christ.679 Could we see in this 
mischievous scene some attack toward the Church? Is the subject visual offense 
against the sacred? Indeed, if  the painting should be a mocking representation 
of  the ceremony of  the Church, what would have been a better upside-down 
counterpart to Jesus Christ than the demonic cat? 

The composition and monumental figural constructions of  the Serenade to a 
Cat images are traditionally associated with a certain type of  religious painting, 
Sacra Conversazione, which is often translated as ‘holy’ or ‘sacred conversation’. 
However, Rona Goffen has proposed to define conversazione as ‘community’ rather 
than ‘conversation’, as she noted that the figures represented on these panels are 
not speaking with each other.680 The Sacra Conversazione picture type developed 
in Italy during the first half  of  the fifteenth century from the earlier triptych or 
polyptych format altarpieces. In the early paintings, the Virgin Mary is depicted 
sitting enthroned with the Infant Jesus on her lap, amidst a group of  saints located 
within the same unified pictorial space. The saints were recognizable by their 
special attributes; physical characteristics also made their identification easier. 

679  Jomfru Maria – aspekter af  Vor Frue exhibition at the Museet på Kolding-
hus August 28,1999–January 9, 2000, Kolding, Denmark. Jenvold 1999, 79.
680  Goffen 1979, 198–222.
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The number of  saints varies, and chronologically they can all be from different 
periods than the Madonna and the Child. Their compositions are usually frontal 
and solemn, reminding of  the old Byzantine icons with their rigid poses. The 
figures are depicted as silent rather than conversing, their mutual relationship 
being conveyed by restrained and pious gestures and expressions; the general 
impression is the sacred, statuelike immobility.681 The result of  the painting 
depended on commissioners, and sometimes the commissioners themselves 
wanted to be shown in the paintings. The theme of  Sacra Conversazione lacks 
a direct point of  comparison in the holy texts, liturgy, or Mariology literature. 
Sacra Conversazione paintings are usually not connected to the feeding, but in 
some paintings the Virgin Mary is feeding the Child with a spoonful of  porridge 
in an interior domestic setting.682 However, in contrast to the immobility of  Sacra 
Conversazione images, the figures of  Serenade to a Cat images are depicted as more 
expressive.

If  Serenade to a Cat is making a parody of  the Sacra Conversazione, drawn from 
the standard sacred iconography, we can see some parallels: instead of  heavenly 
music and angels around the Virgin Mary and her Child, the peasant woman with 
a swaddled cat is surrounded by rough music and other figures filling the space. 
The breastfeeding is replaced with porridge-feeding. The form, composition, 
and even partially the content as well are comparable to Sacra Conversazione. We 
could also try to identify all the figures in Serenade to a Cat images as parodied 

681  One of  the early Sacra Conversazione is Fra Filippo Lippi’s Barbadori Al-
tarpiece, c. 1437, Louvre, Paris. For some of  his Sacred Conversations and other 
paintings with religious subjects, the Venetian Giovanni Bellini adopted a hori-
zontal panel with half-length figures and indistinct dark backgrounds. See, e.g., 
his Sacra Conversazione in the Galleria dell’Accademia, Venice, and his Presentation 
at the Temple in the Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice. 
682  See, for example, La Madonna della Pappa (Virgin and Child with Milk 
Soup) by Gerard David, c.1510, Palazzo Bianco, Torino; Madonna della Pappa by 
Bernardo Strozzi (last in the Collection H. D. Laurisch and P. A. Lipp, Berlin), 
cat. Fondazione Zeri, entry no. 60423. 
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saints. We can easily recognize Saint Joseph of  Nazareth as the bearded man 
who is trying to feed the cat held in the arms of  the Virgin Mary. Parodically, 
St. Joseph was cuckolded by the Holy Ghost. His veneration was actually tied 
to laughter; he was viewed as a comical figure, because besides being cuckolded 
he was of  old age and unequally paired with a young pregnant virgin (a fact that 
was also satirized).683 In visual art, for instance, Joseph was depicted comically on 
all fours before a cooking pot and improving a campfire.684 The most important 
relic of  the saint was kept in Aachen Cathedral: Joseph’s Hosen (stockings or 
pants), which are believed to have been the swaddling clothes of  Baby Jesus.685 

The Virgin Mary is usually depicted in the Sacra Conversazione as seated, and she 
is the main figure of  the painting, with her child in the foreground. In Serenade to 
a Cat, the woman with her cat is standing further back, but nevertheless she is in 
the spotlight, together with the gridiron player, while the other figures are more 
in the shadows. It is established in Western Christian iconography that the Virgin 
Mary wears a red robe and a blue mantle. The red refers to Mary’s human nature 
and the blue to her divinity as a heavenly queen. As the woman in the Serenade 
to a Cat paintings wears a white scarf  and a red mantle, the color choices might 
refer to Mary in the pictorial tradition.

After the Virgin Mary and St. Joseph, we have three more male figures to define. 
Are they the shepherds in the nearby fields, to whom an angel announced that 
the Savior was born? Their peasant clothes would fit the role, as well as the 
swaddling of  the cat-baby. The Gospel of  Luke 2:11–12 states: “The angel said 
to them, ‘Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good news of  a great joy which 
will come to all the people; for to you is born this day in the city of  David a 
Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And this will be a sign for you: you will find a 

683  Williams 2018, 10.
684  See The Nativity by Conrad von Soest, dated 1403, Wildunger Altar, 
Bad Wildungen, Germany. 
685  Williams 2018, 6–7.
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babe wrapped in swaddling clothes and lying in a manger.’” The number of  
shepherds is not mentioned in the Bible. In the Adoration of  the Shepherds scenes, 
there are often two or three shepherds depicted, and sometimes they are shown 
kneeling in front of  Baby Jesus.686 

The Gospel of  Matthew 2:1–12 tells about the Nativity of  Jesus Christ and 
that there were the Three Wise Men, Kings, or Magi—Caspar, Balthazar and 
Melchior—who followed the star and visited Jesus after his birth, bringing him 
gifts of  gold, frankincense, and myrrh. Could we then not see the Three Magi 
in those three male figures? The Adoration of  the Magi follows in many details the 
subject of  The Adoration of  the Shepherds, even though the rendering of  these 
two picture motifs is very different, with the former often showing a quiet and 
devotional scene under the starry night sky, and the latter a sumptuous scene 
with crowned kings and luxurious gifts and garments in the daylight. The Three 
Magi represented heathen people and the wisdom of  the antique world.687 In 
early Christian art, these three Magi had been represented in red Phrygian caps 
and trousers, like in the mosaics of  Sant’ Apollinare Nuovo in Ravenna. Later, 
in the Middle Ages, they stood for the different stages of  life: youth, middle age, 
and old age, and during the fifteenth century they also represented the three 
continents and three races: Europe, Asia, and Africa, Balthazar having young 
African or Moorish features, and Caspar distinctive Oriental traits. In Serenade 
to a Cat, we are unable to distinguish particularly African or Oriental features, 
nor the three different ages. The gridiron player and the man with a red beret 
are both looking quite young. As we do not find any gifts in their hands either, I 
would not consider them as the counterparts for the Three Magi. 

Could we identify any other saints in Serenade to a Cat images? The man playing 

686  See, for example, The Adoration of  the Shepherds by Hugo van der Goes, 
c. 1477, in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence, or The Adoration of  the Shepherds by Gi-
orgione, dated 1505–1510, in the National Gallery of  Art, Washington, D.C.
687  Pöykkö 1998, 58.
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the gridiron might be St. Lawrence, the Christian martyr who was tortured to 
death slowly by broiling. He became the patron saint of  cooks and the art of  
cooking. Thus his principal iconographic attribute is a gridiron, and he is often 
depicted in art standing on a gridiron or holding one in his hands.688 The other 
figures seem to be concentrated on listening to him singing and playing. The 
bearded man in a coarse cloak next to the gridiron player could be identified 
as some sort of  friar. If  we interpret the object in his hood as a nail, we might 
also regard him as a martyr. A nail is a common symbol for the martyrs killed by 
crucifixion. Large nails (clavi trabales) were used to join great rafters or beams in 
buildings, but they were also employed as instruments of  torture, as is evident 
from St. Paulinus, St. Constantine, and Horace.689 However, there is also another 
possible interpretation for the figure. The evangelist Luke is often depicted as 
writing, and the object in the hood of  the man can remind of  a stylus, such as 
was still used for drawing and writing at the end of  the sixteenth century.690 

Finally, we have one more saint to identify. Like a halo, the red beret or brimmed 
hat surrounds the head of  a man lurking between the Virgin Mary and Joseph. 
He resembles St. Sebastian with his youthful, upturned face, but he is the most 
difficult to recognize as some saint. One of  the early fathers of  the Western 
Church, St. Jerome, who translated the Vulgate, is depicted in a painting by 
Antonello da Messina with a cat.691 St. Jerome is usually shown wearing a cardinal’s 
red dress with a red hat, which is due to the false medieval interpretation of  

688  See, e.g., St. Lawrence by Francisco de Zubarán, 1636, State Hermit-
age, St. Petersburg.
689  See http://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=757 (accessed 
July 18, 2017).
690  See, e.g., Benedetto Bonfigli’s Annunciation and St. Luke is in the collec-
tion of  Galleria Nazionale dell’Umbria, Perugia, the late fifteenth century. On 
the stylus, see van de Wetering 1997, 66–67. 
691  Dated 1475, the National Gallery, London. According to Penny H. 
Jolly, this is the only known painting of  Jerome that includes a cat. Jolly 1983, 
241, note 14.
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the life of  St. Jerome. According to the Legenda Aurea, a compilation of  the 
lives of  saints, a lion whose paw was wounded by a thorn was cured by St. 
Jerome in a monastery of  Bethlehem, and afterwards the lion never left his 
helper. Thus, one of  St. Jerome’s attributes is a lion, which symbolizes brutal 
force tamed by piety.692 Nevertheless, in the painting by Antonello da Messina, 
we see a grey cat sitting nearby to keep him company, while a lion is padding 
toward the saint in the shade. Bernard Aikema interprets the cat and a dirty towel 
hanging on the wall on the left side as having negative connotations; they are 
symbols of  impurity. For Penny H. Jolly, here the cat stands for the lure of  sexual 
temptation.693 Evidently the cat, because of  its independence and fickleness, also 
became associated with freedom and law. Another saint, St. Yves, the patron 
saint of  lawyers and orphans, was sometimes shown with a cat and wearing a 
red lawyer’s hat.694 

There are also other ways of  explaining the subject matter of  Serenade to a Cat in 
the context of religious parody. The Nantes painting from the Carnival group had 
another title suggested by Roberto Longhi in the museum manuscripts, showing 
the feeding of  the newborn in the festivals of  the New Year, which lasted from 
Christmas until the actual Carnivals, and which dates back to Antiquity. It is a 
question of  the so-called Charivari de la Chandeleur (‘candle-lighter’) which was 
a popular parody of  an old religious rite in which Joseph is feeding the Child 
Jesus with food or wine, as was also given to the child Dionysus during the 
ancient festivals of  Bacchus.695 It was celebrated during the Fête des chandelles (i.e., 
Candlemas), a festival of  the Catholic and Protestant Church observed on the 
second day of  February.696 Candlemas is also known as the Feast of  the Presentation 

692  Giorgi 2004, 150–151.
693  Aikema 1999, 217. Jolly 1983, 246, note 36.
694  Dale-Green 1963, 47–48. See St. Yves with the red hat in a painting by 
Defendente Ferrari, 1520, Galleria Sabauda, Torino. Another saint linked with 
cats is Saint Gertrude of  Nivelles, the patron saint of  cats.
695  Benoist 1953, no. 294.
696  On Candlemas (i.e., “mass of  the candles”), the candles that would be 
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of  our Lord Jesus and the Feast of  the Purification of  the Blessed Virgin Mary, because 
the Baby Jesus was taken to a temple and the Virgin Mary purified herself. 
According to Mosaic law, a mother who had given birth to a boy was considered 
unclean for forty days. When the time was over, the mother was to bring some 
offerings (animals) to the temple, and the priest would pray for her, so that she 
was purified (Leviticus 12:2–8). The rite of  purification had an important role in 
the maintenance of  the hierarchical relationship between clergy and laity, man 
and woman. It emphasized the clergy’s moral and spiritual superiority over laity, 
and a man’s superiority over a woman.697 

The Gospel of  Luke (Luke 2:22–38) combines both the purification rite and 
the redemption of  the firstborn male, who was to be consecrated to the Lord. 
Joseph and Mary took their firstborn male child to the Temple of  Jerusalem, 
and of  this Giovanni Bellini made a dramatic painting (c. 1460), now in the 
collection of  the Museo della Fondazione Querini Stampalia in Venice. It shows 
six figures by St. Mary and the Christ Child, all depicted in half-figures. Mary is 
offering the swaddled Baby Jesus into the arms of  Simeon the God-receiver, 
who immediately acknowledged that Jesus is the Messiah. We might also try 
to interpret Serenade to a Cat in this way, namely, that the hooded and bearded 
figure could represent the elderly Simeon and that the scene is a parody of  this 
religious rite. 

All in all, if  we regard the painting as a kind of  blasphemous representation of  
the Holy Family, the substitution of  a cat for the infant Jesus is quite significant. 

used in the church during the coming year were blessed. http://projectbritain.
com/year/candlemas.html (accessed July 26, 2017). With the word chandeleur is 
also mentioned the crêpes de la chandeleur (i.e., ‘candle-lighter’s pancakes’), re-
ferring to the tradition that still continues today. Robert, Rey-Debove, & Rey 
2017, 394. These crêpes have also been depicted in the paintings of  the Carnival 
group.
697  L’Estrange 2008, 96.
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As already mentioned earlier, cats were thought of  as satanic, evil ones, ready 
to capture human souls. The Christian Church ignored the cat because the 
older pagan religions had adored or deified it, and thus the sacred shifted to 
the cursed. It is also possible that the Church feared that the populace would 
notice the connection between the Virgin Mary and Artemis/ Diana, the virgin 
goddess of  the hunt and wild animals, to whom the cat was consecrated.698 The 
cat is actually never mentioned in the Bible, not even when listing the clean and 
unclean animals.699 In all the Gospels, however, Jesus is said to have recognized 
the Divine Life as innate in all creatures.700 Nevertheless, the cat, and especially 
black ones, had a very negative symbolism in the collective psyche. Already in 
1232, the directives of  Pope Gregory IX urged the court of  the Inquisition to 
keep an eye on black cats. In 1484, Pope Innocent VIII legalized the persecution 
of  witches, and the cat was declared as the favorite helper of  the demon 
and companion of  the witches.701 The famous fifteenth-century treatise on 
witchcraft, Malleus Maleficarum (Hammer of  Witches) by James Sprenger and the 
Dominican inquisitor Heinrich Kramer, claimed that “the cat is in the Scriptures, 
an appropriate symbol of  perfidious, just as a dog is the symbol of  preachers,” 
and that was the reason both animals pursue each other.702 Before the early 

698  Rowland 1973, 51; Mery 1967, 32; Howey 1930, 84–85.  Hecate, the 
goddess of  darkness, magic, and witchcraft, was one of  Diana’s forms. 
699  Leviticus 11:1–8; Deuteronomy 14:4–8.
700  According to the so-called The Gospel of  the Holy Twelve “written down” 
by G. J. Ouseley (first published in 1892), which claims to be “a translation of  
an early Christian document preserved in one of  the Buddhist monasteries in 
Thibet,” a cat gave birth to her little ones under the manger while the Jesus 
Child was born in the stable. In another chapter, a crowd of  idlers were tor-
menting a cat which they have found, but when Jesus saw it he stopped the 
cruelties and protected the cat. The Gospel of  the Holy Twelve was lost until the 
1870s, but some paragraphs are said to be repeated by the early Church Fa-
thers. Ouseley & Udny 2004, 62–65.
701  Dale-Green 1963, 127–128; Mery 1967, 56; Zuffi 2007, 14.
702  Kramer & Sprenger 2007, Part II, Qn I. Ch. IX, 128. 
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modern era, the cat had become a signifier of  heresy and those lacking faith.703 

Apparently, the cat started to appear in the depictions of  the Last Supper, where 
it is seated at the foot of  the traitor, Judas Iscariot, as if  an accomplice in the 
betrayal.704 In a fresco of  the Last Supper by Cosimo Rosselli in the Vatican’s 
Sistine Chapel, a dog and a cat are snarling at each other in the foreground, 
which probably alludes to the constant battle between good and evil. During the 
sixteenth century, the cat also emerged in the context of  the Annunciation and 
scenes of  the Holy Family, probably as the symbol of  the Virgin Mary’s fertility 

or suggesting Mary’s victory over sexual temptation and her miraculously virginal 
conception.705 In addition, the cat can simply remind of  the omnipresence 
of  evil. In the middle of  the fifteenth century, the archbishop S. Antonio of  
Florence had condemned all depictions of  decorative and genre-like animals 
in religious art as “unnecessary and vain curiosities.”706 Yet, in his early career, 
Leonardo produced several sketches of  the Virgin Mary and the Child with a 
kitten. No other artist had brought the cat into the arms of  Christ and made the 
animal the center of  his composition. This possibly caused its censorship, as the 
depiction was against the traditional Christian iconography.707 

703  https://irinametzler.org/2013/10/10/witchcraft-and-cats-in-the-mid-
dle-ages-revisited/ (accessed February 20, 2018).
704  For example, in a painting by Domenico Ghirlandaio (1480, Museo di 
San Marco, Refectory, Florence), Judas is depicted sitting apart from the other 
apostles and without a halo; only a cat keeps him company under the table. See 
also the Last Supper by Jaime Huguet (after 1450) in Museu Nacional d’Art de 
Catalunya, Barcelona. Judas is depicted without a halo and he is the only one 
of  the apostles who is eating. At his feet there is a cat.
705  Dale-Green 1963, 45; Jolly 1983, 246, note 36.
706  S. Antonio, Summa Theologica, III, iv, 4, as quoted in Baxandall 1985, 43, 
156 and Friesen 1989, 28.
707  Friesen 1989, 19–28. Leonardo draw eight sheets of  studies on the cat 
in different positions. Leonardo’s drawings of  The Virgin and Christ Child with a 
Cat (c. 1478–1481) are found in the collections of  the Windsor Castle, British 
Museum, Uffizi, and Musée Bonnat (Bayonne).
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However, Giulio Romano also included a cat in his Madonna della Gatta painting, 
but here the cat is malevolently staring at the beholder.708 In Federico Barocci’s 
painting Madonna of  the Cat,709 the Holy Family is represented with unusual 
informality, and John the Baptist is teasing the eager cat with a goldfinch, a bird 
symbolizing the spiritual aspect of  man. This harmless-looking scene is loaded 
with deeper symbolism: the confrontation between good and evil, with the 
spiritual in contrast to the earthly, namely, the lustful and bestial part of  man’s 
nature. The goldfinch also symbolized death and fertility.710 The symbolism 
of  the evil cat is even more evident in the Annunciation by Lorenzo Lotto (c. 
1534, Museo Civico Villa Colloredo Mels, Recanati), in which a startled tabby 
is chased away from the room by the praying hand gesture of  God the Father 
in the clouds.711 Later, in the seventeenth century, Rembrandt included a cat in 
a painting of  the Holy Family and also his print.712 Both cats are depicted in 
domestic settings, but the cat in the painting is looking exceptionally suspicious 
while warming up close to the fire. The cats are known to prefer warm sites in 
houses, which could also refer to the closeness of  the hell’s fires. 

708  Madonna della Gatta, c. 1523, Museo di Capodimonte, Naples. Roma-
no included a quite similar cat staring the viewer to his painting The Lovers, c. 
1524, The State Hermitage Museum. St. Petersburg. 
709  C. 1575, the National Gallery, London.
710  Friedmann 1946, 7–8, 95, 108.
711  For other Annunciations with cats, see, e.g., Jan de Beer (Museo Thys-
sen-Bornemisza, Madrid), Taddeo Zuccari (Ospedale di Santa Maria Nuova, 
Florence), Tintoretto (National Museum of  Art of  Romania, Bucharest), 
Veronese (the National Gallery, Washington D.C.), Alessandro Vitale (Galleria 
Nazionale, Urbino), Lelio Orsi (private collection).
712  Rembrandt’s painting The Holy Family with a Curtain in Gemäldegalerie, 
Kassel, dated 1646; his print the Holy Family with the Cat and Snake, in the British 
Museum, London, dated 1654. 
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As already mentioned, the cat came to symbolize heresy as well, and there is a link 
between the cat and the religious disputes of  the sixteenth century. The English 
playwright and printer William Baldwin (1515–1563) wrote his novel Beware 
the Cat already in 1553 (published only in 1561), which contained anti-Roman 
Catholic satire.713 The main characters in this horror fiction novel are cats, which 
stand as a metaphor for the imperishable Catholic Church. There also exist an 
anonymous painting and some prints in which the Catholic Pope is surrounded 
by cats, and he is literally called a cat in the inscription.714 In addition, as we 
studied in Chapter IV.2, during the time of  the French Protestant Reformation 
there was a story about the Huguenot sorceress named Margot, who gave up her 
newfound heresy (Protestantism). Could this subject refer not to the actual Holy 
Family but instead to the mocking of  heresy, as its symbol, the cat, will in the end 
be tormented, as it is written in the verse? 

Moreover, the scene could depict a mock baptism.715 Baptism marks the 
baby’s reception into the Christian community, and the Catholic Church holds 
it essential to salvation. Godparents brought gifts to the christening: apostle 
spoons, porringers, bowls, and mounted coral for the baby to cut its teeth on 
and to protect it from witchcraft. Baptisms could include an actual exorcism of  
the devil; the belief  that the child who cried at his christening was letting out 
the devil persisted even after the Reformation.716 Like all kinds of  mocking and 
inversions of  rituals, the election of  a mock king, mock weddings, mock battles, 

713  Ringler 1979, 113. 
714  See the anonymous painting Peace Exhorts the Churches to Tolerance from 
the first quarter of  the seventeenth century in Utrecht, Rijksmuseum Het Cath-
arijneconvent. Verberckmoes 1999, 92.
715  Parodic church rituals are often described in modern scholarly research 
with the adjective ‘mock,’ as in “mock sermons” or “mock liturgies.” Peter 
Burke regards this as misleading, as they were not mocking religious or legal 
forms, but their creators appropriated these ready-made forms from the offi-
cial culture for a new purpose. Burke 1978, 122–123.
716  DeMause 1995, 10; see also Thomas 1971, 478–479.
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mock funerals, and so forth were a traditional part of  Carnival; at the time of  
permitted anarchy, mock baptisms with a cat could have taken place, too. In 
Tudor and Stuart England, there were several mock baptisms recorded in which 
the subject was a cat. The Anabaptists were accused of  dressing up a cat like 
a child for it to be baptized, in a crude performance of  a deviant theological 
position.717 According to David Cressy, these mock christenings profaned the 
sacred ceremony and blurred the boundary between humans and beasts. Baptism 
saved souls but animals had none, and those who staged these travesties risked 
their own salvation.718 The reason for mock baptisms could have been derision 
of  the Holy Sacrament, but perhaps more often it was an outcome of  youthful 
mischief, which only gained official notice because of  transgressing religious 
boundaries.719 According to Louise S. Milne, “by applying baptism to animals, the 
meaning for humans is thrown into doubt and its effect is reversed.”720 A mock 
baptism was one of  the diabolical sacraments that witches were also accused of. 
Indeed, witches caused misfortunes, including monstrous births.721 

717  Cressy 2000, 172–173. 
718  Cressy 2000, 182. The question whether animals have souls or not was 
one of  the scholarly topics among the early theologians and ancient philoso-
phers. See Nitschke 1967, 235–262. 
719  Cressy 2000, 183.
720  Milne 2007, 390.
721  A 27-year-old unmarried servant Agnes Bowker of  Harborough, 
Leicestershire, supposedly gave birth to a cat in 1569. Six women were helping 
her in the delivery, but none could tell for certain what had happened except 
that the result was the dead cat. The event was quickly printed on a broadsheet 
or pamphlet, now lost. The whole story is a fraud or cover for a violent crime, 
and it belongs more to the folk culture of  wonders than to the skeptical culture 
of  the Protestant Reformation. Monstrous births could be interpreted as pun-
ishments against individual sinners, generalized warnings to the community at 
large, or prognostications of  some earthly catastrophe to come. Cressy 2000, 
9–28, 36–37.
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To conclude, could we claim that Serenade to a Cat images make a blasphemous 
parody of  the Holy Family and saints? Their composition reminds of  that in Sacra 
Conversazione images, and the scene could depict the parodic rite of  Charivari de 
la Chandeleur, which was celebrated on Candlemas. Nevertheless, in my opinion, 
the figures’ identification is too unclear. For an effective spoof, there should be 
some deliberate exaggeration of  the characters and their attributes to add comic 
effect. The Council of  Trent declared that no one may dare make sacred pictures 
for any purpose other than gravity, veneration, and sanctity.722 It would have 
been quite risqué to joke about the holy and sublime matters in the late sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, just as it was in the twentieth century. In 1979, Monty 
Python’s Life of  Brian, a comedy film about the story of  Christ, caused a huge 
uproar upon its release. Several religious organizations condemned the movie, 
and the Catholic archdiocese called Life of  Brian a “blasphemy,” adding that it 
was a “crime against religion which holds the person of  Christ up to comic 
ridicule.”723 As the Mother of  God and the Queen of  Heaven, Mary has an 
important status in the Catholic Church. In the aftermath of  the Reformation, 
there were disputes over Mary’s status and importance; in the Lutheran teaching, 
worship of  Mary and the need for her intercessory role vanished.724 Yet, the 
blasphemy against Mary was serious, and it remained a punishable offence long 
after the Reformation.725 Furthermore, there are no known paintings from the 
sixteenth or seventeenth century that would make a blasphemous parody of  
the Holy Family, even though there can be some humor in religious imagery 
as well. In addition, if  we take the verse of  the print L’Éducation du matou into 
consideration, there is no allusion to the Holy Family or other religious matters. 
Therefore, in my opinion, it is doubtful that the Serenade to a Cat images represent 
a blasphemous parody of  the Holy Family and other saints. However, it cannot 
be totally ruled out that there might be a blasphemous intention.  

 

722  Paleotti 2012, 240.
723  Brummer 2013.
724  Heal 2002, 42.
725  Heal 2007, 127.
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VIII.3 Pictorial Representations and Folk Theater: 

Links ca 1500–1600

In this chapter we examine the ways in which the group of  Serenade to a Cat 
images relates to the world of  theater. Despite the fact that the great theatrical 
tradition of  the Greeks and Romans had degenerated in the medieval period, 
and their plays were no longer performed and their theaters were left in ruins, 
drama lived on through indoor and outdoor performances in Italy and the other 
Western European countries. The growing suppression by the Catholic Church 
of  popular culture led to the prohibition of  carnivalesque forms at churches 
and religious festivals, even though the Council of  Trent made no expressis 
verbis to prohibit them. The most common arguments against the plays were 
“superstition” and the “immoral behavior” it encouraged.726 In Elizabethan 
England, the founding of  the first professional, commercial, and public theater 
coincided with the end of  religious plays.727 All in all, the theater continued to 
play an important part in the life of  the elite and common folk alike in the early 
modern Europe. 

In France there were sotties, short satirical plays related to the Feast of  Fools and 
similar Carnival festivities, in which the characters were not realistic types but more 
abstract and allegoric ones, grouped under the generic term of  sots, or fools.728 
Sotties flourished from the mid-fifteenth to the mid-sixteenth centuries, and they 
consisted of  dialogue combined with songs, music, or acrobatic performances. 
Sotties were short and they were performed in theatres and on streets.729 There 
were also sacred plays (i.e., dramatizations of  biblical stories, legends of  saints 

726  Fischer-Lichte 2002, 48–49.
727  Fischer-Lichte 2002, 50. 
728  Hindley 2010, 33; Ross 2010, 621–622. According to E. K. Chambers, 
sotties represent the whole world, from kings to clowns, wearing the cap and 
bells and obeying the lordship of  folly. Chambers 1903, 381.
729  Ross 2010, 621, 623.
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and folk tales, or allegorical plays suitable for moral or religious instruction). 
Sacred dramas included characters like housewives, nurses, courtesans, priests, 
monks and friars, kings, and nobles, and also professional men like lawyers, 
merchants, and doctors. Characters belonging to the lower social classes had 
more comical traits. Especially peasants acted as shepherds in the Nativity, but so 
did members of  guild when performing vernacular mystery plays.730 Comic plays, 
moralités (plays with didactic intentions), and farces (short comic plays especially 
in France) tended to include caricatures of  a few stock types: the clumsy but 
cunning peasant, the impudent beggar, the greedy merchant, the pompous and 
pedantic doctor, the sly and tricky friar.731 Cobblers, inn keepers, beggars, and 
other figures belonging to the lower ranks also appeared in the comic plays.732 
Characters of  comedies were shown as corrupt and ridiculous. As many comic 
plays also involved satire against the official institutions and those in power, it 
had to be veiled to avoid arrests of  the actors or censure.

In France and Italy, charlatans, hawkers of  medicines, and street actors performed 
in the piazza. Street entertainers could show puppetries and dressed animals 
as well.733 The “mountebank” was the charlatan mounted on a bench or stage, 
saltimbanchi were acrobats on benches, and cantimbanchi were singers on benches. 
These singers were often handed a set of  illustrations to their ballads, which they 
sold copies of  afterwards.734 Incidentally, the commedia dell’arte actors also started 
to publish, sell, and perform short printed works.735 

The roots of  the Italian professional theater, commedia dell’arte, go back to the 

730  Herrick 1960, 1, 6, 8. 
731  Brockett & Hildy 2003, 86; Goody 2010, 16; Herrick 1960, 8. 
732  Jossa & Moroncini 2017, 6.
733  Baudin, Feuerhahn, Bariaud, & Stora-Sendor 1988, 56; see also Auguet 
1974.
734  Burke 1978, 95.
735  Henke 2002, 6, 45, 66. 
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satirical comedies of  Plautus and Terentius, and the masked, improvised Atellan 
farces. These presented stock comic characters, which were also adapted in the 
sixteenth century by commedia dell’arte. Hence, starting from the comedy plays 
and farces of  the Roman Antiquity, theater can be considered to have been the 
principal vehicle of  humor in Italy through the ages.736 The essence of  commedia 
dell’arte is a dialogue improvised around a loose scenario involving a set of  set 
characters, each of  which had a peculiar costume; some often had a leather mask 
and a traditional name, and spoke the dialect of  the city or town he represented. 
The audience could immediately recognize the characters the actors were 
playing without any long introductions.737 The stock characters included, for 
example, the Bergamese servant Arlecchino, the Venetian merchant and old fool 
Pantalone, the Bolognese physician Il Dottore, the Spanish captain Capitano, 
the comic servant Colombina, the astute servant Zanni, and many others, which 
actors could specialize in impersonating. Both Pantalone and Il Dottore wore 
very distinctive and caricatured leather masks with a long, hooked nose, arched 
eyebrows, and wrinkled forehead. The plays often included Arabic or Turkish 
merchants, gypsies, traveling musicians, beggars, rogues, madmen, charlatans, 
magicians, hunters, etc.738 Cardsharps, fortune-tellers, and gipsies that started 
to appear in the late sixteenth-century paintings by Caravaggio and others, are 
stock characters from the commedia dell’arte. 

Perhaps it is no coincidence that at the same time as the development of  the 
stock characters of  the commedia dell’arte, there was a growing interest in the 
pseudoscience of  physiognomy. Physiognomy is the art of  reading the face and 

736  Consigli 1988, 135.
737  Consigli 1988, 136–137. A troupe typically had from eight to twelve 
actors including at least one or two zanni (i.e., comic servants), often one or 
two comic soldier types, usually a captain and sometimes a soldier-servant. The 
remaining five characters in a troupe were female lovers and their servingwom-
en, male lovers, and one or more old men. Posner 1977, 203.
738  Henke 2002, 18. In painting no. 13 of  the Lombard group, one of  the 
men is wearing a turban. 
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the signs of  the body as documents of  the person’s mental and moral character, 
allowing even prediction of  a person’s future. The idea that the outer appearance 
is intertwined with the person’s inner appearance has its roots in the circles 
of  Aristotle.739 The so-called Shepherds’ Calendar from 1499 and other popular 
almanacs provided the different moon phases and the fixed and movable 
feast days with some physiognomic forecasting. Many of  their assumptions 
were based on old proverbs and sayings known to rural communities.740 The 
best-known physiognomy manuals of  the sixteenth century are Bartholomeo 
Cocles’s Chyromantie ac physionomie anastatis (Bologna in 1504) and the German 
priest Johannes Indagine’s Introductiones Apotelesmaticae (Strasburg in 1522), 
named in Pope Paul IV’s Index of  Forbidden Books in 1559. In addition to ancient 
philosophers, who had been regarded the physical malformation as negative, the 
Mosaic Law states that anyone who is disabled or deformed, is not allowed to 
perform sacrifices to God (Leviticus 21:16–24). Hence, it is no wonder that in 
these manuals, normal external features were equated with virtue and deformity 
with moral judgement.

In his De Sculptura (Florence in 1504), Pomponius Gauricus claimed that the 
physical resemblances between animals and men proved the same characteristics 
of  the souls.741 Similarly, in 1586, the Italian scholar and playwright Giovanni 
Battista Della Porta’s De humana physiognomia continued the Aristotelian and 
Gauricus tradition by drewing parallels between human and animal faces.742 

739  See Aristotle’s Prior Analytics II.27. The Renaissance authors also knew 
Cicero’s notion of  imago est animi vultus (“the face is the image of  the soul”). 
Cic. Orat. 18:60.
740  Davis 1981, 75.
741  Gauricus [1504] 1969, 116. 
742  In the second book (p. 131), Della Porta has also depicted two laugh-
ing and drinking men, which remind somewhat of  the men on the far right 
and the far left in the Lombard group. https://www.agefotostock.com/age/
en/Stock-Images/Rights-Managed/IAM-WHA-060-0432/1 (accessed May 5, 
2019).
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Someone looking like a bull or a pig were said to have the same characteristics as 
the animal in folk beliefs. For example, in the third book, there is an illustration 
Man with Small Face like a Cat; having a small chin meant that the person should 
be judged as insidious. Della Porta’s physiognomic drawings probably influenced 
Carracci’s animal-like caricatures. Physiognomy led to social categorization 
through individual features, creating a lexicon of  types. Maybe we can see some 
affinity here with the standardized characters and masks of  commedia dell’arte, 
which are inextricably bound to social stereotypes, informing the viewer of  
the character’s personality traits with virtues and vices, motivations, and social 
class. In addition, the contemporary of  Shakespeare, the playwright Ben Jonson, 
developed “the comedy of  humors” based on the ancient physiological theory 
of  the four humors. In Jonson’s comedies, each of  his major characters was 
ruled by a particular humor and temperament, providing us a physiological 
interpretation of  character and personality.743 For example, in his Volpone (1605), 
all the characters are imbalanced, and therefore they act in comical ways.744

The comedy plays expressed the popular attitudes of  the time. The first written 
records of  the commedia dell’arte plays date from the seventeenth century. The 
common themes were sex, love, betrayal, jealousy, misunderstandings between 
lovers, and the general opposition between old and young, as can be read in the 
collection of  scenarios by the Italian playwright and director Flaminio Scala’s Il 
Teatro delle Favole Rappresentative (1611). The son of  the famous actress Isabella 
Andreini,745 Giovan Battista Andreini, wrote a play called Lo Schiavetto (The Little 
Slave Boy) in 1612. The front page of  the book features an image of  the dark-
skinned youth with a slave collar. The comedy tells about a noblewoman who 
disguises herself  as a male slave in order to take revenge on a lover who betrayed 

743  Abrams & Harpham 2013, 59.
744  Karim 2014, 27–38.
745  Acting had been an exclusively male activity since Greek and Roman 
times, with men also playing the feminine roles. Nevertheless, in the 1560s the 
first actresses stepped onto the stage. The most famous of  the first female 
actresses was Isabella Andreini. Jordan 2014, 3.
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her.746 Transvestism became one of  the hallmarks of  the commedia dell’arte.747 In 
the end of  this comedy play, like typically happened in all comedy plays of  the 
time, the “right” partners find each other, the truth is revealed, and all is forgiven. 

As Hochmann has shown in his study on the birth of  comic painting, there were 
some painterly equivalents to the early comedy plays performed in Venice and 
in the court of  Ferrara at the end of  the fifteenth century.748 For example, the 
inventory of  Lorenzo de’Medici (1492) contains “a painting of  Moorish dance 
with many figures at the window.” Moorish dance was related to Carnival, but 
it is also an evidence of  the arranged spectacles that started to appear as the 
subjects of  painting.749 Moreover, several works of  art by the Ferrarese court 
painter Dosso Dossi are connected to theatrical spectacles and comedy.750 Later, 
such burlesque figures as in Passerotti’s painting The Butchers’ Shop are acting like 
comedy actors in a scene. As has been noted by some scholars, Caravaggio’s Card 
Sharps and Fortune Teller, which have been dated to circa 1595, were most likely 
influenced by commedia dell’arte plays as well. He was also familiar with Campi’s 
paintings, as they were visible in Milan and several copies and variants were made 
of  them.751 

In addition, comic actors started to gain recognition, as proved by the increasing 

746  For a study of  this play, see Wilbourne 2010, 1–44.
747  Kerr 2015, 82. 
748  M. Hochmann 2009, 41–54.
749  Hochmann 2009, 41.
750  See, e.g., Dosso Dossi’s A Man Embracing a Woman, c. 1524, National 
Gallery, London; Drunkenness, c. 1521–1522, Modena Galleria Estense. Dos-
si’s Allegory of  Hercules (c. 1535, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence) shows a special 
scene with buffoons and lascivious women, but also, interestingly, an actor’s 
full leather mask on a table.
751  See, e.g., McTighe 2007, 160.
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number of  their portraits in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.752 As 
seen in the earlier chapters, some paintings of  the Lombard group were titled 
The Comedians, which are to be comprehended as comic actors, the comici from 
commedia dell’arte. The comici had an impact on genre painting, and commedia 
became an important sub-category of  genre painting in France (Fontainebleau), 
Flemish regions, and elsewhere.753 In Venice and its surroundings, for example, 
Leandro Bassano added some comici to his Carnival subjects, and Flemish 
painters like Lodewyk Toeput, Ambrose Francken, and Joos de Momper worked 
with this new sub-genre in the same workshop. In many cases, however, the early 
illustrations of  commedia dell’arte are unsigned and anonymous.754 

Depictions of  stage performances are rare. One is the late sixteenth-century 
painting The Compagnia Dei Comici Gelosi with Isabella Andreini Depicted Giving a 

752  The earliest known portrait of  a professional comedian is the portrait 
of  Zuan Polo playing a lute, which was mentioned in the inventory of  Alvise 
Masipo in 1546. Hochmann 2009, 46, 51. See also the famous portrait of  the 
Italian actor Tristano Martinelli or Francesco Andreini by Domenico Fetti, c. 
1622, The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg.
753  The commedia dell’arte inspired the frescoes of  1576 at Castle Trausnitz, 
in Landshut, Germany (Bavarian Palace). These were done under the direction 
of  Friedrich (Federico) Sustris, the Dutch-Italian artist. There exist also some 
prints related to commedia dell’arte characters and scenes. For example, a printed 
series called Le Recueil Fossard was compiled for Louis XIV by Siuer Fossard, a 
musician at the court. The collection of  engravings from the sixteenth centu-
ry presents commedia dell’arte characters in a variety of  poses and scenes. The 
Flemish-born painter and engraver Jacques de Gheyn II also made a series of  
engravings called The Masquerades, which feature an odd assortment of  figures 
wearing fancy costumes and masks, some related to the commedia dell’arte charac-
ters. While Jacques Callot’s Balli di Sfessania series of  etchings is not commonly 
accepted as depictions of  commedia dell’arte, his figures do have some similarities 
with commedia dell’arte characters.
754  Castagno 1994, 128.
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Performance in Paris by an unknown artist (Musée Carnavalet, Paris). It is attributed 
to either a Flemish artist influenced by “French feeling” or a French artist under 
Flemish influence.755 The Compagnia dei Gelosi (“Company of  the Jealous”) 
was one of  the most successful commedia dell’arte groups, which since the middle 
of  the sixteenth century, together with other Italian traveling troupes (like I Uniti 
and I Confidenti), provided diversions to audiences in France.756 The painting 
depicts a scene on a wooden stage, where a young woman, the innamorata, is 
pressing her hand to her chest as a sign of  emotion or an acted display of  
chastity while watching the audience “knowingly.” With her right hand she is 
crossing her forefinger and middle finger, which is generally a gesture of  deceit. 
Pantalone is watching her with his sword and beard funnily erect. His servant, 
Zanni, is just stepping onto the stage. Behind the woman there is possibly her 
lover, who tries to hide behind his cape and is maybe giving her instructions. An 
old woman is raising her apron and watching the scene, while two young men are 
also peeking from behind the black curtain. 

The Musée des Beaux-Arts of  Rennes has a version of  a commedia dell’arte scene 
(called Two Ages or Woman between Two Ages, dated c. 1575) by an unknown French 
master of  the Fontainebleau School. The painting brings to mind Clouet’s 
erotic, cool charm that appealed to his aristocratic customers, as also noted by 
Castagno.757 This painting, like several other versions of  it, is made after a late 
sixteenth-century engraving, possibly by Pieter Perret (1555–c. 1625) during his 
brief  stay in France.758 The scene depicts three characters as three-quarter figures 

755  Castagno 1994, 170; Sterling 1943, 21. There exist some other quite 
similar paintings (e.g., a panel by an anonymous artist at the Drottningsholms 
Teatermuseum, Stockholm).
756  Wiley 1960, 20–21. In 1599, Henry IV invited the famous Arlequin 
actor Tristano Martinelli and his company to France as well. Wiley 1960, 22. 
Commedia dell’arte spread to Spain, England, and other European countries as 
well.
757  Castagno 1994, 134.
758  http://www.mbar.org/collections/guide/14-18/039.php (accessed 
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against the black background: an old man in black and red clothes, possibly 
Pantalone, recognizable by his aquiline nose, and a young couple. The old man 
tries to gain favors from the young woman by suggesting intercourse with his 
hands, but the woman is spurning him and peeking at us while gesturing refusal 
with her hand. With the other hand, she is giving the old man his spectacles, 
perhaps as a suggestion to see the reality. Her lover shows his approval by 
displaying the little finger of  his right hand.

The French court painter of  Henri IV, François Bunel the Younger, painted Les 
Personnages de la Comédie Italienne (c. 1587, Musées des Beaux-Arts de Béziers).759 
A troupe of  eight actors are shown as three-quarter figures against the black 
background, presenting some stock characters, like innamorati with a love letter 
and Pantalone in his typical costume of  red tights, a doublet, a black cape, and a 
small hat. A man in a leather mask, most probably Zanni, is showing the horns 
of  the cuckold behind the angry-looking Pantalone while pulling Pantalone’s 
fake beard.760 

January 22, 2017). The painting has been attributed to Holbein, after that 
to the Florentine School, and finally to the School of  Fontainebleau. More 
information is found on the museum webpage: https://mba.rennes.fr/fich-
ier/p_ressource/6199/dossier_quentin.varin.pdf  (accessed July 28, 2018). 
Actually there are two engravings, of  which one is anonymous and the other is 
signed on the reverse by P. Perret sc. 1579 and Le Blond excude. These are located 
in the collection of  the Cabinet des Estampes in the Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France. Sterling 1945, 11.
759  This was also attributed earlier to the circle of  Maerten de Vos. Close 
versions are in private collections in Stockholm and Paris; one version was said 
to be in the collection of  Jacques Combes, Paris, in 1943; one more is in Musée 
du Bayeux. http://www.alaintruong.com/archives/2013/04/06/26859470.
html (accessed July 18, 2017).
760  See also the painting A Couple Playing Music by the French School (c. 
1620). It shows a group of  four half-length figures against a black background. 
A young woman in a fine court costume is playing a lute, and a young man 
next to her is reading a notebook. There are two Zanni types on both sides of  
the couple. The Zanni with a black mask is taking wine grapes from the fruit 
bowl in front of  the couple, and the other one with a brown mask is bringing a 
large glass of  red wine. Sold at Lempertz, Auction 977, Old Masters, lot 1021, 
Cologne, May 14, 2011.
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A painting titled The Actors (c. 1595/1605, Ringling Museum of  Art, Sarasota, 
Florida) illustrates the problematic situation of  authorship when the painters 
of  the early commedia dell’arte-inspired scenes are not of  the first rank or well 
known to art historians. In the course of  time, this work has been attributed 
quite plausibly to the Flemish, Franco-Flemish, French, and Italian Schools, but 
since 1998 it has been accepted as a work by the French artist Nicolas Bollery 
(c. 1560–1630).761 The painting shows six actors playing one of  the most popular 
themes in comedies, that of  deceit. Two gypsy women, recognized by their skills 
of  palmistry, costumes, and special hats (“berns”), trick a masked Zanni in his 
typical loose trouser suit. One woman distracts the Zanni by playing with his 
beard and doing palm-reading, while the other reaches for his purse. A man on 
the right, his arm outstretched, is ready to snatch the purse. On the left, the old 
woman with loose hair could be a procuress with a child. 

All the paintings discussed above share some common features with the Serenade 
to a Cat paintings. The indefinable dark background, which as a curtain could 
be a symbol of  the theater, is repeated, the figures are usually half-length or 
three-quarter figures, and they seem to act in a scenic vacuum. In reality, the 
typical stage used on city streets was a shallow, wooden platform resting on 
trestles with a simple curtain backdrop, usually of  plain color—most often a 
neutral tan, but also red or black.762 Gesticulation and glances are important; the 
figures make contact with the audience through the so-called Sprecher (‘speaker’) 
figure, which comments satirically on the art itself. The Sprecher figure breaks 
the illusion of  the image. According to Castagno, the role of  the Sprecher is to 

761  http://ringlingdocents.org/pages/bollery.htm (accessed July 18, 2017). 
The painting has been attributed to Jacques Bellange, the circle of  Primaticcio, 
Giovanni Battista Paggi, Floris the Younger, the School of  Lorraine, etc.
762  Castagno 1994, 59–60.
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“arrest our glance by looking directly at us, thereby diverting our attention away 
from the rest of  the work. We thus discover that, as we look at the painting, the 
painting looks back at us, allowing us to consider it in two ways.”763 The figure 
of  the jester is often given the function of  Sprecher of  making contact with the 
viewer.764 In Serenade to a Cat images, all others except the porridge-feeder ignore 
the beholder. The porridge-feeder is the Sprecher figure, making interactive eye 
contact with the beholder, who is standing before the artwork. By the same 
token the art historian Michael Fried has argued in the context of  the French 
eighteenth-century writing on art by Diderot that whenever consciousness of  
viewing exists and the characters of  the scene relate not only to each other 
but to the beholder who is looking at the painting, absorption disappears and 
theatricality enters in.765 

Ultimately, it is also important to note that all these comic paintings mentioned 
above showing commedia dell’arte scenes between 1580 and 1620 have been 
attributed to either the Flemish School or the Fontainebleau School, which 
underpins the importance of  commedia-subjects for early genre painting in these 
regions. As mentioned above, the influence of  Flemish artists increased in 
France during the second half  of  the sixteenth century. 

Some characters in the paintings presented above wear masks. Commedia dell’arte 
masks exaggerated features to show a large array of  different emotions. Masks and 
guises not only helped actors assume the role, but they enabled the community 
as a whole to express views on subjects that would normally not qualify for 
discussion.766 Masks were also popular in Carnivals, the busiest period of  the 
year for comici. Carnivals and commedia dell’arte are akin to each other, as they 

763  Castagno 1994, 151–152. 
764  See, e.g., Fool with the Stocking by the circle of  Adraien van de Venne, c. 
1630, Museum Narodowe, Warsaw.
765  Fried 1988, 76, 100, 109–110 et passim.
766  Milne 2007, 400.
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both celebrate transgressive behavior, a world of  reversals in which the people 
of  lowest status (servants, actors) exercise the greatest power and wit, and the 
world of  the grotesque, which culminates in human and bestial forms being 
combined through masks.767 There is a special Venetian mask that is important 
to mention—that of  the Gnaga. The name is derived from gnao, the meowing of  
the cat, because it was a cat-shaped mask; it was also worn by transvestites, men 
who dressed as women and spoke with a shrill falsetto. Gnagas carried a basket 
full of  kittens, and they were accompanied by other men dressed up as their 
“boys” and “girls.” They pretended to be nannies and they shouted obscene and 
vulgar insults at passersby.768

In Serenade to a Cat paintings, the man with a yellow beret and the hooded man 
have darker brown faces, and they have very distinctively drawn lines on their 
faces, which could represent the leather half-masks used in the commedia dell’arte. 
Their faces also look darker and more wrinkled in the print, but it is not clear 
if  this was caused by a mask. Which characters they could play is not easy to 
determine either. They are lacking the pointed beards and typical character 
costumes of  the commedia dell’arte. The hooded man could be a friar or monk, 
but the attire of  the man with the yellow beret is not really a role costume. Il 
Dottore is a learned man who wears a dark and dated outfit and tabard, and he 
is sometimes shown analyzing a urine bottle for melancholia. However, none of  
these figures seems to fit his role. Neither do we have Pantalone with his fake 
beard and red suit, who was often cuckolded by another more virile and younger 
man, nor Capitano with his helmet or feathered hat (except in the no. 7 painting 
of  Modena). Nevertheless, we have here two vecchi and two younger men who 
could be two Zanni figures. In particular, the Zanni plays an instrument, even the 
most bizarre ones, and sings serenades—just like in the Serenade to a Cat images. 

767  Lawner 1998, 23. 
768  http://www.camacana.com/the-gnaga/#.WI-on_mLSCg (accessed 
January 30, 2017).
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The woman holding the cat is not a very feminine beauty, and “she” might 
actually be a “he” cross-dressing and playing the role of  a female servant, which 
surely could have added amusement to the play. This idea is further supported 
by the fact that her hair is totally hidden behind the scarf, and her breast is 
not visible at all. There is also something quite disturbing in the face and the 
expression of  the figure, who is not particularly feminine or beautiful: her nose 
is quite big and her face is plump, with very narrow lips and eyes. The only 
indications that the figure is to be interpreted as a woman are that it is holding 
the cat and wearing a headdress, and it has a white, pale skin, accentuated by the 
spotlight. The remarkably white skin could depict the use of  flour, as feminine 
roles were still often played by men and their faces could be covered with flour 
to represent makeup.769 

The Lombard group and the Carnival group demonstrate how comedy and 
comic subjects permeated the sixteenth-century culture and genre painting, and 
the Serenade to a Cat group could be the continuation of  this new tradition. During 
the seventeenth century, theater scenes continued to enjoy some popularity, and 
Dutch and Flemish painters such as Karel Dujardin, Jan Miel, Gerard Hoet, and 
Peeter van Bredael, or the Italian Michelangelo Cerquozzi, are representatives 
of  this genre. However, they did not concentrate so much on depicting some 
special act of  the play, but on more general views of  performances, indoors and 
outdoors. Comedy continued to inspire French artists in the eighteenth century 
as well, as can be seen in the works of  Jean-Antoine Watteau, who was prolific in 
this genre. An etching based on Watteau’s lost painting Le chat malade (The Sick 
Cat) by Jean Étienne Liotard, dating from 1731, is interesting in this case, as it 

769  Wiley 1960, 59–60, 64. Floured faces were also commonly used by the 
actors of  sotties beside their bi-color costumes, and distinctive caps with donkey 
ears. Ross 2010, 633.
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which is wrapped up in a bedcover and clutched to the bosom of  its concerned 
owner. The cat is angry and ready to scratch the doctor. Another man, possibly 
a valet, watches the happenings with curiosity. The verses at the bottom of  the 
print refer to the theme of  human folly and how, with his limited skills, the 
“crazy doctor” tries to cure the cat, which is perfidious and cunning.771 

In addition to the commedia dell’arte, the plays of  the chambers of  rhetoric, the 
so-called Rederijkerskamers, replaced the old medieval mystery plays and the 
function of  Carnival as a forum for expressing community concerns in each 
self-respecting town in the Low Countries. The rederijkers produced vernacular 
poetic plays, insulting songs, and parades which were performed, for example, 

771  Iris idolatre Minet, 
Quoique de tous les Chats Minet soit le plus traitre; 
Des traits de ressemblance on produit cet effet; 
Elle est folle d’un petit Maitre 
 
Vous voyez avec joye un amant au trepas, 
Tandis que pour un Chat vous prodiguez vos larmes; 
Ce contraste bizarre Iris ne me plait pas, 
Et je suis indigné de vos sottes allarmes; 
Mais je ris quand je vois ce fou de médecin 
Soigner cet animal et perfide et malin; 
S’il n’appliquoit qu’aux Chats sa science incertain, 
Quel bonheur pour l’espece humaine! 

 Tableau de l’humaine folie  
Iris idolatre son Chat 
Le Médicin encor plus fat 
Croit le rappeler à la vie.

770  The engraving was made for Jean de Jullienne’s Œuvre gravé and 
announced for sale in the September 1731 issue of  the Mercure de France (p. 

Jean de 
Jullienne et les graveurs de Watteau au XVIIIe siècle. 1: 259; 3: cat. 32. Paris. 

exaggerated care for their pets.770 The skinny doctor is feeling the pulse of  a cat, 

might depict a scene from a comedy play, as it is satirizing doctors, or women’s 
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at the kermissen (fairs of  religious origin) and jaarmarkten (annual markets).772 
Rhetoricians generally performed without masks.773 The plays had equivalents 
in the contemporary genre painting (for example, Rhetoricians at a Window by Jan 
Steen, which shows rhetoricians reading a sheet of  paper at a window or happily 
carousing).774 Steen also used figures from the commedia dell’arte in his paintings, 
and some of  his scenes remind of  the stage performances.775 

A painting called The Catmaker attributed to the Dutch Judith Leyster (1609–
1660) depicts a very interesting scene of  Batement van den Katmaecker, or Farce of  
the Catmaker (1578).776 The farce by an unknown author has been preserved in 
the books of  the Haarlem Chamber of  Rhetorics, “De Pellicanisten.”777 A group 

772  Milne 2007, 94, 171, 404–406; Gibson 2010, 30–31; Westermann 
1997a, 138–142; Westermann 1996, 58. After its purchasing, the Serenade to a 
Cat from Helsinki has also been recorded in the inventory under the title Scen 
från en holländsk kirmess (“Scene from a Dutch Kirmess”).
773  However, W. M. H. Hummelen lists seven masks and some false 
beards that belonged to an actor that died in Delft in 1608, Hummelen 1996, 
117–134.
774  C. 1658–1665, oil on canvas, Philadelphia Museum of  Art, inv. Cat. 
512. See also his Feast of  the Chamber of  Rhetoricians near a Town-Gate, oil on can-
vas, Private collection.
775  See, e.g., the figure of  Pantalone in Steen’s Oude Vrijer – Jonge Meid, c. 
1665, oil on oak panel, 41 x 36 cm, Private collection. See also Gudlaugsson 
1938.
776  The picture was found in Peacock (Classen) 2010, 713, according 
to which the painting is attributed to Judith Leyster by the Rijksbureau voor 
Kunsthistorische Documentatie (RKD), The Hague. However, RKD had no 
more information on this image or its attribution. Vera Hendriks’s e-mail to the 
author, April 30, 2020.
777  Hüsken, Ramakers, & Schaars 1992 after an anonymous playwright, 

http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/_tro001fams01_01/_tro-
001fams01_01_0012.php#11 (accessed August 31, 2019).
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of  four figures, two men and two women, are depicted as half-length in the 
candle light. The woman in the center holds a white cat in swaddling clothes and 
tries to feed it with a spoon, while a man on the left is holding the bowl and the 
candle, and he has turned toward us, laughing. The man in the fool’s hat holding 
a wine glass between these two figures is laughing and referring to the humorous 
nature of  the action—and that the men have been boozing. An older woman on 
the right with a scarf  around her head is playing a gridiron with a spoon. 

According to the farce, the husband called Heijn comes home drunk with his 
friend Roel. Two neighbor women tell them that they have to go and get the 
midwife, as Heijn’s wife’s time to give birth has come. They refuse, as they want 
to see the child first. The wife and the neighbor women trick Heijn by disguising 
a cat in swaddling clothes like a child and showing it to him. Heijn believes the 
story and even strokes his “soete babbelaerken” (“sweet little prattler”). When 
Roel points out that Heijn’s child is in fact a cat, the two men ignite in anger and 
intimidate the two neighboring women by beating them with the poor creature. 
The two men are satisfied that they have finally shown who the boss is, but 
the fooling of  the drunken men is the funny plot of  the farce. Several Dutch 
farces of  the sixteenth century use the stereotype of  the angry housewife who 
dominates her weak husband.778 

The six characters in Farce of  the Catmaker are called Heijn, Roel, Deen (The 
One), Dander (The Other), Tvroetwijf  (The Digging Dame), and Deene (The 
One Woman). In the verse of  the print L’Éducation du matou, there are no other 
named figures than Margot, and there are also no other women depicted. Yet, 
it is to be noted that the print mentions the figure of  Badin, which appeared 
primarily in farces, but also in sotties, and to a lesser extent, in morality plays. 

778  The constant battle between the sexes was highlighted in such popular 
humorous subjects as The Battle for the Breeches, in which a domineering wife and 
her husband are depicted pulling on either leg of  a pair of  breeches, with the 
wife thereby challenging the sexual hierarchy. Peacock 2010, 667–713.
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Sometimes characters in these plays are referred to solely as the Badin.779 As 
discussed earlier, also the fou mentioned in the verse of  the engraving could 
refer to a sottie. However, there is no mention of  deceit or a drunken husband 
in the print. Furthermore, the number of  figures is five, in addition to the cat. 
Therefore, I would not claim with any certainty that the Serenade to a Cat images 
represent exactly the same farce as The Catmaker. Yet, there is some likelihood 
that the main plot stayed the same, even though the playwright or different 
theater groups may have deliberately modified the play. Nevertheless, Serenade 
to a Cat could very well depict some comedy play or farce in which the husband 
is fooled about his offspring. The plot could have been cuckoldry, and how 
the unsuspecting father is manipulated into taking care of  a baby that is not 
his own—the role played by the cat!780 Cuckoldry was a popular theme in 
contemporary comedy plays, and the husband deceived by his wife has been a 
perennial laughingstock, particularly in French humor.781 As can be seen, Farce 
of  the Catmaker demonstrates the cat’s abuse; the innocent animal is used for a 
practical joke and then for beating women.782 

To conclude, the visual record suggests that commedia-related subjects have 
belonged from the beginning to the category of  genre painting. As a matter of  
fact, even though the commedia dell’arte was of  Italian origin, it seems to have been 
more popular as a pictorial subject in France and the Low Countries than in Italy 
at the end of  the sixteenth century; also the commedia-related paintings presented 
above, which are dated between 1580 and 1620, are all attributed to either the 
Flemish School or the Fontainebleau School. The subject of  Serenade to a Cat 
has much in common with the early modern folk theater forms, rederijkers plays, 
farces, sotties, and commedia dell’arte.  In Serenade to a Cat images, there is the Sprecher 
figure, a simple dark background, and two possible masks worn by the hooded 

779  LeBlanc 1998, 56.
780  See also the next chapter and the prints in the British Library and the 
Library of  Congress, Washington, D.C.
781  Baudin et al. 1988, 53–84.
782  Aerts 2014, 134.
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man and the cat-feeder. The badin and fou in the verses of  the engravings seem 
to refer to the characters of  the French sottie or farce. Also the use of  bizarre 
instrument, the gridiron, may reflect actual stage performances. Maybe Serenade 
to a Cat images represent a troupe of  Italian comedians, playing in a French 
castle before a noble audience or in a Parisian street for the audience consisting 
of  all classes? As mentioned above, it is also possible that the subject of  the 
Serenade to a Cat theme derives from the same or modified farce as the Dutch 
Farce of  the Catmaker as the painting attributed to Leyster, even though there are 
some differences in the details, as noted above. 

VIII.4 A Reversible World, Charivari, and the Norms of  Society

This chapter is devoted to the different folk customs and celebrations in which 
the cat played a significant role, and which might be related to the subject matter 
of  the Serenade to a Cat images. When the higher authorities of  the Church 
condemned the “upside-down” spectacles, the festivities largely died out during 
the sixteenth century. Yet, Carnival remained the greatest popular festival and 
the most important inversion celebration of  the year. Carnival was a time of  
institutionalized disorder. By means of  inversion, Carnival and similar festivities 
expressed both the dominant values and stigmatized deviant behavior.783 

In the sixteenth century, there was an increasing emphasis on the individual 
and his behavior, as well as scientific concern for “human nature.” Satirical 
prints were made to show the human’s Narrheiten, or foolishness. They could 
depict, for example, flying fishes, people standing on their hands instead of  their 
feet, horses riding a carriage, and other inanities. In the Bible, foolishness is 
linked with sin, of  which there are several references. For example, Mark 7:21–
23 states: “From within, out of  the heart of  man, come evil thoughts, sexual 
immorality, theft, murder, adultery, coveting, wickedness, deceit, sensuality, envy, 

783  Burke 1978, 188, 190; Vandenbroeck 2003, 172.
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slander, pride, foolishness.”784 The swaddling and feeding of  the cat and the use 
of  kitchen tools as musical instruments are unusual and irrational things to do, 
which connect Serenade to a Cat theme to the world of  folly. The reversible world 
does not mirror day-to-day life directly, but by showing things in another light, 
inversing them, it tells something about the norms of  society in early modern 
Europe.

The Serenade to a Cat of  Helsinki has been listed in past inventories under different 
names: Kattmusik (Cat Music), Kattserenaden (Serenade to a Cat), Kissanristiäiset (Cat 
Christening), or Naukujaiset (Meowing), which all clearly refer to the tradition 
of  charivari.785 Charivari meant a mock serenade, rough music, a cacophony, a 
public defamation parade, and a ritual of  popular justice against those who have 
offended certain community norms. Kettle musicians accompanied the charivari 
parade, clashing pots and pans and other kitchen utensils, shouting jeers and 
singing impoilte ballads composed for the occasion, sung usually by the young 
male members of  a village under the window of  the mocked ones. According 
to the Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue française, the French word charivari is 
onomatopoetic and derives from Latin caribaria or Greek karĕbaria, meaning 
‘headache,’ which refers to the effect of  listening to charivari.786 Using kitchen 
utensils as music instruments to make an ear-shattering noise was common in 
other carnivalesque rituals as well.787 

784  Cf. Psalms 107:17; Wis. 14:23; Chr. 21:8.
785  In French, charivari (or chalivali until the 14th century), in Dutch 
ketelmusik. In Italy, it was called scampanate (central Italy), batterella (Friuli and 
Venice), or mattinata (in Emilia-Romagna). In England it was known as skim-
mington or rough music, in Germany Katzenmusik, in Andalusia cencerrada, in the 
Basque Country zinzarrotsa. Bercé 1976, 44. See also Thompson, 285–312. 
786  Bloch, Meillet, & von Wartburg 1964, 122. 
787  On the use of  the gridiron, see Jacques Callot’s Varie Figure Gobbi 
series, which he made in 1616 in Florence but printed in 1622 in Nancy after 
his return from Italy. In one of  the prints, a dwarf  is playing a gridiron like a 
violin. Title plate from “Varie Figure Gobbi” di Iacopo Callot, fatto in Firenza 
l’anno 1616, execudit Nancey. Sinebrychoff  Art Museum, Collection von Col-
lan, Antell, inv. no. C 588:1. 
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The charivari tradition was known all over in Europe since the Middle Ages, 
even though the details of  the ritual and the choice of  their victim might vary. 
Charivaris usually started in an apparent mood of  folly, but they could change 
into violent mob hysteria. Charivaris were commonly performed at night around 
Carnival. While they were deeply humiliating experiences for the victims, they 
functioned as unofficial shaming punishments for those who violated social 
or moral norms. The ritual might include making the victim ride on a pole or 
backward on a donkey, in combination with masked dancing, the mime of  a 
ritual hunt, parades, the burning of  statues, or a combination of  all of  these.788 
The object of  the charivari was often a person who had broken the community’s 
social rules or norms, such as someone marrying for the second time. It could 
also draw attention to a marriage made grotesque because of  a gross disparity 
in the age or size of  the bride and groom, or a husband who was beaten, hen-
pecked, or cuckolded by his wife.789 In addition, charivaris were also organized to 
mock newlyweds who had not produced a baby soon enough.790 

If  Serenade to a Cat images were to represent the charivari tradition, the group’s 
victim could be a childless newlywed couple, and the youths would be mocking 
them for not making a baby but taking care of  their pet animal instead. 
Alternatively, the group is mocking a gullible husband, who has yet to find 
out what everybody else already knows—that he is not the father of  his child. 
Adultery could be characterized by the presence of  a cat, a symbol of  female 
lust, to ridicule the husband.

788  Thompson 1972, 289.
789  Burke 1978, 198–199; Bakhtin 1995, 366. The literature on charivaris 
is extensive; see, for example, Davis 1975, 97–123; Cashmere 1991, 291–319; 
Thompson 1972, 285–312; Rooijakkers, Frijhoff, & Hoeks 1994, 342–356 et 
passim. 
790  Davis 1975, 139.
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Cuckoldry was already a topos in the sixteenth-century jestbooks and comedy 
plays, but according to Johan Verberckmoes, there was a gradual shift to the 
doltish male figure during the seventeenth century, whereas the lasciviousness of  
women disappeared more from sight. In the jests on cuckolds, women deceived 
their gullible husbands easily, as if  they believed any story their wives made 
up. Sometimes the comic value of  jests is enhanced by playing with the social 
hierarchy: noble women commit adultery with cooks or stablemen, or noble 
men with maid servants.791 The theme of  cuckoldry was about men’s honor and 
women’s chastity. According to Verberckmoes, adulteresses and cuckolds were 
mocked in order to highlight the priorities of  married life.792

 

Related to the theme of  cuckoldry, there is an interesting woodcut in the British 
Library (fig. 45) called O Rare Show: or The Fumblers Club, and of  which a quite 
similar version exists in the Library of  Congress, Washington, D.C (fig. 46).793 
The woodcuts seem to represent a christening party, but they are actually a satire 
on impotent husbands—this is what the word ‘fumbler’ means—that is, these 
men are not “man” enough to produce legitimate offspring. Men are so gullible 
that they will accept any baby as their own, even when the “baby” is in fact 
a cat wrapped in swaddling clothes. The text in the British Library’s woodcut 
says: “Being a Pleasant and Diverting Comedy, call’d, The Indulgent Father; Or, 
Puss in her Swadling Cloaths, with the Comical humor of  this merry Gossiping, 
alias Catterwauling [the cry of  a cat], where the 4 legg’d Infant is fed with a 
Silver Spoon and poringer, because its Dad’s own.” The woman is holding the 
swaddled cat-baby and feeding it with porridge from a cup that a man beside 
her is holding. The verse underneath the picture in both woodcuts mentions the 
bagpipe, the gridiron, and the tongs as musical instruments. The composition 
of  the characters is quite similar in both versions; the clothes vary somewhat but 

791  Verberckmoes 1999, 162.
792  Verberckmoes 1999, 183.
793  The print in Washington was published by William Pennock around 
the 1750s. It is comically miscataloged as “Tumbler’s Club.” 
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are recognizable as being after the same models. 

The woodcuts were still being published and sold as late as 1700, and the image 
was evidently used as a satire on the birth of  James the Second’s son, the Old 
Pretender, in 1600. His wife was too old for childbearing, and the baby was said 
to have been brought into the queen’s bedchamber in a warming-pan.794 The 
text of  the print mentions caterwauling, which in modern usage means to argue 
or quarrel noisily but also to behave lecherously. The ‘cater’ in ‘caterwaul’ is the 
tomcat and the ‘waul’ is the sound that the tomcat makes when it senses a female 
cat in heat. When a group of  male cats gathers beneath the window of  a molly, 
they perform a concert that it is said to be probably the most horrible collection 
of  sounds ever heard.795 To understand this kind of  humor, whether in comedy 
plays, charivaris, or prints, we have to consider the society’s demands for a 
married couple in that period. The pressure for a married couple to get children 
was high indeed. As Houlbrooke wrote in his study on the English family in 
1450–1700, “to have too many children, or a large number of  girls, might be 
burdensome, but childlessness was widely regarded as the worse plight.”796 The 
burden was especially heavy for royal families, as a male heir was expected for 
the throne. 

Sometimes the youths taking part in charivari or similar carnivalesque mischief  
wore their clothes inside out; they could also wear masks or women’s clothes 
for disguise. Cross-dressing was used to ridicule and discipline disorderly 
neighbors.797 Consequently, we might regard the woman holding the swaddled 
cat in the painting as a man in women’s clothes, as mentioned in the previous 
chapter. For the cat being swaddled in the Serenade to a Cat images, there can 
be a more practical reason than its playing a role of  a baby. The swaddling 

794  Sheila O’Connell, e-mail to the author, August 25, 2001. 
795  Palmatier 1995, 68.
796  Houlbrooke 1984, 127.
797  Cressy 2000, 109.
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was possibly done for fear of  being scratched during the charivari, which could 
last the whole night. In German, the making of  ‘counter-music’ with pans and 
spoons was called Katzenmusik or Katzenjammer (“cat’s wail”), which was caused 
by torturing the cat by tearing its fur and making it howl. Katzenmusik could 
include mock trials and executions in Germany and Switzerland, and it was most 
commonly performed on the eve of  Mardi Gras. The same custom was practiced 
in Burgundy, where the youths included cat torture in their rough music; it was 
called faire le chat.798 In the Côte-d’Or region, faire le chat meant that a cat was 
passed from hand to hand while being tortured during a charivari done for a 
husband who was beaten by his wife.799

Cats were common victims in many other carnivalesque rituals as well. The 
Venetian artist Gabriel Bella (1730–1799) painted a series of  different games 
and festivities in the Venetian Republic. In one of  his works featuring Carnival 
games, two men are cruelly killing a cat with their bare heads, banging its head on 
a display counter.800 In England and Flanders, cats did not have a better life. In 
Albrighton, they were whipped to death during Shrovetide. In Ypres, there was 
a medieval festival called the Kattenstoet (Procession of  Cats) during the second 
Wednesday of  Lent, when the city jester threw live cats to their death from the 
belfry tower.801 

Mistreating or abusing a cat seems to have been a common subject especially in 

798  Darnton 1984, 83. 
799  Sébillot 1906, 112. 
800  Museo della Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice.
801  This practice continued from 962 until 1817. According to Robert 
Muchembled, the cats were wrapped. Muchembled 1978, 182. Nowadays the 
Ypres Cat Festival takes place every third year on the second Sunday in May. 
Instead of  live cats they throw toy cats from the belfry tower. Cats were also 
burned in Picardy, France, on the first Sunday in Lent as late as the middle of  
the nineteenth century. Dale-Green 1963, 129–130.

several sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Dutch genre paintings. Often the cat 
is shown being teased by children, as in a painting attributed to Campi in which 
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a young laughing boy is grabbing an angry-looking cat by its throat (fig. 44);802 or 
in a painting by Molenaer, in which a woman holds the cat up by its ears while 
a young girl tugs at its tail, a practice known as cat-pulling, which was common 
amongst peasants for kermis amusement.803 In a painting by Steen, three kids are 
dangling the cat and a boy has turned to watch us, smiling mischievously as he 
pulls the cat’s tail to provoke caterwauling.804 The same is happening in Abraham 
Bloemaert’s Youths Playing with the Cat, in which the cat is screaming in pain.805 
Teasing cats refers to the Dutch proverb hij doet kattekwaad, which translates 
literally as “he does the mischief  of  the cat”; indeed, kattenkwaad (‘mischief ’) is 
a term for children’s naughtiness and wickedness. Accordingly, an engraving by 
Crispijn de Passe the Elder made the cat a metaphor for pueritia or childhood.806 

In addition, during the Ancien régime in France, cats were incinerated by the 
sacksful on the Christian festival of  Saint John the Baptist and the summer 
solstice.807  One or several cats were burnt alive in hilltop bonfires at least in 

802  Attrib. Vincenzo Campi, Ragazzo che afferra un gatto, oil on canvas, dated 
1550–1590. Fondazione Federico Zeri, entry no. 31771. Last known O. Klein, 
New York, in 1967. See also A Man Pulling a Cat’s Ear, attributed to the circle 
of  Vincenzo Campi, oil on canvas, 73 x 64 cm, Dorotheum, Alte Meister, June 
12, 2001, lot 159; and Group of  Three Figures with a Cat, attributed to the North 
Italian School, c. 1650, Sotheby Beresford Adams, London, July 31, 1981, lot 
98.
803  Jan Miense Molenaer, Children Playing Merrymaking, oil on canvas, 
88.5 x 115 cm, Sotheby’s, New York, January 24, 2008, lot 15.
804  Jan Steen, Children Teasing a Cat, oil on panel, 41.2 x 36.4 cm. Christie’s, 
Amsterdam, November 1, 2014, lot 30.
805  Dated 1620–1625, oil on canvas, 89 x 70 cm. Fondazione Musei Sene-
si, Siena. 
806  Westermann 1997a, 212.
807  The cat-burning tradition during the summer solstice was also known 
in Portugal, in a village called Mourão. A cat was put in a clay jar hanging it on 
a pole wrapped in straw, which was then lit on fire. When the string holding the 
jar burned, the cat and the container crashed to the ground. The crowd bursted 
into frantic applause when the cat run run away from the container to hide. See 
Dixon, Ellis 2016, https://www.atlaslisboa.com/portuguese-traditions/  (ac-
cessed June 20, 2020).
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Paris, Metz, Aix-en-Provence, and the Seine-et-Marne district of  France. The 
details of  the cat sacrifices varied from place to place, but the course of  the 
ceremony was often quite similar. A cat or multiple cats—preferably black 
ones—were chosen and sometimes wrapped in swaddling clothes like an infant, 
then exhibited for public adoration. When the sun crossed the meridian on June 
24th, the cats were put into a sack or a wicker basket on the top of  a huge pyre, 
which was lit by the mayor. The crowd reveled in the cats’ caterwauling, as their 
shrieking voices were believed to originate from the devil. Afterwards spectators 
collected ashes, as they believed that objects thrown into bonfires had magical 
properties and brought good luck.808 According to Van Gennep, this tradition 
was born in Paris around the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and the cats 
are to be interpreted as symbols of  the witches chased by the Inquisition.809 In 
Paris, the bonfire was traditionally lit by the King of  France himself, and this was 
performed in 1648 for the last time by Louis XIV.810

There are plenty of  records of  several cat-torturing customs, particularly in 

808  This rite was still practiced annually in the 1750s in Metz. Moncriff  
tells about this weird practice in his Lettre sur les Chats. Howey 1930, 112. See 
also Mégnin 1899, from which the following poem is also taken: “Un chat qui, 
d’une course brève, Monta au feu saint Jean en Grève, Mais le feu ne l’ep-
argnant pas, Le fit sauter de haut en bas.” Dale-Green 1963, 67; Mery 1967, 
36–37; Elias 1978, 203–204; Brooke-Hitching 2015, 59; Van Gennep 1999, 
1522–1526.
809  Van Gennep 1999, 1526.
810  At the special request of  King Charles IX, a fox was once caught and 
burned as well. Elias 1978, 204; Bercé 1976, 47.

France. The Courimauds (cour à miaud, or “cat-chasers”) of  Saint-Chamond 
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doused the cat in flammable liquid, set it alight, and chased the flaming cats in 
the streets.811 On the dimanche des brandons in Semur, children used to tie cats to 
poles and roast them over bonfires.812 In Aix, during the feast of  Corpus Christi, 
a cat was thrown in the air and then caught, again and again until it landed 
on the ground.813 Some more cat-burning rituals, which carried the remains of  
the ancient pagan purification festivals and were now justified as exorcism, are 
known from Metz.814 The main thread in all of  these stories in Europe seems 
to be that the ritual sacrifice of  a cat symbolized the exorcism of  demons and 
evil spirits. The supernatural was omnipresent for contemporaries of  the early 
modern period, and cats, like other animals, could be sacrificed as a society’s 
magic defense, or prosecuted, convicted, and punished by death for various legal 
offenses, on the basis that the animal was an instrument of  evil spirits in its acts 
of  malignance (for example, accidents).815 Cats were scapegoats for the evil of  
the whole society. The cat was strongly associated with the dark arts due to its 

811  Brooke-Hitching 2015, 59.
812  Darnton 1984, 83, 90; Sébillot 1906, 112. 
813  Sébillot 1906, 112. In his “Dialogue between two cats,” the Aixois 
physician Coissard wrote about two cats, named Robin and Matou, exchang-
ing gossip. The cats were horrified, as they had heard that two doctors had 
convinced the town council of  Aix that the health of  the town’s inhabitants 
depended on the slaughter of  cats. In 1629, when the dialogue was written, Aix 
was in the throes of  the plague. Potter 2005, 132–145. We may also note some 
resemblance with the cat burning ritual in chapter twenty-two of  Pantagruel by 
Rabelais. Panurge humiliates the Lady of  Paris during the religious office of  
Corpus Christi by spreading on the woman’s dress the ashes of  a female dog in 
heat he had previously killed, quartered, and burned. See Alvarez Perez 2010.
814  Mery 1967, 36–37.
815  Muchembled 1978, 34, 182–183; Boehrer 2007, 23; Milne 2007, 85. 
On animals and their punishment, see Evans 1906. There are still punishments 
for animals; for example, in Ikaalinen, Finland, a bull killed a man accidentally 
and it was slaughtered straight afterwards. Iltalehti, July 10, 2017, https://www.
iltalehti.fi/kotimaa/a/201707102200256226 (accessed August 30, 2019).
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physical appearance. It can see and hunt in the dark, and its voice can sound 
quite piercing. A cat’s eyes can change in a second because of  the effect of  
light, and they shine in the dark. Cats also move softly and almost soundlessly, 
which may have led to the idea of  cats’ ability to transform. According to the 
Malleus Maleficarum, witches and the devil could take the shape of  cats. The 
devil manifested himself  in many other forms as well, but most commonly he 
was believed to take the form of  a black cat, goat, or dog.816 Even to this day, 
according to many folk beliefs, meeting a black cat can be fatal.

Between 1450 and 1700, there was a “moral panic,” feeling of  fear that witchcraft 
and the witches threatened the well-being of  society in Europe.817 A witch was 
a person who was believed to injure other people, kill or harm farm animals, or 
frustrate such domestic operations as making cheese or sexual relations between 
human beings (causing, for example, marital impotence).818 At witch trials, 
ownership of  a cat could be sufficient proof  to condemn both the woman and 
the cat to a terrible fate. The cat was believed to be essential in the nocturnal 
gatherings of  witches, their Sabbaths, due to the transformation of  the devil and 
witches into cats, but also because the cat was believed to be the chosen victim 

816  Nenonen 2006, 58. 
817  Pearl 1995, 14. The witch-hunt, which reached its peak between 1550 
and 1650, was mostly prominent in Germany, Switzerland, the Spanish Low 
Countries, and France. Pearl 1995, 14; Muchembled 1978, 291.
818  Thomas 1971, 436–437. In France, demonology was connected to the 
defense of  Catholicism. But according to the sixteenth-century German Prot-
estant physician Johann Weyer, witches were foolish old women who suffered 
from an excess of  melancholic humour, and due to this medical condition they 
imagined that they were able to do evil deeds. Generally, when people talked 
about witches, they thought of  women, and about eighty percent of  all those 
accused of  the crime of  witchcraft were women. Pearl 1995, 18–19, 22, 26. 
Old women in particular were thought to be easy victims for the devil, because 
they were lonely, poor, melancholic, suffering uncontrollable fantasies, and 
laboring under sexual frustrations. Midelfort 1999, 69. 
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in their sacrificial rituals.819 The obscure ceremonies included kissing the anus 
of  a black cat, which the early Christians were accused of, as were later heretical 
assemblies such as the Knights Templars and the Catharist sects of  Southern 
France.820 

Through constant association, the cat became the symbol of  sexual lust, fertility, 
and female sexuality (la chatte, pussy).821 The bad reputation of  the cat is also 
connected to the prejudices about women’s character, which is rooted more in 
their obscure and mysterious side, compared to men.822 Many sixteenth-century 

819  Howey 1930, 80–81, 119; Dale-Green 1963, 121; Rowland 1973, 51. 
The essential part of  these meetings was sexual intercourse with the devil. The 
night from Shrove Tuesday until Ash Wednesday was generally regarded as the 
time for witch Sabbaths. Van Gennep 1998, 940. 
820  Cohen 2013, 8–10. According to Peter Edwards, one of  the reasons 
why cats were slower than dogs to rise in public estimation was the notion that 
because of  their diet, their breath alone caused disease. Edwards 2007, 93–94.
821  See, for example, A Young Woman Playing with the Cat by Jan van Bi-
jlert, dated c. 1630–1635, Sotheby’s, Old Masters & British Paintings Evening 
Sale, London, December 3, 2014, lot 33. The catalogue entry mentions that 
the woman is probably a courtesan playing with a cat, an animal that in both 
the art and literature of  the time had erotic connotations, and that amongst 
the Utrecht Caravaggisti the cat has replaced the more commonly used lute to 
signify lust. Interesting in this case, too, is the children’s finger-and-thread play, 
which is called the cat’s cradle. The term possibly originates from an Eastern 
folk tradition centuries ago, where it was a common belief  that the cat would 
bring child happiness for the just-married couple because the cat has no dif-
ficulties producing a large number of  offspring. In the fertility rite performed 
one month after the wedding, a cat placed in a cradle was solemnly taken to the 
home of  the young couple, so that they could watch the cradle swing. This rite 
was believed to help ensure the quick pregnancy of  the young bride. Morris 
1995, 107. Unfortunately there is no bibliography or references included.
822  Darnton 1984, 95; Biedermann 1991, 216. 
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paintings and prints represent women negatively as a temptress, clever, catty, 
ugly, and lecherous, trying to manipulate men of  all classes for their insatiable 
sexual appetite; this is close to the characterization of  the witch.823 Witches in the 
visual arts are often represented nude, which links witchcraft to unbridled female 
sexuality.824 An interesting painting in this case is Jan van Bijlert’s A Young Woman 
Playing with a Cat, which shows a courtesan in a state of  deshabillé, pulling a poor 
cat’s ear.825 The cat is used as an erotic metaphor of  lust. Through long tradition, 
women—as the daughters of  Pandora and Eve, who both betrayed mankind—
were held to be morally and intellectually inferior to men, inherently evil, and 
both lustful in their sexuality and weak in their religious faith. Even men’s sexual 
dysfunction was believed to be caused by women, namely, witches.826 

Actually, the habit of  cat-burning did not differ from other public horror shows 
of  the time, such as the baiting of  bears and bulls, cockfighting, human executions, 
or other torture practices. According to the Book of  Genesis, man had dominion 

823  Dekker 2001, 98–99. Grössinger 2002, 107. Misogynist views were 
presented above all by the Church Fathers St. Jerome, Tertullian, Augustine, 
and Origen. See the popular subject matter The Battle for the Breeches, e.g., one 
version by Israhel van Meckenem dating back to the fifteenth century. 
824  In the sixteenth-century prints and drawings of  witch Sabbaths, nude 
witches with unbound hairs line up to kiss Satan’s backside, ride bare-bottomed 
with broomsticks or backwards on a goat or some other demonic animal, and 
cook up their magical potions and other concoctions in cauldrons. See, for ex-
ample, the woodcut depicting the witches’ Sabbath with a cat by Hans Baldung 
Grien in the British Museum, London, c. 1510.
825  Oil on canvas, 76.5 x 64.5 cm, Sotheby’s London, December 3, 2014, 
lot 33. The cat’s presence here brings to mind the Dutch expression de kat 
in het donker knijpen (“to pinch a cat in the dark”). Moreover, the word ‘cat’ 

reproduced pl. 68.
826  Pearl 1995, 17–18.
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over all living things, which validated his exploitation of  animals.827 Norbert 
Elias sees the cat-burning as a social institution, like boxing or horse-racing in 
present-day society, as amusements created by society for itself. According to 
him, “they are embodiments of  a social standard of  affects within the framework 
of  which all individual patterns of  affect regulation, however varied they may 
be, are contained; anyone who steps outside the bounds of  this social standard 
is considered “abnormal.”828 Nevertheless, despite all the persecution and blood 
sports with cats and other animals in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, there 
was also a growing trend toward more emotional relationships and compassion 
with animals.829 

To summarize, the (black) cat superstition has generated folktales, proverbs, 
and even cat-burning rituals all over Europe, and especially in France, since the 
Middle Ages or even earlier. Serenade to a Cat images could well represent charivari 
traditions with their rough music or one of  the cat-burning rituals popular in 
France, as the verse in the print refers to the horrific end of  the cat: barbecuing.

 

 VIII.5 Folk and Elite

In the previous chapters, I offered some ways in which to interpret and explain 
the theme of  Serenade to a Cat. Here, my concern is the figures depicted in the 
paintings. The people do not belong to the elite class, because members of  
the elite were not depicted as grinning or using kitchen utensils as musical 
instruments. Moreover, their outfits resemble those of  peasants or poorer 
city-dwellers, meaning servants, market sellers, and artisans (i.e., “the common 
people”). In trying to understand the meaning of  Serenade to a Cat, and which 
characters it represents, we have to comprehend the socio-cultural connotations 

827  Edwards 2007, 76.
828  Elias 1978, 204.
829  Boehrer 2007, 25–26.
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attached to peasants in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and how these 
connotations were formed and then evolved. Peasant subjects are categorized as 
“genre art”; indeed, the peasant was the most popular character in the genre art 
of  sixteenth- and seventeenth-century painting in Europe.

In the social hierarchy, the types presented in Serenade to a Cat paintings belong 
to the so-called “lower ranks,” which differed from the paintings’ clientele. They 
were the “Others.” The notion of  the “Other” in anthropology and sociology is 
based on ideas of  similarity and difference in constructing social identities. The 
dominant group is doing the “Othering,” excluding persons from their group 
who do not fit their norms and whose identity is not valued. The image of  the 
Other is a stereotyped “view of  society” (for example, how Muslims or Jews are 
seen by Christians, peasants by townspeople, lepers by well-to-do people, and so 
on). The stereotype, which often exaggerates certain characteristics and omits 
others, serves to alienate the constructed Other from the center of  society.830 

Peasants were not totally marginalized as the Other, as the early modern Europe 
was still an overwhelmingly agrarian society. The peasants formed the biggest 
social class: they comprised 80–90 percent of  the population of  Europe. The 
peasantry was not socially homogeneous, as there were rich peasants and poor 
ones, freemen and serfs.831 However, the elite had adopted an ambivalent 
attitude toward peasants since medieval times. On the one hand, the elite were 
dependent on the labor of  peasants for their survival, in order to get their daily 
bread and have the land cultivated; on the other hand, they felt superior to them. 
The elite tried to distinguish themselves by reinforcing social hierarchies and 
morals through different restrictions and laws (e.g., sumptuary laws). During the 
Peasants’ War (1524–1525), which took place in some German-speaking areas 
in Central Europe, peasants tried to improve their conditions and rights due to 

830  Vandenbroeck 2003, 139; Burke 2001, 122, 125–126; on the “Oth-
er,” see The New Fontana Dictionary of  Modern Thought 1999, 620.
831  Burke 1978, 29–30.
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oppression by nobles and landlords. The revolt was violently suppressed, but it 
had brought the peasants as a class to the attention of  all the other classes.832

In literature, the peasant genre emerged during the thirteenth century, earlier 
than its appearance in the fine arts.833 The villain was the most characteristic 
type in the popular medieval literature.834 The villain appeared in many satirical 
poems, which shed some light on the relationships between the different social 
classes in medieval Europe. There was a growing hostility between the town and 
the country in many parts of  Europe around this time, and satirical prose tended 
to be directed against the peasant. This anti-peasant tendency as a literary theme 
was probably a consequence of  urbanization; according to Paul Vandenbroeck, 
it only manifested itself  after the diversification of  society’s social structure and 
the emergence of  a class ideology, from the twelfth century in Western and 
Central Europe.835 

A special literary genre called satira del villano (“satire of  the peasants”) was 
developed in the eleventh-century Europe, in which peasants were made objects 
of  mockery. This found at first fertile ground in France with the fabliaux and 
in Germany through the maeren literature. In Italy, the genre became popular in 
the Lombardy area, where among the earliest examples is the late thirteenth- or 
fourteenth-century poem Nativitas rusticorum (The Birth of  Peasants). Accroding 
to its author Matazone da Caligano, who must have been a jester, the first peasant 
was created by a donkey’s fart.836 Similarly, the later Renaissance macaronic 

832  Moxey 1989, 36–37.
833  There were some predecessors in the antique world as well. For exam-
ple, the Atellan Farce in ancient Rome was a collection of  vulgar farces, which 
represented the habits of  the lower classes as seen by the upper classes.
834  The word villano meant both ‘villain’ and ‘peasant’ at that time; in En-
glish, too, ‘villain’ and ‘villein’ are connected. Burke 1978, 164.
835  Vandenbroeck 2006, 96.
836  See Merlini 1894; Applauso 2012, 607–608.
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poet Teofilo Folengo wrote in his Baldo that the peasant was born of  dung.837 
The peasants’ coarse behavior was opposed against the refined and “civilized” 
conduct of  the townspeople or the nobility. The peasant was considered to be 
immoderate in his desires, greed, lying, and laziness, and he bore all the attributes 
of  the vices. The thirteenth-century musical play Jeu de Robin et Marion by Adam 
de la Halle showed peasants as “country bumpkins,” whose weapons were clubs, 
food consisted of  cheese and peas, and clothes were torn and dirty. These aspects 
were all characteristic of  the Fool in medieval iconography as well.838 

Paul Freedman writes: “The rustic or vilain was a literary type for the base, the 
ridiculous. He served as a model of  how not to act, epitomizing qualities opposed 
to the virtuous chivalry of  the knight. […] Medieval literary genres such as the 
French fabliaux or German Schwankliterature were devoted (in whole or in part) 
to the antics or rustics, their foolishness, murderous violence, or proclivities for 
the lower body functions.”839 The villain was stereotyped as behaving rudely 
and foolishly against “good characters,” as he had low morals. The villain could 
not moderate his drinking and eating; moreover, he embodied many vices, such 
as idleness, lechery, and greediness. All in all, he was the polar opposite of  the 
courtly ideal. Heinrich Wittenwiler, the Alemannic poet who wrote his Ring 
around 1400, advised: “If  one wishes to become a courtier, let him keep the 
peasants in mind; and, whatever they do in their boorish way, let him do exactly 
the opposite, and thus he will become courtly and elegant.”840 Also, in a poem 
entitled “Des Vilains et des Courtois” by Jean de Condé, these two social groups 
are seen as being in great contrast to each other, one motivated to do evil, the 
other good.841 According to Vandenbroeck, people often find it easier to express 
what they are not than what they are, and foolish peasants supported this in a 

837  Folengo & Mullaney 2008, Book XXV: 361, 465.
838  Vandenbroeck 2006, 96.
839  Freedman 1999, 133–134.
840  Wittenwiler & Jones 1956, 65. 
841  Freedman 1999, 133–134; see also Galpin 1905.
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collective process of  inversive self-definition.842

An important literary genre of  early modern Europe was the so-called conduct 
book, or treatise about “civilized” and “uncivilized” manners. Among these, we 
find titles such as De civilitate morum puerilium (1530) by Erasmus of  Rotterdam; 
The Book of  the Courtier (1528) by Baldassarre Castiglione, a classic “how to” 
handbook for aspiring courtiers; Galateo: The Rules of  Polite Behavior (1558) by 
Giovanni Della Casa; and The Art of  Civil Conversation (1579) by Stefano Guazzo. 
According to the conduct manuals, the courtier adopted ingratiating manners 
and restrained from coarse behavior. As the code of  behavior became stricter, it 
was used as a means of  social control by the new upper class.843 

In sum, the peasant portrayed in literature showed the reverse of  the courtly 
ideal. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the polar opposites were 
the knight and the peasant, and courtly culture and the countryside. In some 
writings, such as Halle’s Jeu de Robin et Marion, there is a tripolar structure: rusticitas 
versus urbanitas and curialitas, with the peasant being the antithesis of  both the 
town dweller and the courtier. Later, during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
it was the middle class—the lawyers, officials, merchants—who used the peasant 
type as their opposite. The peasant type in the literary genre underscored the 
behavioral standards of  the higher social classes and through inversion reaffirmed 
the collective self-image of  the elite.844 

If  the real peasants acted stupidly by nature, there was no excuse for the 
inappropriate behavior of  the higher classes. In his Praise of  Folly, Erasmus 
satirized the life of  courtiers, lying in bed until noon in a comfortable condition of  
slumber, followed by eating and gambling and other trifling activities. According 

842  Vandenbroeck 2009, 201.
843  Elias 1978, 79–80.
844  Vandenbroeck 2006, 100, 102.
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to Sullivan, the peasant types have been used to criticize those in power when 
direct criticism of  the higher classes was dangerous.845 Yet, Castiglione warned 
his courtier of  making inappropriate jests to social inferiors or telling crude 
jokes about them, because it would make him resemble the object of  mockery.846 
Nevertheless, the elite not only made fun of  their socially inferiors but also 
showed what was good and morally acceptable behavior for their own class. At 
the same time, there was an opposing view to the anti-peasant image in both 
religious and profane literature, which proclaimed the life and work of  country-
dwellers to be happy, morally elevated, and very pleasing to God.847 The peasant 
genre in literature also led to a growing interest in dialects, as mentioned above.848

In the visual arts, the good, humble and hard-working peasant made his 
appearance in the background of  some religious paintings, stained glass windows, 
illuminated calendars and manuscripts like the Book of  Hours (see, e.g., Les Très 
Riches Heures by the Limbourg brothers),849 prints of  the months and seasons, 
and agricultural handbooks. Many medieval calendars depicted peasants in a 
positive light, fulfilling their duties under the Lord’s command. But from the 
twelfth century onwards, peasants were represented more negatively, brawling 
and being ill-mannered. They were shown in clear contrast to the higher-status 
people who would buy and commission these images. According to Burke, this 
came as a result of  the cultural distance between the town and the countryside, 
which was increasing with urbanization.850 

845  Sullivan 1994, 25.
846  Castiglione, Book II, chap. XXXXVI.
847  Vandenbroeck 2006, 97.
848  See, e.g., the peasant farces by the Italian playwright Angelo Beolco 
(1502–1542), known by his nickname Ruzzante (Merry Flouter). Herrick 1960, 
43–52.
849  In the depiction of  September, one of  the peasants is showing his 
bare buttocks while harvesting grapes.
850  Burke 2001, 137.
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However, the real peasant genre started in the visual arts around 1400 in the 
form of  tapestries and murals. Valentina Visconti (the Duchess of  Orléans), 
Pope Felix V, and Pope Paul II, as well as many other members of  the aristocracy, 
are known to have possessed tapestries featuring peasants.851 Unfortunately, 
tapestries or similar wall paintings featuring peasants have been more prone to 
be destroyed or lost than religious works of  art. This is why so few medieval 
houses with profane decorations are left to us. In 1979, the wall paintings of  a 
medieval ceremonial hall were discovered during renovation work at Tuchlauben 
19, Vienna. These frescoes, which illustrate some songs by the legendary bard 
(Minnesänger) Neidhart von Reuenthal, provide a unique peek into medieval 
humor. The narrative content of  the murals is extremely bawdy, and they ridicule 
the peasants.852 Making the peasant and his activities subject matters in tapestries, 
wall paintings, prints, and paintings was one of  the major novelties in the visual 
arts since the Middle Ages. 

Around 1500, the peasant genre became more complex with the arrival of  new 
themes: peasant dances, weddings, and festivals. Vandenbroeck claims that the 
reason for this was the rise of  an urban, middle-class ideology with regard to 
labor, social life, and the notion of  cultivation.853 However, the peasant genre 
itself  started to flourish in the paintings by Hieronymus Bosch and Pieter 
Bruegel the Elder, and afterwards in the Low Countries. Sometimes the peasants 
illustrated ever-popular proverbs and moral sayings, as, for example, in Pieter 
Bruegel the Elder’s The Parable of  the Blind Leading the Blind (Museo Nazionale 
di Capodimonte, Naples), which seems to be based on the Gospel of  Matthew 
(15:14). Pieter Bruegel the Elder, who was a town-dweller himself, was said to 
make incognito forays to country fairs and weddings, pretending to be a friend 

851  Vandenbroeck 2006, 103, 107. 
852  Grössinger 2002, 6. The frescoes were commissioned by Michael 
Menschein, a wealthy cloth merchant, around 1400. See also a snowball fight in 
the wall frescoes of  the Torre Aquila in the Castello di Buonconsiglio in Trent, 
representing the cycle of  months.
853  Vandenbroeck 2006, 124.
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or family member of  the bride or groom, in order to study the peasants’ manners 
to draw them nae t’leven (“after life”).854 

Similarly, it seems that the start of  comic painting in Italy was also connected 
to peasants. However, the subject failed to gain popularity as much in Italy as in 
the North. Remembering Lomazzo’s ekphrasis of  Michelino’s fifteenth-century 
painting of  four laughing rustics with a cat (described above), the figures were 
depicted as ridiculous, wearing old-fashioned clothes, and behaving in an 
“uncivilized” and vulgar way, grabbing at each other’s private parts. Lomazzo 
mentioned that Leonardo took laughing peasants as a subject, and therefore 
he organized a banquet for select character “types” to observe their facial 
expressions and gestures.855 

The kitchen and market scenes by the Northern and Italian artists often used 
the products (vegetable, fruit, cheese, sausages, poultry) of  peasants as sexual 
metaphors, and in this way the peasant embodied uncontrolled sexual desire 
and enticement.856 The peasant imagery often pointed to human folly and sinful 
behavior, with coarse aspects being emphasized and yet often regarded as a 
“mirror of  life” in the naturalistic representation of  their manners.857 Besides 
the fact that  peasants were often portrayed as coarse-featured, unattractive, even 
deformed or grotesque, ill-dressed, rough, and graceless beings, who laughed 
but whose appearance caused laughter as well,858 they were also portrayed 
with warmth and understanding of  humankind’s imperfections. In France, the 
peasant imagery even contained social critique, as in the paintings of  the Le 
Nain Brothers.859 Their paintings do not have much in common with the peasant 

854  Brown 1999, 109; Van Mander 1994–1998, 190–191.
855  Lomazzo, Trattato, Book II, chap. i, 106–107. 
856  Silver 2006, 90.
857  Moxey 1989, 36.
858  Freedman 1999, 139.
859  Their paintings were criticized for their verisimilitude and departure 
from classical aesthetics by the seventeenth-century art historian André Félibi-
en. Wyngaard 2004, 22–23.
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tradition established by the Flemish painters, as they were devoted to very 
naturalistic and somber figures. The Dutch and Flemish artists dominated the 
field of  peasant genre until the eighteenth century. With the rise of  classicism 
and classical art theory during the Enlightenment period, there was a shift to 
pastoral depictions of  shepherds instead of  reveling peasants. 

A debate about the purpose of  Pieter Bruegel’s peasant genre paintings erupted in 
the 1970s. Should we understand them as primarily moralizing and condemning 
the boorish behavior of  peasants, or were they just pure entertainment, meant 
for the enjoyment of  their humorous aspects? And if  there is a moral message in 
this imagery, was it aimed at the viewers or the persons who are depicted? Some 
scholars, like Svetlana Alpers, questioned the view that peasant paintings were 
criticizing the merry-making peasants and their lifestyle. She interpreted Bruegel’s 
scenes as celebrating the festive practices of  peasants, and that they should be 
viewed in connection with the comic and entertaining poetry of  the day, such 
as that by Erasmus, Rabelais, or Shakespeare, who did not condemn human 
behavior but took delight in it, as found in the collections of  the Amsterdam 
author Gerbrand Adrianenszoon Bredero.860 Her “value-free” interpretation, 
with the notion of  the “comic mode,” was rejected by some other scholars, 
especially Hessel Miedema at the fore, who insisted that the peasant imagery 
was didactic and meant for improving morals, condemning the vicious life the 
peasants led.861 Miedema even claimed that the elite would not have laughed 
but only smiled with a closed mouth, because “the harder someone laughed the 
closer he was to the object of  that laughter: the aggressive scoffer, the doltish 
peasant.”862 

860  Svetlana Alpers 1975–1976, 115–144; Alpers 1978–1979, 46–50. For a 
view supporting Alpers, see Carroll 1987, 289–314.
861  For negative interpretations, see Miedema 1977, 205–219. See also 
Moxey 1989; Gibson 2004/2005, 292–309; Renger 1993.
862  Miedema 1977, 211.
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Despite these controversial scholarly views of  the meaning of  such paintings, 
they share some points in common. Both sides view the peasant as the “Other,” 
either serving as an example of  negative behavior or as a source of  amusement 
to his superior, who was the consumer of  the peasant images.863 Yet, it is also 
possible that the both aspects coexisted in the peasant imagery. As Sullivan has 
insisted, Bruegel’s images of  peasants belong to the genre of  satire, which are 
“earnest jests” (serio ludere). In these images, the didactic and amusing coexist, 
and philosophical problems could be presented under cover of  a joke.864 

In conclusion, in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century European art and literature, 
the peasants or low-class types had connotations of  being laughable, ugly, ill-
mannered, and acting foolishly. The figures of  Serenade to a Cat fall into this 
category. The peasant genre illustrated class-hatred, for the elite found peasant 
behavior as a source of  amusement and how the upper classes should not 
behave. The peasant portrayed in art incorporated everything that the noblemen 
or city-dwellers were not. In the verse in the Serenade to a Cat images, the low-
class figures depicted are called foolish, thus repeating the negative views and 
Otherness attached to the peasants. 

863  In her studies on Jan Steen’s paintings, Mariët Westermann also refers 
to them as “comic paintings” or “amusements.” 
864  Sullivan 1994, 128.
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IX 

Functions of  Comic Painting 

In this chapter, we will discuss about functions of  comic imagery. Without 
contextual information and evidence, it is difficult to apprehend past artists’ 
intentions when producing works of  art, such as what were they saying with 
or through the subject matter of  the work. We also do not know how the 
comic paintings were intended to be taken, or how the contemporary clientele 
responded to comic imagery. Nevertheless, customers in all classes surely 
enjoyed laughing as much as today. Throughout this study, we have reflected the 
two main scholarly interpretations: either humorous art has been understood as 
promoting moral truths or provoking its viewers to laugh and be entertained. 
However, even though the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century European people 
still worried a great deal about sin and eternal damnation, it is difficult to believe 
that they would have decorated their homes with images if  those were mainly 
intended to preach against immoral behavior. 

In the Middle Ages, visual humor often appeared in the miniatures of  the margins 
of  illustrated manuscripts, which have been interpreted as having a moral and 
didactic purpose.865 Prints had become the main vehicle of  profane art around 
1470, and the majority of  them illustrated the relationship between men and 
women, human foolishness, and engaging in the seven deadly sins; this served 
a didactic function as well. According to Christa Grössinger, the didactic value 
of  the comic images was that they led to a feeling of  guilt, which was meant 
to encourage repentance.866 Later, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
biblical scenes—however much carousing they may show—never quite lost their 

865  Grössinger 2002, 13.
866  Grössinger 2002, 6, 202, 205.
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original moralizing tone (see, for example, the story of  the prodigal son).867 

Günter Irmscher has demonstrated that the kitchen scenes by Aertsen and 
Beuckelaer are based on a moral exemplum from stoicizing teachings, which 
provides support for three levels of  meaning: erotic, religious, and concerning 
matters of  state politics and corresponding ethical behavior.868 In similar Italian 
genre paintings by Campi, Passerotti, and Carracci, the religious element is 
absent, but as they often contain erotic allusions, they may combine moralistic 
and didactic purposes or theological messages as well; they could warn about the 
earthly pleasures and voluptas carnis.869 

Barry Wind has studied analogies between Italian genre painting and comedy 
in the late sixteenth century. According to him, the early genre paintings were 
“a fusion of  visual and literary sources–a fusion that conveyed a moral message 
to an essentially moral age.”870 For example, Passerotti’s Poulterers (Longhi 
Collection, Florence) could be understood as exhibiting moral scorn against 
senile lust, the vice that had replaced avarice at the top of  the hierarchy of  sins 
since 1540, and which was often the subject in the plays of  commedia dell’arte.871 
Again, Passerotti’s Butcher’s Shop could be a visual translation of  a literal pun on 
carne, a word equated with meat and flesh but also used in a sexual sense. Beccheria 
(‘butcher’s shop’) was a vulgar term for sexual intercourse.872 Wind also points 
out other details confirming the bawdy content of  the painting, such as the 
knife, which is a phallic metaphor, and the wild boar, a symbol of  lasciviousness 

867  Gombrich & Woodfield 1987, 112–113.
868  Irmscher 1986, 219, 232.
869  See more in Emmens 1973, 93–101. 
870  Wind 1974, 34.
871  Wind 1974, 31; Ghirardi 1990, 69, 228.
872  Wind 1976, 95. Walker indicates that a mercato is a sinful arena, a melt-
ing pot of  dead and live animals, and high- and low-born people. Walker 2012, 
116.
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and sexual power since Aristotle’s De animalium historia. The comic subject could 
also relate directly to some comedy play, and in this case Wind suggests the 
ribald Li porci, a mid-fifteenth-century farce concerning the adventures of  two 
buffoons, a courtesan, and the butcher Norci.873 

Another view is presented by Valérie Boudier, who argues that Passerotti’s 
Butcher’s Shop, for example, expresses the anthropomorphic aspect of  animals and 
the animality. The physical closeness of  the human with the beast transforms the 
latter into an animal. By showing the head of  a wild boar, the young butcher is 
connotated with the sexual power of  the wild pig. The old butcher, on the other 
hand, is not defined so much by the piece of  meat he holds in his hands as by 
the testicle which hangs just above him in the animal carcass.874

Sheila McTighe and Siv Tove Kulbrandstand Walker have both argued that the 
low-life depictions of  alimentary situations reflect the contemporary discourse 
of  the suitability of  different foods for different social classes. 875 Discussion on 
this topic started to flourish since 1570s in the Northern Italy, virtually at the 
same time and place that Campi, Passerotti, and Carracci produced their images. 
Their figures are gesticulating and pointing to the food and to each other, and 
there is the play of  similarity and difference between foods and bodies. Some 
foods were thought suitable only for noble bodies and some could be digested 
only by those who worked with their hands. 876  For example, being nearest to the 
heavens, young game birds and fruits from trees and bushes were appropriate 
for the finer tables, whereas subterranean bulbous plants were regarded as best 

873  Wind 1976, 95.
874  Boudier 2018, 73. Boudier interprets also the other paintings of  the 
Mattei cycle as zoomorphic comparisons.
875  McTighe 2004, 301–323; McTighe 2007, 56–94; Walker 2012, 109–
128. 
876  McTighe 2007, 60, 62–63.
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suited for peasant tables.877 Passerotti’s butchers convey this belief  by suggesting 
that the people who eat, touch, and sell crude meat are just as crude as the meat 
itself, both in appearance and character.878 Many animal and vegetal edibles and 
kitchen tools were seen as alluding to body parts: crabs and figs stand for female 
genitals, and corkscrews, sausages, and melons for male ones. Cocks and pigs are 
metaphors for lust, while frying pans and sour grapes allude to sexual activity 
between men.879 Some food was also considered as aphrodisiac and giving a 
potent aid to sexual fertility.880 

Fruit and vegetables were also seen as anthropomorphic, based on the so-called 
“doctrine of  signatures,” which formed an important part of  folk medicine from 
the Middle Ages until the early modern period. According to folk beliefs, natural 
objects that looked like part of  the body could cure the diseases that might arise 
there.881 In 1588, Giambattista Della Porta published his Phytognomonica, which 
compared botanical species with human organs. This pseudoscience combined 
with wit fed the metaphorical play of  food and sex until the early years of  the 
seventeenth century.882 

Some market scenes by Campi and Passerotti are also directly linked to known 
proverbs. In Campi’s Fish Vendors, for instance, the peasant woman is emptying 
a bucket of  small fish, or sardines; this most likely illustrates the popular adage 
donne e sardine, son buone piccoline (“women and sardines are better small”). In 
Passerotti’s Fish Vendors, the proverb behind the image could be la triglia, non la 

877  Walker 2012, 110–111. See more on the subject in Grieco 1996, 
479–490.
878  Dickerson 2010, 20–24; McTighe 2004, 301–323.
879  Walker 2012, 112.
880  McTighe 2007, 78.
881  http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/broughttolife/techniques/doc-
trine (accessed August 9, 2017).
882  Varriano 2005, 8–14. See more of  the subject in Varriano 2011.
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mangia chi la piglia (“whoever catches the mullet is not eating it”) which refers to 
the idea that the peasants might catch the mullet, but they were not allowed to 
consume it by their very “nature.” 883 In some paintings there are proverbs with 
more complex messages, which probably gave the learned customer pleasure in 
trying to “solve” them. 

In any case, at least the alimentary subject matters of  the late sixteenth century 
seem to have comprised quite vulgar content with sexual associations, both in 
Northern Italy and the Low Countries. Paliaga claims that as the “obscene” 
components of  the painting subjects were condemned by churchmen, works 
like Campi’s could have served as prototypes and models for his other paintings, 
which had a similar still life disposition.884 However, it is hard to believe that 
such paintings were just curiosities or prototypes for still lifes kept in a painter’s 
studio. It seems more plausible that the comic paintings were valued in their own 
right, whether or not they included satire and didactic aspects. 

It is important to note that the comic paintings become popular at the same time 
in North and South Europe as the popular form of  theater, commedia dell’arte, 
started to flourish and, due to the Reformation, the domain of  the comic can 
be seen as shrinking. Yet, Verberckmoes has shown that while laughter and 
humor changed over time, they were not really suppressed during the Counter-
Reformation.885 Burke regards the rise of  caricature in this period to suggest 
that artists needed some respite from incessant idealization, while earlier forms 
of  the comic were now denied them.886 Further, Westermann suggests that the 
Reformation caused an obsession for depictions of  sins and vices, which showed 
the upper classes how not to behave, and the sins and vices were presented under 
the domain of  the comic. Indeed, vices were easier to depict through profane 

883  McTighe 2004, 320; McTighe 2007, 66–67; Dickerson 2010, 21.
884  Paliaga 2000, 21.
885  See Verberckmoes 1999.
886  Burke 2016, 125–126. 
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subject matters and genre paintings, while virtues were suited to more religious 
paintings and allegories. 

Mariët Westermann also refers to the traditional humanist arguments that 
“pleasure and laughter facilitate the learning of  important truths, ridentem dicere 
verum, that they bring necessary, entertaining relief  to the studious mind, and that 
they fill empty time and drive away sleep.”887 According to Westermann, comic 
fictions also offered alternative modes of  expressing urgent social concerns. 
Another function for comic images has been found in its ability to temporarily 
dissolve social or sexual hierarchies, even though it did not alter them. Laughter 
served to confirm the superiority of  social superiors, hence affirming the social 
hierarchy.888 A comic picture helped to create mutual understanding and a sense 
of  fellowship among those who shared the joke and its implicit assumptions; 
conversely, laughing at a comic image could also function as a tool of  dominance 
or humiliation against the Other, that is, different social classes, races, and 
genders. 

Given the above, the group of  Serenade to a Cat images could have functioned in 
multiple ways, and there is no unambiguous answer. Humor by itself  often stems 
from the visual reversal of  accepted norms and our expectations, and in this 
sense the subject of  Serenade to a Cat is to be interpreted as comical and amusing, 
designed to provoke laughter. The grinning faces of  low-status figures also 
confirm the comic mode and add a burlesque quality to the images. But besides 
amusement, did these images serve to give some moralistic and didactic lesson 
as well? And what could that have been and for whom? Is the satire directed at 
society as a whole, or at authorities, the beholder, a type of  person, or people? 
As we saw in the previous chapter, peasant satire was often used for moral 
purposes. Hence, we could interpret the theme as moralizing against the vice of  
lust, symbolized by the cat and the grinning woman, who is ugly and therefore 

887  Westermann 1997b, 163. 
888  Kaufmann 2009, 67. 
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morally corrupt and unchaste. Or, the subject pokes fun at the peasants and their 
foolish behavior, taking care of  their pet like a baby. The comic plot might also 
have been the impotent husband who is unable to produce a baby, symbolized 
by the swaddling clothes of  the cat, and the wife deceiving her husband, as in 
the Farce of  the Catmaker. Indeed, it is possible to interpret the theme of  Serenade 
to a Cat to its contemporary audience as entertaining but also as satire of  the 
socially lower or sexually deviant. Yet, as we have studied in the earlier chapters, 
the comic content could even relate to the commemoration of  a real-life event, 
one of  those cat-burning or other folklore traditions in which people were at the 
mischievous mood.
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X 

Conclusions

My study aimed to solve a specific visual theme called Serenade to a Cat. The 
theoretical frame for this study was the iconographical and iconological 
approach, with an emphasis on the cat-centered artworks of  the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. The cat gained popularity particularly in North Italy, and 
comic painting developed around the peasants and the cat. The visual evidence 
revealed that at the beginning of  the early modern age, the relationship between 
man and cat was complex and multi-layered. On the one hand, depictions of  the 
cat as a pet or scenes of  domestic intimacy started to appear, but on the other 
hand, the cat was loaded with negative symbolism and prejudices because of  its 
connection with women, witches, and the devil. In visual art, the poor cat was 
constantly depicted as a laughing stock and object of  abuse, teased by children 
and adults alike. 

My research reveals that there is more than one plausible explanation for the 
theme in the timeframe of  1580–1640. The theme of Serenade to a Cat touches 
on several topics of  the contemporary society: the misogynist attitudes, which 
culminated in witch-hunts; the abuse of  domestic animals; the power of  folk 
beliefs and festivals; the decline of  popular culture and laughter; the class-
hatred toward the peasants; the spread of  vernacular theater; and derision of  
the classical idealizing themes. Through the study on the roots of  the theme, the 
development of  a picture type representing a group of  laughing figures with a 
cat was traced to the fifteenth century and a lost painting by Michelino Besozzo, 
of  which an ekphrasis exists by Lomazzo. 

Alpers claimed that in contrast to the descriptive Dutch art, the Italian art was 
narrative, as this world was a stage on which human figures performed significant 
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actions based on the texts of  the poets.889 Italian art is full of  emblematic, 
allegorical, and philosophical meanings, which means that to ascertain the 
subject and comprehend the whole theme, prior knowledge and education are 
required, as well as most possibly an understanding of  the texts on which it is 
based. Conversely, because the northern art was descriptive, the viewer could 
just enjoy and understand the scene without any additional information. Serenade 
to a Cat images are problematic in this sense, due to our distance from the early 
modern period. On some level, we can understand them as comic without any 
knowledge of  the narrative, yet the deeper reason for the merriment and laughter 
is not quite clear for the modern viewer without some context or background 
information. However, I believe that there has been some narrative behind these 
images, possibly a text or theater performance. The story in the images is based 
on visual conventions which the contemporary audience could understand, 
whereas in the prints, the story is intensified by the interaction of  verse and 
visual conventions. 

“The iconography of  laughter” in the title of  this study refers to what moves the 
viewer to laugh when beholding this group of  paintings, and how the Serenade 
to a Cat images construct or express that they belong to the world of  the risible. 
Laughing and grinning faces are the clearest mark of  the comic content of  the 
images in the early modern era. Horace’s classic dictum “men’s faces laugh on 
those who laugh” was still valid, as laughter was seen contagious. In the visual 
arts, however, laughter had often negative connotations, as we have seen. It was 
related to foolishness and stupidity, the unbridled behavior of  peasants and the 
other lower social classes. Humorous content was also connected to the inverted 
world, including the cat.

The subject of Serenade to a Cat must have been thought of  as comic by the 
contemporary consumers. Humor often springs from reversals, such as treating 
a cat like a baby or playing a gridiron like a violin. Furthermore, ugliness was a 

889  Alpers 1983, xix.
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source of  laughter, and often the peasants with their coarse behavior. Therefore, 
the theme of  Serenade to a Cat falls into the category of  comic genre painting, 
which implies that we are glimpsing a scene of  everyday life with the comic 
dimension.  Such behavior as the swaddling of  a cat and rough music was 
“normal” in the charivari tradition and during Carnivals. Yet, if  the theme features 
a depiction of  a theater piece, then it is as much fiction. As charivaris, faire le chat, 
and other carnivalesque and festive examples of  cat-torturing show, abuse and 
cruelty toward animals was considered entertaining in the early modern era. But 
to most modern audiences, the gloomy end of  the cat mentioned in the verse is 
not a laughable event; here we can experience “otherness” with the past.

From the beginning, I have maintained that the symbolism of  the cat is a key to 
resolving the theme. For artists and their clients, whether in Northern Europe or 
in Italy, cats seemed to be more than cats; they carried many powerful symbolic 
connotations and folkloristic beliefs. How to interpret cats in images depends on 
the context they are used in. Due to the anthropocentrism in the early modern 
period, animals were instrumental in human thought. As we have seen with the 
festivities of  the solstice and Carnivals, cats were easy victims and scapegoats 
for the evil in society, and their public killing was a kind of  demonic exorcism 
of  demons that cleansed the community. The verse of  the print makes the 
reader aware of  the sinister end of  the cat. From this perspective, we could 
interpret the subject matter as reflecting cat-killing rituals during such public 
festivities as Carnivals and charivaris, which functioned as the social control of  
the society. Besides the animal itself, other details of  the Serenade to a Cat, such 
as the swaddling, laughter, and awl in the man’s hood, can all be interpreted as 
expressing largely negative meanings. 

The motif  of  laughing people with a cat has a certain common source possibly 
in Besozzo’s lost painting. If  there ever existed such a painting we cannot be 
sure, but with this story Lomazzo established the start of  the comic genre in 
Lombardy. But the theme went through considerable changes over the course 
of  time and places. There occurred a corruption of  a theme, which altered 
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its appearance and meaning. The theme of  a laughing group with a cat was 
further developed in the Lombard and Carnival groups. Iconographically close 
to the subject of  the Serenade to a Cat, artistically they are quite different. In 
addition, holding a cat in the arms is a different theme than the swaddling of  a 
cat and making rough music, and therefore the Carnival group is closer to our 
Serenade to a Cat theme. Nevertheless, the Lombard group has an interesting 
typological value. Thus, comic painting was linked to the subject of  the cat right 
from the start in Northern Italy. Common to all three of  these groups is that 
they require the viewer to engage emotionally or intellectually in their narrative 
interpretation, laughing is a shared act, and the laughing stock seems to be the 
cat. But the laughter here in Serenade to a Cat images, in my opinion, is derisive 
and humiliating laughing, which is consonant with the superiority theory. 

The explanations offered for the Serenade to a Cat theme variate from an Allegory 
of  Five Senses to a comedy theater play, and to some folk traditions. Cuckoldry 
and deceit were the most common themes in contemporary jokes, literature, 
and theater plays—but also evidently in the comical visual arts, as such prints 
as The Fumblers Club prove. The figures of  Serenade to a Cat could be seen as 
the stock characters of  the comedy, slightly caricatured, including the cuckold 
husband and unfaithful wife. Swaddling could be seen as a metaphor for 
castration, for a man’s lost virility. While we cannot be sure if  the text and the 
images of  the Serenade to a Cat provide an exact record of  some contemporary 
comedy, they nevertheless reflect a tradition of  theater-related genre paintings.  
The story and the painting of  Farce of  the Catmaker share many similarities with 
our Serenade to a Cat images. The verse in the print of  L’Éducation du matou 
mentions the badin and fou, which could be linked to some French farce or 
sottie. Theatricality is further emphasized by the Sprecher figure, who encourages 
us to join to the playful dialogue with the painting. They are like visual 
vernacular comedy for amusement while conveying didactic or moral messages 
as well, and in this case the target was possibly the unfaithful wife and adultery 
(and the gullible husband who did not get the joke), or human foolishness. 
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The subject could also allude to general human folly—people ridiculed and  
satirized for caring for their pets, even though the reason for the horrific  
end of the cat is not so clear in this explanation. The French proverb 
C’est de la bouillie pour les chats refers to folly as it means that something is 
incomprehensive, inutile. In the same sense the swaddling of a cat or educating 
it are as useless actions to do as giving porridge for the cat. The cat does not 
need education but the characters have to be cured of their foolishness. As we 
have seen, the use of proverbs and popular expressions was common in the 
early modern comic genre paintings. 

A blasphemous parody of the Holy Family seems somewhat unlikely to me, 
as it would have been quite a risky subject during this period. However, it 
could present the parody of the rite Charivari de la Chandeleur, in which Saint 
Joseph fed the Holy Child. The verse of the print supports the explanation 
of  human folly and the Carnival or charivari tradition as well. The Franco- 
Flemish name Margot connects the woman to a complex cluster of folklore 
tales, in which she appears as a servant, prostitute, or witch. The cat could be 
a metaphor for lasciviousness, and it is punished, castrated, or even killed so 
that it would learn the manners of “civilized adults.” In comparison to other 
contemporary comical paintings and to the world of theater, we could also 
assume that Serenade to a Cat images were painted not only for entertainment, 
making fun of common vices and human imperfections, but for the morally 
educating purpose as well. Which one of these many possibilities is the right 
interpretation may be forever lost to time, no matter how much attention 
and time are given to research. I will leave the multiple interpretations 
open according to the beholder’s modes of perception. However, studying 
microhistory remains important, for it sheds light on artistic practices and 
contemporary humor and taste.  

I have tried to focus on what is painted, and in that sense I have continued 
the tradition of Panofsky and other art historians to find meaning  as an 
intrinsic property of  the work of  art. Besides trying to find the meaning, 
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I have also tried to study how it is painted through the case study of  the 
Helsinki painting.890 This last question I have approached from different 
angles, concerning questions of  dating, attribution, and technical and material 
analysis. Through investigation of  the provenance history, I tried to establish 
the theme’s cultural background. The limitation of  my empirical research 
results from the fact that I had direct access only to the painting of  Helsinki.  
Researching an artwork by an anonymous artist of  the past is quite challenging 
if  one does not even have any idea of  the provenance or the country of  origin. 
In such a case, one has to gather all of  the information from the artwork itself, 
which functions as the sole primary source. Trying to resolve this kind of  
mystery is a real detective’s task. 

With this study, I also sought to bring up an issue of  unknown artists. There 
are thousands of  marginalized paintings in the storage areas of  museums, 
such as the Serenade to a Cat of  Helsinki, whose subjects and artists have been 
forgotten in art history. These artists have been overshadowed by the fame of  
their more talented colleagues and masters, and scholars have attached little 
import to them. Furthermore, their paintings have not been considered to 
contain originality or any artistic value, but are often seen merely as uncreative 
replicas. What the paintings were made for and what their communicative 
intent was are important problems to be solved, and they are certainly as 
fascinating as those surrounding a masterpiece.

As I found out, finding relevant sources and records can be onerous and time-
consuming, and the information gained rather inadequate, even though access 
to different databases, archives, and image sources is made quite easy today, 
thanks to the Internet. Finding similar or comparable works—in this case, 
eight other images of  the Serenade to a Cat theme, 14 examples of  the Lombard 

890  Alpers and De Jongh have been presented as the two polar representa-
tives emphasizing either what (De Jongh) or how (Alpers); see Jonker 2008, 154.
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group, and 12 of  the Carnival group—assists in understanding the context.  
The detailed technical and material analysis and the provenance history were 
conducted solely from the Helsinki example. The technical examination failed 
to yield any clear answer to the attribution or dating, apart from the study 
of  pigments, which set 1750 as the terminus ante quem for the painting. The 
dating process was complicated due to several overpaintings in different layers, 
making it difficult to date the color pigments to a precise period. The study of  
provenance did not confer any crucial data to suggest the original source or 
date of  the painting. Overall, several factors seem to point to a date of  1580–
1640. All Serenade to a Cat paintings are dated to this period, and the print by 
Jean Leblond accords with this period as well. Regarding some possible models 
for the figures in the Serenade to a Cat images, the timeframe expands from the 
beginning of  the sixteenth century to the early decades of  the seventeenth 
century. The study of  costumes also indicates that the clothes and accessories 
were typical of  the end of  the sixteenth century and the first half  of  the 
seventeenth century. Yet, it is still quite possible to argue that some of  these 
Serenade to a Cat paintings may have been painted later, as copying was key in 
the instruction in artists’ workshops before the eighteenth century. Producing 
cheap copies was also common to the painters that had not completed their 
training, they had moved to another town or country, or they had not paid their 
guild dues. 

I confronted various difficulties when trying to determine attribution for 
the Helsinki painting. Four of  the other paintings were attributed to Flemish 
artists, another four to Italian artists, while the print was French, and their 
execution reveals eclectic artistic quality and differences in details. As there was 
lively cultural reciprocity between the northern and Italian artists during the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Italian artists traveled to Fontainebleau 
and Prague, and French, German, Dutch, and Flemish artists traveled to 
Italy, while the circulation of  the new themes and artistic influences was 
ensured by a vast production of  prints. In studying the models for the figures 
depicted in the Serenade to a Cat paintings, I found possible influences from 
Albrecht Dürer, Cornelis Corneliszoon van Haarlem, Simon Vouet, and the 
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School of  Fontainebleau, in addition to the North Italian painting, mainly 
Vincenzo Campi and Bartolomeo Passerotti. In fact, influences from diverse 
artistic models makes it difficult to locate exactly where the Serenade to a Cat 
images were produced, but possibly it was not a single workshop and place. 
Eclecticism was typical for the Dutch and Flemish artists of  the early sixteenth 
century, which could even propose the location for the Serenade to a Cat images. 
The figures depicted belong to the “lower ranks” of  society, and the poorer 
city-dwellers or peasants were comprising one of  the most long-standing 
themes in the Dutch and Flemish genre art. Furthermore, the theme with 
a swaddled cat referred to the Dutch Farce of  the Catmaker, and the painting 
subject was known in the archives of  Antwerp probate inventory in the early 
seventeenth century. In Italy the Church was still the main commissioner of  
artworks. Because of  the secularization of  taste of  the new bourgeois clientele 
in Northern Europe, there was a growing market for comic genre paintings.

However, the carnivalesque tradition, the Sacra Conversazione-type composition, 
the possible subject of  commedia dell’arte, the rendering of  light and shade, 
the other early comic paintings depicting laughing figures with a cat, and the 
two possible masks seem to signal on Lombard and Venetian models. On 
the other hand, the Italian commedia dell’arte was popular subject in the late 
sixteenth-century France and even later. Moreover, the tradition of  charivari 
and cat-abusing rituals have been quite common in many parts of  France. 
Furthermore, one of  the Serenade to a Cat versions is executed on an oak 
panel, which links it to Northern Europe more than Southern Europe, not to 
mention that the engraving L’Éducation du matou was printed in Paris. 

The artists did not work in a vacuum. They loaned, copied, imitated, and 
were influenced by earlier visual tradition and imagery, as well as social rituals, 
folklore, proverbs, oral tales, and literary tradition. The artist who painted the 
subject the very first time was influenced by a number of  elements from a 
variety of  original sources and combined them into a single work of  art. Yet, I 
would not claim that the Serenade to a Cat is a pastiche. In my opinion, the print 
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is the strongest single indicator of  the popularity of  the theme that Serenade to a 
Cat enjoyed in Paris and other parts of  France during this certain time period. 
Therefore, all things considered, I would regard it as possible that the Serenade 
to a Cat of  Helsinki was painted by an artist of  Franco-Flemish origin, who 
exploited Italian-inspired models, such as the Lombard and Carnival groups, 
or a Lombard or Venetian artist working in France, or of  some other origin 
(German?) working in France and who was familiar with the current trends 
in North Italian genre painting. Serenade to a Cat images reveal the intensive 
artistic and cultural exchanges that took place in the early modern era between 
the North and Italy. In our case, the artist, workshop, and even the country or 
city of  Serenade to a Cat remain open for discussion and speculation. Maybe the 
mystery will be solved one day, as technological devices evolve further.

We do not know the artist, nor his intentions. Furthermore, it is difficult to 
reconstruct the context in which the Serenade to a Cat paintings functioned and 
who the customers were, as information concerning a commission or early 
sale is missing. But the artist surely worked in a dynamic interaction between 
customers and the surrounding culture. There must have been a market for 
these paintings, because more than one of  a kind were produced. We may 
assume that the paintings were most probably intended for the open markets 
and for customers of  all social classes. As the figures in the Serenade to a Cat 
paintings belong to the folk class—that is, peasants or “common people”—
their audience most likely belonged to a higher class. The wealthy and educated 
client could laugh at their stupidity and have the pleasure of  feeling morally 
superior. Such paintings also point to the entrepreneurial attitude of  artists to 
meet demand and please the taste of  their clientele. Because of  their notable 
size, these kinds of  paintings were most probably meant for hallways or living 
and dining rooms. Such subject matter would have been quite unusual in the 
bedroom. 

Finally, these marginal comic images, which were copied and disseminated 
for a certain period, enrich our picture of  certain underlying sublimated 
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aggressions and anxieties of  societies of  the past, and how laughter functioned 
as a therapeutic release for them. By studying the comic theme of  Serenade to 
a Cat I have contributed to the understanding of  early modern comic genre 
painting, and the human-animal relationship, which is illustrated here by the 
cat. Images of  groups laughing and feeding the swaddled cat seem to have 
faded in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, maybe as a result of  the 
changes in the human-animal relationship and the growing ethical sensitivity to 
animal suffering. However, the cat remains the constant source of  humor for 
the paintings presented in this research, and in that sense Serenade to a Cat and 
similar works of  art prove that the origin of  “lolcats” and other images and 
videos of  cats in humorous situations in our time is not a modern thing. 
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1. 
Unknown 
Serenade to a Cat
17th century
Oil on canvas
75.5 x 103 cm
The Finnish National Gallery/ Sinebrychoff Art Museum, inv. no. A I 344, 
Helsinki, Finland
Image courtesy of The Finnish National Gallery/ Jaakko Lukumaa
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2.
Attrib. Gerard van Honthorst (1590–1656) 
The Ballad Singer
The first half of the 17th century
Oil on canvas
Measurements missing
Paul Brandt BV, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, November 11.11.–3.12.1976, 
lot 70

Image from the catalogue
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3. 
Circle of Bartolomeo Passerotti (1529–1592)
A Lady Holding a Swaddled Cat, a Man with a Pan of Porridge, Another Playing 
with Fire Irons and Two Male Figures
The second half of the 16th century
Oil on canvas
75.3 x 112 cm
Sotheby’s, New York, USA, Old Master Paintings, June 6, 2013, lot 98
Image courtesy of Sotheby’s
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4. 
Circle of Vincenzo Campi (1536–1591) 
Concierto en la cocina [a concert in the kitchen]
The second half of the 16th century
Oil on canvas
73 x 100 cm
Ansorena, Madrid, Spain, July 23, 2014, lot 550
Image courtesy of Ansorena
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5. 
Northern School, also attrib. the Studio of Gerard van Honthorst (1592–1656)
L'Éducation du Matou/ La Bouillie donnée au chat [The upbringing of the tom-
cat/ The porridge given to a cat]
C. 1600
Oil on panel
80 x 103.5 cm
Artcurial, Old Master & 19th Century Art, Paintings, Drawings, Sculptures, 
Antique and Collector Frames, October 11, 2016, lot 502; Vanderkindere Auc-
tioneer, Ukkel, Belgium, April 25, 2018, lot 319
Image courtesy of © Artcurial
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6.
Attrib. Anonymous North Italian from Veneto, probably from Brescia
A Completely Crazy Company Feeding and Entertaining a Swaddled Cat
18th century
Oil on canvas
79.3 x 109.3 cm
BVBA Jean Moust – Old Master Paintings, Bruges, Belgium, on sale during the 
summer of 2017
Image courtesy of Jean Moust Old Master Paintings, Bruges, Belgium
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7.
Attrib. Niccolò Frangipane (active 1563–1597) 
A Genre Scene
17h century
Oil on canvas
65 x 80 cm
Galleria San Francesco di Giusti Antonio, Modena, Italy, on sale during Sep-
tember 2017
Image courtesy of Antonio Giusti
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8.
Jean Leblond (c. 1590/1594–1666)
L'Éducation du Matou [the upbringing of the tom-cat]
C. 1580–1640
Engraving
20.3 x 30.1 cm
Département des Estampes de la Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris, 
France
Image courtesy of Bibliothèque Nationale de France
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9. 
Attrib. Flemish School
Mardi Gras
C. 1600
Oil on panel
6.8 x 9.2 cm
Jan Muller Antiques, Gent, Belgium, on sale at Brafa Art Fair 26.01. – 
03.02.2019
Image courtesy of Jan Muller Antiques
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10.
Lombard School
Four People Laughing with a Cat
16tth century
Technics and measurements missing
Image from the article of B. Meijer 1971, 263, pl. 3
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11.
Attrib. Niccolò Frangipane
Quatre têtes riant à la vue d’un chat [four people laughing at the sight of a cat]
C. 1540–1550
Oil on panel
52 x 86 cm
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Angers, France, inv. no. 318
Image courtesy of © Musées d’Angers, P. David
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12.
Lombard School
Quattro figure ridenti e un gatto [four laughing figures and a cat]
16th century
Oil on panel
64 x 80 cm
Il Museo dell’Accademia Ligustica di Belle Arti, Genoa, Italy, inv. no. 57
Image courtesy of Genoa, Museo dell'Accademia Ligustica di Belle Arti
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13.
Lombard  School
An Allegorical Subject
C. 1550
Oil on panel
40.5 x 53.5 cm
Sotheby’s, Paris, June 26, 2019, lot 21; Galerie Jean-Max Tassel, Paris; Sothe-
by’s, London, UK, June 15, 1983, lot 106
Image courtesy of Sotheby’s
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14.
Lombard School
Four People Laughing with a Cat
16th century
Tehcnics and measurements missing
Image from the article by B. Meijer 1971, 264, pl. 7
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15.
Lombard – Venetian School
Quattro figure ridenti e un gatto [four laughing figures and a cat]
16th century
Oil on panel
40 x 58 cm
Il Museo Civico Novara, Novara, Italy, inv. no. 44, until July 24, 1974, when it 
was stolen
Image courtesy of Musei Civici Novaresi - Centro di Documentazione. Foto 
Studio Giovetti
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16.
Flemish School, Circle of Jan Massys
Personnages riant avec un chat [characters laughing with a cat]
C. 1540
Oil on panel
54.5 x 73.5 cm
Private Collection
Image courtesy of Bologna, Federico Zeri Photo Archive, inv. no. 79964
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17.
Lombard School
I Commedianti [the comedians]
C. 1575–1599
Oil on canvas
78 x 103 cm
Image courtesy of Bologna, Federico Zeri Photo Archive, inv. no. 79963 
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18. 
Bartolomeo Veneto (active 1502–1531)
Quattro personaggi che ridono [four laughing persons] 
Oil on panel
67 x 140.5 cm
Private Collection, Florence, Italy
Image courtesy of Bologna, Federico Zeri Photo Archive, inv. no. 92219
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19.
Attrib. Niccolò Frangipane, Venetian School
Personaggi Umoristici [humoristic characters]
16th century
Oil on canvas
60 x 85 cm
Cacace Art Gallery, Naples, Italy, on sale January 1, 2017
Image courtesy of Cacace Art Gallery, Naples
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20.
Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo
Three Men with a Woman Holding a Cat
16th century
Oil on panel
43.2 x 61 cm
Sotheby’s, New York, USA, January 26, 2012, lot 17
Image courtesy of Sotheby’s
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21. 
Vincenzo Campi
Scene Populaire [popular scene]
16th century
Oil on panel
42 x 60 cm
Galerie FC Paris, France, on sale during January 2017
Image courtesy of Galerie FC Tableaux Anciens
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22.
Circle of Vincenzo Campi
An Allegory of Hypocrisy
Late 16th or early 17th century
Oil on canvas
43.5 x 57.5 cm
Arthouse Hejtmánek, Prag, Czech Republic, May 22, 2014, lot 30
Image courtesy of Arthouse Hejtmánek, Gallery and Auction House
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23.
Follower of Vincenzo Campi
Joyeuse assemblée avec un chat [happy meeting with a cat]
17th century
Oil on canvas
56 x 100 cm
Tajan, Paris, France, June 23, 2008, lot 1
Image courtesy of © Tajan
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24.
Circle of Lomazzo, Lombard School
Figure a mezzo busto con un gatto [half-length figures with a cat]
16th century
Black and red pencil, crayon, white chalk, white paper
28.3 x 43 cm
Le Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice, Italy, inv. no. 1205
Image courtesy of Ministero dei beni e delle attività culturali, Gallerie dell’Ac-
cademia di Venezia
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25.
Attrib. Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo
Tre uomini con una donna che tiene una gazza [three men and a woman who 
holds a magpie]
16th century
Oil on panel
65 x 88 cm
Wannenes Art Auction, Genoa, Italy, November 29, 2018, lot 534
Image courtesy of Wannenes Art Auctions and Antonio Gesino
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26.
Attrib. Niccolò Frangipane
Le Chat emmailloté [the swaddled cat]
C. 1580–1590 
Oil on canvas
93.5 x 117.5 cm
Musée d’arts de Nantes, France, inv. no. 294
Image courtesy of © Musée d’arts de Nantes – Photographie: C. CLOS
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27.
Unknown/ earlier attrib. Pieter Aertsen
Company with a Cat
16th century
Oil on canvas
88.5 x 116.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, Russia, inv. no. GE-6123
Image courtesy of Photograph © The State Hermitage Museum. Photo by 
Pavel Demidov, Konstantin Sinyavsky
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28. 
Follower of Giacomo Francesco Cipper, Il Todeschini
A Carnival Scene with a Cat being spoon fed amidst a Crowd of Merrymakers
s. d.
Oil on canvas
95.5 x 120.5 cm
Christie's, London, UK, September 26, 1996, lot 205, Private Collection
Image courtesy of Photo © Christie's Images / Bridgeman Images  
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29.
Circle of Pieter Aertsen
Figures dressed for a Carnival, Playing with a Cat
16th century
Oil on panel
31 x 39.5 cm
Sotheby's, London, UK, December 9, 1987, lot 169
Image courtesy of Sotheby’s
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30.
Niccolò Frangipane, between Venice and Emiglia Romagna
The Feast of Kittens
1563–1597
Oil on canvas
37 x 48 cm
Hampel Fine Art Auctions, Munich, Germany, September 25, 2014, lot 786
Image courtesy of Hampel Fine Art Auctions
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31.
Unknown Italian
Jeu de Carnaval [carnival game]
The end of the 16th century
Oil on canvas
118 x 140 cm
Musée Municipal Bruno-Danvin, St. Pol sur Ternoise, France
Image courtesy of © Mairie de St Pol sur Ternoise, Didier Fauquembergue
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32.
Lombard School
Satirical Representation of a Banquet
16th century
Oil on canvas
95 x 127.5 cm
Dorotheum, Vienna, Austria, Old Master Paintings, December 19, 2016, lot 
66
Image courtesy of Dorotheum, Vienna, auction catalogue 19.12.2016
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33. 
Niccolò Frangipane
La Festa del Gatto [the cat party]
17th century
Oil on canvas
120 x 203 cm
Meeting Art, Vercelli, Italy, November 11, 2018, lot 220
Image courtesy of Meeting Art
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34.
Italian School
La Bouillie donnée au chat [the porridge given to a cat]
C. 1600
Oil on canvas
98 x 120 cm
De Baecque & Associés, Lyon, France, on sale October 2, 2017, lot 435
Image courtesy of © DE BAECQUE & Associés
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35.
Studio of Vincenzo Campi
Les réjouissances villageoises [village festivities]
Early 17th century
Oil on canvas
100 x 126 cm
Thierry de Maigret, Paris, France, March 22, 2017, lot 32
Image courtesy of OVV Thierry de Maigret
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36. 
Niccolò Frangipane
Banquet
Late 16th/ Early 17th century
Oil on canvas
170 x 240 cm
Artur Ramon Art, Barcelona, Spain, on sale in September 2019
Image courtesy of Artur Ramon Art
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37.
Niccolò Frangipane
Scena di Festa [scene from the party]
1563–1599
Oil on canvas
118 x 152 cm
Previously in the private collection of Faldella Minai, Roma/ Bologna (Italia), 
lastly shown in the antique market in Liguria
Image courtesy of Bologna, Federico Zeri Photo Archive, inv. no. 94082
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38.
Niccolò Frangipane
A Bacchanal
16th century
Oil on canvas
186.2 x 232.4 cm
Sotheby’s, New York, USA, January 27, 2012, lot 416
Image courtesy of Sotheby’s
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39.
Unknown Lombard (attrib. also to Bartolomeo Veneto)
Cupidity and Luxury or Four Grotesque Figures 
The first half of the 16th century
Oil on panel
58.4 x 91.8 cm
Private Collection
Image courtesy of Bologna, Federico Zeri Photo Archive, inv. no. 92221
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40.
Vincenzo Campi
Les Mangeurs de ricotta
C. 1580–1590
Oil on canvas
77.5 x 90 cm
Musée des Beaux-Arts de Lyon, France, inv. H 673
Image courtesy of Lyon MBA – Photo Alain Basset
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41. 
Unknown Lombard
The Porridge of the Cat
17th or 18th century
Oil on canvas
57 x 47 cm
Wannenes Art Auction, Genoa, Italy, March 3, lot 625
Image courtesy of Wannenes Art Auctions and Antonio Gesino
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42. 
Albrecht Dürer
Madonna Nursing the Child
1503
Oil on panel
24.1 x 18.3 cm
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria
Image courtesy of  KHM-Museumsverband
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43. 
Simon Vouet
The Fortune Teller
1617
Oil on canvas
95 x 135 cm
Gallerie Nazionali di Arte Antica, Palazzo Barberini
Image courtesy of  the Gallerie Nazionali di Arte Antica, MIBACT – Bibliothe-
ca Hertziana, Istituto Max Planck for the History of  Art/ Enrico Fontolan
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44.
Vincenzo Campi
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C. 1550–1590 
Oil on canvas
Image courtesy of  Bologna, Federico Zeri Photo Archive, inv. no. 31771
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45.
Anonymous from England
O Rare Show or The Fumblers Club
C. 1700
Woodcut
Image courtesy of  The British Library Cup 21.g.34 (62)
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46.
Anonymous from England
The Fumbler’s Clubb
Between 1600–1700 
Etching
Image courtesy of  the Library of  Congress, https://www.loc.gov/
item/2005694897/
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47. 
Ultraviolet Fluorescence (UVF) image of  the Serenade to a Cat reveals later 
retouchings which appear darker areas on the surface, e.g., in the cheek of  the 
gridiron player.

The Finnish National Gallery/ Sinebrychoff  Art Museum, inv. no. A I 344, 
Helsinki, Finland

Image courtesy of  The Finnish National Gallery and Ari Tanhuanpää
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48.
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The Finnish National Gallery/ Sinebrychoff  Art Museum, inv. no. A I 344, 
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Image courtesy of  The Finnish National Gallery and Ari Tanhuanpää
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Image courtesy of  The Finnish National Gallery and Ari Tanhuanpää
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50.
Cross-Section photograph of the paint layers in the Serenade to a Cat painting.
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Image courtesy of The Finnish National Gallery and Seppo Hornytzkyj
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The SEM-EDS analysis reveals the pigments used in the Serenade to a Cat 
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Image courtesy of The Finnish National Gallery and Seppo Hornytzkyj
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